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Summary

For ultrasonic measurement instruments, piezoelectric transducers are often crucial parts of the system, which may
significantly influence the precision or applicability of the system. In this work, the basic parts of piezoelectric disk
transducers, a piezoelectric disk and a piezoelectric disk with a front layer, are investigated using a simulation tool based
on the finite element (FE) method, which has been developed during the dr. scient. work.

For the modeling of the piezoelectric transducer part of the problem, piezoelectric finite elements are used. For the
modeling of the fluid medium exterior to the piezoelectric transducer, a wide range of different approaches have been
compared to find the method best suited for the present work. It has been chosen to use finite elements to model the
nearfield part of the fluid medium, whereas the farfield part of the fluid medium is modeled using a special type of infinite
elements, the conjugated Astley-Leis infinite elements (also called infinite wave envelope elements of variable order). The
FE formulation, which serves as a theoretical basis for the implemented FE code, is described in detail. The applicability
of the simulation tool is established through comparisons with other FE codes and measurements. The expected accuracy
in the FE results presented is quantified through extensive convergence tests for the types of transducer structures which
are studied.

The influence of geometry and material parameters on the response functions, vibration and radiated sound field of a
piezoelectric disk and of a piezoelectric disk with a front layer has been investigated by considering these quantities for
different diameter over thickness ratios (D/T ratios) of the piezoelectric disk, for different thicknesses of the front layer,
and for different disk and front layer materials. The present investigations extend earlier analyses by providing a more
detailed modal analysis of the vibrational modes in piezoelectric disks with varying D/T ratio, including the influence of
the different vibrational modes on the response functions of the disks.

As a part of this analysis, a refined mode classification scheme for these vibrational modes has been suggested, and the
peaks in the electrical and acoustical response functions of piezoelectric disks with varying D/T ratio have been associated
with different vibrational modes. Furthermore, by first considering the response functions of a piezoelectric disk, then
adding a thin front layer, and subsequently increasing the front layer thickness in small steps, the influence of the different
vibrational modes in the piezoelectric disk on the response functions of the piezoelectric disk with a front layer has been
studied for both the in-air and in-water cases. The influence of the thickness and the characteristic acoustic impedance
of the front layer on the response functions has also been investigated. These studies extend previous investigations for
piezoelectric disks with a front layer by providing a more detailed and systematic analysis using a three-dimensional
model, and by providing such analyses for thick piezoelectric disks and for other vibrational modes than the TE1 mode.

Based on this approach, the question of front layer thickness and front layer characteristic acoustic impedances optimal
for high bandwidth has also been investigated, for two cases which are not covered by the one-dimensional models available:
thick piezoelectric disks with a front layer and piezoelectric disks with a front layer operated in the frequency region around
the R1 mode. For both cases, the optimal front layer thickness is found to be 10-20% thinner than quarterwave thickness
to achieve high bandwidth, whereas the optimal characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer material may deviate
from the corresponding values given by the one-dimensional models for the thin-disk case.

In addition to these studies, more detailed investigations than found in previous work have been made on the full
radiated sound field from piezoelectric disks for frequencies corresponding to different vibrational modes and for different
D/T ratios, including a comparison between the vibration of the disk and the radiated sound field.

The results presented in this work contribute to increased understanding of the influence of the geometry and material
parameters of the basic parts of piezoelectric disk transducers, a piezoelectric disk and a piezoelectric disk with a front
layer, on the vibration, radiated sound field and response functions of such transducers. This increased understanding is
expected to be useful in both the experimental and numerical part of the transducer design process. The analysis provided
also confirms that the developed simulation tool based on the FE method is a valuable tool in a transducer design process.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Objectives

In this chapter the objectives of the present work are given (Sec. 1.2), along with a brief introduction to the modeling and
analysis of piezoelectric transducers (Sec. 1.1). More extensive background material on the topics covered in this work is
given in Chapter 2. The organization of this thesis is described in Sec. 1.3 below.

It has been chosen to write this thesis as a monograph instead of as a collection of articles, partly because the form
chosen here allows for a more complete and systematic analysis of the topics considered. However, parts of the present
work have been presented at international conferences [157, 154, 156], published in a report at the University of Bergen
(UoB) [154], and submitted to an international journal [152].

1.1 Introduction

For ultrasonic measurement instruments of any kind, the acoustic transducers are usually crucial parts of the system, which
may significantly influence the precision or applicability of a system. The present work has been initiated by a need for
enhanced theoretical understanding and modeling tools in connection with transducer design and construction, in particular
ultrasonic transducers for use in ultrasonic gas flowmeters [10, 126, 197]. Below an introduction to transducer modeling at
UoB and Christian Michelsen Research (CMR) is given, in addition to a brief introduction to the modeling of piezoelectric
transducers in general, and to the analysis of piezoelectric transducers.

Transducer modeling at UoB and CMR

In the Hydroacoustics group at the Department of Physics at UoB, work on the construction and use of piezoelectric
transducers has been going on since the mid 1960s. Piezoelectric transducers and interactions with acoustic fields have
been an important field of study and have also represented central topics in several student research projects for the cand.
scient. and dr. scient. degrees (see e.g. [134, 44, 43, 25, 253, 254]). Since 1985, there has been an extensive cooperation
in particular with the Christian Michelsen Institute (CMI) / Christian Michelsen Research (CMR) in this research field.
Around 1986, more systematic work on theoretical and numerical modeling of piezoelectric transducers was initiated at
CMR, to support ongoing development and constructional projects in the field of ultrasonic instrumentation. One outcome
of this work is the transducer simulation model TRANSCAD [190, 189, 194], in which a model for the important thickness-
extensional (TE) modes was implemented (Mason type model [203]). The TRANSCAD model has later been extended to
describe radial modes in thin circular piezoelectric disks, and other models [180, 191, 181, 182, 192].

Transducers which are based on circular piezoelectric ceramic disks have been central in the transducer development at
UoB and CMR, and such transducers are also used in many applications, including transducers for ultrasonic gas flowmeters
[198, 240, 195, 196, 76, 162, 163, 185, 187, 186, 188, 184]. These types of transducers typically consist of a piezoelectric
ceramic disk with one or several front and backing layers, and a transducer housing. One difficulty in the design and
construction of piezoelectric transducers at UoB and CMR, has been the lack of sufficient analytical models and numerical
design tools for transducer constructions with comparable lateral and thickness dimensions, and also for constructions based
on radial vibrational modes in piezoelectric elements. Instead of being able to vary the design parameters with simulation
tools, in order to estimate the possible design parameters as a basis for a combined experimental/numerical design process,
most of the development process for this type of transducers has in practice been done experimentally, because only
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simplified one-dimensional models with limited applicability have been available. That involves a constructional variation
of the parameters, with experimental measurements and evaluation at each step. With the large number of parameters
which normally influence the properties of ultrasonic transducers, such a development procedure is time demanding and
expensive. Work on a numerical design tool for transducer modeling based on the Finite Element (FE) method has been
initiated through the cand. scient. [149, 153] and dr. scient. work of the present author.

Modeling of piezoelectric transducers

A three-dimensional approach is needed for proper modeling of piezoelectric transducer constructions with comparable
lateral and thickness dimensions, such as e.g. transducers based on thick piezoelectric disks. For the analysis of thick
piezoelectric disks and transducers based on thick piezoelectric disks, there are no analytical three-dimensional models
available which take proper care of all the boundary conditions of the problem. The analysis must therefore be performed
using direct numerical solution approaches, like e.g. the Finite Element (FE) method (cf. Sec. 2.4) or the finite difference
method [177, 178]. Of these methods, the FE method is the most widely used, and also the method which is most flexible
with respect to arbitrary geometry and coupling to a surrounding fluid medium. A lot of work has been done on the FE
modeling of piezoelectric transducers, including the modeling of the radiated field from such transducers, and there are a
large number of different approaches for the modeling of a piezoelectric transducer in a fluid medium. An overview of
these methods are given in Sec. 2.4 in the background chapter.

During the cand. scient. work of the present author [149] a FE code for the modeling of simple piezoelectric transducers,
FEMP v1.0,Finite Element Modeling of Piezoelectric structures, was developed. FEMP v1.0 was limited to the analysis
of simple piezoelectric transducer structures, and the FE results were only verified for the analysis of piezoelectric disks in
Ref. [149]. The work in Ref. [149] serves as a starting point for the present work.

Analysis of the vibration and response functions of piezoelectric transducers

When measuring the electrical, mechanical or acoustical response functions of piezoelectric transducers, like e.g. the
electrical input conductance or the voltage source sensitivity response, a number of peaks and dips are seen in the response
functions. The peaks in the response functions of the piezoelectric transducer may usually be associated with different
vibrational modes (eigenmodes) in the piezoelectric transducer.

For a very simple piezoelectric transducer consisting of a circular piezoelectric disk only, the peaks in the response
functions may be associated with the vibrational modes in the piezoelectric disk. There are several different types of
vibrational modes in circular piezoelectric disks, and the vibration of the disk changes significantly with the diameter
over thickness ratio (D/T ratio) of the disks. Several different workers have classified the vibrational modes found in
piezoelectric disks of varying D/T ratio using both measurements and simulations, as described in Sec. 2.5. However, there
are some shortcomings in these classification schemes, and mode classification schemes given in different works are not
always consistent, as discussed in Sec. 2.5.3. Associated with each vibrational mode is a resonance frequency. Historically,
an important aid in the classification of the vibrational modes of piezoelectric disks has been resonance frequency spectra
of piezoelectric disks, in which the variation of the resonance frequencies of piezoelectric disks is shown as a function of
the D/T ratio of the disks (cf Sec. 2.5.2).

For some transducer applications, a flat response over a large frequency region is desired (high bandwidth). However,
typical high-coupling piezoelectric materials have a high characteristic acoustic impedance compared to water and air,
leading to low bandwidth in the response functions of piezoelectric disks. This acoustic impedance mismatch may be
overcome by using one or more front (or matching) layers between the piezoelectric material (in the present case a
piezoelectric disk) and the fluid medium, or by using a backing layer. Most of the work published on the use of matching
layers to overcome this acoustic impedance mismatch is based on one-dimensional models, and the limited work based
on two or three-dimensional models found in the literature is not directly applicable to the modeling of piezoelectric disk
transducers, as discussed in Sec. 2.7 in the background chapter. For thick piezoelectric disks, the commonly used one-
dimensional models are no longer valid, and therefore it is necessary to use three-dimensional models, like e.g. the FE
method, to investigate how a front layer affects the response functions of a piezoelectric disk, and how to choose the front
layer material and thickness for optimal matching to the fluid medium.

For a piezoelectric transducer consisting of a piezoelectric disk with a front layer, the peaks in the response functions
are a consequence of the coupling between the vibrational modes of the piezoelectric disk and the vibrational modes of the
front layer. Thus, some of the peaks in the response functions of a piezoelectric disk with a front layer may be associated
with vibrational modes in the piezoelectric disk, coupled to modes in the front layer, although the coupling between the
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vibrational modes in the piezoelectric disk and the vibrational modes in the front layer is often very complicated. In a
transducer design process, it may be important to know the origin of the different peaks in the response functions of the
piezoelectric disk with a front layer, to know how to change the geometry and/or material parameters of the transducer to
get the required response functions.

The ultrasonic sound field radiated from piezoelectric transducers is often a feature that limits the performance of a
given system. If the nature of this sound field is unknown, the task of retrieving information concerning the medium under
investigation is made more difficult. In transducer applications, it is therefore of importance to know how the radiated field
varies as a function of frequency in the frequency region in which the transducer is to be operated. The radiated sound field
from a piezoelectric transducer depends on the vibration of the piezoelectric transducer, and of the properties of the fluid
medium. If the radiated sound field from a piezoelectric disk is considered, it is therefore to be expected that this radiated
sound field is significantly different for frequencies corresponding to different vibrational modes of the piezoelectric disk,
as the vibration of the disk varies significantly with frequency. The sound field from piezoelectric transducers has been the
subject of a number of theoretical and experimental investigations, as described in Sec. 2.6 in the background chapter. No
systematic investigations on the radiated sound field from piezoelectric disks as a function of the variation of frequency and
D/T ratio, have been found in the literature. Also, no systematic work on on the relation between the radiated sound field
from a piezoelectric disk and the vibration of the disk has been found.

1.2 Objectives

The objective of the present work is to present a simulation tool for the construction and analysis of axisymmetric
piezoelectric transducers based on the FE method, and to apply this simulation tool to the analysis of the influence of
material parameters and geometry on the vibration, response functions and radiated sound field from such transducers. The
analysis is restricted to the most basic parts of piezoelectric disk transducers (piezoelectric disks and piezoelectric disks
with a front layer). The influence of other parts of a piezoelectric transducer, like e.g. a backing layer or a transducer
housing, is not the main topic of this work, and is thus only considered briefly. The reason for this limitation is the large
extent the work would otherwise get. However, the basic parts of the transducer are very important for the response and
vibration of the complete transducer, and thus the current analysis has direct relevance for more complicated transducers.
The investigations are also restricted to the case where the transducer is operating in transmitting modus, and only the
time-harmonic case is considered.

For piezoelectric disks without a front layer, an important topic of the present work is to study how the vibration of the
disks varies with the D/T ratio for different piezoelectric materials, and to use these results to classify the vibrational modes
in piezoelectric disks. The relation between the vibrational modes of the piezoelectric disks and the response functions of
the disks for different D/T ratios is also investigated. Another important topic is the investigation of the radiated sound field
from piezoelectric disks, including investigations on how this radiated sound field varies for frequencies corresponding to
different vibrational modes of the disk, as well as the relation between the radiated sound field and the vibration of the disk.
A secondary objective of the present work is to present resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks with improved
and quantified accuracy compared to previous work.

For piezoelectric disks with a front layer, it is of interest to investigate how a front layer of varying thickness influences
the vibration and response functions of the disk. Furthermore, it is of interest to identify how to choose the front layer
material and its thickness for optimal matching between the piezoelectric disk and the fluid medium for the case where
either the piezoelectric disk is thick or the piezoelectric transducer is operated at another frequency than the thickness
extensional mode, in which cases the one-dimensional models are not applicable. The influence of different vibrational
modes in the piezoelectric disk on the response functions of the piezoelectric disk with a front layer is also a matter of
interest.

Important objectives in the current work related to the development of the simulation tool based on the FE code, are

1. To evaluate different approaches for the modeling of the piezoelectric transducer and for the modeling of the exterior
fluid domain found in the literature, and to identify the approach which is best suited for the present work.

2. To present the FE formulation, which serves as a theoretical basis for the implemented FE code.

3. To verify the FE results, to make sure that the FE results are reliable.

4. To present accuracy assessments for the FE results through convergence tests, and to quantify the accuracy of the
presented results.
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The FE code should be made applicable to arbitrary axisymmetric piezoelectric ceramic transducers, including the radiation
into a fluid medium.

There are several reasons for the development of a new FE code in the present work, instead of using one of the
commercially available codes. In general, when using a commercial FE code, one is restricted by the limitations of the
chosen FE code, and it is therefore not possible to use other approaches than the ones implemented in the chosen FE code.
Also, many commercial codes are not especially tailored for the systematic analyses made in the present work. Furthermore,
the present work is a continuation of the cand. scient. work of the present author [149], and the already existing FE code
developed in Ref. [149] could be used as a starting point for the development of the present code. Last but not least, it is
expensive to purchase or rent a good commercial FE code.

1.3 Organization of the thesis

The material presented in this thesis is divided into seven chapters.

� A review of previous work with relevance to the present work is given in Chapter 2. In addition a brief recapitulation
of the basics of piezoelectricity and piezoelectric transducers is given, as a background for the discussion of the
results presented in this work.

� Chapter 3 provides a theoretical basis for the method used. The FE formulation for a piezoelectric medium including
the coupling to an exterior fluid medium is given. It is also described how the FE matrices are calculated, and how
the FE equations are solved for the quantities of interest, like e.g. the electrical and acoustical response functions of
piezoelectric transducers.

� In Chapter 4, the applicability of the simulation tool is established through comparisons with other FE codes and
measurements. Furthermore, the expected accuracy in the FE results presented is quantified through extensive
convergence tests for the types of transducer structures which are studied, piezoelectric disks and piezoelectric disks
with a front layer.

� Analysis of piezoelectric disks is presented in Chapter 5. It is investigated how the vibration, response functions and
radiated sound field from piezoelectric disks are influenced by a change of the D/T ratio of the disks. Both the in-air
and in-water cases are considered. Parts of the investigations are made for several different piezoelectric materials,
to investigate how the vibration of the disks varies when the material parameters are changed. The vibrational modes
in piezoelectric disks are also classified.

� Analysis of piezoelectric disks with a front layer is presented in Chapter 6. The effect of the thickness and
characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is considered by changing these two variables in small steps,
and analyzing how this affects the resonance frequencies and response functions of the simple transducer. Both the
in-air and in-water cases are considered, and the results are focused on two different frequency regions, the frequency
region around the TE1 mode and the frequency region around the R1 mode.

� Conclusions and suggestions for further work are given in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a review of previous work related to the primary objectives of the present work (cf. Sec. 1.2) is given. In
addition, a brief recapitulation of the basics of piezoelectricity and piezoelectric transducers are given, as a background for
the discussions.

In Sec. 2.2, a description of the piezoelectric effect, with emphasis on the piezoelectric effect in piezoelectric ceramic
materials, is given, along with the basic equations governing a piezoelectric medium. Following in Sec. 2.3 is a brief
introduction on piezoelectric transducers, with special weight on the types of piezoelectric transducers studied in the present
work. A review of previous work on finite element (FE) modeling of piezoelectric transducers, including different methods
for the handling of the radiation into an infinite fluid medium, is presented in Sec. 2.4. In Sec. 2.5 the most important
works on the classification of vibrational modes in piezoelectric disks, along with central work on resonance frequency
spectra of piezoelectric disks, are cited. Furtheron, works on the radiated field from piezoelectric transducers, with special
emphasis on the relation between the vibration of the transducer and the resulting radiated field, are given in Sec. 2.6.
The principle of acoustic matching to a fluid medium using a matching layer at the front of a piezoelectric transducer is
described in Sec. 2.7. Central literature on how to choose the matching layer thickness and matching layer material for
optimum transducer performance is given. Special attention is given to the description of literature results in which the
vibrational mode studied is not a pure thickness extensional mode, as this is the focus in the present work.

2.2 Piezoelectricity

When mechanical stresses are applied to a solid that exhibits the piezoelectric effect, voltage is produced between its
surfaces. This is the piezoelectric effect. Conversely, when a voltage is applied across certain surfaces of the solid, the solid
undergoes a mechanical distortion. This is the inverse piezoelectric effect. The effect, discovered by Pierre and Jacques
Curie in 1880, is exhibited by certain crystals which have no center of symmetry. Examples include quartz, Rochelle Salt
and many synthetic polycrystalline ceramics, such as bariumtitanate and lead zirconate titanates (PZT).

The piezoelectric materials studied in the present work are mostly piezoelectric ceramics. Any polycrystalline ceramic
is composed of a multitude of randomly oriented crystals, and the bulk properties are the cumulative of the properties of all
these crystallites. In the case of a ferroelectric ceramic, most of the crystallites, or specifically the domains, can be aligned
by applying a strong DC field to become a piezoelectric ceramic. The more of the domains that are aligned, the higher is
the piezoelectric effect.

In the manufacture of piezoceramics, a suitable ferroelectric material is first fabricated into the desired shape and
electrodes are applied. The piezoceramic element is then heated to an elevated temperature while in the presence of a
strong DC field. This polarizes the ceramic (aligns the molecular dipoles of the ceramic in the direction of the applied field)
and provides it with piezoelectric properties.

If DC voltages are externally applied, the ceramic responds with a mechanical deformation. Similarly, an AC field will
cause the ceramic to alternate in size. In particular, the ceramic will have its own resonant frequencies at which it vibrates
most easily, the value of which are determined by its composition, size and shape. If the ceramic is stimulated by an AC
field at this frequency, it will oscillate with greater efficiency, converting electrical energy into mechanical (acoustical)
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energy. The variation of the resonance frequencies of piezoelectric disks and piezoelectric disks with a front layer with
geometry is studied in Chapter 5 and 6.

The piezoelectric effect in a piezoelectric medium can be described using a set of basic equations. In the present work,
only linear piezoelectricity is considered [118], i.e. no nonlinear effects are taken into account. Below, the equations of
linear piezoelectricity, as given in the IEEE Standard on Piezoelectricity [118], are given in component form for a Cartesian
coordinate system using Einstein’s summation convention (see also Ref. [26]). These equations are the basis for the FE
formulation for a piezoelectric medium outlined in Chapter 3.

� The constitutive relations for piezoelectric media give the coupling between the mechanical and the electrical parts
of the system:

Tij = cEijklSkl � ekijEk; (2.1)

Di = eiklSkl + �SikEk; (2.2)

where
Tij are components of the mechanical stress tensor[N=m2],
Skl are components of the mechanical strain tensor,
Di are components of the electric flux density[C=m2],
Ek are components of the electric field vector[V=m],
cEijkl are components of the elastic stiffness constant tensor evaluated at constant electric field,[N=m2],
eikl are components of the piezoelectric constant tensor ,[C=m2],
�Sik are components of the dielectric constant tensor evaluated at constant strain[F=m],

andi; j; k; l = 1; 2; 3. For the loss-less case, the constant tensorscEijkl , eikl and�Sik are real. Complex values can be
introduced to represent elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric losses [110]. These constitutive relations may be given in
several forms [118], but this form is chosen out of convenience.

� The components of the strain tensorSkl are defined by

Skl =
1

2
(uk;l + ul;k); (2.3)

where

ul is component no.l of the displacement vector[m] ,

and whereuk;l = @uk=@xl.

� The electric and magnetic fields inside of the medium are described by Maxwell’s equations, which relate the fields
to the microscopic average properties of the material. When the quasistatic approximation is introduced [26], the
electric field is derivable from a scalar electric potential� as

Ei = ��;i; (2.4)

where

� is the electric potential[V ].

The following Maxwell equation is also needed to describe the piezoelectric medium:

Di;i = 0: (2.5)

� The equation of motion for a piezoelectric medium, not subjected to body forces, may be written:

Tij;j = �p�ui; (2.6)

where

�p is the density[kg=m3],

and�ul = @2ul
@t2 andt is the time [s]. The mechanical stress tensorTij is symmetric [118].
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Table 2.1: Material parameters for the piezoelectric materials used in the present work.�0 = 8:854 � 10�12F=m.

PZT-5A PZT-5H BaTiO3 Pb(ZrTi)O3 PbTiO3

cE11 [1010N=m2] 12.1 12.6 15.0 16.0939 14.3313
cE12 [1010N=m2] 7.54 7.95 6.6 9.42719 3.22022
cE13 [1010N=m2] 7.52 8.41 6.6 9.14505 2.41334
cE33 [1010N=m2] 11.1 11.7 14.6 14.8873 13.1637
cE44 [1010N=m2] 2.11 2.3 4.4 2.85714 5.58659
cE66 [1010N=m2] 2.26 2.35 4.3 3.33333 5.55556
e31 [C=m2] �5.4 �6.5 �4.3 �1.48873 0.458534
e33 [C=m2] 15.8 23.3 17.5 10.5997 6.50110
e15 [C=m2] 12.3 17.0 11.4 10.5714 2.96089
�S11=�0 916 1700 1115 480 210
�S33=�0 830 1470 1260 270 140
�p [kg=m3] 7750 7500 5700 7700 7870

Material parameters for the five piezoelectric materials used in the present work are given in Table 2.1. The material
parameters for PZT-5A and PZT-5H are taken from Ref. [252], and the material parameters forBaTiO3 are taken from
Ref. [37]. Material parameters forPb(ZrTi)O3 andPbTiO3 are given in Refs. [122] and [123] respectively, using
the elastic compliancesEpq and piezoelectric constantsdip instead of the elastic stiffness constantscEpq and piezoelectric
constantseip which are used as input for the present FE model. The values ofcEpq andeip for PbTiO3 andPb(ZrTi)O3

given in Table 2.1 are calculated fromsEpq anddip using formulas given in Ref. [118]. For all FE calculations in this work,
the number of decimals given in the table is used.

For the electrical and mechanical response calculations for PZT-5A disks, the valuesQm = 75 andtan ÆTe = 0:02 are
used for the losses (cf. Sec. 3.7.1), whereQm is the mechanical Q-factor andtan ÆTe is the dielectrical dissipation factor
[252].

2.3 Piezoelectric transducers

Piezoelectric transducers are found in a wide range of different applications, ranging from cigarette lighters to ultrasonic
imaging devices. The present study is confined to piezoelectric transducer structures which are based on circular
piezoelectric ceramic disks, as stated in Sec. 1.2. A typical transducer of this type is shown in Fig. 2.1. This type of
transducer is typically applied for the radiation of ultrasonic waves into a fluid or solid medium, and one specific application
is gas flowmeters. The piezoelectric disk, which in Fig. 2.1 is sandwiched between a front layer and a backing layer, is
the active element in the piezoelectric transducer. Two electrodes on the top and bottom surfaces of the disk are connected
to signal generators. According to the piezoelectric effect, the piezoelectric disk will vibrate when a sinusoidal varying
voltage is applied over the electrodes of the piezoelectric disk. The vibration of the disk is related to the frequency of the
sinusoidal varying voltage and to the geometry of the disk, and may often be complicated. Background material on the
vibrational characteristics of piezoelectric disks is given in Sec. 2.5.

Typical high-coupling piezoelectric materials have a high characteristic acoustic impedance compared to water and air.
Consequently, the bandwidth of the response functions of the disk becomes low. The acoustic impedance mismatch may
be overcome by using front and backing layers between the piezoelectric disk and the fluid medium, as shown in Fig. 2.1.
At the back face of the piezoelectric disk, often either a lossy backing with characteristic acoustic impedance comparable
to the characteristic acoustic impedance of the piezoelectric material is used (see e.g. Ref. [115]), or a backing which is
matched to the fluid medium is applied (see e.g. Ref. [91]). At the front face of the piezoelectric disk, a matching layer of
quarterwave thickness may be applied, to match the high characteristic acoustic impedance of the piezoelectric disk to the
low characteristic acoustic impedance of the fluid medium. There are many aspects to the optimum choice of backing and
front layer thickness and acoustic impedance, some of which are described in Refs. [91, 115, 218, 130, 158, 168, 202, 83,
167, 256, 46, 106, 238, 251, 160, 165, 65, 223]. In the present work, only the basic parts of a piezoelectric disk transducer,
a piezoelectric disk with a front layer, is considered. That is, the effect of the backing layer and the transducer housing
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Figure 2.1: Basic structure for an axisymmetric piezoelectric transducer.

(cf. Fig. 2.1) is not included in the analysis in the present work, although the simulation tool FEMP is capable1 of making
an analysis for a complete piezoelectric transducer, including backing, matching layer, transducer housing, and interaction
with the surrounding fluid medium. Central literature on how a front layer influences the response of the piezoelectric disk,
and on how to choose the matching layer thickness and matching layer material for optimum transducer performance, is
discussed in Sec. 2.7 below.

The piezoelectric transducer may be used to operate either in transmitting or receiving mode, or both. In the transmitting
mode an ultrasonic wave is generated by an applied electrical voltage or current. In the receiver mode, an electrical signal
is generated by an incoming acoustical wave. In some cases, the same transducer is used to perform both functions. In the
present work, however, only the transmitting mode is considered, although the simulation tool is also capable of simulating
a transducer in receiving mode with only minor modifications.

The transducer may be operated in either continuous-wave mode, in which the transducer is harmonically operated at
a specified frequency, or in transient mode, where the transducer is used to send out pulses. Only harmonic analysis is
considered in the present work.2

A variety of different models for the analysis of piezoelectric transducers have been described in the literature. Only a
brief overview of some of these models is given here. This is not intended to be a complete review of different models for the
modeling of piezoelectric transducers. A number of one-dimensional models which may be interpreted as equivalent circuit
models have been derived (see e.g. Refs. [203, 37, 161, 158, 191]). These models are generally limited to the description
of one-dimensional plane wave propagation in the piezoelectric element (and transducer). This means that vibrations in
other directions than the one considered are neglected, which may be a good approximation under certain conditions, e.g.
for thickness vibration in thin piezoelectric disks. This type of model has been used for instance for description of the
thickness extensional modes in thin piezoelectric disks and plates [37], for thickness shear modes in thin piezoelectric disks

1The present version of FEMP is capable of modeling a complete transducer including front layer, backing, housing and radiation to a fluid medium,
but the computer hardware introduces some limitations to which simulations it is possible to make presently. With the PCs used in the simulations in
the present work (A PC based on an Intel Pentium MMX 200 Mhz processor with 128 Mb internal memory, and a PC based on an Intel Pentium III 550
MHz processor with 256 Mb internal memory), it is possible to make simulations for a complete transducer without fluid loading for frequencies up to
above the fundamental thickness extensional mode with relatively good accuracy with reasonable computation times. For a corresponding water loaded
piezoelectric transducer, it is only possible to make simulations for low frequencies (the lowest radial modes).

2It is possible to make a transient analysis by using a Fourier synthesis of the time-harmonic solution. Alternatively, it is possible to make a slight
alteration of the FE code to include a transient analysis, e.g. by including a part of the ONACS code [150, 151].
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and plates, for the length expander modes in thin piezoelectric bars [37], as well as several other modes in simple transducer
structures for which a one-dimensional plane wave propagation in the piezoelectric element may be a good approximation
(see e.g. Ref. [61]).

Modeling of more complete and complex transducer constructions is possible with models of these types through one-
dimensional models of the wave propagation in matching and backing layers, using transmission lines. This also includes
the coupling to the front and backing media into which the transducer is radiating.

Models of this type yield only an approximate description of the vibration of a piezoelectric transducer, but are
nevertheless useful in many applications. However, for thick piezoelectric disks, the one-dimensional models fail to
describe the vibration in the piezoelectric disk, and it is necessary to use two or three dimensional models, like e.g. the FE
method (cf. Sec. 2.4) or the finite difference method [177, 178]. Of these methods, the FE method is the most widely used,
and also the method which is most flexible with respect to arbitrary geometry and coupling to a surrounding fluid medium.
This is also the method chosen for the present work. Central publications on FE modeling of piezoelectric transducers,
especially of axisymmetric type, are cited in Sec. 2.4 below. There are many different methods for the handling of the
coupling to the fluid medium, of which the most important ones are discussed in Sec. 2.4.

2.4 FE Modeling of piezoelectric transducers including radiation into a sur-
rounding fluid medium

The FE method [261, 31] was first used for the analysis of vibrations in elastic structures around 1950. The method is
based on variational methods, which were used for the analysis of elastic structures in the 1940s [57], for electromagnetic
resonators in the 1950s [36] and for piezoelectric media in the 1960s [68, 110, 247, 248]. The FE formulation may be set
up using a number of different approaches, like e.g. Hamilton’s principle [248, 174], the principle of virtual work [31] or
Galerkin residuals [261, 133].

In Sec. 2.4.1 below, some of the central publications on FE modeling of piezoelectric transducers are given, with special
emphasis on axisymmetric transducers and disks. There are a variety of different approaches for the modeling of exterior
fluid domains available in the literature, some of which have not been applied for the modeling of the radiation from
piezoelectric transducers previously, but which it is nevertheless possible to apply for this purpose. Thus, an overview over
different approaches for the modeling of a fluid medium of infinite extent are compared in Sec. 2.4.2, and it is discussed
which methods are most well-suited for the present work. A discussion on accuracy considerations in the calculations is
given in Sec. 2.4.3.

2.4.1 FE modeling of piezoelectric transducers

The variational principle for a piezoelectric medium was formulated by EerNisse in 1967 [68]. EerNisse used variational
methods for the analysis of piezoelectric disks with varying D/T ratio. At the same time a corresponding variational
principle was derived from Hamilton’s principle by Tiersten [247], with applications to piezoelectric plate vibrations in
Ref. [248].

The FE method was applied to piezoelectric media by several authors in the late 1960s and early 1970s [7, 8, 135,
213, 229]. Allik and Hughes [7, 8] formulated the FE method for a three-dimensional piezoelectric medium in 1968 using
the same variational principle as developed by EerNisse [68]. Kagawa and Gladwell [135] formulated the FE method
for two-dimensional electromechanical resonators in 1970, but this formulation was not applicable to a general three-
dimensional body. Apparently independent of these works, Oden and Kelley [213] developed a FE formulation for general
electrothermoelasticity problems in 1971, where electrothermoelasticity includes piezoelectricity as a special case. In the
development of the FE formulation in Ref. [213] appropriate forms of the law of conservation of energy for an element were
formulated instead of using a variational principle. Seemingly inspired by Ref. [213], Schmidt [229] in 1973 formulated
the FE method for three-dimensional piezoelectric bodies using the Galerkin method.

The first computational examples of applications of the FE method to the modeling of piezoelectric media were given
by Allik [6], where natural frequencies of a piezoelectric disk and a simple piezoelectric structure were given. In 1972 Hunt,
Smith and Barach [114] analyzed and redesigned an axisymmetric sonar piezoelectric projector using the FE method. This
work was later extended to the case of a piezoelectric structure radiating into an acoustic medium [241], and the modeling
of the acoustic medium was further improved in Ref. [113] where the theory was applied to a thirty-two stave piezoelectric
ceramic cylinder immersed in water. In 1974, Allik, Webman and Hunt [9] used the FE method to analyze a complicated
three-dimensional transducer.
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In the following years the FE method got increasingly popular for the modeling of piezoelectric media, but the method
was not widely used until the 1980s. In 1986 piezoelectric elements were included in the commercial finite element program
ANSYS [217, 12], which has been used by many groups for FE modeling of piezoelectric media [224, 35, 258, 111, 77, 34].
Later piezoelectric finite elements have also been included in other commercially available finite element programs like e.g.
ATILA [67, 107], PZFlex [257, 90], ABAQUS [1], MODULEF [66, 179, 164] and PHOEBE [225].

In the 1970s and 1980s, most piezoelectric FE analyses were either modal or time-harmonic. With the advent of faster
computers with more memory, it became possible to perform large-scale transient analyses of piezoelectric transducers (see
e.g. Refs. [257, 256, 174, 176, 169, 2, 170]). Also, some workers have used time-domain simulations along with Fourier
transformations to calculate response functions in the frequency domain (see e.g. Refs. [174, 256]).

Focus in the present work is set on the modal and time-harmonic FE analysis of piezoelectric disks and piezoelectric
disks with a front layer. There are many published works on FE analysis of piezoelectric disks, of which some of the
most important ones are cited below. In 1972 Schmidt [229] found resonance frequencies and anti-resonance frequencies
of a very thin partly electroded piezoelectric ceramic disk using a one-dimensional FE model. In 1976 Kagawa and
Yamabuchi [138] studied a Langevin-type electromechanical transducer consisting of a BaTiO3 disk sandwiched between
a pair of steel disks, where the electric field was assumed to only vary in the thickness direction. In 1979 Kagawa and
Yamabuchi [139] analyzed a piezoelectric ceramic disk with D/T ratio of 2.75 in air and with water loading with the
same simplification for the electric field as stated above. Input impedance and sound pressure curves were given, but no
resonance frequencies. Jensen and Krenk [132] calculated the radiated sound field from a piezoelectric disk, and later
Jensen [131] calculated resonance frequencies and response functions of a PZT-5H disk with D/T-ratio of 9.8. Lanceleur
et al. [169] analyzed a few piezoelectric disks with different D/T ratios, and investigated the effect of fluid loading on the
electrical input impedance of the disks, using FE simulations. Locke, Kunkel and Pikeroen [179, 164] calculated resonance
and antiresonance frequencies of 28 PZT-5H disks with D/T-ratio between 0.2 and 10.0 using FE simulations. Modal
displacement fields were calculated for selected modes, resonance and antiresonance frequency spectra were presented,
and the vibrational modes were classified. Guoet al. [94, 95, 96] made FE simulations for PZT-5A disks with D/T
ratio between 0.5 and 20, and also presented resonance frequency spectra of PZT-5A disks. EerNisse [68] calculated the
resonance frequencies for BaTiO3 disks with D/T ratio between 1.0 and 6.6 disks using variational methods, and achieved
good qualitative agreement with the experimental results in Ref. [232]. Later Lerch [174], Kocbach [149] and Ishizaki et
al. [127] have made corresponding simulations using the FE method with good agreement with the results of EerNisse.

For piezoelectric disks with a front layer, no published works have been found where the effect of the front layer is
analyzed using the FE method. Some analyses of this type have been done for other transducer configurations, like e.g. a
piezoelectric bar or column [256, 46, 77, 172] (cf. Sec. 2.7 for further details). In addition, there are some FE analyses of
piezoelectric disks sandwiched between two elastic layers (see e.g. Refs. [138, 139]).

Other noteworthy works on FE modeling of piezoelectric transducers are e.g. Refs. [212, 211, 172, 174, 176, 173, 175,
172, 171, 75, 74, 2, 46, 47, 136, 137, 85, 54, 84, 58].

Several different methods have been applied for the modeling of the acoustic radiation into a fluid medium in
conjunction with FE simulations of piezoelectric transducers (see also review of numerical methods for predicting sonar
array performance given by Hardie and Gallaher [103]),

� One of these methods, which has been extensively used, is the coupled finite element/boundary element approach,
where the acoustic radiation loading is modeled by approximating the surface Helmholtz integral equation of the
acoustic radiation problem. The method was first reported applied to the modeling of piezoelectric transducers by
Smithet al. in 1973[241]. This method has later been discussed in great detail (see e.g. Refs. [11, 30, 29, 129, 169,
210, 103]).

� In another method introduced in the 1970s, the piezoelectric body and the portion of the fluid which closely surrounds
the vibrating body is modeled using finite elements, whereas the infinite fluid medium is modeled using an analytical
solution, like e.g. spherical harmonics [113, 14, 139].

� A third method is to model the piezoelectric body and the portion of the fluid which closely surrounds the vibrating
body using finite elements, and model the infinite fluid medium using infinite elements [173, 74, 73, 210].

� A fourth method is to model the piezoelectric body and a portion of the fluid close to the vibrating body using finite
elements, and to use special damping finite elements at a spherical boundary at a chosen distance [99, 45], also called
artificial boundary conditions [93].
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For all of these methods, qualitative agreement with measurements has been obtained, and thus all methods are
applicable to the modeling of the radiated sound field from piezoelectric transducers. However, the efficiency of the
different methods vary, and it is therefore important to choose the method which is most well-suited for each application.
In the literature on acoustic radiation, several variants of the above mentioned methods are described, as well as other
possible approaches. An overview of the most important techniques for the modeling of exterior fluid domains is given in
Sec. 2.4.2 below, and based on this overview one method is chosen for the modeling of the exterior fluid domain in the
present work.

2.4.2 Modeling of exterior fluid domains

The most important approaches which have been used for the modeling of the fluid medium of infinite extent surrounding
a piezoelectric transducer have been given in the previous section. There are several other possible approaches for the
modeling of the fluid domaim exterior to an acoustic radiator, described in the general acoustics literature, of which
many may be readily applied to the modeling of the acoustic radiation from a piezoelectric transducer. In this section,
possible approaches for the modeling of the exterior fluid domain are given, and it is discussed how well suited the different
approaches are for the present application. Based on these discussions, one method is chosen for the present work. Only
the time-harmonic case is considered here.

For a light fluid medium (e.g. air or gas), the fluid loading effect on the vibration of the piezoelectric transducer is in
many cases negligible, and for those cases a so-called chained approach [24] is sufficient to solve for the system. In this
approach, the vibration problem (i.e. the piezoelectric transducer vibrating in vacuum) is solved first. The displacement of
the structure is then used as a boundary condition for the acoustic problem [24]. Thus, an uncoupled analysis is made. The
acoustic problem may e.g. be solved using one of the methods outlined below for a fully coupled problem. However, in the
present work the Rayleigh integral is used for this purpose (cf. Sec. 3.7.4).

For the case when the fluid medium is water, the fluid loading effect on the vibration of the radiating body (i.e. the
piezoelectric transducer in the present application) is usually not negligible, and it is therefore necessary to include the
fluid loading effect in the FE formulation. Thus, it is necessary to couple the vibration of the piezoelectric transducer to the
sound pressure or fluid velocity potential in the fluid region using appropriate boundary conditions.

In the analysis of a piezoelectric transducer radiating into a fluid medium, it is important to be able to calculate the
source sensitivity response for a large frequency band, typically for several hundred frequencies or more. Furthermore, it is
of interest to be able to calculate the nearfield and farfield sound pressure field as well as the directivity pattern for selected
frequencies in this frequency band. Some approaches for the modeling of an exterior fluid domain are not especially well
suited when the solution is to be found for a large number of frequencies, because matrices must be set up for every single
frequency, while for other methods all matrices are frequency independent, and it is only necessary to solve a linear matrix
equation for each frequency. Also, some methods are not especially well suited for problems where the solution is sought
in many points in the fluid domain, because it is computationally intensive to calculate the solution in many observation
points. Thus, the method which is to be chosen for the modeling of the exterior fluid domain should be optimal with respect
to calculation of acoustical response functions for a large number of frequencies, and for a large number of points in the
fluid domain.

To account for the surrounding fluid of infinite extent requires the correct acoustic radiating boundary condition to be
satisfied, ensuring the presence of outgoing waves only. The main solution methods for the radiation into an infinite fluid
medium from a vibrating body may be divided into two broad categories [23]; those based on boundary representation
of the field variable, and those based on domain representations. The former are dominated by a variety of boundary
element formulations [227, 11, 147, 87], which pose the problem as the solution of an integral equation on the surface
of the radiating body. The domain-based methods may again be divided into two different categories; those where the
solution is approximated within a finite region close to the radiator and a local or non-local artificial boundary condition
is applied at the boundary of this region [87, 234, 235], and those where all of the unbounded domain is modeled using
elements of infinite extent [60, 23, 49], possibly combined with finite elements in a finite region close to the radiator.
These three different solution approaches are discussed in relation with the present application below. There are large
amounts of literature available on these topics, and it is not attempted to cover all aspects here. The reader is referred to
e.g. Refs. [87, 101, 100, 49, 38, 210, 234, 235, 80] for further details on the different approaches.
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2.4.2.1 Boundary elements

The boundary element formulation solves the unbounded problem in a discrete form on the surface of the radiating body,
and satisfies the boundary conditions at infinity exactly [87]. Thus, it is only necessary to discretize the boundary of the
radiating body with fluid boundary elements, and the dimension of the problem is reduced by one, leading to small matrices
compared to e.g. the infinite element approach [49] considered below. However, the resulting boundary element matrices
are dense and complex-valued [87], and the boundary element matrices must be set up for each frequency [49]. Also, the
calculation of the boundary element matrices is computationally intensive [11].

The most straightforward boundary element formulations give nonunique solutions at discrete eigenfrequencies of an
associated interior problem, but can be modified to produce unique solutions by several methods. Often the non-uniqueness
problem is solved by overdetermining the boundary element equations using so-called CHIEF-points [227] in the interior
region of the problem, and solving the boundary element equations in a least-square sense. However, there are no guidelines
as to how many CHIEF-points to choose or where to choose the CHIEF-points to be certain to get an unique solution.
Another approach to overcome the non-uniqueness problem is to use more complex integral formulations, like e.g. the
Burton-Miller formulation [53, 204, 147], which involve higher order derivatives of the kernel functions. However, hyper-
singular integrals must be evaluated [147], and the evaluation of the boundary element matrices, which must be done for
every single frequency, therefore becomes even more computationally intensive.

Since the solution is obtained only on the surface of the piezoelectric transducer, the calculation of the acoustic field at
points within the exterior domain involves subsequent computation. This can be computationally intensive, given that the
evaluation of the pressure field at any exterior point requires the computation of a frequency dependent integral over the
entire surface of the piezoelectric transducer, and a subsequent solution of a matrix equation [49].

2.4.2.2 Fluid finite elements and artificial boundary conditions

In this approach, usually a part of the fluid medium adjacent to the piezoelectric transducer is modeled using fluid finite
elements, and a local or non-local artificial boundary condition (also called an approximate boundary condition [235], an
absorbing boundary condition or a non-reflecting boundary condition [88]) is applied at an artificial boundary to minimize
the reflections from this artificial boundary [86, 87, 235]. This boundary condition attempts to compensate for the truncation
of the infinite domain to a finite domain, and replaces the Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity. The distance at which
the artificial boundary condition may be applied to get an accurate solution depends on how well the artificial boundary
condition manages to suppress reflection of outgoing waves from the artificial boundary.

For simple artificial boundaries, like a sphere, the exact Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) boundary condition is known,
which represents the Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity exactly [100]. However, the exact condition is given in
an infinite series, which must be truncated in actual computation [87]. Also, the resulting FE matrices are frequency
dependent, as for the boundary element method. Furthermore, this exact boundary condition is non-local, which results
in dense matrices [87]. These dense matrices are also usually larger than the corresponding boundary element matrices,
because a FE mesh must be used between the piezoelectric transducer and the sphere forming the artificial boundary.
Harari and Hughes [101] have made a cost comparison of the solution time for the FE method with the exact DtN boundary
condition and the boundary element method, and found that the FE method is competitive with the boundary element
method, and in some cases even faster. Research on nonlocal artificial boundary conditions is ongoing, and some of the
recent formulations of nonlocal artificial boundary conditions are numerically inexpensive to calculate, and may be applied
at other artificial boundaries than spheres [249, 88, 246].

The simplest type of local artificial boundary conditions is to impose the Sommerfeld radiation condition not at infinity,
but instead at a sphere with a finite radiusR [235]. However, this boundary condition may produce large spurious reflections
of waves from the artificial boundary [87], especially if the artificial boundary is close to the radiating body and for
high frequencies. Several different higher order local artificial boundary conditions have been developed (see e.g Refs.
[234, 235, 86, 87, 88, 33, 69, 70, 140, 249, 93]), some of which are quite efficient and may be applied in the nearfield region
of a piezoelectric transducer. Comparison of some of these non-local artificial boundary conditions with infinite element
formulations by Shirron and Babuska [235] and Astley [18] has however shown that the infinite elements are superior for
the artificial boundary conditions considered. Some of the recent developed local artificial boundary conditions, like some
localized versions of the DtN map [89, 88, 236] are however found to be better than the artificial boundary conditions
considered in the above mentioned comparisons [89].

When using local artificial boundary conditions, the acoustic pressure at points exterior to the artificial boundary must
be found using a different approach, like e.g. the boundary element method or infinite elements [235, 45].
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2.4.2.3 Fluid finite and infinite elements

When the infinite element approach is used, usually a part of the fluid medium adjacent to the piezoelectric transducer
is modeled using fluid finite elements, and the fluid region outside this artificial boundary is modeled using elements of
infinite extent (infinite elements), where the infinite domain is mapped onto a finite domain using special mapping functions
[18]. In some cases, the infinite elements are applied directly at the radiating body [60]. The infinite element is very similar
to a finite element, except for the element extending towards infinity in one direction.

There are several types of infinite elements available (see e.g. Refs. [19, 23, 20, 18, 42, 39, 40, 38, 41, 49, 52, 60,
80, 81, 102, 216, 234, 235]), with varying properties. Reviews of different infinite element formulations are given in
Refs. [18, 39, 40, 38, 80, 81]. The accuracy of an infinite element relies on the choice of the shape functions towards
infinity, and on the order of the approximation [81]. For many of the infinite element formulations, the resulting matrices
are frequency independent, and thus it is only necessary to set up the finite element matrices once, in contrast to the
boundary element method, where the boundary element matrices must be set up for each frequency.

The original two-dimensional infinite elements incorporated outwardly propagating, wave-like trial solutions which
decayed exponentially with radial distancer [42]. They were unable to represent the correct asymptotic decay, but
gave accurate solutions within an inner region provided that the exponential index was chosen correctly [18]. In the
mapped formulation of these infinite elements [262] the correct asymptotic radial behavior along the radial direction was
incorporated.

Burnett [49] has developed an infinite element based on trial and test functions which closely resemble those of the
mapped infinite element from Ref. [262], but for which the shape functions are expressed as separable tensor products of
radial and transverse functions, and for which a prolate spheroidal coordinate system is used, making it possible to enclose
slender bodies in a compact spheroidal inner mesh. An extension to an ellipsoidal coordinate system has also been made
[51]. The formulation is based on a multipole expansion that is the exact solution for arbitrary radiated fields exterior
to a spheroidal or ellipsoidal radiating body, and which satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition. The order of the
infinite element is varied as to how many terms of the multipole expansion are included in the radial shape functions of the
infinite element. Thus, the element is more accurate when more terms in the multipole expansion are included in the radial
shape functions. In Ref. [49] a comparison of simulation times using this infinite element formulation and a boundary
element formulation has been made, and it was found that the infinite elements were superior (one or two magnitudes
faster), especially for large-scale problems. This infinite element formulation has been denoted the unconjugated Burnett-
formulation in the recent reviews in Refs. [18, 81]. Note that the finite element matrices are symmetric for this formulation,
thus saving both computer memory and computation time compared to the conjugated formulations considered below.

Another type of infinite elements which incorporated the correct, asymptotic behavior in the radial direction was
developed in the early 1980s by Astley [19], where complex conjugates of wave-like shape functions where used as
weight functions in a Galerkin approach. The complex conjugated weight functions makes the finite element matrices
unsymmetric, but simplifies the element integrations significantly, making it possible to use standard Gaussian integration
rules. These elements were denoted wave envelope elements, and the elements were technically finite rather than infinite
elements, being truncated at a finite but farfield spherical distance. A new infinite wave envelope element, which extends
to infinity, was proposed in the 1990s [22, 60, 59], where an additional geometric weighting of1=r2 was included to
remove all finite integral contributions from infinity. These infinite wave envelope elements include a formulation where
the order of the interpolation functions in the infinite direction may vary by using higher order Lagrangian polynomials
[60, 59]. These infinite wave envelope elements have been denoted conjugated Astley-Leis type infinite elements in the
recent reviews in Refs. [18, 81]. There also exists an unconjugated Astley-Leis infinite element formulation [18, 81], and
a conjugated formulation of the Burnett infinite element [235, 81, 18].

Some comparisons of the capabilities and limitations of the different infinite element formulations have been made
[18, 235, 79], and there have also been made convergence and stability analyses for the different formulations [79]. Gerdes
made an analysis of scattering of a plane wave on the surface of a unit sphere for varying wavenumbers [79], and found that
the conjugated infinite element formulations converge in the entire exterior domain, whereas the unconjugated formulations
converge only in the nearfield. However, provided that the unconjugated formulation is symmetric, the unconjugated
formulation converges more rapidly than the conjugated formulation in the nearfield. It was concluded that the conjugated
Astley-Leis formulation is most efficient if the solution is needed in the whole exterior domain, but that the unconjugated
Burnett formulation provides the nearfield solution much faster than the conjugated Astley-Leis formulation. However,
when using the unconjugated Burnett approach, the boundary element method or a conjugated infinite element scheme
must be used to find the solution in the farfield.

Shirron and Babuska [235, 234] found similar conclusions by considering the same test problem. In addition, it was
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found that there are problems with ill-conditioning of the FE matrices of the unconjugated formulation when the order
of the infinite elements is increased. This ill-conditioning makes it impossible to use higher order infinite elements than
of order 5 for the unconjugated formulation (see also Ref. [21], where the asset of ill-conditioning is found at higher
radial orders), whereas no such limitations where found for the conjugated formulation. Note, however, that a similar
ill-conditioning problem was found in Refs. [60, 59, 23] for the conjugated Astley-Leis formulation when the order of the
infinite elements was larger than about 10 [60, 59], and for even lower orders for a coupled piezoelectric/fluid problem
[210]. This ill-conditioning in the conjugated Astley-Leis formulation is however due to the use of Lagrangian polynomials
in the radial shape functions in Refs. [60, 59, 23, 210], as recently pointed out by Astleyet al. [21], and may be overcome
by using Legendre polynomials for the radial shape functions, as done in Refs.[235, 234].

Another comparison between the capabilities and limitations of the different infinite element formulations has recently
been made by Astley [18], where the convergence properties of the individual multipole components of the numerical
solution are studied separately by investigating a radiation problem. Again the unconjugated Burnett formulation is found
to be the best for nearfield computations, whereas the conjugated Astley-Leis formulation is found to be most effective in
the farfield. Also included in this comparison are some local artificial boundary conditions, and it is found that these are
comparable in terms of overall performance to the first order infinite element schemes, but the higher order infinite element
schemes are found to be superior to all the local artificial boundary conditions considered.

For both the conjugated Astley-Leis formulation and the unconjugated Burnett formulation, the FE matrices are sparse
and banded, making the solution time comparable to the solution time for the much smaller dense FE/BE matrices [49]. For
the unconjugated Burnett formulation the FE matrices are also symmetric, further decreasing the solution time. For infinite
elements defined in a spherical coordinate system, the infinite elements should be applied at a spherical artificial boundary,
whereas the infinite elements may be applied at a spheroidal artificial boundary if the infinite elements are defined in a
spheroidal coordinate system. The infinite elements may be applied close to the radiator if the order of the radial shape
functions is high enough. Thus, by increasing the order of the radial shape functions, it is possible to apply the infinite
elements in the nearfield of an ultrasonic piezoelectric transducer. This is an advantage, because the region between the
piezoelectric transducer and the artificial boundary where the infinite elements are applied must be modeled using finite
elements, where a certain number of elements per wavelength must be used to get a specified accuracy (cf. Sec. 4.3).

2.4.2.4 Preferred approach

As stated above, the method which should be chosen for the modeling of a fluid domain exterior to a piezoelectric transducer
in the present application should be optimal with respect to the calculation of acoustical response functions for a large
number of frequencies, and for a large number of points in the fluid domain (including points in the farfield). From the
above overview of different methods for the modeling of the exterior fluid domain, the conjugated Astley-Leis infinite
element approach (also called infinite wave envelope elements of variable order) seems to be well suited for the present
work,

� The matrix equations in the infinite element approach are frequency independent, and must thus therefore only be set-
up once for each simulation series, which is a significant advantage compared to e.g. the boundary element method
when the solution is sought over a large frequency band.

� When using the conjugated Astley-Leis infinite elements, it is computationally inexpensive to calculate the solution
in the farfield, in contrast to what is the case for the unconjugated infinite element schemes, most of the artificial
boundary conditions and the boundary element method.

� For some test problems, investigations have shown that the infinite element method is superior to some of the most
used artificial boundary conditions [235, 234, 18], and that FE methods are superior to boundary element methods for
exterior fluid problems regarding cost effectiveness in calculation [49, 235, 234, 101]. Furtheron, Morganet al. [210]
recently found that the Astley-Leis conjugated infinite element scheme was over 20 times faster than the boundary
element method for the modeling of a piezoelectric transducer with fluid loading. Note however that in other cases,
some of the other methods may be superior.

Thus, it seems that the conjugated Astley-Leis infinite elements are a good choice for the present application, and this
approach is the one chosen in the present work (cf. Chapter 3).

There is, however, a lot of research going on regarding the modeling of exterior domains for coupled fluid/structure
problems, and a direct comparison of the different methods for test problems similar to the present applications would be
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necessary to find if the conjugated Astley-Leis infinite elements are really the optimal approach for the present application.
For example, the unconjugated Burnett approach might be better if only the source sensitivity response and the electrical
response functions are to be calculated for each frequency. If the solution is only needed for a few frequencies, the boundary
element method might also be quite effective. In addition, the ongoing research on local artificial boundary conditions based
on localizing the exact DtN boundary condition seems promising.

2.4.3 Accuracy considerations

When too few elements are used in the FE model of the piezoelectric transducer, the solution may be inaccurate and in
some cases even misguiding, but only limited investigations on the accuracy in the FE solution as a function of the element
division have been found for FE analysis of piezoelectric structures in the literature.

Several different authors have proposed that a certain number of finite elements or finite element nodes should be used
per wavelength in the FE model of a piezoelectric medium to assure that the solution is found with sufficient accuracy.
However, the term sufficient accuracy is not defined, and the proposed number of nodes or elements per wavelength varies
from 5-7 finite element nodes per wavelength [94] or 2 quadratic elements per wavelength [169] to 10 linear elements per
wavelength [131] or 15 linear elements per wavelength [257]. If 2 quadratic elements are used per wavelength, as proposed
in Ref. [169], the relative error in the calculated resonance frequencies may be up to 4% (cf. Sec. 4.3), and even less
accurate results are to be expected for mechanical and electrical response functions, e.g. mechanical displacement and
electrical admittance. In some cases this accuracy is not sufficient. One such case is for resonance frequency spectra, in
which higher accuracy is needed to assure that no artificial effects are introduced into the results due to the poor element
division [149]. Another case is for the accurate evaluation of material constants for piezoelectric materials based on a FE
analysis. It is also important to know which accuracy is to be expected when a certain element division is used. This matter
is addressed in Sec. 4.3.

For acoustic FE and boundary element analysis, more work has been done on finding the accuracy in the solution as
a function of the element division. Several authors have shown that when the number of elements per wavelength is held
constant, and the wavenumber is increased, the error in the FE solution increases [32, 119, 82]. This effect is called the
pollution error. For a wavenumber ofkl = 30�, Ihlenburg [119] found the number of one-dimensional finite elements
necessary to achieve a certain accuracy in theH1 � seminorm. It was found that 5.1 quadratic elements or 33 linear
elements per wavelength were necessary to achieve less than 10% error, and 12 quadratic elements or 188 linear elements
per wavelength were necessary to achieve less than 1% error. Marburg [201] found that for acoustic BE analysis, where the
pollution error was not found, 3-4 quadratic elements must be used per wavelength to get an error of less than 5% in the
calculated sound pressure field, and 5-6 quadratic elements must be used per wavelength to get an error of less than 1%,
where the error is calculated either in the Euclidean norm or the maximum norm. For linear elements, it was found that
17 elements must be used per wavelength to get an error of less than 5%, and more than 170 elements must be used per
wavelength to get an error of less than 1%. An alternative to conventional finite elements for high wavenumbers is to use
special wave finite elements, for which it is possible to get high accuracy even if several wavelengths are included in each
element [41].

The accuracy in the present FE simulations is considered in Sec. 4.3.

2.5 Piezoelectric disks

The piezoelectric disk is the active element in piezoelectric transducers of the types studied in the present work (cf.
Sec. 2.3), and the vibration, response functions and radiated sound field from such transducers therefore depends strongly
on the vibrational characteristics of the piezoelectric disk. As stated in Sec. 2.3, an often used approach for the modeling of
the vibration of a piezoelectric disk is to assume that the disk is a plane piston radiator. This assumption is good for large
D/T ratios, but fails for thicker piezoelectric disks (see e.g. Ref. [95]).

In a piezoelectric disk with finite diameter and thickness, there is no vibrational mode for which the disk vibrates like
a plane piston, as is assumed in the 1D models. Instead, there is a complicated spectrum of different vibrational modes,
and the vibrational characteristics of the piezoelectric disk varies strongly with the D/T ratio (see e.g. Refs. [95, 164, 232,
250]). Historically, an important aid in the classification of the vibrational modes of piezoelectric disks has been resonance
frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks, in which the variation of the resonance frequencies of piezoelectric disks is shown
as a function of the D/T ratio of the disks. Using these resonance frequency spectra, it is possible to study the transition
from one mode type to another when the D/T ratio of the disk changes, including the strong mode coupling which may
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occur. A review on previously published resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks is given in Sec. 2.5.2. In the
discussion of resonance frequency spectra, som resonance frequencies calculated from one-dimensional analysis of long
bars and thin disks are needed. These are defined in Sec. 2.5.1. Several different workers have classified the vibrational
modes found in piezoelectric disks of varying D/T ratio into different groups, using both measurements and simulations.
These mode classifications schemes are reviewed in Sec. 2.5.3. Response functions of piezoelectric disks are considered
in Sec. 2.5.4, and the effect of fluid loading on the response functions and vibration of piezoelectric disks is discussed in
Sec. 2.5.5.

2.5.1 Resonance frequencies of long bars and thin disks

Some resonance frequencies calculated from one-dimensional (1D) analysis of long bars and thin disks are used in the
discussions in the present work. These frequencies are given for lossless resonators, and the frequency denoted the
resonance frequency is the frequency identified asf1 in the IEEE Standard on piezoelectricity [118], which is defined as the
frequency of maximum admittance [118]. The frequency denoted the antiresonance frequency is the frequency identified as
f2 in the IEEE Standard on piezoelectricity [118], which is defined as the frequency of maximum impedance [118]. These
naming conventions agree with common practice [118]. For a lossy piezoelectric resonator, the critical frequenciesf1 and
f2 each have three associated frequencies,f1 ! (fm; fs; fr) andf2 ! (fn; fp; fa), corresponding to maximum absolute
admittance (impedance), maximum conductance (resistance) and zero susceptance (reactance), respectively [118].

The fundamental resonance frequencyfr;LE of a long end-electroded length expander bar with parallel electric field
(LE mode), the fundamental resonance frequencyfr;TE of a thickness extensional vibrating thin piezoelectric disk (TE
mode), and the first through thickness resonance frequencyfr;TS of a thickness shear vibrating thin piezoelectric disk (TS
mode) are used in the current analysis. These resonance frequencies and their overtones are given by [37, 164]
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respectively, wherefa;LE andfa;TE are the corresponding antiresonance frequencies calculated from 1D analyses [37],
defined by
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The coupling coefficientsk33 andkt and the elastic constantssD33 andcD33 are calculated fromcEpq , eip and�Sij using formulas
given in Ref. [118].

2.5.2 Resonance frequency spectra of non-piezoelectric and piezoelectric disks

Resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks are plots where the normalized resonance frequencies of piezoelectric
disks are shown as a functions of the D/T ratio of the disks. Resonance frequency spectra of isotropic non-piezoelectric
disks, and the analysis of Lamb waves in an isotropic plate [164], are of help in the interpretation of the resonance frequency
spectra of piezoelectric disks, and these two topics are therefore described briefly in Sec. 2.5.2.1 and Sec. 2.5.2.2 below.
Resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks are considered in Sec. 2.5.2.3.

2.5.2.1 Lamb waves in an isotropic plate

For infinite isotropic plates with thickness lower than or nearly equal to the acoustic wavelength, guided plate waves or
Lamb waves [166] are involved. Distinction is made between symmetrical and antisymmetrical propagating Lamb modes.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Frequency spectrum of circular disks of an isotropic material, calculated using FEMP. (b) Lamb wave dispersion diagram
for the lower order symmetric modes of an infinite isotropic plate of the same material. The Poisson’s ratio of the material is 0.18.

The dispersion effect, which results from the varying balance between longitudinal and transverse parts in the Lamb modes
when the thickness of the plate or the excitation frequency is changed, may be analyzed through classical Rayleigh/Lamb
dispersion equations [166, 64, 206, 27],

tan�T

tan�T
+

�
4�2��

(�2 � �2)2

��1
= 0; (2.12)

where the plus and minus signs are for the symmetric and antisymmetric parts, respectively, and where� =
p
!2=c2l � �2,

� =
p
!2=c2s � �2, � is the horizontal wave number,! is the frequency,cl is the longitudinal velocity andcs is the shear

velocity in the material. This dispersion effect may be visualized using Lamb wave dispersion diagrams, where for example
the dispersion curves are plotted as a function of normalized frequency and horizontal wave number times thickness. If only
symmetric excitation of an infinite isotropic plate is considered, a spectrum of symmetric dilatational plate modes�1, �2,
�3, : : : will be excited [164, 206]. In Fig. 2.2(b) a dispersion diagram for the lowest three symmetric modes in an infinite
isotropic plate with thicknessT is shown, where the frequency is normalized to the half-wave thickness shear resonance
frequency. Corresponding dispersion equations and dispersion diagrams exist for piezoelectric materials as well (see e.g.
Ref. [48]).

The nature of these plate modes vary with the Poisson’s ratio of the material in question [27, 124]. For Poisson’s ratio
less than 1/3, the�2 plate mode corresponds to a thickness extensional mode and the�3 plate mode corresponds to a
thickness shear mode when the horizontal wave number is zero, whereas for Poisson’s ratio larger than 1/3, the situation is
reversed. The dispersion diagram shown in Fig. 2.2(b) is for a material with Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.18.

2.5.2.2 Resonance frequency spectra of isotropic non-piezoelectric disks

In a circular disk with a finite diameter, each of these propagating plate modes can give rise to an infinite series of resonance
frequency curves, when cross coupling at the circular edges is neglected. At frequencies where only the�1 plate mode can
propagate, only resonances arising from the�1 mode can exist. When the frequency is increased above the frequency
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minimum of the�2 plate mode3, resonances arising from the�2 propagating mode can exist in the disk, and a new
spectrum of resonances, not harmonically related to those below this frequency, is observed. For frequencies above the�3
cutoff frequency, another spectrum of resonances is found.

In Fig. 2.2(a) a frequency spectrum of the symmetric modes in circular isotropic disks of the same material as in the
dispersion diagram in Fig. 2.2(b) is shown. A terrace structure is evident just below the cut-off frequency of the�2 plate
mode (actually between the frequency minimum and the cut-off frequency of the�2 plate mode [124, 122]), whereas a
weak terrace (or plateau) is seen close to the cut-off frequency of the�3 plate mode [124, 122]. Mindlin and Medick[207]
and Ikegamiet al. [124, 122] have pointed out that the resonance frequency spectra of isotropic disks change significantly,
according to whether Poisson’s ratio� is less than, equal to, or larger than the critical value 1/3. The main difference is that
the terrace structure just below the cut-off frequency of the�2 plate mode corresponds to thickness extensional vibrations
for a material with Poisson’s ratio less than 1/3, and to thickness shear vibrations for a material with Poisson’s ratio larger
than 1/3, and that the weak terrace (or plateau) around the cutoff frequency of the�3 plate mode corresponds to thickness
shear vibrations for a material with Poisson’s ratio less than 1/3, and to thickness extensional vibrations for a material with
Poisson’s ratio larger than 1/3.

2.5.2.3 Resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks

In Refs. [124] and [122] the theory for isotropic disks with Poisson’s ratio less than and larger than 1/3 respectively, has
been compared to experimental results for piezoelectric ceramic disks, and it was shown that the results for isotropic disks
may to some extent be used to understand the vibrational characteristics of piezoelectric disks as well. For isotropic, elastic
disks, the resonance frequency spectra change according to the value of Poisson’s ratio. Schnabel [230] found that for
piezoelectric materials, this corresponds to whether the constantm is less than, equal to, or larger than one, wherem is
defined by

m = fr;TE=fr;TS; (2.13)

and wherefr;TE andfr;TS are defined by Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (2.9), respectively. For materials withm less than 1 (e.g. for
BaTiO3 and PbTiO3), the thickness extensional mode is below the thickness shear mode in frequency. Form larger than
1 (e.g. for Pb(ZrTi)O3, PZT-5A and PZT-5H), the situation is reversed, and the resonance frequency spectrum changes
accordingly.

Many papers have been published on both measured and calculated resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric
disks, as described below. Often measurements have been compared to analytical solutions for isotropic disks, where
the piezoelectric effect and anisotropies in the material have been neglected, e.g. in the study ofPbTiO3 disks by Ikegami
et al. [124], and in studies ofPb(ZrTi)O3 disks by Ikegamiet al. [122] and Uehaet al. [250]. Other noteworthy
experimental studies of the resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks and rods include Shaw’s original study of
BaTiO3 disks with D/T ratio between 1 and 6.6 [232], a study of the effect of bevelling on Pb(ZrTi)O3 disks by Hatano
et al. [104], a study of the resonances of short solid BaTiO3 cylinders by Arnoldet al. [15], a study of frequency spectra
of piezoelectric rods by Kagawaet al. [138], and a study of the resonance frequencies and vibrational characteristics of
BaTiO3 disks with varying D/T ratio by Schmidtet al. [229].

Additional information about the characteristics of the piezoelectric disks may be provided by superimposing
information about the relative importance of the different resonance frequencies in the response of the disks onto the
resonance frequency spectrum, like e.g. the electromechanical coupling coefficient [164, 232, 124].

Numerically calculated resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks calculated using two or three-dimensional
models are a very useful supplement to the experimental studies. Shaw’s experimental study of BaTiO3 disks with D/T
ratio between 1 and 6.6 [232] has e.g. been compared to both a variational method [68] and the FE method [174, 149, 127]
with good qualitative agreement. A third method which has been used for numerically calculating the resonance frequency
spectra of piezoelectric disks is the Ritz method [141].

All modes of vibration in the piezoelectric disk, like e.g. the thickness shear modes [94], are not readily observable
in the experimental studies, but these may be observed in numerically calculated spectra. Furthermore, it is possible to
calculate the resonance frequency spectra with better resolution along the D/T axis in the spectra, and thus additional
physical insight may be achieved by using calculated resonance frequency spectra. However, it is important to calculate the
spectra with high accuracy to ascertain that no non-physical effects are introduced due to numerical errors. Below some

3In Ref. [164] it is stated that the resonances arising from the�2 propagating plate mode can only exist above the cut-off frequency of the�2 plate
mode, but because the frequency minimum of the�2 plate mode isbelow the cut-off frequency of the�2 plate mode[124], resonances arising from the
�2 plate mode may also exist between the frequency minimum and the cut-off frequency of the�2 plate mode. This situation does not occur for all values
of Poisson’s ratio, and also not for the�1 and�3 plate modes.
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the most important references on calculated resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks are cited, and the accuracy
in the calculated resonance frequency spectra is discussed.

� Kunkelet al. [164, 179] have presented frequency spectra of PZT-5H disks with D/T ratio between 0.2 and 10 using
the FE method. According to the authors, the calculated resonance frequencies are expected to be about 1.5-2% too
high due to the element division used. Investigations by the present author have shown that some of the resonance
frequencies are more than 3.5% too high [155].

� Guo et al. [96, 94] have presented frequency spectra of PZT-5A disks calculated using the FE method, but less
than 1.5 quadratic elements per shear wavelength were used for the maximum frequency in the thickness direction,
yielding inaccurate results. The comparison of Guo’s results with a frequency spectrum with better accuracy [149]
has shown that the terrace structure around the thickness shear mode is about 9% too high in Ref. [96] due to the
coarse element division used in the thickness direction. Furthermore, there are significant differences between results
presented in Guo’s work and corresponding simulations with identical element divisions and simulation parameters
made with the FE codes FEMP, ABAQUS and CAPA [155].

� Ivina [128] (see also Ref. [28]) have calculated the frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks for one material withm
larger than one and one material withm less than one, and compared the characteristics of the two spectra. In these
spectra, both resonance frequencies and antiresonance frequencies are shown, for disks with D/T ratios between 1
and 10. In Ref. [128], the frequency spectra are plotted in a form which deviates significantly from what is seen in
the other references cited here, and therefore direct comparison between Ref. [128] and the other works in this field
is difficult. No information on the accuracy in the calculated resonance frequencies are given in Ref. [128], although
it is stated that the program package has been tested against well-established results.

Thus, resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks calculated with high (and quantified) accuracy have not been
found in the literature. It is an objective of the present work to present resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks
with improved accuracy and resolution compared to previous work (cf. Sec. 5.3.2). Spectra are presented for different
materials, because the vibrational characteristics of piezoelectric disks vary with the properties of the piezoelectric material,
as discussed above.

2.5.3 Classification of the vibrational modes in piezoelectric disks

The symmetric vibrational modes in circular piezoelectric ceramic disks have been classified by several authors, and seven
different types of vibrational modes have been identified, R, L, E, A, T, TS and TE modes [232, 124, 250, 164, 95] (see
below for explanation). In addition, there is the length expander (LE mode) for long piezoelectric cylinders [164]. Only
axisymmetric modes have been considered in these references, as these are the only modes which may be excited with
an axisymmetric excitation. Furthermore, only a limited frequency band up to well above the TE1 and TS1 modes has
been considered. The same restrictions are made in the present work, as these are the modes which are of interest in the
applications considered here.

The vibrational modes of BaTiO3 disks have been classified using measured resonance frequency spectra and
measurements of the vibration of the disks by Shaw [232], Arnold and Martner [15], and Schmidt and Kutschabsky
[228]. Corresponding studies for Pb(ZrTi)O3 disks have been made by Uehaet al. [250] and Hatano and Oosumi
[104]. Additionally, Ikegamiet al. made a corresponding mode classification scheme for PbTiO3 disks by using measured
resonance frequency spectra only. Kunkelet al. [164, 179] and Guoet al. [95, 96, 94] have classified the vibrational modes
in PZT-5H and PZT-5A disks with varying D/T ratio, respectively, using the FE method. Using numerical simulation tools,
like e.g. the FE method, insight into the interior deformations of the disks may be obtained. Furthermore, it is possible to
calculate resonance frequencies and corresponding eigenmodes for all resonances of interest, including the thickness shear
modes, which are difficult to observe experimentally due to the strong influence from other modes in the same frequency
range [232].

Four types of thickness modes have been identified in the above studies. Characteristic for the thickness modes identified
is that the frequency thickness product of the thickness modes are nearly independent of the D/T ratio, corresponding to
terraces or terrace structures in the resonance frequency spectra. These are the thickness extensional mode (TE mode),
the thickness shear mode (TS mode), the edge mode (E mode), and the T mode. Two types of radial modes have been
identified, the radial extensional modes (R modes) and the anharmonic radial modes (A modes). Characteristic for these
modes is that their resonance frequencies are strongly dependent on D/T. Note that the A modes are not identified as a
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type of radial modes in all studies, as discussed below. In addition, one group of modes denoted L modes, which are also
dependent on D/T, has been identified in Ref. [250]. Note that only the symmetric modes have been considered in these
studies. There is additionally a range of flexural modes, which however may not be excited when both faces of the disk are
fully electroded [94].

2.5.3.1 R modes

The lowest modes in piezoelectric disks are the radial extensional modes [104] (R modes), also called radial dilatational
modes [232], lower frequency radial modes [164], harmonic radial modes [124], or only radial modes [95]. Characteristic
for the radial modes is that the disk contracts in the radial direction, and expands in the thickness direction, due to Poisson’s
ratio effects [95]. There are nodal circles over the thickness of the disk at certain radiuses at which the displacement in the
radial direction is zero. The number of nodal circles increases as the order of the modes increases.

For an example of the vibrational mode shape of a radial mode, see mode no. 1 in Figs. 5.4 and 5.13 in Sec.5.3.

2.5.3.2 E mode

The edge mode (E mode) is a vibrational mode for which nearly all of the vibration is conformed to the circular edges of
the disk [232]. For some materials and D/T ratios, there is strong coupling to radial modes, and the vibration at the circular
edges of the disk are of the same order as the vibration at the center of the disk [164, 95]. A distinct terrace is seen in the
resonance frequency spectra for the E mode for some materials [232, 124, 250], whereas the terrace is much weaker for
other materials [164, 95]. In Ref. [95], the E mode is defined as a mode where the vibration at the circular edges of the disk
are of the same order as the vibration at the center of the disk, i.e. an E mode strongly coupled to a radial mode.

For an example of the vibrational mode shape of the edge mode, see mode no. 5 in Fig. 5.13 in Sec. 5.3. An example
of the E mode strongly coupled to radial modes may be seen for mode no. 6 in Fig. 5.4 in Sec. 5.3.

2.5.3.3 TE mode

The fundamental thickness extensional mode (also called the thickness dilatational mode [232]) is the mode which is most
often used in transducer applications of piezoelectric disks, and is also the mode for which the vibration most closely
resembles the plane piston vibration. It is denoted the TE1 mode in Refs. [124, 250], and the TE mode in Refs. [164, 95].

There are overtones of the fundamental thickness extensional mode present in a piezoelectric plate/disk, and the
fundamental thickness extensional mode is therefore often denoted the TE1 mode in the literature, especially when one-
dimensional models are considered. This naming convention is also adopted in the present work, to distinguish the TE1
mode from the overtones of the TE1 mode.

In the work of Ikegamiet al. [124] a distinct terrace was observed for the TE1 mode in the resonance frequency
spectrum of PbTiO3 disks. The corresponding terrace found in other works is less distinct, due to strong coupling to radial
modes, and possibly also due to the fact that most studies have been made either for low D/T ratios [232, 250], or with a
relatively low resolution along the D/T axis in the resonance frequency spectrum (like e.g. in Refs. [164, 95, 96]). The
terraces found for the TE1 mode are similar to the terraces seen for an isotropic material around the cut-off frequencies
of the�2 and�3 mode in Fig. 2.2(a). The vibrational modes corresponding to this mode are strongly perturbed by radial
modes [164, 95, 250, 104], and in Refs. [232, 250] none of the vibrational mode shapes shown are classified as thickness
extensional modes due to this strong coupling. The coupling to radial modes is weaker in bevelled disks [250, 104].

In Ref. [164], it is observed that the mode shape of the TE1 mode has a large axial displacement at the center of the
disk, falling (nearly linearly) to a value close to zero at the disk edges. According to how strong the mode is coupled to
radial modes, a radial mode is superimposed on this vibration pattern. The identification of TE1 modes which are nearly
uncoupled to radial modes have been made for eigenmodes corresponding to the antiresonance frequencies of the disks
only, where the coupling between the TE1 mode and the radial modes is weaker [164].

In Ref. [95], the mode shape of the TE1 mode is described as a radial mode on which a constant shift (or a DC offset)
is superimposed, i.e. a combination of a radial mode, and a piston-like motion. However, when the mode shapes in Ref.
[95] are studied, it is seen that the TE modes conform to the definition given in Ref. [164].

For an example of the vibrational mode shape of the TE1 mode, see mode no. 16 in Fig. 5.4 or mode no. 11 in Fig. 5.13,
in Sec.5.3.
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2.5.3.4 TS mode

The electromechanical coupling to the thickness shear mode (TS mode) resonance is very weak. This may be assigned to the
fact that the shear plane wave is not piezoelectrically active, and therefore can not be driven directly by a z directed electrical
field [164]. Due to the weak electromechanical coupling, this mode has not been clearly identified in the experimental
works. However, in the FE simulations a distinct terrace structure of thickness shear modes, where the number of terraces
increases when the D/T ratio increases, is seen for PZT-5A disks in Refs. [96, 94], similar to the terrace structure seen
between the frequency minimum and the cut-off frequency of the�2 plate mode for an isotropic material in Fig. 2.2(a). In
a resonance frequency spectrum of PZT-5H disks presented in Ref. [164], only one corresponding terrace may clearly be
identified, instead of a terrace structure as in Refs. [96, 94], probably because the frequency spectrum is only shown for D/T
ratios up to 10. However, a close inspection of the resonance frequency spectrum shown in Ref. [164] reveals the build-up
of a second terrace for D/T ratios between 8 and 10. Both of these materials, PZT-5A and PZT-5H, are materials withm
larger than one. To the authors knowledge, no identification of the thickness shear modes have been made for materials
with m less than one.

According to one-dimensional models, there exists a first through thickness shear mode, denoted the TS1 mode, and
overtones denoted the TS2 mode, TS3 mode, and so on. The thickness shear modes considered in Refs. [96, 94, 164], and
also in the present work, are in the frequency region of the TS1 mode.

Characteristic for the thickness shear modes observed in the FE simulations in Ref. [95, 94, 164] is that there are large
radial deformations inside the disk which vary through the thickness of the disk. The radial deformations are of opposite
sign at the surface and at the center of the disk, leading to large shear deformations. As for the radial modes, there are
nodal circles over the thickness of the disk at certain radiuses at which the displacement in the radial direction is zero [95].
According to the mode classification scheme given in Ref. [95], the number of nodal circles increases as the order of the
modes increases. For the fundamental thickness shear mode as defined in Ref. [95], there are three nodal circles, including
one at the center and one at the edge of the disk.

In the resonance frequency spectra presented in Refs. [164, 96, 94] relatively few elements are used per wavelength
in the simulations, and the thickness shear terraces are therefore predicted at a too high frequency, as investigated in Ref.
[149]. The upper of these terraces has been shown to nearly coincide with the first through thickness shear mode (fr;TS) if
the resonance frequencies are calculated with sufficient accuracy [149].

For an example of the vibrational mode shape of a thickness shear mode, see mode no. 10 in Fig. 5.4 or mode no. 18 in
Fig. 5.13 in Sec.5.3.

2.5.3.5 T mode

The T modes are only observed in Ref. [124] for PbTiO3 disks, and no information about the mode shape of these modes
are given. The modes which are denoted T modes in Ref. [124] are the modes which are observed as a terrace structure
below the TE1 mode in the frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks withm less than one. This is similar to the terrace
structure around the TS1 mode found in the frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks withm larger than one.

For an example of the vibrational mode shape which corresponds to one of the T modes observed experimentally in
Ref. [124], see mode no. 7 in Fig. 5.13 in Sec.5.3.

2.5.3.6 A modes and L modes

The last two groups of vibrational modes observed in piezoelectric disks are the anharmonic modes (A modes), which seem
to be first described by Ikegamiet al. [124], and the L modes, which seem to be first described by Uehaet al. [250]. The
A modes are also called anharmonic radial modes [164], or high frequency radial modes [95] in some of the literature. The
classification of A and L modes is not always consistent in the literature, as is elaborated on below.

In Ref. [96], A modes are associated with the third order symmetric Lamb mode in an infinite isotropic plate,�3,
whereas in the main body of the literature on this subject [124, 122, 164, 250], A modes are associated with the second
order symmetric Lamb mode in an infinite isotropic plate,�2 [164, 250, 124, 122] (cf. Sec. 2.5.2.1 for theory on Lamb
modes). Both Ikegamiet al. [124] and Kunkelet al. [164] only classify modes above the frequency corresponding to
the cut-off frequency of the�2 plate mode as A modes, whereas according to Uehaet al. [250], the vibrational modes
associated with the�2 plate mode with frequency between the frequency minimum and the cut-off frequency of the�2
plate mode are also to be classified as A modes. The latter implies that the modes on the flat terrace structure between the
frequency minimum and the cut-off frequency of the�2 plate mode [cf. Fig. 2.2(a)] are also A modes. For a piezoelectric
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material withm larger than one, the modes on this terrace structure are thickness shear modes, and therefore thickness shear
modes are a special type of A modes according to the mode classification scheme in Ref. [250], although this is not stated
explicitly. Furtheron, the T modes observed in Ref. [124] should also be classified as A modes if this mode classification
scheme is applied. In the present work, the mode shapes of modes on the terrace structure and above the terrace structure
are compared, and based on the similarity of these modes it is chosen to classify both modes on the terrace structure and
above the terrace structure as A modes (cf. Sec. 5.3). This is also more consistent with a Lamb mode interpretation, as all
modes which may be associated with the�2 plate mode are classified as A modes. Note that A modes may in this case not
be denoted anharmonic radial modes.

The L modes were described by Uehaet al. [250] after observations of a series of modes evident only above the cut-off
frequency of the�3 plate mode. Thus, the L modes are associated with the third order symmetric Lamb mode in an infinite
isotropic plate,�3, and for a material withm larger than one, as studied in Ref. [250], the TE1 mode is therefore a L
mode [250]. To the authors knowledge, the L mode has only been identified in Ref. [250], and only been seen clearly for
bevelled disks, due to strong coupling to R modes and A modes in unbevelled disks. An identification of the L mode series,
including interior deformation, for both materials withm less than and larger than one is included in the present work (cf.
Sec. 5.3).

According to the theory on Lamb modes in an infinite isotropic plate, the�2 plate mode is associated with a thickness
shear mode for materials with Poisson’s ratio larger than 1/3, and a thickness extensional mode for materials with Poisson’s
ratio less than 1/3, for zero horizontal wavenumber. It is thus to be expected that the vibrational characteristics of A modes is
significantly different for materials with Poisson’s ratio less than and larger than 1/3, and correspondingly for piezoelectric
materials withm less than and larger than one. To the authors knowledge, this has, however, not been investigated in detail
previously. This is partly due to the lack of investigations regarding the interior deformations for A modes and L modes for
materials for which the constantm is less than one. This matter is addressed in the present work (cf. Sec. 5.3).

Mode shapes of A modes and L modes for materials withm less than and larger than one according to the mode
classification scheme applied in the present work are given in Sec. 5.3.

2.5.3.7 Mode classification - summary

Seven different vibrational mode types have been identified in the literature, as described above. The mode classification
schemes found in the literature are mostly consistent, except for the classification of A modes. This inconsistency is
discussed further in Sec. 5.3, and it is suggested to use one of the approaches from the literature based on a study of the
deformation of the disk for different D/T ratios.

For materials withm larger than one (PZT-5A and PZT-5H), R modes, the E mode, the TE1 mode, TS modes and
A modes have been identified in the literature, and mode shapes including interior deformation have been shown. To the
authors knowledge, the L mode has not been explicitly identified for such materials, and the interior deformation of the L
modes has not been studied. For materials withm less than one, all seven types of vibrational modes have been identified in
the literature, but no information regarding the interior deformation for the different vibrational modes is to be found in the
literature to the authors knowledge. To the authors knowledge, no attempts have been made to analyze how the vibrational
modes, and especially the interior deformation of the modes, differ for a material withm less than one compared to a
material withm larger than one. It is, however, to be expected that the difference is severe, especially for A and L modes,
as indicated above. In the present work, such an analysis is made in Sec. 5.3, and additionally all types of vibrational modes
are shown for both disks of a material withm less than one and a material withm larger than one.

Based on the analysis of both the interior and surface deformation for the eigenmodes of piezoelectric disks withm less
than and larger than one, and previous mode classifications schemes found in the literature, a refined mode classification
scheme is discussed in the present work. This mode classification scheme is based on Ref. [250], and is made applicable
for both materials withm less than one and materials withm larger than one. In addition, a numbering scheme is suggested
for A modes based on the deformation of the disks for different D/T ratios. This refined mode classification scheme is
applied to piezoelectric disks for one material withm larger than one and one material withm less than one, and all modes
in disks of these materials are shown and classified.

2.5.4 Response functions of piezoelectric disks

When making measurements on a piezoelectric disk, often only the electrical input admittance/impedance and/or the
acoustical source sensitivity response is measured, and no direct information about the vibration of the disk at frequencies
corresponding to the different peaks in the response functions is available. Measured and simulated response functions of
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piezoelectric disks have been published in many works (see e.g. Refs. [15, 208, 209, 44, 94, 95, 169, 139]). However, an
identification of the vibration of the piezoelectric disk for the different peaks in the response functions is of importance,
and this has not been investigated systematically in these previous studies. This identification is especially important for
thick piezoelectric disks (e.g. with D/T ratio of 10 and lower), because there is strong coupling between different modes,
and the vibrational mode of interest may be significantly influenced by other vibrational modes in this case. By comparing
measured response functions with corresponding FE simulations where the vibration of the disk is identified for each peak
in the response functions, it is possible to get information about the vibration of the disk based on measurements of the
response functions of the disk only, without making time-consuming measurements of the vibration of the disk using e.g.
laser interferometry techniques [232, 250, 208, 209, 208, 85]. In the present work, the peaks in both electrical and acoustical
response functions are identified, and each peak is associated with a vibrational mode (cf. Sec. 5.3.3), for a few D/T ratios.
This is also used to associate the peaks in measured response functions of a piezoelectric disk with different vibrational
modes.

2.5.5 Fluid loaded piezoelectric disks

Fluid loading leads to an attenuation and widening of the peaks in the electrical response functions of the piezoelectric disk,
and to a frequency shift of the position of the peaks [169]. Both frequency shift and attenuation is larger for heavier fluids
[169], and usually only small frequency shifts are found for water [169]. The widening of the peaks in the electrical input
admittance is due to better matching between the characteristic impedance of the piezoelectric material and the fluid when
the characteristic impedance of the fluid is higher, leading to a lower Q value and higher bandwidth [233]. For example, an
ideal transducer operating in the fundamental thickness resonance mode with a plane piston motion and loaded on one side
only, has a quality factor which is proportional to the ratio of the characteristic impedance of the piezoelectric material to
the characteristic impedance of the fluid medium [233]. Thus, for water loading the width of the peak becomes much larger
than for air loading, and even higher when the fluid has higher characteristic impedance, as considered in Ref. [169].

The widening of the peaks of the response functions also leads to a larger amount of mode coupling, because each
mode affects the response of the disk in a larger frequency band due to the lower Q value. This has been investigated
for a BaTiO3 disk in Ref. [233], through a comparison of the vibration pattern for a disk loaded on one side with the
corresponding vibration pattern for the unloaded disk. It was shown that the vibrational amplitude of the loaded disk
changes continuously as one sweeps through the frequency range around the thickness extensional mode, and that the
vibrational amplitude at each frequency may be found as a combination of the vibrational amplitudes of the eigenmodes
in suitable portions. By analyzing the effect of each eigenmode in the frequency band around the fundamental thickness
extensional mode, the resonance curves for the individual modes under loaded condition were drawn, and it was possible
to plot the value of relative excitation.

In the present work (cf. Sec. 5.4.1), the attenuation and frequency shift of the peaks in the response functions of a
PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 is discussed in relation with the mode classification scheme discussed in Sec. 5.3.1 and previous
work. Also, the effect of fluid loading on the vibration of the disk, as previously investigated experimentally in Ref. [233],
is studied in Sec. 5.4.2 using the FE method. The vibration of the disk, including interior deformation, at different
frequencies is considered, and compared to the eigenmodes. Through this analysis the amount of mode coupling in the
mechanical response of the piezoelectric disk is analyzed for both the unloaded and water loaded cases. This is related to
the experimental work in Ref. [233].

2.6 Sound field radiated from piezoelectric transducers

The ultrasonic sound field radiated from piezoelectric transducers is often a feature that limits the performance of a given
system. If the nature of this sound field is unknown, the task of retrieving information concerning the medium under
investigation is made more difficult. The sound field from piezoelectric transducers has been the subject of a number of
theoretical and experimental investigations, some of which are cited below.

This section is divided into five parts. In the first part (Sec. 2.6.1), plane piston vibrators are considered, as it is often
assumed that a piezoelectric transducer vibrates like a plane piston in theoretical investigations. In Sec. 2.6.2 the radiated
sound field from piston vibrators with prescribed velocity distributions is discussed. In Sec. 2.6.3 the radiated sound field
from piezoelectric disks is considered, and in Sec. 2.6.4 the radiated sound field from piezoelectric bars with varying
geometry is considered. In the last part of this section (Sec. 2.6.5), the present work is related to these earlier studies.
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Figure 2.3: The axial pressure field and directivity for a plane piston radiator with three different ka-values. The plane piston radiator is
mounted in an infinite rigid baffle, and the calculations are made using the analytical solution given in Ref. [146].

2.6.1 Plane piston radiators

The radiated sound field from a piezoelectric transducer depends on the normal vibration of the surface of the transducer.
When the radiated sound field from a piezoelectric transducer is predicted theoretically, it is often assumed that
the transducer vibrates with a vibrational amplitude and phase which is constant over its front face. This type of
transducer is known as a plane piston radiator, and has been the subject of numerous theoretical studies (see e.g. Refs.
[92, 259, 108, 105, 142, 143]). Assume that the plane piston radiator is circular, with radiusa and with its face in the
planez = 0. The plane piston radiator is often assumed to be surrounded by a perfectly-reflecting boundary at the
plane containing the transducer face [146]. The plane piston radiator is then said to be mounted in an infinite rigid baffle
[146]. Under such conditions, the field may be predicted theoretically using a variety of approaches (see e.g. Refs.
[146, 92, 259, 108, 244, 144]).

The pressure field from a plane piston radiator mounted in an infinite baffle depends on theka value of the piston
radiator, wherek = 2�f=cf is the wavenumber, andcf is the sound velocity in the fluid. The axial pressure field amplitude
exhibits a series of maxima and minima with the distancez from the front face of the radiator, the minima being of zero
amplitude (cf. upper row of Fig. 2.3). A final maximum is reached at the distancez = a2=� � �=4 [146] whereafter the
oscillations in pressure amplitude cease. At larger values ofz, the amplitude falls steadily. The distancez = a2=�, just
outside the final maximum, is marked with a vertical, dashed line in the upper row of Fig. 2.3. The number of oscillations,
and the position at which the nearfield oscillations end, depend on theka value of the piston radiator. Forka = 5, there is
only one maximum and no minima [cf. Fig. 2.3(a)]. Forka = 15 there are two maxima [cf. Fig. 2.3(b)], and forka = 30
there are 5 maxima [cf. Fig. 2.3(c)].

The field in front of the plane piston may be thought of as being derived from two components; a plane wave from the
plane piston, and an inverted contribution from its edge [244, 116]. These are usually referred to as a plane and a edge wave,
and are useful in the analysis of transducer fields [244, 116]. The maxima and minima encountered in the axial pressure
field amplitude from the plane piston radiator may be predicted by considering the plane and edge wave contributions. At
axial positions where the two components are in phase, a maximum occurs due to constructive interference. Zeros arise
when the two components exactly cancel each other.

The directivity function is defined as the sound pressure (normalized to axial pressure) at a fixed radial distance (in the
farfield) as a function of the angle between the axis normal to the transducer and the observation point [259]. The directivity
function of the plane piston radiator is shown in the lower row of Fig. 2.3 on dB scale for three different ka-values. For very
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smallka-values, the directivity function is nearly equal to unity for all angles. Forka = 5, there is a broad main lobe, with
one sidelobe which is down 17.5 dB from the sound pressure level of the main lobe, at about 75 degrees [cf. Fig. 2.3(d)].
Whenka increases, the width of the main load decreases, and the number of sidelobes increases [cf. Fig. 2.3(e) and (f)].

2.6.2 Relation between vibrational amplitude over a piston and the radiated sound field

In the present work, the radiated field from piezoelectric disks is compared to the vibration of the disk. It is therefore
of interest to give a brief introdiction to some of the work which has been done on the relation between the amplitude
distribution over a circular piston radiator an the resulting radiated field.

Many investigation have been made on the radiated sound field from circular piston radiators with an amplitude tapering
function over the front face of the disk (see e.g. [116, 92, 117]), including a Gaussian distribution [92], a triangular
distribution [117] and a vibration amplitude that is constant over 4/5 of the radius, and decreases linearly to zero at the
sides [117]. In general, it is found that when the vibrational amplitude decreases with the radius in a continuous manner,
this leads to an increased uniformity in the radiated field and reduced sidelobe level. This is assigned to a significant
suppression of the edge wave component. The consequent lack of nearfield interference leads to a marked reduction in
amplitude oscillations in the nearfield [116].

In Ref. [143] the radiated sound field from a piston with a vibrational amplitude which is equal to the measured
vibrational amplitude of a thick BaTiO3 disk has been calculated, and shown for two planes in front of the piezoelectric
disk. It was shown that the radiated field has minimal divergence in the nearfield, but that the sidelobes increase after a
certain distance.

2.6.3 Piezoelectric disks

Most real piezoelectric transducers do not vibrate like a plane piston. For example, as pointed out in Sec. 2.5, the
vibrational pattern of piezoelectric disks may be complicated, involving coupling between different types of vibrational
modes. Numerous experimental studies have been made on the radiated sound field from piezoelectric transducers, and
several of these treat the sound field radiated from piezoelectric disks or piezoelectric disk transducers (see e.g. Refs.
[116, 117, 5, 199, 143]). Central works analyzing the radiated sound field from piezoelectric disks are described below, as
this is one of the topics considered in the present work.

Hutchinset al. [117] studied the sound field from a PZT-4 disk with D/T�7, where the sound pressure field at three
different frequencies in the frequency band around the fundamental thickness extensional mode of a PZT-4 disk were
studied It was found that the radiated sound pressure field is significantly different for these three frequencies, although
they are close to each other in frequency (293 kHz, 300 kHz and 304 kHz). This was assigned to the fact that the vibrational
characteristics of the disk varies strongly in this frequency region.

� For the lowest of these frequencies, a prominent pressure peak was observed on-axis close to the face of the
piezoelectric disk and a high sidelobe level was found.

� For the second frequency, the prominent pressure peak close to the disk was found to be smaller, and there were less
oscillations in the axial pressure amplitude.

� For the third frequency, there were even less oscillations in the axial pressure amplitude, the sidelobe level was lower,
and the peak close to the disk face was not seen.

Measurements of the vibration amplitude at the front face of the disk for the lowest of these frequencies (at 293 kHz)
indicated that the vibration of the disk has character of a radial mode at this frequency, and thus the prominent pressure
peak close to the disk is assigned to radial modes in the disk [117]. This was also verified by calculating the sound pressure
field from a piston with a vibrational amplitude that exhibits several maxima and minima (four cycles of a cosine function)
across its radius. For this vibrational amplitude, the same prominent pressure peak was seen close to the radiator, and high
sidelobe levels were observed [117].

Jensen [132] found a similar result for the frequency corresponding to the fundamental thickness extensional mode in a
PZT 65/35 disk with D/T=10, in form of a prominent pressure peak close to the disk, assigned to the coupling between the
fundamental thickness extensional mode and radial modes. Also, high sidelobe level was observed in this study.

In Ref. [116] it was investigated how it is possible to reduce the effects caused by radial modes by suitable apodization
of the spatial aperture. These results indicate that the radial mode vibration is initiated at the disk boundary, and that a
suitable suppression of excitation field in this region reduces the overall influence of radial modes.
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In Ref. [139] the radiated sound field from a piezoelectric disk (of material NEPEC-6) mounted in an infinite rigid
baffle is studied. The directivity pattern for the first and second radial mode is shown. Also shown is the directivity pattern
for two different composite, axisymmetric transducer structures.

2.6.4 Piezoelectric bars

The comparison of the radiated sound field from piezoelectric bars with varying width over thickness ratio (W/T ratio) with
the vibration of the bars, is closely related to the current work, because the vibration and the radiated sound field from
piezoelectric bars is strongly dependent on the W/T ratio of the bars, similar to the dependency of the vibration and the
radiated sound field of piezoelectric disks on the D/T ratio of the disks.

Investigations of the directivity patterns from piezoelectric bars [63, 64] have shown that high sidelobes in the radiated
field from piezoelectric bars with varying W/T ratio is due to lateral modes. Through a dispersion diagram for Lamb modes
in an infinite piezoelectric plate, it has been shown that these lateral modes are induced by Lamb waves propagating inside
the piezoelectric bar, parallel to the transducer surface [64]. The effect of these lateral modes on the radiated ultrasonic field
from piezoelectric bars is similar to what is observed for radial modes in piezoelectric disks. In Refs. [17, 16] the directivity
pattern from piezoelectric lithium niobate bars with varying W/T ratio is investigated using the FE method, and compared
to the vibrational characteristics of the bar. It is found that for some values of W/T, harmonic vibrations at the surface of
the bar can be coupled to the fluid domain and produce parasitic radiation, leading to high sidelobe levels, in agreement
with the experimental observations in Refs. [63, 64]. An analytical method is presented in Refs. [17, 16] to calculate the
angle and height of the sidelobes based on the order of the waves propagating along the transducer surface.

2.6.5 Present work

In the present work, the radiated sound field from PZT-5A disks with varying D/T ratio is studied, and the radiated sound
field, including directivity pattern, axial pressure amplitude and nearfield sound pressure field, is compared to the vibration
of the disk for different frequencies (cf. Sec. 5.4). To the authors knowledge, no systematic investigations of this type
have been made previously for piezoelectric disks, although a similar study has been done for piezoelectric bars of varying
W/T ratio, as described above. Most of the studies found in the literature have been limited to plane piston models with
amplitude tapering functions, and to the analysis of the radiated sound field for the thickness extensional mode. In Sec. 5.4
the radiated sound field is compared to the vibration of the disk for different vibrational modes, and it is also investigated
how the vibration of the disk and the radiated sound field varies in a limited frequency band around the first radial mode
and around the fundamental thickness extensional mode. The latter is an extension of the experimental works in Refs.
[117, 116], in which only the radiated sound field and not the vibrational amplitude of the disk was analyzed.

2.7 Piezoelectric disks with a front layer

Typical high-coupling piezoelectric materials, like e.g. PZT-5A, have characteristic acoustic impedances around 35 Mrayl,
while water has a characteristic acoustic impedance of around 1.5 Mrayl, and air has a characteristic acoustic impedance of
about 400 Rayl. As a result of this acoustic impedance mismatch, the acoustic transmission coefficient at the transducer-load
interface is low [91]. Due to this acoustic impedance mismatch, a piezoelectric disk vibrating in water or air has limited
bandwidth [91, 158]. This acoustic impedance mismatch and limited bandwidth may be overcome by using a backing
material which is a good impedance match to the piezoelectric disk (however at expense of a reduced sound pressure level),
and/or by using one or more front layers between the piezoelectric disk and the fluid medium serving as acoustic impedance
transformers, as outlined in Sec. 2.3.

Here, the focus is set on the use of a front layer to overcome the acoustic impedance mismatch. Many papers have
been published on the use of one or more front layers in piezoelectric transducer construction (see e.g Refs. [91, 115, 218,
130, 158, 168, 202, 83, 167, 256, 46, 106, 238, 251, 160, 165, 65, 223]). In most of these works, a one-dimensional model
has been applied, and the works are therefore directly applicable only to cases in which the transducer lateral dimension is
much greater than the thickness, like e.g. for thin piezoelectric disks. Several different one-dimensional models have been
utilized, like e.g. variants of the Mason model [203, 37, 158, 91, 106, 223, 125] or the KLM model [161, 238, 251, 165]
for the transducer element, in combination with transmission line models for the front layers. A few investigations have
also been made using two or three-dimensional models, like e.g. the FE method [256, 46, 77, 172], but these investigations
have been limited to piezoelectric bars and cubes.
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Figure 2.4: A piezoelectric disk with characteristic acoustic impedancesZc, coupled to a fluid medium with characteristic acoustic
impedancesZL by using a matching layer with characteristic acoustic impedanceZfront.

Both results based on one-dimensional models (Sec. 2.7.1) and results based on two or three-dimensional models
(Sec. 2.7.2) are discussed below. The limitations in previous work and the objectives of the present work related to this
topic are discussed in Sec. 2.7.3.

2.7.1 Analyses based on one-dimensional models

An overview over previous work on the effect of a front layer applied to thin piezoelectric disks operated at the TE1 mode
is given in Sec. 2.7.1.1 and Sec. 2.7.1.2 below. In Sec. 2.7.1.1 the variation of the characteristic acoustic impedance of
the front layer is considered, and in Sec. 2.7.1.2 the variation of the front layer thickness is considered. Previous studies
for other vibrational modes and for other transducer constructions than a thin piezoelectric plate or disk, are considered in
Sec. 2.7.1.3.

2.7.1.1 Variation of the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer

Consider a piezoelectric disk with characteristic acoustic impedanceZc, coupled to a fluid medium with characteristic
acoustic impedancesZL by using a matching layer with characteristic acoustic impedanceZfront (cf. Fig 2.4). The
characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is defined byZfront = �cl, where� is the density of the front layer and
cl is the sound velocity of compressional sound waves in the front layer. Other characteristic variables for the front layer
material are the velocity of shear wavescs and the Poisson’s ratio of the material�, wherecs may be determined fromcl
and� by

cs = cl
1� 2�

2(1� �)
: (2.14)

According to most of the literature (see e.g. [158, 91, 223]), the front layer should be a so-called quarterwave layer if
a large bandwidth is of interest. A quarterwave layer is a front layer with thicknessTfront equal to�l(f)=4, where�l(f)
is the wavelength of compressional sound waves in the front layer at a chosen frequencyf . The frequencyf at which
the wavelength�l(f)=4 is calculated is different for a transmitting transducer and a receiving transducer [158]. Here only
the transmitting case is considered, and in this case, the quarterwave thickness is calculated at the frequency at which the
maximum output occurs [167, 168], which is the series resonance frequency, if the load and the backing impedances are
comparable [158], as is the case in the present work. Thus, the thickness of the front layer for a thin disk for the TE1
mode is usually chosen to be approximatelyT�=4;TE1, whereT�=4;TE1 = �l(fTE1)=4 and wherefTE1 is defined by Eq.
(2.8). In this section, only a front layer with quarterwave thickness (T�=4;TE1) is considered, whereas other front layer
thicknesses are considered in the next section.

To show how the electrical input conductance of a piezoelectric disk is affected by a front layer with varying
characteristic acoustic impedanceZfront, some results for a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10, simulated using the Mason model,
are shown in Fig. 2.5. The Mason model is implemented as described in Ref. [91], and losses in the piezoelectric material
and in the front layer are handled using complex material constants, as described for the FE method in Sec. 3.7.1.

In Fig. 2.5(a) the electrical input conductance of the PZT-5A disk without a front layer is compared to the electrical
input conductance for the PZT-5A disk with a quarterwave front layer with characteristic acoustic impedance 4.1 Mrayl and
a quarterwave front layer with characteristic acoustic impedance 7.0 Mrayl for the case where the fluid medium is water.
Clearly, broader bandwidth is achieved for a front layer with characteristic acoustic impedance 4.1 Mrayl than for the disk
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Figure 2.5: Electrical input conductance (G) for a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 with a front layer, simulated using the Mason model. (a)
The electrical input conductance of the PZT-5A disk without a front layer in water compared to the electrical input conductance for the
PZT-5A disk with quarterwave front layers with characteristic acoustic impedance 4.1 Mrayl and 7.0 Mrayl, also in water. (b) Variation
of the position of the two peaks in the input conductance as a function of normalized frequencyf=fTE1 and normalized front layer
quarterwave frequencyf�=4=fTE1 (wheref�=4 = cl=4Tfront) for a PZT-5A disk of D/T=10 with a front layer (Zfront = 2:64 Mrayl)
of varying thickness, in air. (c) Electrical input conductance of a PZT-5A disk in air with a quarterwave front layer as a function of the
characteristic acoustic impedanceZfront of the front layer. Dashed and solid lines show the -3 dB and -6 dB values, respectively. (d) As
(c), but for the in-water case.

without a front layer. For the front layer with characteristic acoustic impedance 7.0 Mrayl, two peaks with a dip (7 dB
down) in the middle is seen for the electrical input conductance.

In Fig. 2.5(c) and (d) it is shown how the electrical input conductance of a PZT-5A disk with a quarterwave front layer
changes as the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer changes from 1.5 Mrayl to 11 Mrayl, for the cases
where the fluid medium is air and water, respectively. If a flat bandwidth over a large frequency region is of interest for
the in-water case, a front layer with characteristic acoustic impedance of about 4.2 Mrayl should be used, whereas if a dip
of 3 dB is tolerated, a front layer with characteristic acoustic impedance of about 5.3 Mrayl should be applied. If front
layers with higher characteristic acoustic impedance are applied, there are two peaks in the electrical input conductance
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Table 2.2: Acoustic impedanceZfront for the front layer for matching between a PZT-5A ceramic (Zc = 33:7Mrayl) and a fluid (water
or air), according to Eqs. (2.15)-(2.17).

Fluid Zfront =
p
ZcZL Zfront = 21=3Z

1=3
c Z

2=3
L Zfront = Z

1=3
c Z

2=3
L

Water (ZL = 1.5 Mrayl) 7.1 Mrayl 5.3 Mrayl 4.2 Mrayl
Air (ZL = 413 Rayl) 0.11 Mrayl 0.023 Mrayl 0.018 Mrayl

of the transducer structure, and the dip between the two peaks and the spacing between the two peaks increases when the
impedance of the front layer increases. The same situation is also seen when the fluid medium is air, for which the dip
between the two peaks becomes much larger. Thus, the broad bandwidth which may be achieved by using a front layer is
due to these two peaks being so close together that only one peak is seen in the response functions.

The optimal characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer for optimum transmission into a fluid medium may
be calculated by several different one-dimensional models. A simple approximation may be found by considering two
semi-infinite media with characteristic acoustic impedancesZc (corresponding to the ceramic disk) andZL (corresponding
to the fluid medium), coupled by a quarterwave layer of impedanceZfront. The optimum value ofZfront for the matching
layer is then given by [91]

Zfront =
p
ZcZL: (2.15)

However, in the case of interest, one of the media, i.e. the ceramic, is not semi-infinite, but half-wave resonant. Therefore,
this optimum matching criterion should be modified for the present application [65, 243].

According to an analysis in Refs. [65, 159], the optimum value ofZfront must be modified to

Zfront = Z1=3
c Z

2=3
L : (2.16)

This assessment is based on an analysis where the front layer impedance is chosen so that a desirable impedance is given at
the center terminal of the KLM model [65]. Thus the front half of the transducer is itself treated as a quarterwave matching
layer [65].

Another similar analysis [243] indicates that the optimum acoustic matching occurs whenZfront is given by

Zfront = 21=3Z1=3
c Z

2=3
L : (2.17)

This analysis is based on the Mason model [203], and Eq.(2.17) results from letting the mechanical serial and parallel Q
(Quality factor) be equal [243], for which it is stated that the optimum acoustical matching is achieved.

The calculated characteristic acoustic impedancesZfront for the front layer for a PZT-5A ceramic according to Eqs.
(2.15)-(2.17) is shown in Table 2.2 for two fluid media, air and water. The optimum characteristic acoustic impedance
given by the three formulas varies from 7.1 Mrayl to 4.2 Mrayl for a PZT-5A ceramic in water, which is a significant
difference.

The use of more than one matching layer [65, 91, 223, 125], in some cases with thicknesses different from�l=4 [106],
may further increase the bandwidth of the transducer because a good acoustic impedance match over a wider frequency
band is then possible. However, only the case of one matching layer is discussed in the present work.

2.7.1.2 Variation of the thickness of the front layer

The variation of the front layer thickness has been investigated in several works (see e.g. Refs. [167, 106, 219, 130, 218,
125]). When a front layer is applied, a splitting into two peaks in the input conductance of the transducer is observed (in
some cases only one wide peak may be seen), as discussed in the previous section. The positions of these two peaks vary
in frequency with the thickness of the front layer, as illustrated in Fig. 2.5(b), where the variation of the peaks in the input
conductance of a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 and an epoxy front layer (Zfront=2.64 Mrayl) in air, is shown. The peaks are
closest together, and symmetric around the center frequency with equal height, when the front layer thickness is equal to
T�=4;TE1.

A similar and more extensive analysis has been made in Ref. [130], where it also is found that the spacing between
the two peaks becomes larger as the characteristic acoustic impedanceZfront of the front layer increases, whereas the two
peaks are reduced to a single, broader peak when the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is small, analogous
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to the observation made in Ref. [218]. This is also in agreement with the Mason model simulations presented in Fig. 2.5(c)
and (d).

In Ref. [167] the positions of the peaks of the electrical admittance are plotted as a function of front layer thickness for
a specific front layer material, and it is found that a large bandwidth may be obtained for front layer thicknesses where the
fundamental piezoelectric mode is strongly coupled with the front layer modes, which is observed to be around the front
layer thicknessesT�=4;TE1 and4T�=4;TE1.

In Ref. [125], it is proposed that the optimum front layer thickness for large bandwidth is about1:16T�=4;TE1 for a
specific front layer material. This result is found using an iterative method based on the Mason model for the piezoelectric
layer and a transmission line model for the matching layer. This, however, does not result in a maximally flat response.

In some applications, other transducer functions than the bandwidth are of importance. For example, in power
transducer design, where the transmittivity through the front layer is to be maximized instead of the bandwidth, and where
the front layer is applied for mechanical protection from the surrounding medium instead of for improvement of bandwidth,
a front layer of thickness�l=2 is often applied [168]. In Ref. [168] it is pointed out that by using a front layer of thickness
�l=3, it is possible to maximize the transmittivity through the front layer, while simultaneously increasing the bandwidth
of the transducer.

2.7.1.3 Analyses for other modes than the TE1 mode based on one-dimensional models

The results presented in the two previous sections for the variation of the front layer characteristic acoustic impedance and
the front layer thickness, are only valid for the TE1 mode of a thin piezoelectric disk. For other modes than the TE1 mode,
the effect of a front layer is different than for the cases considered in the previous sections, and other values for the optimum
characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer for large bandwidth have been found in the literature (see e.g. Refs.
[243, 145, 61]). For example, in Ref. [243] the application of a matching layer to a single element of a linear array vibrating
in the beam mode is investigated, and it is found that the optimum characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer must
be modified to a value which is 20% lower than the value found for the TE1 mode of a piezoelectric disk. Corresponding
investigations have been made for a tall, thin piezoelectric element in Ref. [145] and for a Tonpilz transducer in Ref. [61].

2.7.2 Analyses based on two- or three-dimensional models

All the above analyses are based on one-dimensional models. For piezoelectric disks vibrating in the thickness mode, it
is then assumed that the lateral dimensions of the disk and the front layer are much larger than their thicknesses. This
is not the case for thick piezoelectric disks, and thus the one-dimensional analyses are not valid for thick piezoelectric
disks. In a three-dimensional analysis for a thick piezoelectric disk, it would therefore be expected that the results given
by the one-dimensional models must be modified. No investigations based on three-dimensional models have been found
for thick piezoelectric disks with a front layer, but some limited investigations on the effect of a matching layer have been
made using 2D and 3D models for piezoelectric bars and columns [256, 77, 46, 172]. Some of these are discussed below.

In Ref. [46], the FE method has been used to optimize a broad bandwidth acoustic column, consisting of a PZT-4
column with a matching layer. The characteristic acoustic impedance of the matching layer was chosen according to the
optimum value found using a one-dimensional model in Ref. [243], i.e.Zfront = 21=3Z

1=3
c Z

2=3
L . The front layer thickness

corresponding to quarterwave matching for the resonance frequency of the vibrational mode of interest was 3.6 mm. FE
simulations in Ref. [46] did however show that this front layer thickness did not give the expected vibrational mode shapes
and coupling coefficients. Further analysis indicated that the optimum front layer thickness was between 2.4 mm and 2.7
mm, i.e. about 25% less than the actual quarterwave thickness. This analysis was based on mode coupling between the
vibrational mode of interest in the piezoelectric column and vibrational modes in the front layer. According to the analysis
in Ref. [46], one is expected to find two ”useful” modes around the resonance frequency of the piezoelectric column alone.
It is stated that the optimum bandwidth is achieved when the coupling coefficients of these two modes are equal, which
occurs for front layer thicknesses between 2.4 and 2.7 mm.

A more complete FE analysis of the effect of a front layer has been made in Ref. [256], where a long PZT-5H bar with
a matching layer was studied. Calculations were made for 27 different front layer thicknesses, and spectra of impedance,
average surface velocity over the top of the matching layer and peak pressure in the farfield were calculated. Using a gray
scale plot, the pressure in the farfield was plotted as a function of front layer thickness and frequency, making it possible
to analyze the relationship between modal frequencies and matching layer thickness [256]. Also, vibrational mode shapes
were given for some front layer thicknesses. It was concluded that the optimum front layer thickness, at which bandwidth
is maximized, was at a front layer thickness of 75�m, which is about 28 % less than quarterwave thickness. Also studied
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in Ref. [256] was the effect of varying the front layer thickness of a composite transducer with a diced matching layer,
using a similar method.

In Ref. [77] the FE method has been used to investigate the use of different front layer materials for a 1-3 piezocomposite
transducer, and it was shown that a one-dimensional model is not capable of correctly modeling the effect of a front layer
on such transducers for the case where there is strong coupling between two modes in the piezocomposite.

2.7.3 Present work

Whereas the one-dimensional models are very well suited to predict the properties of a pure TE1 mode transducer (e.g.
a thin piezoelectric disk) including a matching layer, as has been shown through comparisons between simulations and
measurements in the literature (see e.g. Refs. [221, 158, 91, 218, 130]), these models are not strictly valid for thick
piezoelectric disks, and for other modes than the TE1 mode as e.g. the R1 mode. No systematic work on how a front layer
affects the response functions and resonance frequencies of a piezoelectric disk based on three dimensional models has been
found in the literature. According to the analyses based on two and three-dimensional methods for piezoelectric bars and
columns cited above, the effect of a front layer may deviate significantly from the results expected from one-dimensional
models for these structures. The same is therefore also to be expected for thick piezoelectric disks, and for the R1 mode in
piezoelectric disks.

In the present work, it is investigated how the addition of a front layer affects the response functions and resonance
frequencies of moderately thin and thick piezoelectric disks by first making an analysis of a disk with a very thin front layer,
and subsequently increasing the front layer thickness in small steps up to well above the optimum front layer thickness
which is given by the one-dimensional models. These analyses are made for several different front layer materials, to
investigate how variation of the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer influences the response functions and
resonance frequencies. The study is made for both the TE1 mode (cf. Secs. 6.3) and for the R1 mode (cf. Secs. 6.4), for
both the in-air and in-water case.
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Chapter 3

Theory

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the FE formulation which serves as a theoretical basis for the implementation of the current version of the
simulation tool FEMP (version 3.0), which has been used for the analysis in the present work, is presented. Details about
the calculation of the FE equations, FE matrices, response functions, resonance frequencies and radiated sound field are
given.

The primary objectives in the present work are related to the calculation of resonance frequencies with corresponding
eigenmodes, response functions and the radiated sound field for simple axisymmetric ultrasonic piezoelectric disk
transducers. A modal analysis is necessary to calculate the resonance frequencies with corresponding eigenmodes of
piezoelectric transducers. To calculate the response functions and the radiated sound field for piezoelectric transducers,
usually a time-harmonic analysis is undertaken. Alternatively, a transient analysis may be performed, and a transition to the
frequency domain may be made using a Fourier transform [174]. The latter approach may in some cases be advantageous
because it may lead to lower computation times for large problems. However, the handling of the infinite fluid medium
and of losses with arbitrary frequency dependence is much more complicated in a time domain analysis, and in the present
work it is therefore chosen to concentrate on modal and time-harmonic analyses. An extension of the formulation to also
include a transient analysis is however quite straightforward.

The piezoelectric transducer, consisting of a piezoelectric disk with an elastic front and/or backing layer, is modeled
using piezoelectric and mechanical finite elements. As described in Sec. 2.4.2, there are several different ways of modeling
the fluid medium of infinite extent, and in the present work it has been chosen to use fluid finite and infinite elements (wave
envelope elements of variable order, cf. Sec. 2.4.2) to model the fluid medium, because this method seems to be favorable
for the present application (cf. Sec. 2.4.2). The FE formulation presented is based on a Galerkin-weighted residuals method
[133, 56]. This approach is chosen instead of e.g. a Hamilton’s principle approach, like in Refs. [149, 155], because the
Galerkin-weighted residuals method is applicable to both piezoelectric finite elements, fluid finite elements and fluid infinite
elements. The FE formulation for the piezoelectric medium is equivalent to the original FE formulation for a piezoelectric
medium given by Allik and Hughes [8] and to the formulation given in Ref. [154]. The fluid part of the FE formulation is
analogous to the formulation given in Refs. [60, 59, 23], which is also based on a weighted residuals method.

This chapter is divided into six parts. In Sec. 3.2 some details about the simulation tool FEMP are given, including
restrictions on the implemented features and the FE formulation. The FE formulation for a piezoelectric medium only
(without fluid loading) is given in Sec. 3.31. The FE formulation for a piezoelectric transducer structure immersed in a
fluid region of infinite extent is given in Sec. 3.4. Interpolation functions and coordinate transformations used in the FE
formulations are described in Sec. 3.5, and the calculation of the matrices and vectors in the FE equations is described in
Sec. 3.6. The calculation of the transducer response functions and of the resonance frequencies is described in Sec. 3.7.3.
A summary on how the theory described in this chapter is applied in the remainder of the work, is given in Sec. 3.8.

1The FE formulation for a piezoelectric medium only is included to simplify the description, and to provide a link to the formulation given in Ref.
[154]. Note that the FE formulation for the piezoelectric medium only is a special case of the FE formulation for a piezoelectric transducer structure
immersed in a fluid region of infinite extent.
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3.2 Restrictions and capabilities of the FE formulation and FE code

The present analysis is made using the FE program FEMP version 3.0 (Finite Element Modeling of Piezoelectric structures),
which has been developed during the current dr. scient. work. This version of FEMP is developed partly based on previous
versions of FEMP developed by the current author (theory, implementation and verification for version 1.0 is described in
the cand. scient. thesis of the current author [149], and theory and verification for version 2.0 is described in Ref. [154]),
and partly based on the program ONACS developed by the current author [150, 151]. The previous versions of FEMP
did not include the effect of fluid-structure coupling, and the analysis was therefore limited to a piezoelectric transducer
vibrating in vacuum.

The FE formulation described in this chapter is limited to axisymmetric vibrations of axisymmetric structures, and
the piezoelectric medium considered is restricted to materials for which the constant matrices (elastic, piezoelectric and
dielectric) are of the same form as for a hexagonal crystal in the symmetry class 6mm (cf. Sec. 3.3.2), which includes
piezoelectric ceramic materials, like e.g. PZT-5A. Only the FE formulation for the frequency domain is described, as only
frequency domain analysis is considered in the present work, although it is straightforward to extend the formulation to the
time domain (e.g. the FE formulation for a piezoelectric medium only, described in Refs. [149, 155], is applicable for a
time domain analysis). Also, body forces, point forces, body charge and point charges are not included in the formulation,
because these forces and charges are not needed in the current analysis. It would, however, be possible to include these
forces and charges in the analysis, as done in Ref. [155], if necessary.

The simulation tool FEMP version 3.0 has been implemented in the programming language MATLAB [237]. MATLAB
allows for quick implementation and visualization, but MATLAB programs run slower than e.g. C or Fortran programs.
Thus, it would have been possible to solve larger problems in the same amount of computation time if FEMP would have
been programmed in e.g. C or Fortran. Such an implementation might thus be a topic for an extension of the present
work, but MATLAB was chosen as the programming language in the present version of FEMP due to the large savings in
implementation time possible by using this approach [150, 151]. The use of MATLAB has also made it faster and easier to
test other types of interpolation functions and elements in the FE scheme. For example, another type of infinite elements
has been implemented for test purposes , and also a type of boundary elements. FEMP is in addition especially tailored for
making systematic analyses, where one or several constructional variables are varied in small steps. This is achieved by
including commands for do-loops in the input files for the program.

FEMP is capable of modeling a complete axisymmetric transducer, including radiation into a fluid medium. However,
because a certain number of elements should be used per wavelength in both the transducer and the inner part of the fluid
medium to get a reliable solution, the highest frequencies at which it is possible to make such an analysis is limited by the
number of elements in the FE model. E.g., if the number of elements in the FE model is increased beyond 10.000 (50.000
degrees of freedom), the solution time increases to 30 minutes or more for each frequency step in the analysis (on a PC
based on an Intel Pentium III 550 MHz processor with 256 MB of internal memory).

3.3 FE formulation for a piezoelectric body in vacuum

In this section the FE formulation for a piezoelectric body in vacuum is given, using the Galerkin-weighted residual
method. A corresponding FE formulation for a piezoelectric structure in vacuum based on Hamilton’s principle was given
in Ref. [155].

3.3.1 Problem statement

A piezoelectric body (e.g. a piezoelectric disk) of volume
p with surface�p vibrating in vacuum is studied (cf. Fig. 3.1).
The problem is described by the equation of motion and the constitutive equations for a piezoelectric medium, given in Sec.
2.2.

The equation of motion for the piezoelectric body is given by [118, 27] (cf. Sec. 2.2)

�p�ui = Tij;j : (3.1)

In the following, the harmonic state is assumed, and theei!t term is implicit, where! = 2�f is the angular frequency. For
the harmonic state, Eq. (3.1) may be rewritten as

�!2�pui = Tij;j : (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: A piezoelectric body of volume
p with surface�p vibrating in vacuum.�T is the part of the surface�p on which surface
tractionti is applied.�u is the part of the surface�p on which the displacementui is given.�� is the part of the surface�p on which
the electric potential is fixed (set to�). �� is the part of the surface�p on which the surface charge density� is imposed. It is assumed
that�u and�T are disjoint with union equal to�p, and that�� and�� are disjoint with union equal to�p.

When a time-harmonic solution is sought, the equations governing the problem are therefore given as

�!2�pui = Tij;j ; (3.3)

Di;i = 0; (3.4)

Tij = cEijklSkl � ekijEk; (3.5)

Di = eiklSkl + �SikEk; (3.6)

along with the appropriate boundary conditions.
The boundary conditions are given on the surface�p of the piezoelectric body. Surfaces�u, �T , �� and�� are defined,

where it is assumed that�u and�T are disjoint with union equal to�p, and that�� and�� are disjoint with union equal to
�p, and where

� �T is the part of the surface�p on which surface tractionti is applied (Neumann boundary condition). For a
piezoelectric disk vibrating in vacuum,ti is zero on all of the surface�p of the piezoelectric disk, and thus�T = �p.

� �u is the part of the surface�p on which the displacementui is given (Dirichlet boundary condition). For most of
the problems considered in the present work, no displacements are given on the surface of the piezoelectric disk, and
thus�u is empty.

� �� is the part of the surface�p on which the electric potential is fixed, set to� (Dirichlet boundary condition). When
the eigenvalues of a piezoelectric disk are sought, the electric potential is fixed to zero at both electrodes, and thus
�p is equal to the surface of the two electrodes. For time harmonic analysis�p is equal to the surface of one or both
electrodes, on which the electric potential is fixed.

� �� is the part of the surface�p on which the surface charge density� is imposed (Neumann boundary condition).
The charge is imposed to zero on the parts of the surface at which there are no electrodes (Dini = 0), and the charge
may be imposed on the non-grounded electrode in a time harmonic analysis. Electric fields outside the piezoelectric
medium are neglected in this assumption, as is common in piezoelectric resonator analysis [27]. This assumption
may be removed [13], but this is not done in the present work.

The boundary conditions are therefore given as [55],

ui = ui at �u; (3.7)

Tijnj = ti at �T ; (3.8)
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�Dini = � at �� ; (3.9)

� = � at ��; (3.10)

where�u [ �T = �p and�� [ �� = �p [55].
The relations between strain and displacement, and electric field and electric potential, are given by (cf. Sec. 2.2)

Skl(u) =
1

2
(uk;l + ul;k) (3.11)

Ei(�) = ��;i: (3.12)

3.3.2 Weak formulation

In the following, a weak formulation of Eq. (3.3)-(3.10) is given, following in part Refs. [133, 54, 205, 155]. The
weak formulation of a boundary-value problem with prescribed boundary conditions may be obtained by multiplying the
differential equations governing the problem with weight functions, and integrating over the solution domain [255]. The
boundary conditions may be applied through partial integration of the resulting equations. This approach is followed below.
The weak formulation of the problem is equivalent to the classical formulation of the problem given in Eq. (3.3)-(3.10).

Eq. (3.3) is multiplied by a weight functionvi, i = 1 : : : 3 (corresponding to the displacement vector), and integrated
over the volume
p. The weight functionvi is arbitrary except for the condition thatvi = 0 on�u [133]. Correspondingly,
Eq. (3.4) is multiplied by a weight functionw (corresponding to the electric potential), and integrated over the volume
p.
The weight functionw is arbitrary except for the condition thatw = 0 on��. This leads to

�!2
Z

p

�pviuid
 =

Z

p

viTij;jd
 (3.13)Z

p

wDi;id
 = 0: (3.14)

By Green’s formula, and by using the fact thatvi is zero on�u together with the boundary condition given in Eq. (3.8), the
right hand part of Eq. 3.13 may be transformed to [133]Z


p

viTij;jd
 =

Z
�p

viTijnjd��
Z

p

Sij(v)Tijd
; (3.15)

=

Z
�T

vitid��
Z

p

Sij(v)Tijd
; (3.16)

whereSij(v) = 1
2 (vi;j + vj;i). Also, according to Green’s formula,

Z

p

wDi;id
 =

Z
�p

wDinid��
Z

p

w;iDid
 (3.17)

= �
Z
�q

w�d� +

Z

p

Ei(w)Did
; (3.18)

where it has been used thatw is zero on��, thatEi(w) = �w;i, and where the boundary condition in Eq. (3.9) has been
applied. The boundary conditions given in Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.10) are applied after the FE equations are set up, following
Ref. [62].

Using the above transitions and the constitutive equations for a piezoelectric medium given in Eqs. (3.5)-(3.6), Eqs.
(3.13)-(3.14) may be rewritten as:

�!2
Z

p

�pviuid
�
Z
�T

vitid� +

Z

p

Sij(v)c
E
ijklSkl(u)d
�

Z

p

Sij(v)ekijEk(�)d
 = 0; (3.19)

�
Z
�q

w�d� +

Z

p

Ei(w)eiklSkl(u)d
+

Z

p

Ei(w)�
S
ikEk(�)d
 = 0: (3.20)
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Matrix formulation

For computational reasons it is practical to exploit the symmetry inSij , cEijkl andekij , i.e. Sij = Sji, cEijkl = cEjikl,
cEijkl = cEijlk andekij = ekji [118]. Let ij ! p, wherep = 1 : : : 6, and where(i; j) = (1; 1) ! p = 1, (i; j) =
(2; 2) ! p = 2, (i; j) = (3; 3) ! p = 3, (i; j) = (2; 3) ! p = 4, (i; j) = (3; 2) ! p = 4, (i; j) = (1; 3) ! p = 5,
(i; j) = (3; 1)! p = 5, (i; j) = (1; 2) ! p = 6, and(i; j) = (2; 1)! p = 6. Then the strain tensor may be rewritten as
a strain vectorfSg 2 with six components, the elastic stiffness constant tensor may be rewritten as a 6x6 matrix[cE ], and
the piezoelectric constant tensor may be rewritten as a 3x6 matrix[e]. For example, the strain vector may be written as

fSg =

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

=

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

S11
S22
S33
2S23
2S13
2S12

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

: (3.21)

When matrix/vector notation is introduced, Eqs. (3.19)-(3.20) may be rewritten as

�!2
Z

p

�pfvgT fugd
�
Z
�T

fvgT ftgd�+Z

p

fS(v)gT [cE ]fS(u)gd
�
Z

p

fS(v)gT [e]T fE(�)gd
 = 0; (3.22)

�
Z
�q

w�d� +

Z

p

fE(w)gT [e]fS(u)gd
+

Z

p

fE(w)gT [�S ]fE(�)gd
 = 0: (3.23)

Three-dimensional cylindrical coordinate system

In calculations for axisymmetric structures, it is preferable to use a cylindrical coordinate system where the symmetry of
the problem can be exploited. The strain vector for a three-dimensional cylindrical coordinate system with coordinates
(r; �; z) is given by [26]:

fSg =

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

=

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

Srr
S��
Szz
2S�z
2Srz
2Sr�

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

=

2
6666664

@
@r 0 0
1
r

1
r
@
@� 0

0 0 @
@z

0 @
@z

1
r
@
@�

@
@z 0 @

@r
1
r
@
@�

@
@r � 1

r 0

3
7777775
8<
:

ur
u�
uz

9=
; = [Lu]fug; (3.24)

where[Lu] is defined by the last transition. The electric field vector for a cylindrical coordinate system is defined by

fEg =

8<
:

E1

E2

E3

9=
; =

8<
:

Er
E�
Ez

9=
; = �

8<
:

@
@r
1
r
@
@�
@
@z

9=
;� = �fL�g� ; (3.25)

wherefL�g is defined by the last transition.

Axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate system

The symmetry in axisymmetric structures leads to [189]

@

@�
= 0 (3.26)

2In the following the notation will be changed; both vectors and matrices will be represented by brackets, e.g. the vectorul will be written asfug,
and the matrixcEpq as[cE]. The transpose of a matrix will be written as[:]T .
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when only axially symmetric vibrations are considered. Additionally, axially symmetric torsional (circumferential)
vibrations are excluded when [189]

u� = 0: (3.27)

That is, only two coordinates are needed to describe the problem in the axisymmetric case;r andz. This class of problems
is often referred to as two-dimensional axisymmetric problems. Eqs. (3.26)-(3.27) and Eqs. (3.24)-(3.25) lead to [189]

S�z = 0; (3.28)

Sr� = 0; (3.29)

E� = 0: (3.30)

Only four of the six strain components and two of the three components of the electric field need to be included in the
analysis. This results in the following definition for the strain vector and the electric field vector in the two-dimensional
axisymmetric case [50],

fSg =

8>><
>>:

Srr
S��
Szz
2Srz

9>>=
>>; =

2
664

@
@r 0
1
r 0
0 @

@z
@
@z

@
@r

3
775
�
ur
uz

�
= [Lu]fug; (3.31)

fEg =

�
Er
Ez

�
= �

�
@
@r
@
@z

�
� = �fL�g�: (3.32)

The derivation operator matrices[Lu] andfL�g therefore have the following definitions in this case,

[Lu] =

2
664

@
@r 0
1
r 0
0 @

@z
@
@z

@
@r

3
775 ; (3.33)

fL�g =

�
@
@r
@
@z

�
: (3.34)

In the remainder of this work, only axisymmetric structures which can be modeled in an axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate
system with the above definitions will be studied.

In the two-dimensional axisymmetric case some rows and columns have to be removed from the constant matrices,
because the 4. and 6. component of the strain and stress vector and the 2. component of the electric field and displacement
vectors have been removed in the above definitions. This results in[cE ] becoming a 4x4-matrix (row/column 4 and 6
removed),[e] a 2x4-matrix (column 4 and 6, and row 2 removed) and[�S ] a 2x2-matrix (row/column 2 removed). For the
materials considered in the present work, where the form of the constant matrices is the same as for a hexagonal crystal in
the symmetry class 6mm [26], the constant matrices may be written as

[cE ] =

2
664
cE11 cE12 cE13 0
cE12 cE11 cE13 0
cE13 cE13 cE33 0
0 0 0 cE44

3
775 ; (3.35)

[e] =

�
0 0 0 e15
e31 e31 e33 0

�
; (3.36)

[�S] =

�
�S11 0
0 �S33

�
: (3.37)

This leads to the same relations between stress, strain, electric field and electric flux density as given in e.g. Refs. [220, 189].
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For an axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate system, Eqs. (3.22)-(3.23) may be rewritten as

�!2
Z

p

�pfvgT fugd
�
Z
�T

fvgT ftgd� +Z

p

([Lu]fvg)T [cE ][Lu]fugd
+

Z

p

([Lu]fvg)T [e]T fL�g�d
 = 0; (3.38)

�
Z
�q

w�d��
Z

p

(fL�gw)T [e][Lu]fugd
+

Z

p

(fL�gw)T [�S ]fL�g�d
 = 0; (3.39)

where[Lu], fL�g, [cE ], [e] and[�S ] are defined above.

3.3.3 FE formulation

Division of the region of analysis into elements and nodes

In a FE process the region of analysis is approximated by a finite number of smaller volumes. These volumes are the
elements in the FE method. In each element some points, called nodes, are defined where the unknown quantities, in this
case mechanical displacement and electrical potential, are to be determined. The relation between the unknown quantities
at the nodes of an element and the unknown quantities at an arbitrary point in an element are given by basis function or
interpolation functions. These basis functions are usually polynomials [261]. The choice of element shape, interpolation
functions, element division and node numbering will influence the accuracy of the solution [31],

� Element shape:The region of analysis has to be covered with elements. For axisymmetric problems only half of the
rz-plane must be modeled, and the problem may therefore be treated as a 2D problem. For rectangular 2D regions
rectangular elements are preferable.

� Element division: The element division has to be chosen so that the finite element calculations give a sufficiently
accurate representation of the solution. This can usually be achieved by using a certain number of elements per
wavelength. This is considered in chapter. 4.

� Node numbering: The finite element equations have a band structure, which depends on the node numbering. The
node numbering should therefore be chosen in a way that minimizes the band width of the matrices [31].

� Interpolation functions: The accuracy in the solution is strongly influenced by the order of interpolation, and
generally the accuracy increases when the order of the interpolation functions is increased. The choice of
interpolation functions in the present work is discussed in Sec. 3.5.

In the present case, the volume
p is divided intoMp volumes
(m)
p , m = 1 : : :Mp [31] (the elements in the FE

method, cf. Fig. 3.2). Any variableA defined in element no.m will be written asA(m) in the following.
Consider the first term of Eq. (3.38). The integral over the volume
p is transformed to a sum over theMp element

volumes
(m)
p . This leads to

Z

p

�(m)
p fvgT fugd
 =

MpX
m=1

(Z


(m)
p

�(m)
p fv(m)gT fu(m)gd


)
: (3.40)

A similar transformation is also made to the other terms in Eqs. (3.38)-(3.39).

Introduction of interpolation functions

The displacement in each element is assumed to be a function of the displacement in the n nodes of the element, where
interpolation functionsNi take care of the mapping from the displacement in the nodal points to the displacement in an
arbitrary point in an element. These interpolation functions are the basis functions for the Galerkin scheme. Thus, the
displacement in an arbitrary point(r; z) in element no.m may be expressed as

u(m)
r (r; z) =

nX
i=1

Ni(r; z)û
(m)
r;i ; (3.41)
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Figure 3.2: An example of the splitting of a structure (here a piezoelectric disk) into nodes and elements. In (a) the disk, which has
volume
p and surface�p, is shown. In (b) it is shown how the disk can be split into elements and nodes, where each element for
simplicity is rectangular and has four nodes at its vertices. Element no.m with volume
(m)

p and surface�(m)
p is identified in the figure.

It is sufficient to model the disk in the rz-plane because of the symmetry of the problem.

u(m)
z (r; z) =

nX
i=1

Ni(r; z)û
(m)
z;i ; (3.42)

whereu(m)
r (r; z) is the r-component of the displacement in the coordinate(r; z) in element no.m, u(m)

z (r; z) is the z-
component of the displacement in the coordinate(r; z) in element no.m,Ni(r; z) are interpolation functions calculated in

(r; z), û(m)
r;i is the radial displacement of node no.i in element no.m, andû(m)

z;i is the axial displacement of node no.i in
element no.m.

In vector form this may be expressed as

fu(m)(r; z)g = [N (m)
u (r; z)]fû(m)g; (3.43)

wherefû(m)g is a vector of the displacement in the nodes of element no.m,

fû(m)gT = [û
(m)
r;1 û

(m)
z;1 :::: û(m)

r;n û(m)
z;n ]; (3.44)

and[N (m)
u ] is the displacement interpolation matrix for element no.m defined by

[N (m)
u (r; z)] =

�
N1(r; z) 0 N2(r; z) 0 � � � Nn(r; z) 0

0 N1(r; z) 0 N2(r; z) � � � 0 Nn(r; z)

�
: (3.45)

It is also useful to be able to write the displacement in an arbitrary point in the element as a function of the displacement
in the nodal points in all of the piezoelectric structure,fûg. The relation between the local node displacement vectorfû(m)g
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and the global node displacement vectorfûg is given through a transformation matrix[G(m)
u ], such that

fû(m)g = [G(m)
u ]fûg; (3.46)

where
fûgT = [ûr;1 ûz;1 :::: ûr;Np

ûz;Np
]; (3.47)

and whereNp is the number of nodes in
p. The transformation matrices take care of the mapping from the local nodal
vectors to their global counterparts, and are not used in actual calculations, for which this mapping is done by directly
selecting the correct entries from the vector. Details on the form of such transformation matrices are given in Ref. [155].

It is customary to use the same interpolation functionsNi for the weight functions [133]. This approach leads to

fv(m)g = [N (m)
u ]fc(m)

v g; (3.48)

wherec(m)
v is a vector of arbitrary coefficients corresponding to element no.m and where

fc(m)
v gT = [c

(m)
v;1 c

(m)
v;2 : : : c

(m)
v;2n]: (3.49)

Also, fc(m)
v g = [G

(m)
u ]fcvg, wherefcvg is a vector of arbitrary coefficients corresponding to all of the structure. Note that

the weight functionsfvg are defined to be zero at the surface�u. This is forced by setting the components of the vector
fv(m)g to zero after the FE equations are set up, following the procedure outlined in Ref. [62]. This results in deleting the
rows corresponding to displacement of the nodes on the surface�u from the FE equations [62]. The boundary condition
for the displacement given in Eq. (3.7) is also applied after the FE equations are set up by directly inserting the prescribed
value of the displacement in the vectorfûg [62].

By introducing interpolations functions and nodal values of displacement, Eq. (3.40) may be transformed to

MpX
m=1

(Z


(m)
p

�(m)
p fv(m)gT fu(m)gd


)
=

MpX
m=1

(
fc(m)
v gT

"Z


(m)
p

�(m)
p [N (m)

u ]
T
[N (m)

u ]d


#
fû(m)g

)

= fcvgT
MpX
m=1

(
[G(m)

u ]
T

"Z


(m)
p

�(m)
p [N (m)

u ]
T
[N (m)

u ]d


#
[G(m)
u ]

)
fûg

= fcvgT [Muu]fûg; (3.50)

where[Muu] is the global mass matrix[Muu], defined by

[Muu] =

MpX
m=1

[G(m)
u ]

T
[M (m)

uu ][G(m)
u ]; (3.51)

and[M (m)
uu ] is the local mass matrix for element no.m, defined by

[M (m)
uu ] =

Z


(m)
p

�(m)
p [N (m)

u ]
T
[N (m)

u ]d
: (3.52)

Relations between the values of the electric potential, surface traction and surface charge in an arbitrary point, and
corresponding nodal values, are defined using corresponding interpolation functions as for the displacement, i.e.

f�(m)g = [N
(m)
� ]f�̂(m)g = [N

(m)
� ][G

(m)
� ]f�̂g; (3.53)

ft(m)g = [N
(m)
t ]ft̂(m)g = [N

(m)
t ][G

(m)
t ]ft̂g; (3.54)

f�(m)g = [N
(m)
� ]f�̂(m)g = [N (m)

� ][G(m)
� ]f�̂g; (3.55)

where [N (m)
� ], [N (m)

t ] and [N (m)
� ] are interpolation matrices for electric potential, surface traction and surface charge

for element no. m, respectively,f�̂(m)g, ft̂(m)g, and f�̂(m)g are the vectors of nodal values of electric potential,
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surface traction and surface charge in element no.m, respectively,f�̂g, ft̂g andf�̂g are the vectors of nodal values

of electric potential, surface traction and surface charge in all of the structure, respectively.[G
(m)
� ], [G(m)

t ] and[G(m)
� ] are

transformation matrices for the transformation from local to global coordinates.
The local and global nodal vectors introduced above are defined by

f�̂(m)gT = [�̂
(m)
1 �̂

(m)
2 : : : �̂(m)

n ]; (3.56)

f�̂gT = [�̂1 �̂2 : : : �̂Np
]; (3.57)

ft̂(m)g
T

= [̂t
(m)

r;1 t̂
(m)

z;1 : : : t̂
(m)

n;r t̂
(m)

n;z ]; (3.58)

ft̂gT = [̂tr;1 t̂z;1 : : : t̂r;Np
t̂z;Np

]; (3.59)

f�̂(m)g
T

= [�̂
(m)

1 �̂
(m)

2 : : : �̂
(m)

n ]; (3.60)

f�̂gT = [�̂1 �̂2 : : : �̂Np
]: (3.61)

(3.62)

It is customary to use the same interpolation functionsNi for displacement, electric potential, surface traction and
surface charge [8]. Thus,[N (m)

� (r; z)] is defined by

[N
(m)
� (r; z)] = [N1(r; z)N2(r; z) : : :Nn(r; z)] (3.63)

and

[N (m)
� ] = [N

(m)
� ]; (3.64)

[N
(m)
t ] = [N (m)

u ]: (3.65)

The same interpolation functions are also used for the weight functionsw (making it possible to use the transformation
matrix [G(m)

� ] for w), leading to

w(m) = [N
(m)
� ]fc(m)

w g = [N
(m)
� ][G

(m)
� ]fcwg; (3.66)

wherefc(m)
w g (and therefore alsofcwg) are vectors of arbitrary coefficients, analogously to the case for the weight function

fvg. Note that the weight functionsw are defined to be zero at the surface��, and analogously to the case for the weight
functionsfvg, this condition is applied by deleting the rows corresponding to the electric potential of the nodes on the
surface�� from the FE equations after the FE equations are set up, following the procedure applied in Ref. [62].

The FE equations

Corresponding handling of the other terms in Eqs. (3.38)-(3.39) as for the first term, leads to:

fcvgT
n
�!2[Muu]fûg+ [Kuu]fûg+ [Ku�]f�̂g � fFg

o
= 0; (3.67)

fcwgT
n
�fQg� [K�u]fûg � [K��]f�̂g

o
= 0; (3.68)

where the matrices and vectors in Eqs. (3.67)-(3.68) are defined by

� The local stiffness matrix:

[K(m)
uu ] =

Z


(m)
p

[B(m)
u ]

T
[cE(m)][B(m)

u ]d
; (3.69)

with

[B(m)
u ] = [Lu][N

(m)
u ]: (3.70)
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� The local ”piezoelectric stiffness matrix”:

[K
(m)
u� ] =

Z


(m)
p

[B(m)
u ]

T
[e(m)]

T
[B

(m)
� ]d
; (3.71)

with
[B

(m)
� ] = fL�g[N (m)

� ]; (3.72)

and where[K(m)
�u ] = [K

(m)
u� ]

T
.

� The local ”dielectric stiffness matrix”:

[K
(m)
�� ] = �

Z


(m)
p

[B
(m)
� ]

T
[�S(m)][B

(m)
� ]d
: (3.73)

The matrix[K(m)
�� ] is in some cases (see e.g. Refs. [212, 46] and discussion in Ref. [155]) defined with the opposite

sign, which has consequences for the resulting form of the finite element equations.

� The local force vector (local surface traction vector):

fF (m)g =
Z
�
(m)

T

[N (m)
u ]

T
[N

(m)
t ]d�ft̂(m)g: (3.74)

Here�(m)
T is the part of the surface�T which is on the surface of element no.m. Thus,fF (m)g is equal to zero for

all elements which are not at the surface�T .

� The local charge vector (local surface charge vector):

fQ(m)g =
Z
�
(m)
�

[N
(m)
� ]

T
[N (m)

� ]d�f�̂(m)g: (3.75)

Here�(m)
� is the part of the surface�� which is on the surface of element no.m. Thus,fQ(m)g is equal to zero for

all elements which are not at the surface�� .

and where

[Kuu] =
PMp

m=1 [G
(m)
u ]

T
[K

(m)
uu ][G

(m)
u ]; [Ku�] =

PMp

m=1 [G
(m)
u ]

T
[K

(m)
u� ][G

(m)
� ];

[K�u] =
PMp

m=1 [G
(m)
� ]

T
[K

(m)
�u ][G

(m)
u ]; [K��] =

PMp

m=1 [G
(m)
� ]

T
[K

(m)
�� ][G

(m)
� ];

fFg =
PMp

m=1 [G
(m)
t ]

T fF (m)g; fQg =
PMp

m=1 [G
(m)
� ]

T fQ(m)g:
(3.76)

The coefficient vectorsfcvg andfcwg are arbitrary, and therefore Eqs. (3.67)-(3.68) may be rewritten as:

�!2
�
Muu 0
0 0

��
û

�̂

�
+

�
Kuu Ku�

K�u K��

��
û

�̂

�
=

�
F
�Q

�
: (3.77)

The weight functionsfvg are defined to be zero at the surface�u and the weight functionsw are defined to be zero at the
surface��. Therefore, the rows corresponding to displacement of the nodes on the surface�u and the rows corresponding
to the electric potential of the nodes on the surface�� in Eq. (3.77) must be deleted, following Ref. [62]. Furthermore,
the boundary condition for the displacement given in Eq. (3.7) and for the electric potential given in Eq. (3.10) are applied
by directly inserting the prescribed values in the vectorsfûg andf�̂g, also following the method outlined in Ref. [62]. An
alternative approach for the application of these boundary conditions is to set the value of the displacement and electric
potential by multiplying the diagonal entry in the left-hand side matrix (the sum of the stiffness matrices and the mass matrix
calculated at a specific frequency) corresponding to the appropriate degree of freedom by a large number, and multiplying
the corresponding entry in the right-hand side vector by the same large number times the value to be prescribed [112].

For a piezoelectric transducer in vacuum, the force vector[F ] is set to zero. The set of equations in Eq. 3.77 are the FE
equations for a piezoelectric transducer structure without fluid loading, and is identical to the FE equations given in Ref.
[155] except that the force and charge vectors include point forces, body forces, point charges and body charge in the FE
equations given in Ref. [155]. This is omitted in the present formulation because these forces and charges are not needed
in the current applications.
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FE formulation for an elastic non-piezoelectric material

The development of the FE equations for an elastic non-piezoelectric material is very similar to the piezoelectric case. For
an elastic material, only Eq. (3.13) is considered in the development of the weak formulation, and the constitutive relation
for an elastic non-piezoelectric medium is Hooke’s law [261], which is equal to Eq. (3.5) except that the piezoelectric
constant tensorekij is equal to zero. Thus, the matrix[Ku�] is equal to zero, and the FE equation for an elastic non-
piezoelectric medium is equal to the first equation in the set given in Eq. (3.77),

�!2[Muu]fûg+ [Kuu]fûg = fFg: (3.78)

This equation is also found in most textbooks on the FE method (see e.g. Refs. [133, 261, 31]).

FE formulation for a piezoelectric disk with a front or backing layer

In the present work, piezoelectric disks with a front and/or backing layer are considered. In this case it is necessary to model
a piezoelectric medium coupled to a non-piezoelectric elastic medium using the FE method. Above, the FE equations for a
piezoelectric medium and for a non-piezoelectric elastic medium are given. The coupling between a piezoelectric medium
and a non-piezoelectric medium may be handled by considering a piezoelectric medium with volume
p and an elastic
medium with volume
e, with an interface�pe between the two media. On the interface�pe, the boundary conditions
are given by continuity of the traction vectortj = Tijnj and the displacement vectorui. Setting up the weak formulation
for the problem of a piezoelectric medium coupled to an elastic medium following the same procedure as done for a
piezoelectric medium above, leads to an identical set of FE equations as given in Eq. (3.77), where the matrices[Ku�],
[K�u] and[K��] are zero for the elastic part of the problem (and therefore not calculated and consequently removed from
the equations), and where the appropriate material parameters are applied for the calculation of the element matrices (the
material parameters of the piezoelectric material for the elements which are in the volume
p and the material parameters
of the elastic non-piezoelectric material for the elements which are in the volume
e). The procedure of applying the
boundary conditions on the interface�pe to find the FE equations for the coupled piezoelectric-elastic problem is shown
explicitly in e.g. Ref. [222].

3.4 FE formulation for a piezoelectric body in a fluid region

As described in Sec. 2.4.2, there are several different ways of modeling the fluid medium of infinite extent, and in the
present work fluid finite and infinite elements are used to model the fluid medium, because this method seems to be
favourable for the present application (cf. Sec. 2.4.2). The type of infinite elements chosen are the infinite wave envelope
elements of variable order [60, 59, 23], also called conjugated Astley-Leis infinite elements [18]. The piezoelectric part
of the FE formulation is identical to the one given in Sec. 3.3 above, except for the boundary conditions on the surface
of the piezoelectric structure, which are modified to account for the fluid-structure interaction. The fluid part of the FE
formulation is analogous to the formulation given in Refs. [60, 59, 23].

There are several different approaches for the choice of the independent variable in the fluid medium [263, 214, 71,
226, 24, 98, 97] like e.g. a displacement based formulation [214], where displacements are the variables in the fluid, a
pressure based formulation [263], where the acoustic pressure is the variable in the fluid, or a velocity potential based
formulation [226], where the acoustic velocity potential is the variable in the fluid. In the present work a velocity potential
based formulation is chosen, for which the unknown variable used in the fluid domain is the fluid velocity potential ( ). The
advantage of this method over the pressure based formulation is that the FE matrices are symmetric for the velocity potential
based formulation, whereas the fluid-structure coupling matrix is rendered unsymmetric if the pressure based formulation
is used [71]. However, when an infinite fluid medium is modeled using conjugated infinite elements, as is done in the
present work, the FE matrices are unsymmetric also for the velocity potential based formulation [60], and therefore there
are no special advantages (or disadvantages) by using the velocity potential based formulation in the present formulation.
If the formulation is to be extended to unconjugated infinite elements [18], calculation times and storage requirements may
be reduced significantly by using the velocity potential based formulation.

3.4.1 Problem statement

A piezoelectric transducer (e.g. a piezoelectric disk) of volume
p vibrating in an inviscid and irrotational fluid region is
studied. The fluid region is of volume
f . It is first assumed that the fluid region is a sphere of finite radius. Later the
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Figure 3.3: A piezoelectric body of volume
p with surface�p vibrating in a fluid. All of the surface of the piezoelectric body is wetted,
and thus the surface�p is also the interface surface between the piezoelectric body and the fluid, defined by�I . The surface of the fluid
medium,�f , consists of two parts; the part which is in contact with the piezoelectric body (�I ), and the part towards infinity, which is a
sphere with radius X (�X ).

radius of the sphere will be increased to infinity. The geometry of the problem is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
The relation between the velocity potential and the acoustic pressure in the fluid is in the time harmonic case given as

p = i!�f ; (3.79)

where�f is the density of the fluid. The fluid velocity potential in the fluid region is governed by the Helmholtz equation
[146],

 ;ii = �k2 ; (3.80)

wherek = !=cf , andcf is the sound velocity in the fluid. In the present formulation no losses are included in the fluid
medium, although it is straightforward to do this by introducing a complex-valued wavenumberk.

The equations governing the problem of a piezoelectric body vibrating in a fluid medium are thus given by Eqs. (3.3)-
(3.6) in addition to the Helmholtz equation,

�!2�pui = Tij;j in 
p; (3.81)

Di;i = 0 in 
p; (3.82)

 ;ii = �!
2

c2f
 in 
f ; (3.83)

Tij = cEijklSkl � ekijEk in 
p; (3.84)
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Di = eiklSkl + �SikEk in 
p; (3.85)

along with appropriate boundary conditions.
It is assumed that all of the piezoelectric body is immersed in the fluid, such that all of the surface of the piezoelectric

body,�p, is wetted (cf. Fig. 3.3). This wetted surface is the interface surface, defined by�I . The surface of the fluid
medium,�f , consists of two parts; the part which is in contact with the piezoelectric body (�I ), and the part towards
infinity, which is a sphere with radius X (�X ).

To ensure that energy propagates in the outward direction towards infinity, the Sommerfeld radiation condition must be
applied [23]

r

�
@ 

@r
+ ik 

�
! 0 as r !1; (3.86)

wherer is a radius in spherical coordinates. This is equivalent to the following condition at infinity [60],

 ;in
0

i = �ik at �1; (3.87)

where�1 is the surface�X in the limit asX !1, and wheren0i is the normal vector of�X in the outward direction, and
wheren0i = �ni (cf. Fig. 3.3). Thus, the boundary condition

 ;ini = ik (3.88)

will be used at�X .
At the fluid/structure interface, continuity considerations require that [263, 71]

 ;ini = i!uini; (3.89)

whereni is the outward normal vector from the piezoelectric body. This equation expresses the effect of structural motion
on the fluid. The effect of fluid pressure on the structure, results in a load proportional to pressure, applied at the wetted
surface of the structure [263, 215]. As in general the tangential forces exerted by the fluid are negligible [263], the effect
of fluid pressure on the structure is given by

ti = i�f! ni; (3.90)

whereni is the outward normal vector from the piezoelectric body, and whereti is the surface traction. Thus, Eq. (3.90)
may be rewritten as

Tijnj = i�f! ni: (3.91)

The boundary conditions for the present radiation problem are therefore given by

Tijnj = i�f! ni at �I ; (3.92)

�Dini = � at �� ; (3.93)

� = � at ��; (3.94)

 ;ini = i!uini at �I ; (3.95)

 ;ini = ik at �X : (3.96)

For the special case of a piezoelectric transducer mounted in an infinite rigid baffle, an additional boundary condition must
be given. For this case the surface of the fluid medium,�f , consists of three parts instead of two parts; the part which is
in contact with the piezoelectric body (�I ), the part towards infinity, which is a sphere with radius X (�X ), and the rigid
baffle, for which the appropriate boundary condition is ;ini = 0. Furtheron, the surface of the piezoelectric transducer
consists of two parts; the wetted part (�I ), and the unloaded part (vacuum) for which the appropriate boundary condition is
�ijni = 0. However, no changes are introduced in the FE formulation by this change of boundary conditions, except that
the surface�I is becomes smaller.

3.4.2 Weak formulation

In the following, a weak formulation of Eq. (3.81)-(3.85) is developed. As for the piezoelectric body in vacuum, Eqs.
(3.81) and (3.82) are multiplied by weight functionsvi andw, respectively, and integrated over the volume
p. Eq. (3.83)
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is multiplied by a weight functionx (corresponding to the fluid potential), and integrated over the volume of the fluid,
f .
The weight functionsvi andx are arbitrary, and the weight functionw is arbitrary except thatw = 0 on ��. Different
weight functionsx will be chosen for different parts of the fluid region subsequently.

The multiplication by weight functions leads to

�!2
Z

p

�pviuid
 =

Z

p

viTij;jd
; (3.97)Z

p

wDi;id
 = 0; (3.98)Z

f

x ;iid
 = �!2
Z

f

1

c2f
x d
: (3.99)

Using Green’s formula and the boundary condition given in Eq. (3.92), the right part of Eq. 3.97 may be transformed toZ

p

viTij;jd
 =

Z
�p

viTijnjd��
Z

p

Sij(v)Tijd
 (3.100)

=

Z
�I

i!�fvi nid��
Z

p

Sij(v)Tijd
: (3.101)

Eq. (3.98) is handled as for the piezoelectric body in vacuum. The application of Green’s formula to Eq. (3.99) along with
the boundary conditions given in Eqs. (3.95) and (3.96) leads toZ


f

x ;iid
 =

Z
�f

x ;in
0

id��
Z

f

x;i ;id
 (3.102)

= �
Z
�f

x ;inid��
Z

f

x;i ;id
 (3.103)

= �
Z
�I

i!xuinid��
Z
�X

kix d��
Z

f

x;i ;id
; (3.104)

wheren0i is the normal vector pointing out of the fluid medium, andni is the normal vector pointing into the fluid medium.
For the case where a part of the surface�p of the piezoelectric medium is free, and not in contact with the fluid medium
(e.g. for a piezoelectric disk mounted in an infinite rigid baffle), the integral over the free part of the surface�p vanishes,
and Eqs. (3.100)-(3.104) are still valid.

Using the above transitions, and the constitutive equations for a piezoelectric medium given in Eqs. (3.84)-(3.85), Eqs.
(3.97)-(3.99) may be rewritten as:

�!2
Z

p

�pviuid
�
Z
�I

�f i!vi nid� +

Z

p

Sij(v)c
E
ijklSkl(u)d
�

Z

p

Sij(v)ekijEk(�)d
 = 0; (3.105)

�
Z
�q

w�d� +

Z

p

Ei(w)eiklSkl(u)d
+

Z

p

Ei(w)�
S
ikEk(�)d
 = 0; (3.106)

�
Z
�I

i!xuinid��
Z
�X

kix d��
Z

f

x;i ;id
 + !2
Z

f

1

c2f
x d
 = 0: (3.107)

Introducing matrix/vector notation and an axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate system, Eqs. (3.105)-(3.106) may be
rewritten as

�!2
Z

p

�pfvgT fugd
�
Z
�I

i!�ffvgT fng d� +Z

p

([Lu]fvg)T [cE ][Lu]fugd
 +

Z

p

([Lu]fvg)T [e]T fL�g�d
 = 0; (3.108)

�
Z
�q

w�d��
Z

p

(fL�gw)T [e][Lu]fugd
 +

Z

p

(fL�gw)T [�S]fL�g�d
 = 0; (3.109)

�
Z
�I

i�f!xfngT fugd��
Z
�X

�fkix d��
Z

f

�f (fL gx)T fL g d
+ !2
Z

f

�f
1

c2f
x d
 = 0; (3.110)
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Figure 3.4: A piezoelectric body of volume
p radiating sound into a fluid medium with volume
f . The fluid medium is divided into
an inner fluid region
f1 close to the piezoelectric body, and an outer fluid region
f2 towards infinity.

where

fL g =
�

@
@r
@
@z

�
; (3.111)

and where the last equation has been multiplied by�f , for convenience in defining the FE matrices below. In the
axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate system, the normal vectorfng is defined byfngT = [nr nz], wherenr is the normal
vector component in radial direction andnz is the normal vector component in axial direction. Note that the vectorfL g
is equal tofL�g.

3.4.3 FE formulation

The procedure for setting up the FE formulation for a piezoelectric body immersed in a fluid of infinite extent is similar to
the case for a piezoelectric medium without fluid loading, considered in Sec. 3.3.3. For the piezoelectric part of the region
of analysis, there are no major changes to the case considered above; the volume
p is divided intoMp elements, each with

volume
(m)
p ,m = 1 : : :Mp, and the same interpolation functions are used.

The fluid medium
f is subdivided into an inner fluid region
f1 (a ”nearfield” region) close to the piezoelectric body,
and an outer fluid region
f2 (a ”farfield” region) towards infinity (cf. Fig. 3.4). These are separated by an interface�12.
The inner fluid region
f1 is modeled using conventional finite elements, i.e. the volume
f1 is divided intoMf1 volumes



(m)
f1 , and the same interpolation functions as for the displacement and electric potential are used for the velocity potential

 and for the weight functionx in the region
f1. The interface�12 between the inner and outer fluid region may generally
be arbitrary, except that no radial ray from the originO should intersect it more than once [23]. In the present work it is
assumed that the interface�12 is spherical. Note that the interface�12 between the ”nearfield” and ”farfield” regions may
be set close to the piezoelectric body, and thus actually be well inside the area which is usually denoted the nearfield of the
radiator, as demonstrated in Sec. 4.3.4 and Sec. 4.3.5.
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The outer fluid region
f2 is modeled using infinite elements, where the volume
f2 is divided intoMf2 volumes



(m)
f2 , as shown in Fig. 3.4, and whereMf =Mf1 +Mf2. For this region, a conjugated Galerkin scheme is implemented,

and the limit taken asX ! 1 [23]. This gives the mapped wave envelope formulation (see e.g. [23, 60]). The basis
functions (or interpolation functions)N1;i for the velocity potential in the outer fluid region are chosen so that [23]

N1;i � e�ikr

r
as r !1: (3.112)

For the conjugated infinite elements, the interpolation functionsW1;i for the weight functionsx in the outer fluid region
are the complex conjugated of the basis functions multiplied by a geometric weight function leading to [23]

W1;i � e+ikr

rb
as r !1; (3.113)

whereb � 1. For this choice of interpolation and weight functions, the integral over�X vanishes identically asX ! 1
whenb � 3 [23]. Weight and interpolation functions with this asymptotic behavior, withb � 3, are therefore used in the
following (see Sec. 3.5 for further details on the interpolation functions).

The same interpolation and weight functions are used in the piezoelectric medium
p as for the previous case, given
by Eqs. (3.43)-(3.48) and (3.53)-(3.55). Also, The same interpolation and weight functions are used in the nearfield fluid
region
f1 as in the piezoelectric medium, leading to

f (m)g = [N
(m)
 1 ]f ̂(m)g = [N

(m)
 1 ][G

(m)
 1 ]f ̂g; (3.114)

x(m) = [N
(m)
 1 ]fc(m)

x g = [N
(m)
 1 ][G

(m)
 1 ]fcxg; (3.115)

where
[N

(m)
 1 (r; z)] = [N1(r; z)N2(r; z) : : : Nn(r; z)]; (3.116)

with

f ̂(m)gT = [ ̂
(m)
1  ̂

(m)
2 : : :  ̂(m)

n ]; (3.117)

fc(m)
x gT = [c

(m)
x;1 c

(m)
x;2 : : : c

(m)
x;n ]; (3.118)

f ̂gT = [ ̂1 ̂2 : : :  ̂Nf
]; (3.119)

fcxgT = [cx;1cx;2 : : : cx;Nf
]; (3.120)

(3.121)

and whereNf is the number of nodes in all of the fluid region,
f . Note that[N (m)
 1 (r; z)] = [N

(m)
� (r; z)]. The

transformation matrix[G(m)
 1 ] takes care of the assembly from the local matrices to the global matrix, and is not used

in the actual calculations. The set-up of the transformation matrix[G
(m)
 1 ] is analogous to the set-up of the transformation

matrices for e.g. displacement and potential, as described in Ref. [155].
In the farfield fluid region
f2, other interpolation functions are used, as indicated above, leading to

f (m)g = [N
(m)
 2 ]f ̂(m)g = [N

(m)
 2 ][G

(m)
 2 ]f ̂g; (3.122)

x(m) = [W
(m)
 2 ]fc(m)

x g = [W
(m)
 2 ][G

(m)
 2 ]fcxg; (3.123)

where

[N
(m)
 2 (r; z)] = [N1;1(r; z) N1;2(r; z) : : : N1;n(r; z)]; (3.124)

[W
(m)
 2 (r; z)] = [W1;1(r; z)W1;2(r; z) : : : W1;n(r; z)]: (3.125)

Further details on the interpolation functions are given in Sec. 3.5. The set-up of the transformation matrix[G
(m)
 2 ] is

analogous to the set-up of the transformation matrices for e.g. displacement and potential, as described in Ref. [155].
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By writing each integral in Eqs. (3.108)-(3.110) as a sum over the elements, and introducing interpolation functions,
Eqs. (3.108)-(3.110) may be rewritten as

fcvgT
n
�!2[Muu]fûg+ [Kuu]fûg+ [Ku�]f�̂g+ i![Cu ]f ̂g

o
= 0; (3.126)

fcwgT
n
�fQg � [K�u]fûg � [K��]f�̂g

o
= 0; (3.127)

fcxgT
n
i![C u]fûg � [K  ]f ̂g+ !2[M  ]f ̂g

o
= 0; (3.128)

where[Muu], [Kuu], [Ku�], [K�u], [K��] andfQg have been defined in Sec. 3.3, and where the other matrices are defined
by

� The fluid mass matrix[M  ] is given as the sum of the fluid mass matrices for all elements,

[M  ] =

Mf1X
m=1

[G
(m)
 1 ]

T
[M

(m)
  1][G

(m)
 1 ] +

Mf2X
m=1

[G
(m)
 2 ]

T
[M

(m)
  2][G

(m)
 2 ]; (3.129)

where

[M
(m)
  1] =

Z


(m)

f1

�f
1

c2f
[N

(m)
 1 ]

T
[N

(m)
 1 ]d
; (3.130)

[M
(m)
  2] =

Z


(m)

f2

�f
1

c2f
[W

(m)
 2 ]

T
[N

(m)
 2 ]d
; (3.131)

and where[M (m)
  1] is the local fluid mass matrix for an element in the inner fluid region
f1 and[M (m)

  2] is the local
fluid mass matrix for an element in the outer fluid region
f2.

� The ”fluid stiffness matrix” is given as the sum of the local ”fluid stiffness matrices” for all elements,

[K  ] =

Mf1X
m=1

[G
(m)
 1 ]

T
[K

(m)
  1][G

(m)
 1 ] +

Mf2X
m=1

[G
(m)
 2 ]

T
[K

(m)
  2][G

(m)
 2 ]; (3.132)

where

[K
(m)
  1] =

Z


(m)

f1

�f [B
(m)
 1 ]

T
[B

(m)
 1 ]d
; (3.133)

[K
(m)
  2] =

Z


(m)

f2

�f [B
(m)
 2 ]

T

[B
(m)
 2 ]d
; (3.134)

with

[B
(m)
 1 ] = fL g[N (m)

 1 ]; (3.135)

[B
(m)
 2 ] = fL g[N (m)

 2 ]; (3.136)

[B
(m)
 2 ] = fL g[W (m)

 2 ]; (3.137)

and where[K(m)
  1] is the local ”fluid stiffness matrix” for an element in the inner fluid region
f1 and[K(m)

  2] is the
local ”fluid stiffness matrix” for an element in the outer fluid region
f2. Note that there is a frequency dependence

in the matrix[K(m)
  2] due to the interpolation and weight functions being a function ofk = !=cf .

� The local fluid/structure coupling matrix for element no.m is defined by

[C
(m)
u ] = �

Z
�
(m)

I

�f [N
(m)
u ]

T fng[N (m)
 1 ]d
; (3.138)
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where[C(m)
 u ] = [C

(m)
u ]

T
. Note that the normal vectorfng at the surface�(m)

I , pointing into the fluid, may vary
throughout the surface of the element. The global fluid/structure coupling matrix is defined by

[Cu ] =

MpX
m=1

[G(m)
u ]

T
[C

(m)
u ][G

(m)
 1 ]; (3.139)

where[C u] = [Cu ]
T .

The coefficient vectors[cv], [cw] and[cx] are arbitrary, and therefore Eqs. (3.126)-(3.128) may be rewritten as:

�!2

"
Muu 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 �M  

#8<
:

û

�̂

 ̂

9=
;+ i!

"
0 0 Cu 
0 0 0
C u 0 0

#8<
:

û

�̂

 ̂

9=
;+

"
Kuu Ku� 0
K�u K�� 0
0 0 �K  

#8<
:

û

�̂

 ̂

9=
; =

(
0
�Q
0

)

(3.140)
Note the frequency dependency in the matrix[K  ]. However, the matrix[K  ] may be written as a sum of three

components, one of which is proportional to!2, one which is proportional to!, and one which is independent of! [60].
The application of the boundary condition in Eq. (3.94) is done analogously to the unloaded case.

For a piezoelectric transducer in vacuum for which no surface tractions are applied, the fluid/structure coupling matrix
is zero, and Eq. (3.140) reduces to the FE equations for a piezoelectric transducer without fluid loading, given in Eq. (3.77).

The FE equations in Eq. (3.140) are very similar to corresponding FE equations for a piezoelectric transducer immersed
in an infinite fluid medium given in Refs. [173, 73], where also the fluid velocity potential is used as a variable in the fluid
medium, and where fluid infinite elements (although of another type than considered here) are applied. This other type of
infinite elements used in Refs. [173, 73] has also been implemented in FEMP, but the Astley-Leis infinite elements have
been found to be far superior for the present application, and therefore only the Astley-Leis approach is described in detail
here.

3.5 Interpolation functions and coordinate transformations

The order of interpolation in each element strongly influences the accuracy of the solution. Quadratic interpolation will
give better accuracy than linear interpolation, and higher order interpolation will give even better accuracy, but a high order
of interpolation will generally make the problem far more complex, and increase the solution time [31]. In the present
work, only quadratic interpolation functions are used.

Here interpolation functions are given for

1. The 8 node isoparametric element (cf. Sec. 3.5.1), which is used for the piezoelectric (and mechanical) finite elements
in 
p and for the fluid finite elements in the inner fluid region
f1.

2. The infinite wave envelope element (cf. Sec. 3.5.2) which is used for the fluid infinite elements in the outer fluid
region
f2.

Also given are appropriate coordinate transformations.
Only these two types of elements are used in the present work, except for in some test examples in Chapter 4, for which

a 4 node isoparametric element [155] is applied. Interpolation functions for other elements, and information about how to
construct the interpolation functions, may for example be found in Refs. [155, 31, 261].

3.5.1 The 8 node isoparametric element

Following common practice [31, 261], the element matrices are calculated in a local(�; �) coordinate system where the
element is a square with vertices in(�1;�1) (cf. Fig. 3.5).

The 8 node isoparametric element is a member of the serendipity family [261, 50] and the expressions for the
interpolation functions in local(�; �) coordinates are given by [50, 261]

Ni = 1
4 (1 + �0)(1 + �0)(�0 + �0 � 1) ; i = 1; 2; 3; 4 ;

Ni = 1
2 (1� �2)(1 + �0) ; i = 5; 7 ;

Ni = 1
2 (1 + �0)(1� �2) ; i = 6; 8 ;

(3.141)
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Figure 3.5: The connection between global and local variables for the 8 node isoparametric element.

where�0 = � � �i and�0 = � � �i, and where(�i; �i) are the nodes defined in Fig. 3.5. The 8 interpolation functions are e.g.
plotted in Ref. [155].

The correspondence between the local(�; �) coordinate system and the global(r; z) coordinate system is taken care of
by a coordinate transformation� [56]:

(r; z) = �(m)(�; �): (3.142)

This transformation has to be one-to-one for every element. This ensures that each point in the global element in(r; z)
coordinates corresponds to one point in the local element in(�; �) coordinates [56].

The most common way of defining the coordinate transformation�, is the isoparametric method [50], where the
interpolation functionsNi are used for the coordinate transformation [50],

r(�; �) =

nX
i=1

r
(m)
i Ni(�; �); (3.143)

z(�; �) =

nX
i=1

z
(m)
i Ni(�; �): (3.144)

Here(r(m)
i ; z

(m)
i ), i = 1 : : : n, are the global coordinates of then nodes in element no.m, andNi(�; �) are the interpolation

functions in local coordinates. The advantage of the isoparametric elements is that is is only necessary to operate with one
set of functions which can be utilized for both interpolation and coordinate transformation.

Using the chain rule, the transition between local and global variables may be made using the Jacobi matrix[J ] given
by

[J ] =

"
@r
@�

@z
@�

@r
@�

@z
@�

#
; (3.145)

where [31] (
@
@�
@
@�

)
= [J ]

�
@
@r
@
@z

�
: (3.146)

Inserting the coordinate transformations in Eqs. (3.143)-(3.144) into the expression for the Jacobi matrix in Eq. (3.145)
leads to the following expression for the Jacobi matrix:

[J ] =

" Pn
i=1

@Ni

@� r
(m)
i

Pn
i=1

@Ni

@� z
(m)
iPn

i=1
@Ni

@� r
(m)
i

Pn
i=1

@Ni

@� z
(m)
i

#
: (3.147)
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The derivatives with respect to the global variables are then expressed by the derivatives with respect to the local
variables as [31]: �

@
@r
@
@z

�
= [J ]

�1

(
@
@�
@
@�

)
: (3.148)

The JacobianjJ j is used for the calculation of the volume- and surface-integrals.

3.5.2 The variable order infinite wave envelope element

The variable order infinite wave envelope element [60, 59, 23] (also called the conjugated Astley-Leis infinite element
[18]) is described in detail in Refs. [60, 59, 23]. In this section, coordinate transformations and interpolation functions for
the variable order infinite wave envelope element are given, following partly Ref. [60] and partly Refs. [21, 235]. Some
background material on different infinite element formulations, including the variable order infinite wave envelope element
is provided in Sec. 2.4.2, where different approaches for the modeling of exterior fluid domains are considered.

The geometry of the problem, including the coordinate transformation, is shown in Fig. 3.6. The surface�12 which
represents the inner part of the infinite wave envelope elements is a half-circle in the axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate
system. The radial direction is defined as the direction along the radius of the circle, towards infinity. The angular direction
is the direction along the circle (positive in the counterclockwise direction).

The variable order infinite wave envelope element is not an isoparametric element, i.e. the interpolation functions are
not used for the coordinate transformation. In Sec. 3.5.2.1 below the coordinate transformation used for the element, which
maps the infinite domain to a finite domain, is introduced, and in Sec. 3.5.2.2 the interpolation functions are given.

3.5.2.1 Coordinate transformation

The infinite elements are defined on an infinite domain (cf. Fig. 3.6), and a coordinate transformation(r; z) = �(m)(�; �) is
used to map the infinite domain to a finite domain. The element matrices are calculated in a local(�; �) coordinate system,
where the element is a square with vertices in(�1;�1).

An infinite geometry mapping is used in the infinite radial direction for the infinite wave envelope element. The infinite
geometry mapping consists of a one to one mapping of the unit parent element onto a real element extending to infinity.
This type of geometry mapping is introduced by a singularity in the radial direction (at� = 1 corresponding tor =1) in
the mapping functions, yielding an inverse mapping of the form

� = 1� 2(r0=r); (3.149)

wherer0 andr denote the distance from the origin to the boundary�12 and the distance from the origin to an arbitrary
point in the variable order infinite wave envelope element, respectively.

The infinite geometry mapping in the infinite radial direction is combined with a quadratic mapping in the angular
direction [60] (analogous to the coordinate transformation used for the 8 node isoparametric element). The mapping
functions (or coordinate transformations) are obtained by multiplying the mapping functions in the radial and angular
direction [60], yielding

r(�; �) =
i=6X
i=1

r
(m)
i Mi(�; �); (3.150)

z(�; �) =
i=6X
i=1

z
(m)
i Mi(�; �); (3.151)

where
M1(�; �) =

(1+�)
(1��)

�(1+�)
2 ; M6(�; �) =

�2�
(1��)

�(1+�)
2 ;

M2(�; �) =
(1+�)
(1��) (1� �2); M5(�; �) =

�2�
(1��) (1� �2);

M3(�; �) =
(1+�)
(1��)

��(1��)
2 ; M4(�; �) =

�2�
(1��)

��(1��)
2 :

(3.152)

The geometry nodes used for the mapping functions are shown using open circles in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: The variable order infinite wave envelope element (shown for the order 4, as an example). Geometry nodes used for the
mapping functions are shown using an open circle, and velocity potential nodes used for the interpolation functions are shown using
filled circles. The geometry nodes are the same for all orders of the element, whereas the number of velocity potential nodes increases
when the order of the element increases. The element is shown in both local and global coordinates.

3.5.2.2 Interpolation functions

An interpolation using an m’th order polynomial in� in the local coordinate system will yield a1=rm expansion in global
coordinates as a result of the infinite geometry mapping,� = 1�2(a=r) [60]. Thus, the order of the infinite wave envelope
element may be varied by changing the degree of the polynomial in the local coordinate system.

The interpolation functions for the variable order infinite wave envelope element must be chosen such that both the
amplitude decay and the wavelike variation of the field variable ( ) can be modeled [23]. One possible way to get the
appropriate amplitude decay is to use Lagrangian polynomials of orderm in the radial direction, which transform to1=rm

expansions in the real element due to the infinite geometry mapping [23]. Using Lagrangian polynomials, an arbitrary
number of degrees of freedom can be specified for representing the amplitude decay of the outward traveling waves [23].
This approach was used in the early literature on infinite wave envelope elements, but when these Lagrangian polynomials
were applied, ill-conditioning of the FE matrices was found for infinite wave envelope elements of order 10 and larger
[23, 60, 59].

However, in the work of Shirronet al. [234] (see also Ref. [235]), Legendre polynomials were used instead of
Lagrangian polynomials to represent the amplitude decay in a similar infinite element formulation, and in this case the
ill-conditioning of the FE matrices was not found (see Sec. 2.4.2 for discussion). Consequently, both Legendre and
Lagrangian polynomials have been implemented in FEMP. Ill conditioning problems were found when applying Lagrangian
polynomials but not when applying Legendre polynomials. As a consequence of this, Legendre polynomials [234] are used
in the remainder of this work. Recently is has also been pointed out by Astley [21] that the ill conditioning may be overcome
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by using Legendre polynomials.
The interpolation functions in the radial direction are thus chosen as [234]

T1(�) =
1��
2 ; Tj(�) =

1��
2 (Pj�1(��)� 1) for j � 2 ; (3.153)

wherePj is the Legendre polynomial of degreej, and where the factor1��2 is equal tor0=r. For an infinite wave envelope
element of orderM , theM first interpolation functionsTj are needed for the interpolation in the radial direction (towards
infinity).

Quadratic interpolation functions, which are compatible with the quadratic interpolation functions used in the finite
elements in the nearfield fluid region, are used in modeling the velocity potential in the angular direction. The angular part
of the wave envelope element is implemented in an isoparametric way, i.e. the interpolation function in the angular direction
is equal to the mapping function in the angular direction, defined in Sec. 3.5.2.1. The angular interpolation functions,Si,
are thus given by

S1(�) =
�(1+�)

2 ; S2(�) = (1� �2); S3(�) =
��(1��)

2
: (3.154)

The wavelike variation of the outward traveling waves is taken into account by using a periodic component in the form
of a complex exponential, given as [60]

e�ik(r�r0) = e�ik�(�;�) = e�ikr0(�)(1+�)=(1��); (3.155)

wherer0(�) is the distance to the origin (it is assumed that the source location [23] is at the origin), which is constant and
equal to the radius of the surface�12 in the present work, and where

�(�; �) = r0(�)
1 + �

1� �
: (3.156)

Finally, combining the different aspects above, the interpolation functions may be defined by,

N1;1 = S1(�)TM(�)e�ik�(�;�); N1;2 = S2(�)TM(�)e�ik�(�;�); N1;3 = S3(�)TM(�)e�ik�(�;�);

N1;4 = S3(�)T1(�)e
�ik�(�;�); N1;5 = S2(�)T1(�)e

�ik�(�;�); N1;6 = S1(�)T1(�)e
�ik�(�;�);

N1;7 = S1(�)T2(�)e
�ik�(�;�); N1;8 = S2(�)T2(�)e

�ik�(�;�); N1;9 = S3(�)T2(�)e
�ik�(�;�);

� � � � � � � � �

N1;3M�2 = S1(�)TM�1(�)e
�ik�(�;�); N1;3M�1 = S2(�)TM�1(�)e

�ik�(�;�); N1;3M = S3(�)TM�1(�)e
�ik�(�;�);

(3.157)
whereM is the order of the infinite wave envelope element and the node numbering shown in Fig. 3.6 is applied. For a 4th
order element, as shown in Fig. 3.6, there are four sets of finite nodes in the radial direction in addition to one set of nodes
at infinity. However, the boundary condition of the problem at hand stipulates a zero pressure value at infinity, and this
boundary condition is satisfied by only including the contributions from the finite nodes [60]. The total number of nodes
in the element at which the velocity potential is sought is3M , and thus there are 12 finite nodes in the 4th order element
shown in Fig. 3.6.

The wave envelope approach involves the use of a modified Galerkin procedure, in which the complex conjugates of
the interpolation functions for the velocity potential multiplied by a geometric factorGw(�), are used as weight functions
[60]. The geometric factor is included to ensure finiteness of the integrals involved in the evaluation of the FE matrices
[60]. The geometric factorGw(�) is equal to(r0=r)2, and my thus be written as [60]

Gw(�) =

�
1� �

2

�2

(3.158)

in local coordinates.
This results in interpolation functions for the weight functions as [60]

W1;i(�; �) = Gw(�)N
�

1;i; (3.159)

where the star indicates complex conjugation.
Thus, the complex exponentials cancel out of the integrands in the FE matrices for the infinite element given in Eqs.

(3.131) and (3.134), allowing for regular Gauss integration [23, 60]. All harmonic spatial variations have thus been
removed, and only the modeling of the envelope of the outgoing traveling wave remains.
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3.6 Calculation of the FE matrices and vectors

In the calculation of the FE matrices and vectors, it is necessary to evaluate the derivative operator matrices[B
(m)
u ], [B(m)

� ],
etc. The calculation of the derivative operator matrices is described in Sec. 3.6.1, and the calculation of the FE matrices
and vectors is described in Sec. 3.6.2.

3.6.1 Calculation of the derivative operator matrices

The matrix[B(m)
u ] is defined by[B(m)

u ] = [Lu][N
(m)
u ] in Eq. (3.70). Using the definition of the derivative operator matrix

[Lu] in an axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate system given in Eq. (3.33) leads to the following expression for the[B
(m)
u ]

matrix [31]
[B(m)
u (r; z)] = [B

(m)
u;1 (r; z) B

(m)
u;2 (r; z) : : : B

(m)
u;8 (r; z)]; (3.160)

with

[B
(m)
u;i (r; z)] =

2
664

@Ni

@r 0
Ni

r 0

0 @Ni

@z
@Ni

@z
@Ni

@r

3
775 : (3.161)

The derivatives of the interpolation functions with respect to the global variablesr andz are calculated from the local
derivatives of the interpolation functions through Eq. (3.146).

Similarly for [B(m)
� ] from Eqs. (3.34) and (3.72):

[B
(m)
� (r; z)] = [B

(m)
�;1 (r; z) B

(m)
�;2 (r; z) : : : B

(m)
�;8 (r; z)] (3.162)

with

[B
(m)
�;i (r; z)] =

�
@Ni

@r
@Ni

@z

�
: (3.163)

The matrices[B(m)
 1 ], [B(m)

 2 ] and [B
(m)
 2 ] are calculated from Eqs. (3.135)-(3.136) and (3.111), and thus[B

(m)
 1 (r; z)] is

given by

[B
(m)
 1 (r; z)] = [B

(m)
 1;1(r; z) B

(m)
 1;2(r; z) : : : B

(m)
 1;8(r; z)] (3.164)

with

[B
(m)
 1;i(r; z)] =

�
@Ni

@r
@Ni

@z

�
: (3.165)

Furthermore from Eqs. (3.137) and (3.111)[B
(m)
 2 (r; z)] is defined by

[B
(m)
 2 (r; z)] = [B

(m)
 2;1(r; z) B

(m)
 2;2(r; z) : : : B

(m)
 2;3M (r; z)] (3.166)

with

[B
(m)
 2;i(r; z)] =

"
@N1;i

@r
@N1;i

@z

#
; (3.167)

and[B
(m)
 2 (r; z)] is defined by

[B
(m)
 2 (r; z)] = [B

(m)
 2;1(r; z) B

(m)
 2;2(r; z) : : : B

(m)
 2;3M (r; z)] (3.168)

with

[B
(m)
 2;i(r; z)] =

"
@W1;i

@r
@W1;i

@z

#
: (3.169)

The calculation of the derivatives of the interpolation functionsN1;i andW1;i is done using the chain rule [60], and is
not shown here.
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3.6.2 Calculation of the FE matrices and vectors

The FE matrices and vectors are calculated using Gaussian integration [261]. For example, the mass matrix is calculated
through

[M (m)
uu ] =

Z


(m)
p

�(m)
p [N (m)

u (r; z)]
T
[N (m)

u (r; z)]d
 (3.170)

=

Z 1

�1

Z 1

�1

�(m)
p [N (m)

u (�; �)]
T
[N (m)

u (�; �)]2�r(�; �)jJ(�; �)jd�d� (3.171)

=

NgaussX
k=1

�(m)
p [N (m)

u (�k ; �k)]
T
[N (m)

u (�k ; �k)]2�r(�k ; �k)jJ(�k ; �k)jWk; (3.172)

where the sum is overNgauss Gaussian integration points (3 � 3 Gaussian integration is used, and thusNgauss = 9).
(�k; �k) are the coordinates of the Gaussian integration points,Wk is the weight factor for integration point no. k, and
jJ(�k; �k)j is the Jacobian calculated in the point(�k ; �k), defined by the determinant of the Jacobi matrix given in Eq.
(3.147). In Eq. (3.171) the volume elementd
 = 2�r(�; �)jJ(�; �)jd�d� is used for the transition from global to local
variables, and the integration boundaries are�1 and1 for � and�. Gaussian integration points and weight factors are e.g.
found in Refs. [261, 31].

The coordinate transformation in Eq. (3.143) gives the expression forr(�k ; �k) in Eq. (3.172) asr(�k ; �k) =Pn
i=1Ni(�k ; �k)r

(m)
i , wherer(m)

i is the r coordinate of node no.i in element no.m, andn is the number of nodes
in the element.

The calculation of the other matrices is analogous to the case for the mass matrix,

[K(m)
uu ] =

NgaussX
k=1

[B(m)
u (�k; �k)]

T
[cE(m)][B(m)

u (�k; �k)]2�r(�k ; �k)jJ(�k ; �k)jWk ; (3.173)

[K
(m)
�u ] =

NgaussX
k=1

[B
(m)
� (�k; �k)]

T
[e(m)][B(m)

u (�k; �k)]2�r(�k ; �k)jJ(�k ; �k)jWk ; (3.174)

[K
(m)
�� ] = �

NgaussX
k=1

[B
(m)
� (�k; �k)]

T
[�S(m)][B

(m)
� (�k; �k)]2�r(�k ; �k)jJ(�k ; �k)jWk ; (3.175)

[M
(m)
  1] =

NgaussX
k=1

�f
1

c2f
[N

(m)
 1 (�k; �k)]

T
[N

(m)
 1 (�k; �k)]2�r(�k ; �k)jJ(�k; �k)jWk ; (3.176)

[M
(m)
  2] =

Ngauss2X
k=1

�f
1

c2f
[W

(m)
 2 (�k ; �k)]

T
[N

(m)
 2 (�k ; �k)]2�r(�k ; �k)jJ(�k ; �k)jWk; (3.177)

[K
(m)
  1] =

NgaussX
k=1

�f [B
(m)
 1 (�k; �k)]

T
[B

(m)
 1 (�k; �k)]2�r(�k ; �k)jJ(�k; �k)jWk ; (3.178)

[K
(m)
  2] =

Ngauss2X
k=1

�f [B
(m)
 2 (�k; �k)]

T

[B
(m)
 2 (�k; �k)]2�r(�k ; �k)jJ(�k ; �k)jWk: (3.179)

whereNgauss2 is the number of Gauss integration points used for the infinite elements, for which3� (M + 2) Gaussian
integration is applied [60].

One-dimensional Gaussian integration, usingNgauss;S = 3 Gaussian integration points along each edge, is used to
calculate the charge and force vectors and the fluid/structure coupling matrix [31]. The charge and force vectors and the
fluid/structure coupling matrix are only defined at the surfaces�� , �T and�I , respectively, and for the integration along
the edges of the local elements, either� or � is constant under the integration (� = �1 or � = �1). Thus e.g. the charge
vector for element no.m is calculated as

fQg(m)
=

Z
�
(m)
�

[N
(m)
� ]

T
[N (m)

� ]d�f�̂(m)g (3.180)
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=
X
edges

�Z 1

�1

[N
(m)
� (�)]

T
[N (m)

� (�)]f�̂(m)g2�r(�)jJS(�)jd�
�

(3.181)

=
X
edges

2
4Ngauss;SX

k=1

[N
(m)
� (�k)]

T
[N (m)

� (�k)]f�̂(m)g2�r(�k)jJS(�k)jWk

3
5 ; (3.182)

where the sum is over the edges of element no.m on the surface�� , and where� is replaced with� for the edges where�
is constant and with� for the edges where� is constant [31, 155].jJS j is the Jacobian for the one-dimensional case, and is
defined by

jJS(�)j =
s�

@r

@�

�2

+

�
@z

@�

�2

: (3.183)

The force vector and the fluid/structure coupling matrix are correspondingly calculated by

fF (m)
S g =

X
edges

2
4Ngauss;SX

k=1

[N (m)
u (�k)]

T
[N

(m)
t (�k)]ft̂

(m)g2�r(�k)jJS(�k)jWk

3
5 ; (3.184)

[C
(m)
u ] = �

X
edges

2
4Ngauss;SX

k=1

�f [N
(m)
u (�k)]

T fn(�k)g[N (m)
 1 (�k)]2�r(�k)jJS(�k)jWk

3
5 ; (3.185)

wherefn(�k)g is the normal vector calculated at the Gaussian integration point�k.

3.7 Calculation of transducer response functions and resonance frequencies

The calculation of the mechanical, acoustical and electrical response functions and resonance frequencies of piezoelectric
transducers from the FE equations given in Eq. (3.140) is considered in this section. The loss model used in the calculations
is described in Sec. 3.7.1. In Sec. 3.7.2 it is described how the resonance frequencies and eigenmodes of piezoelectric
transducer structures are calculated. The calculation of the electrical, mechanical and acoustical response functions of
the transducer structure is described in Sec. 3.7.3, and a special approximate hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method for the
calculation of the source sensitivity response for light fluid loading is discussed in Sec. 3.7.4.

3.7.1 Modeling of losses

The losses in the piezoelectric medium are included using complex valued material constants in the present work. Other loss
models for the piezoelectric medium have been considered in Ref. [155]. The losses in elastic non-piezoelectric materials
are calculated using the same approach as for a piezoelectric medium. No losses are considered in the fluid medium at
present, although this is possible by using complex wavenumbers.

An imaginary part is thus added to the elastic stiffness constants at constant electric fieldcEpq , the piezoelectric constants
eip and the dielectric constants at constant strain�Sij , leading to [120, 110],

�cEpq = cEpq(1 + i
1

QcEpq
); (3.186)

�eip = eip(1 + i
1

Qeip
); (3.187)

��Sij = �Sij(1� i
1

Q�
S

ij

); (3.188)

wherei; j take the values 1, 2, 3 andp; q take the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. An overbar denotes a complex valued quantity,
andQc

E

pq , Qeip andQ�
S

ij are Q-factors for the elastic stiffness constants, piezoelectric constants and dielectric constants,
respectively. In the FE code it is possible to use a full anisotropic and frequency dependent set of Q-factors, but only one
elastic and one dielectric loss constant is used in the main body of the present work. The value of the mechanical Q-factor,
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Qm, is used forQc
E

pq for all p and q, and the inverse of the dielectrical dissipation factor,1= tan ÆTe , is used forQ�
S

ij for all i
and j, on lack of better data. No imaginary part is included for the piezoelectric constants in the current analysis.

Analyses where the losses have been described by a more complete set of Q-factors (see e.g. Fig. 4.4 in Sec. 4.2.2.2
for an example) and where frequency dependent Q-factors have been used (not shown here), have also been made, with
improved agreement with measurements compared to the simpler loss model used in the main body of the present work.

Note that for the calculation of resonance frequenies, described in Sec. 3.7.2 below, the lossless case is considered.

3.7.2 Resonance frequencies and corresponding eigenmodes

The resonance frequencies and corresponding eigenmodes may only be calculated for the unloaded case, because of the FE
equations do not have the form of an eigenvalue problem in the case where fluid loading is included, due to the coupling
matrix introduced by the fluid-structure coupling.

The FE equations used in the calculation of the resonance frequencies and corresponding eigenvalues are therefore the
ones given in Eq. (3.77). To simplify the calculation of the resonance frequencies and response functions of the transducer
structure, the FE equations are transformed to H-form [212, 155, 46], where the potential in the nodes of the elements are
condensed out of the FE equations, and instead the voltageV and the currentI = dQ=dt = i!Q is introduced. This
transformation is shown in greater detail in Ref. [155].

Eq. (3.77) may be rewritten as [155]

�!2
�
Muu 0
0 0

��
û
V

�
+

�
Huu Hu�

HT
u� H��

��
û
V

�
=

�
F

�I=(i!)
�
; (3.189)

where

[Huu] = [Kuu]� [Ku�i ][K�i�i ]
�1[Ku�i ]

T (3.190)

fHu�g =
�
[Ku�p ]� [Ku�i ][K�i�i ]

�1
[K�i�p ]

�
fIpg (3.191)

H�� = fIpgT
�
[K�p�p ]� [K�i�p ]

T
[K�i�i ]

�1
[K�i�p ]

�
fIpg: (3.192)

HerefIpgT = [1 1 1 : : : 1] is a vector with length equal to the number of nodes on the electrode with varying potential,
andV is the potential difference between the two electrodes of the transducer, andI is the current going into the non-
grounded electrode. The matrices[K�p�p ] and[K�i�i ] are the parts of the dielectric stiffness matrices corresponding to
nodes on the non-grounded electrode, and nodes which are not on one of the electrodes, respectively.[Ku�i ], [Ku�p ] and
[K�i�p ] are corresponding coupling stiffness matrices.

Resonance frequencies of a free piezoelectric transducer are found by setting the surface traction vectorfFg to zero,
and setting the potential at both electrodes to zero. Thus, the resonance frequencies!r;i, i = 1 : : : 2N of a piezoelectric
transducer are defined by the eigenvalue problem [155]�

[Huu]� !2r;i[Muu]
� f r;ig = 0; (3.193)

wheref r;ig are the corresponding eigenvectors (or eigenmodes), andN is the number of nodes in the FE model. Losses
are neglected in the calculation of the resonance frequencies. For these resonance frequencies the electrical input admittance
becomes infinite for the lossless case which is considered here, and these frequencies are thus the frequencies defined asf1
in the IEEE Standard on Piezoelectricity [118].

All eigenvectors may be accumulated in a matrix[	r], defined by

[	r] = [ r;1 r;2 : : :  r;2N ]

=

2
666666666664

( r;1)1;r ( r;2)1;r � � � ( r;2N)1;r
( r;1)1;z ( r;2)1;z � � � ( r;2N )1;z
( r;1)2;r ( r;2)2;r � � � ( r;2N)2;r
( r;1)2;z ( r;2)2;z � � � ( r;2N )2;z
� � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � �

( r;1)N;r ( r;2)N;r � � � ( r;2N )N;r
( r;1)N;z ( r;2)N;z � � � ( r;2N )N;z

3
777777777775
; (3.194)
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where( r;i)j;r is the displacement in the r-direction for node no.j for eigenvector (eigenmode) no.i, and( r;i)j;z is the
displacement in the z-direction for node no.j for eigenvector (eigenmode) no.i. Furthermore the eigenvalues!2r;i may be
collected in a matrix[
2

r] defined by:

[
2
r] =

2
664
!2r;1 0 � � � 0
0 !2r;2 � � � 0
� � � � � � � � � � � �
0 0 � � � !2r;2N

3
775 : (3.195)

Using the definition of the matrices[
2
r] and[	r], the eigenproblem in Eq. (3.193) may be rewritten as:�

[Huu]� [
2
r ][Muu]

�
[	r] = 0: (3.196)

Corresponding antiresonance frequencies may be calculated by introducing open circuit relations [155].
In the actual calculation of the resonance frequencies and corresponding eigenmodes in the FE code FEMP, the matrix

[Huu] is usually not set up explicitly, because this matrix is dense, and thus requires a lot of computer memory to store
compared to the sparse K-matrices. Instead, the electrical boundary condition is applied to the K-matrices by removing
appropriate rows and columns in[K��] (equivalent to setting the electrical potential to zero for the corresponding nodes)
following the procedure described in Refs. [9, 94]. The results are however equivalent to the results found from solving
Eq. (3.193) or Eq. (3.196) directly.

3.7.3 Calculation of mechanical, acoustical and electrical response functions for harmonic
excitation

The response functions of a piezoelectric transduser excited by a harmonically varying voltage at a frequency! may be
calculated from Eq. (3.140) for both the unloaded and fluid loaded case. There are two different approaches for the
unloaded case; the response functions may be calculated by either using the mode superposition method or by using the
direct method, whereas only the direct method is applicable for the fluid loaded case due to the form of the FE equations
for this case:

1. The mode superposition method:The response functions may be calculated by superposing the contributions from
the eigenmodes calculated in Eq. (3.196) to the complete response of the structure. This approach is used e.g. in
Refs. [94] [212] [85] for the piezoelectric case and in Ref. [31] for the purely elastic case. The approach is described
in detail in Sec. 3.7.3.1 below. Note that this method is not applicable to the fluid loaded case.

2. The direct method: The response functions may be calculated by direct calculation from manipulation of the matrix
equations in Eq. (3.189) or Eq. (3.140). This is the most commonly applied approach, and it is used e.g. in Ref.
[9, 55]. The approach is described in detail in Sec. 3.7.3.2 below.

If all eigenmodes found from Eq. (3.196) are included in the mode superposition method, the two methods give identical
results [31]. However, because it is computationally intensive to calculate all eigenmodes, generally only eigenmodes
up to a certain frequency (e.g. 1.5 times the maximum frequency of interest in the analysis) are included in the mode
superposition method [31, 94]. The efficiency of the mode superposition method depends on the calculation time for the
eigenmodes which are needed for the subsequent analysis, because the calculation of response functions when the resonance
frequencies and corresponding eigenmodes are already known, is very fast. Thus, it is possible to calculate the response
functions for a large frequency band with a small frequency step very fast when the eigenmodes are already calculated. In
contrast, the direct method is very efficient if only a few frequencies or a small frequency band is of interest in the analysis,
because the computation time for each frequency is high as a large (sparse) matrix must be inverted for each frequency step
(cf. Sec. 3.7.3.2).

The calculation time to calculate the eigenmodes for a piezoelectric transducer usually depends significantly on the
number of eigenmodes required. That is, if only a few eigenmodes are needed, the solution of the eigenproblem is fast. If
several hundred eigenmodes are needed, as might be the case for a piezoelectric transducer with a quarterwave front layer
with a low characteristic acoustic impedance, the solution of the eigenproblem is computationally intensive, and it may
be favorable to use the direct method. Thus, for large models and for high frequencies it is often not advisable to use the
mode superposition method. However, the resonance frequencies and corresponding eigenmodes may be of considerable
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interest in many applications, and these are not calculated when the direct method is used. Also, in the mode superposition
method it is possible to calculate the importance of the different eigenmodes in the response functions of the piezoelectric
transducer as a function of frequency [149]. Therefore, it may be favorable to apply the mode superposition method to
large problems in some cases due to the extra information which may be extracted when using this approach compared to
the direct method. Further discussion on the applicability of the mode superposition method versus the direct method is
given in Ref. [155].

In the present work, the mode superposition method is used for most cases where the piezoelectric transducer is
vibrating in vacuum, due to the extra information which may be extracted when using this approach (resonance frequencies
and eigenmodes). In a few cases (e.g. for the modeling of a piezoelectric disk with a front layer and a backing shown in
Sec. 6.3.1.2), the direct method is applied. The acoustical response functions of a fluid loaded piezoelectric transducer are
only calculated by the direct method, because the mode superposition method is not applicable to this type of problems.

3.7.3.1 Mode superposition method

When the mode superposition method is used to calculate the response functions of a piezoelectric transducer, the solution
is calculated by summing the contribution to the response for each eigenmode. In the present work, losses are included
using complex constant matrices in the FE equations (cf. Sec. 3.7.1), which results in a complex eigenvalue problem with
complex eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors. The calculations are based on the FE equations written on H-form, as given in
Eq. (3.189), and only thein vacuocase is considered. However, the source sensitivity response may be calculated for the
in-air case based on the unloaded solution, as described in Sec. 3.7.4.

Generalized coordinates

For a specific frequency!, the first part of the FE equations given in Eq. (3.189) can be rewritten as:

([Huu]� !2[Muu])fûg = �fHu�gV ; (3.197)

when it is assumed that no surface tractions are applied (i.e.fFg = 0). By applying a coordinate transformation[P ] to the
vector of displacement in the nodes, and introducing generalized coordinatesfzg,

fûg = [P ]fzg; (3.198)

wherefzg is defined by

fzgT = [z1 z2 : : : z2N ]: (3.199)

Inserting the generalized coordinates of Eq. (3.198) into Eq. (3.197) and multiplying the equation with[P ]T from the
left hand side, results in

([P ]T [Huu][P ]� !2[P ]T [Muu][P ])fzg = �[P ]T fHu�gV : (3.200)

The coordinate transformation[P ] giving the lowest bandwidth for the matrices[P ]T [Huu][P ] and[P ]T [Muu][P ] is
the matrix[	r] of the eigenvectors of the corresponding homogenous problem [31, 94], defined in Eq. (3.193). Both the
matrices[P ]T [Huu][P ] and[P ]T [Muu][P ] in Eq. (3.200) are diagonal for this choice of[P ] [31, 94]. This can be seen
through mass orthonormalization of the eigenvectors [31]:

[	r]
T
[Muu][	r] = [I]; (3.201)

where[I] is the identity matrix, and through the use of Eq. (3.196)

[	r]
T
[Huu][	r] = [
2

r]; (3.202)

which leads to the diagonal system
([
2

r]� !2[I])fzg = �[	r]T fHu�gV: (3.203)

The equations in the system are decoupled, and each equation can be solved separately. This is computationally very
efficient.
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The chosen coordinate transformation is therefore

fûg = [	r]fzg =
2NX
i=1

f r;igzi: (3.204)

That is, the responsefûg of the system can be written as a superposition of the eigenvectors (or eigenmodes) of the system
[31]. The variablezi describes the weight of eigenmode no. i in the harmonic response of the structure at a frequency!.
A larger value ofzi means that mode no.i is more important in the total response of the structure. Hencezi is a modal
weight factor, or a modal participation factor. Modal weight factors have been studied in Ref. [149].

The modal weight factor

The orthogonality decouples the system of equations, and from Eqs. (3.203) and (3.195) the modal weight factor of mode
no. i, zi, is given as

zi =
�f r;igT fHu�gV

!2r;i � !2
: (3.205)

The displacement vector

The displacement can be found from Eq. (3.204) as

fûg =

2NX
i=1

f r;igzi

=

2NX
i=1

�f r;igf r;igT fHu�gV
!2r;i � !2

: (3.206)

The electrical input admittance

The electrical input admittanceY (!) is defined byY (!) = I
V . The expression for the displacement in Eq. (3.206) inserted

into the second part of Eq. (3.189) leads to an expression for the electrical input admittanceY ,

Y (!) = �i!( 1
V
fHu�gT fûg+H��)

= i!(

2NX
i=1

fHu�gT f r;igf r;igT fHu�g
!2r;i � !2

�H��)

= i!(

2NX
i=1

rA;i
!2r;i � !2

�H��); (3.207)

whererA;i is the modal constant [94] for mode no.i defined by

rA;i = fHu�gT f r;igf r;igT fHu�g: (3.208)

The average normal displacement

The average normal displacement over the front of the disk,Uav;z, is calculated by

Uav;z =
1

Af

X
j

ûz;j �Aj ; (3.209)

where the sum is over all nodes at the front of the disk. The normal component of displacement at node no.j, which is at
the front surface of the disk, iŝuz;j , and�Aj is the area associated with this node. The total area of the front of the disk is
Af .
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The electromechanical coupling coefficient

An approximate expression for the electromechanical coupling coefficientkeff is also calculated using the mode
superposition method[212],

k2eff =
!2a;i � !2r;i

!2r;i
� k2( r;i)

1 + k2( r;i)
; (3.210)

where!a;i is the antiresonance frequency of mode no.i (see Ref. [155] for calculation method), and where

k2( r;i) = �f r;ig
T fHu�gH�1

�� fHu�gT f r;ig
f r;igT [Huu]f r;ig

(3.211)

is the square of the electromechanical coupling coefficient for resonance mode no.i [212].

In the actual calculations in FEMP, the matrix[Huu] is usually not set up explicitly, and the resonance frequencies and
corresponding eigenmodes are found using an alternative method, as described in Sec. 3.7.2. The vectorfHu�g and the
scalarH�� are however calculated explicitly.

3.7.3.2 Direct method

When the direct method is applied to calculate the response functions of a piezoelectric transducer, the solution is calculated
directly from the FE equations using matrix manipulation. Out of convenience, the method is outlined for the case where
the FE equations are written on H-form. The unloaded and fluid loaded cases are treated separately below.

Piezoelectric transducer in vacuum

Consider first the case without fluid loading. Eq. (3.197) can then be rewritten as [9]

[D]fûg = �fHu�gV ; (3.212)

where[D] = [Huu]� !2[Muu]. The expression for the mechanical harmonic response of the structure when excited by a
harmonically varying voltage with frequency! is then

fûg = �[D]�1fHu�gV: (3.213)

Inserting the expression for the displacement given in Eq. (3.213) into the second part of Eq. (3.189), results in the
following expression for the electrical input admittance [9]:

Y = i!
h
fHu�gT [D]

�1fHu�g �H��

i
: (3.214)

The inversion of[D] must be done for each frequency. Hence this method is suitable if the response is required for a limited
number of frequencies.

In actual computations in the FE code FEMP, the matrix[Huu] is usually not set up explicitly. Instead a method which
is more efficient from a computational point of view is applied. The electrical boundary conditions are applied directly to
the matrix[K��] in Eq. (3.77) by removing rows and columns in[K��] for the electrode on which the potential is zero
[9, 94] and by multiplying the diagonal term and the right hand side vector by a large value for appropriate nodes [31]
to set the electric potential on the electrode to a specified value, thus not destroying the sparsity of the FE matrices. The
displacement and electric potential for each frequency is then found by solving the resulting linear matrix system [modified
Eq. (3.77) withfFg = 0] for each frequency in the analysis. The vectorfHu�g and the scalarH�� are however calculated,
and used for the calculation of the electrical input admittance using the second part of Eq. (3.189). Both approaches have
been implemented in FEMP, and the methods give identical results. The computation time and memory requirements for
the approach were the electrical boundary conditions are applied directly to the K-matrices is far superior to the approach
where the matrix[Huu] is calculated explicitly.
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Piezoelectric transducer with fluid loading

For the case with fluid loading, Eq. (3.140) must be applied. As for the unloaded case, the FE equations are transformed to
H-form. Following exactly the same procedure as as for the unloaded case above, leads to

�!2

"
Muu 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 �M  

#8<
:

û
V

 ̂

9=
;+ i!

"
0 0 Cu 
0 0 0
C u 0 0

#8<
:

û
V

 ̂

9=
;+

"
Huu Hu� 0
H�u H�� 0
0 0 �K  

#8<
:

û
V

 ̂

9=
; =

(
0

�I=(i!)
0

)

(3.215)

The third equation in Eq. (3.215) may be rewritten as

!2[M  ]f ̂g+ i![C u]fûg � [K  ]f ̂g = f0g; (3.216)

and thus
f ̂g = �i! ��[K  ] + !2[M  ]

��1
[C u]fûg: (3.217)

Inserting Eq. (3.217) into the first equation in the set of equations give in Eq. (3.215) results in

[D]fûg = �fHu�gV ; (3.218)

where
[D] = [Huu]� !2[Muu] + !2[Cu ]

��[K  ] + !2[M  ]
��1

[C u]: (3.219)

The expression for the mechanical harmonic response of the structure when it is excited by a harmonically varying
voltage with frequency! is again given by Eq. (3.213), and the electrical input admittance is given by Eq. (3.214). The
velocity potential in all of the nodes of the elements is calculated from Eq. (3.217), and the velocity potential in other points
is calculated using the interpolation functions given in Eqs. (3.114) and (3.122). The acoustical pressure is calculated from
the velocity potential by [146]

p = �i!�f : (3.220)

The voltage source sensitivity is calculated as the pressure at one meter from the center point of the front surface of the
transducer structure, divided by the voltageV . If this distance is not in the farfield, it is calculated at a distance in the
farfield, and extrapolated to 1 meter [146]. The directivity pattern is calculated as the pressure as a function of angle from
the center point of the front surface of the transducer structure, normalized to the axial pressure.

In actual computations in the FE code FEMP, the matrix[Huu] is usually not set up explicitly, and the term�
[K  ] + !2[M  ]

�
is not explicitly inverted. Instead a method which is more efficient from a computational point of

view is applied. As in the unloaded case, the electrical boundary conditions are applied directly to the matrix[K��] in Eq.
(3.140), and exactly the same procedure as described for the unloaded case above is followed.

3.7.4 Hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method for calculation of source sensitivity response

The calculation of the radiated sound fields from piezoelectric transducers vibrating at high frequencies in air is
computationally very intensive compared to the corresponding in-water problem, because the acoustic wavelength in air is
much shorter than the acoustic wavelength in water (about 1/4), and thus in each coordinate direction, more than 4 times
as many elements must be used to mesh the same fluid region with a certain number of elements per wavelength in the
in-air case compared to the in-water case. As a consequence of this, the number of elements required to model a certain
region in space using axisymmetric finite elements must be multiplied by a factor of about 20 when going from an in-water
analysis to an in-air analysis if the same number of elements per wavelength is used in both cases, and if the size of the fluid
region is held constant. However, the size of the inner fluid region which must be meshed with finite elements becomes
larger when the wavelength becomes shorter (cf. Sec. 4.3.4), and additionally a larger number of elements must be used
per wavelength due to the pollution effect (cf. Sec. 4.3.4). Thus, often 20-50 times as many elements are needed for
the analysis of a radiation problem for a piezoelectric transducer in air compared to the corresponding radiation problem
in water at the same frequency using the current approach. Therefore an alternative approach is investigated here. It is
investigated if it is possible to solve the radiation problem of a piezoelectric transducer radiating into an air medium using
a hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method. Only the calculation of the source sensitivity response (Sv) is considered here, but
the method is also applicable to e.g the calculation of the directivity function.
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Piezoelectric disk

Vacuum

Infinite baffle

(a) Piezoelectric disk mounted in infinite rigid baffle (b) Piezoelectric disk in an infinite fluid medium

Piezoelectric disk

Air/Water

Air/Water

Figure 3.7: A piezoelectric disk which is (a) mounted in an infinite rigid baffle with zero thickness, and (b) vibrating in an infinite fluid
medium.

For a light fluid medium (e.g. air or gas), the fluid loading effect on the vibration of the piezoelectric transducer may
in many cases be negligible, and for those cases a so-called chained approach [24] is sufficient to solve for the system, as
discussed in Sec. 2.4.2. For this approach, the vibration problem (i.e. the piezoelectric transducer vibrating in vacuum) is
solved first. The displacement of the structure is then used as a boundary condition for the acoustic radiation problem [24].
One of the simplest and fastest ways to solve this acoustic radiation problem is to use the Rayleigh integral [146]. There
are, however, also more accurate methods, which are not considered here.

In the Rayleigh integral, it is assumed that the acoustic radiator (in this case a piezoelectric transducer) is mounted in
an infinite rigid baffle [see Fig. 3.7(a)], and thus an error is introduced in the computations due to the baffle effect when
the Rayleigh integral is applied to the calculation of the radiated sound field from a piezoelectric transducer in an infinite
fluid medium without baffle. The on-axis pressure at distancez from the front face of the disk for the case when the disk is
vibrating harmonically at circular frequency! is given through the Rayleigh integral as

p(z) =
��f!2
2�

Z a

0

Un(�)
exp�i !cf

p
z2 + �2

p
z2 + �2

d�; (3.221)

where�f is the density of the fluid medium,cf is the sound speed in the fluid medium, andUn(�) is the normal
displacement at radius� at the front face of the disk.

It is first investigated how well the Rayleigh integral performs for baffled piezoelectric disks in air and water, for which
no simplifying assumptions are made regarding the absence of fluid loading in the calculations. Thereafter it is considered
if it is possible to calculate the radiated sound field from a piezoelectric disk in an infinite air medium by calculating the
source sensitivity response from thein vacuodisplacement amplitude over the front face of the piezoelectric disk using the
Rayleigh integral. The reference solution is in each case calculated using a full finite element/infinite element model of the
fluid loaded piezoelectric disk. A PZT-5A disk with diameter 10.0 mm and thickness 2.0 mm is used for the investigations,
as an example.

In Fig. 3.8(a), the piezoelectric disk mounted in an infinite rigid baffle, and radiating into water, is considered. The
solid line shows the reference solution, which is a full finite element/infinite element solution of the problem with baffle.
The dashed line shows the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral solution, for which the input is the displacement amplitude over
the front surface of the piezoelectric disk in the reference solution. A corresponding figure for air is given in Fig. 3.8(b).
There is excellent agreement for both cases, as expected, as no simplifying assumptions are made regarding the baffle effect
(which is included in both the finite element/infinite element calculations and in the Rayleigh integral calculations) and the
fluid loading (which is also included in both approaches). Note that for the in-air case it has only been possible to make
calculations for the two lowest radial modes due to long computation times for higher frequencies.

In Fig. 3.8(c), the piezoelectric disk in air without baffle is considered. The solid line shows the FE solution, which is
a full finite element/infinite element solution of the problem without baffle. The dashed line shows the hybrid FE/Rayleigh
solution, for which the input in the Rayleigh integral calculation is thein vacuodisplacement amplitude over the front face
of the piezoelectric disk. Two simplifying assumptions are made in the latter approach; the air loading effect is neglected,
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(a) PZT−5A disk, D/T=5, water (rigid baffle)
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(b) PZT−5A disk, D/T=5, air (rigid baffle)
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(c) PZT−5A disk, D/T=5, air (no baffle)
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the source sensitivity response calculated using a full finite element/infinite element approach (reference
solution) and the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method. (a) Baffled PZT-5A disk in water. No simplifying assumptions made regarding
fluid loading and baffle effect in Rayleigh integral calculation. (b) As (a), but for air. (c) Unbaffled PZT-5A disk in air. Two simplifying
assumptions are made in the Rayleigh integral calculation; fluid loading is neglected, and baffle effect is included even if no baffle is
present in the problem.

and the baffle effect is included in Rayleigh integral. There is reasonable agreement between the two approaches, and
this comparison indicates that the source sensitivity response calculated using the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method
may be used for qualitative analysis. The baffle effect should also be lower for higher frequencies, and thus making the
hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral approach more feasible for higher frequencies. Note that it has only been possible to make
calculations for the two lowest radial modes due to long computation times for higher frequencies.

3.8 Summary

The FE formulation which serves as a theoretical basis for the implemented FE code FEMP v3.0, has been described
in detail in Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4 for the unloaded and in-fluid case, respectively. The FE formulation chosen for the
present work has been found by evaluating different approaches for the modeling of the piezoelectric transducer and for
the modeling of the exterior fluid domain found in the literature, and by identifying the approach best suited for the present
work (cf. Sec. 2.4 in the background chapter). In the FE formulation, piezoelectric finite elements are used to model the
piezoelectric part of the problem, and fluid finite elements and fluid infinite elements (of Astley-Leis type) are used to
model the fluid part of the problem.

The FE formulation results in a set of equations denoted the FE equations, given in Eq. (3.77) for the unloaded case
and in Eq. (3.140) for the in-water case. The interpolation functions which are applied to calculate the matrices and vectors
in the FE equations in both the finite and infinite elements have been described and discussed in Sec. 3.5, and in Sec. 3.6 it
has been described how these matrices and vectors are calculated using Gaussian integration.

In Chapter 4, 5 and 6, the response functions and resonance frequencies of piezoelectric disks and piezoelectric disks
with a front layer are calculated. The calculation of these quantities has been described in Sec. 3.7.3. Below the equations
applied for these calculations are given.

� For the unloaded/in-air case, the mode superposition method is applied in almost all cases considered in Chapters
4, 5 and 6. The resonance frequencies and corresponding eigenmodes are calculated according to Eq. (3.193), the
vibration of the transducer at a given frequency is calculated from Eq. (3.206), the electrical input admittance is
calculated from Eq. (3.207), the average normal displacement over the front face of the transducer is calculated
from Eq. (3.209), and the electromechanical coupling coefficient is calculated according to Eq. (3.210). The source
sensitivity response for the in-air case is in most cases calculated using the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method
described in Sec. 3.7.4, using Eq. (3.221).

� For the in-water case, the direct method is applied in all cases in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. The vibration of the transducer
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may be calculated from Eq. (3.213) and the electrical input conductance from Eq. (3.214), where the[D] matrix in
both cases is given by Eq. (3.219). The velocity potential in all of the nodes of the elements may be calculated from
Eq. (3.217), and the velocity potential in other points may be calculated using the interpolation functions given in
Eqs. (3.114) and (3.122). The acoustical pressure is calculated from the velocity potential using Eq. (3.220). Note
however that for the in-water case, the matrix[D] is not set up explicitly in the calculations. Instead a method which
is more efficient from a computational point of view is applied, as described briefly in Sec. 3.7.3.2.
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Chapter 4

Accuracy

4.1 Introduction

As the results presented in the remainder of this work are mostly based on FEMP simulations, it has been important to
test the implementation of the FE code FEMP v3.0 on a variety of problems, to ensure that the FE results are reliable.
In addition, it has been of importance to quantify the accuracy in the calculated FE results, as a quantification of the
error makes the analysis results presented more valuable. These two matters, the verification of the FE results and the
quantification of the accuracy in the FE results, are considered in this chapter. Verification and accuracy considerations for
previous versions of FEMP have been presented in Refs. [149, 155]. The verification and accuracy considerations in this
work are focused on the two simple types of transducers which are considered in the present work, piezoelectric disks and
piezoelectric disks with a front layer.

The validity and accuracy of a simulation tool is usually checked by comparing the results delivered by the simulation
tool with measurements. However, uncertainties in the material properties provided by the manufacturers of piezoelectric
materials (see e.g. Ref. [252]) lead to much larger changes in the resonance frequencies and response functions than
the accuracy which is desired in the present work, thus making it difficult to use measurements for quantitative accuracy
considerations. A possible solution would be to measure material properties more accurately, and to use these material
properties in the FE simulations. This is however outside the scope of the present work. Therefore, comparisons with other
FE codes, and analytical solutions where this is possible, are central in the quantitative verification of the FE results given
by FEMP. In addition comparisons with measurements are given to show that the FE results are in agreement with real-
world results. Furthermore, as a consequence of the uncertainties in the material parameters, the reference solutions used
in the quantification of the accuracy of the calculated FE results as a function of element division are FEMP simulations
with a very good element division.

This chapter is divided into two main parts. In the first part, Sec. 4.2, the verification of the FE results is considered.
Comparisons for non-piezoelectric, isotropic disks are given in Sec. 4.2.1, for piezoelectric disks in vacuum in Sec. 4.2.2,
for piezoelectric disks with a front layer in vacuum in Sec. 4.2.3 and for piezoelectric disks in water in Sec. 4.2.5. In
addition, comparisons with an analytical solution for a fluid filled cylindrical cavity (Sec. 4.2.4) and an analytical solution
for a plane piston radiator (Sec. 4.2.6) is included.

In the second part, Sec. 4.3, the accuracy in the calculated FE results is investigated using convergence tests. The
calculation of the number of elements per wavelength, which is an important parameter in the convergence tests, is discussed
in Sec. 4.3.1. Convergence tests for a piezoelectric disks in vacuum are presented in Sec. 4.3.2, for piezoelectric disks with
a front layer in Sec. 4.3.3, for the radiated sound field from a plane piston radiator in Sec. 4.3.4, and for a piezoelectric disk
in water in Sec. 4.3.5.

A summary of the results found in this chapter is given in Sec. 4.4.

4.2 Verification of the FE results

In this section, the FE results from the FE code FEMP are compared to analytical solutions, other FE codes and
measurements, to ensure that the FE results are reliable. As focus in the results presented in the analysis in Chapter 5
and 6 is set on the analysis of resonance frequencies and response functions for piezoelectric disks and piezoelectric disks
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with a front layer for both the unloaded and fluid loaded case, the focus in the comparisons in this section is set on the same
simple transducers and quantities.

Comparisons with the exact analytically calculated resonance frequencies of isotropic, elastic disks are presented in
Sec. 4.2.1, to investigate how accurate results it is possible to obtain with the FE code when a high number of elements is
used in the meshing of the solution domain. In Sec. 4.2.2, comparisons between FEMP simulations and simulations using
well-established FE codes (e.g. ANSYS, ABAQUS and CAPA) for the resonance frequencies of unloaded piezoelectric
disks are presented, to ascertain that FEMP results are in accordance with the results from other FE codes for these
quantities. Comparisons with measured electrical response functions of unloaded piezoelectric disks are given in Sec. 4.2.2,
and for unloaded piezoelectric disks with a front layer are given in Sec. 4.2.3.

To verify the implementation of the fluid finite elements, the resonance frequencies of a fluid filled cylindrical cavity
is calculated (cf. Sec. 4.2.4), and to verify the implementation of the infinite elements, a comparison for the radiated
sound pressure field from a plane piston radiator is included in Sec. 4.2.6. To check the full FE model, consisting of
piezoelectric finite elements and fluid finite and infinite elements, FE results for the source sensitivity response and the
electrical response functions of a piezoelectric disk in water are compared to corresponding measurements in Sec. 4.2.5.
No comparisons are presented for a piezoelectric disk with a front layer including fluid loading, but it is shown that the FE
code gives reliable results for an unloaded piezoelectric disk with a front layer (cf. Sec. 4.2.2), and for a loaded piezoelectric
disk (cf. Sec. 4.2.5), and this should therefore be sufficient.

The following simulation parameters are used in the test cases in this section, if nothing else is stated:

� The 8 node isoparametric element with quadratic variation along the edges with 3x3 point Gaussian integration is
used for the piezoelectric transducer and for the finite part of the fluid region (
f1). In those cases where it is stated
that the 4 node isoparametric element is employed, 2x2 point Gaussian integration is used. For the fluid region
f2,
infinite elements of order 10 with 11x3 Gaussian integration are used where nothing else is stated.

� The piezoelectric material is polarized in the thickness direction, and the electrodes of the disk are at the major faces
in the thickness direction.

� The displacement is not constrained at any node.

� All presented resonance frequencies are calculated without losses. Mechanical and electrical losses, using the loss
model described in Sec.3.7.1, are included in the simulations when response functions are calculated.

� The number of elements in the modeling of a disk is written asNzxNr, whereNz is the number of elements used
through the thickness andNr is the number of elements used along the radius.

4.2.1 Isotropic, elastic disks in vacuum

No analytical solutions are available for the resonance frequencies of piezoelectric disks. However, for isotropic elastic
disks, there exists an exact analytical solution for some special (equivoluminal) modes. The problem of finding the
resonance frequencies of an isotropic, elastic disk is a special case of the corresponding piezoelectric problem, where
the piezoelectric coupling matrices are set to zero. Therefore, comparisons with an analytical solution for isotropic, elastic
disks are of great value in the verification process. In addition, this gives information about how accurate results it is
possible to obtain with the FE code when a high number of elements is used in the meshing of the solution domain.

In the exact solution, these equivoluminal modes have circular frequency and D/T ratios given by [78]:

! =
2�

T
(
�

2�
)
1
2 ;

D

T
= 2m�; (4.1)

where� is one of the Lam´e-constants andm are the roots of the derivative of the Bessel function of the first kind,

J 01(m) = 0 i:e: m � 1:841; 5:331; 8:536; : : : ; (4.2)

hence

D

T
� 1:172; 3:394; 5:434; : : : : (4.3)
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Table 4.1: Comparison of FEMP simulation with exact resonance frequency of an isotropic, elastic steel disk of thickness 0.1m and D/T
ratio of 1.1721339997639764. Convergence is shown.

Frequency [Hz] Relative Elements per
(Exact 21926.450483) difference wavelength

21926.972601 2.4e-05 10
21926.485021 1.6e-06 20
21926.453270 1.3e-07 40
21926.451084 2.7e-08 60
21926.450679 8.9e-09 80
21926.450565 3.8e-09 100
21926.450523 1.9e-09 120
21926.450505 1.0e-09 140
21926.450496 6.0e-10 160
21926.450491 3.8e-10 180
21926.450488 2.5e-10 200

Here it is chosen to study the convergence for one particular frequency of a steel disk (Young’s modulusE = 200 � 109
N/m2, Poisson’s ratio� = 0:3, and density� = 8000 kg/m3 where� = E=[2(1 + �)]) with a thickness of 0.1 m and
a D/T-ratio which is given by the first root ofJ 01 (in the calculations the D/T-ratio is calculated to 16 digits,D=T =
1:1721339997639764). The results are given in Table 4.1. When using 200 elements per shear wavelength in both radial
and thickness direction, the relative difference between the FEMP simulation and the exact solution is about2:5 � 10�10.
The convergence towards the exact solution from above is also evident from the results.

4.2.2 Piezoelectric disks in vacuum

The verification examples for piezoelectric disks in vacuum are divided into two parts. The first part (Sec. 4.2.2.1) is a
comparison with resonance frequencies calculated with three other FE codes ABAQUS, ANSYS and CAPA, where the
differences between these results and FEMP simulations are quantified. The second part (Sec. 4.2.2.2) is a comparison
with measurements for the electrical response functions (electrical input conductance/impedance). In Refs. [155, 149]
comparisons of FEMP results with several published results, e.g. Refs. [94, 95, 172, 131, 164] are given. These results are
not included here.

4.2.2.1 Comparison with other FE codes

The test problem chosen is the calculation of resonance frequencies of piezoelectric disks with varying D/T ratio, as this is
the basis for the resonance frequency spectra presented in Sec. 5.3. The resonance frequencies calculated using ABAQUS,
ANSYS and CAPA are identical to the resonance frequencies calculated using FEMP to the number of decimals delivered
by the three commercial FE codes [155], except for 2 frequencies in the ABAQUS comparisons, where there is a relative
difference of about 1 ppm. Here, only one example of the comparisons for each of the three FE codes is included. More
extensive comparisons for all three FE codes are given in Ref. [155].

ABAQUS

ABAQUS was chosen for comparison because it has been available at the CRAY J90 computer at SINTEF in Trondheim1,
and it has therefore been possible to carry out simulations with any desired simulation parameters. ABAQUS is a widely
used general purpose finite element program which can solve piezoelectric problems in addition to a wide range of other
problems.

Simulations of resonance frequencies of PZT-5A disks (material parameters given in Table 2.1) with 9 different D/T
ratios ranging from 1.5 to 20 have been made with both ABAQUS and FEMP, and have been compared (cf. Ref. [155]).
These simulation parameters were originally chosen because this problem was investigated in Refs. [94, 95]. Frequencies

1This work has received support from the Norwegian Supercomputing Committee through a grant of computing time.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of resonance frequencies calculated with ABAQUS and FEMP for a PZT-5A disk of thickness 2.03 mm and
diameter 40.10 mm modeled using2x48 elements (D=T � 20).

Mode FEMP [kHz] ABAQUS [kHz] Mode FEMP [kHz] ABAQUS [kHz]
1 49.557 49.557 24 882.010 882.010
2 128.065 128.065 25 892.148 892.148
3 201.621 201.621 26 900.576 900.576
4 272.063 272.063 27 926.373 926.373
5 338.556 338.556 28 939.597 939.597
6 399.991 399.991 29 957.714 957.714
7 455.412 455.412 30 969.367 969.367
8 504.450 504.450 31 985.116 985.116
9 547.618 547.618 32 991.526 991.526
10 586.029 586.029 33 1008.495 1008.50
11 619.699 619.699 34 1029.674 1029.67
12 642.551 642.551 35 1038.126 1038.13
13 666.234 666.234 36 1053.371 1053.37
14 699.452 699.452 37 1074.412 1074.41
15 735.418 735.418 38 1089.471 1089.47
16 772.934 772.934 39 1103.361 1103.36
17 811.688 811.688 40 1121.291 1121.29
18 847.523 847.523 41 1140.066 1140.07
19 849.830 849.830 42 1158.559 1158.56
20 852.343 852.343 43 1170.165 1170.17
21 856.000 856.000 44 1190.651 1190.65
22 864.453 864.454 45 1215.666 1215.67
23 873.084 873.084

up to well above the fundamental thickness extensional mode of the disks have been calculated. Results for all 9 D/T ratios
are given in Ref. [155]. Here, only results forD=T � 20 are given (see Table 4.2). There are no differences to the number
of decimals given by ABAQUS, except for mode no. 22 at the frequency 864.453/864.454 kHz, where there is a relative
difference of about 1 ppm. The maximum relative error in the comparisons between FEMP and ABAQUS was found to be
5 ppm in Ref. [155].

Note that the results are not fully converged to the decimals given, i.e. most of the resonance frequencies will converge
to a lower value when the element division, especially in the thickness direction, is improved.

ANSYS

ANSYS was chosen for comparison because it is perhaps the commercially available FE program which has been most
widely used for piezoelectric problems over the last decade (see e.g. Refs. [224, 35, 258, 111, 77, 34]). ANSYS has been
available at the IBM-cluster at the University of Oslo, and it has therefore been possible to carry out simulations with any
desired simulation parameters.

Simulations of resonance frequencies of the same 9 PZT-5A disks as in the ABAQUS comparisons have been made
with FEMP and ANSYS. However, because the version of ANSYS used for the simulations did not have the piezoelectric
8 node isoparametric elements implemented, the piezoelectric 4 node isoparametric element is used for the simulations in
both FEMP and ANSYS.

Results for all 9 D/T ratios are given in Ref. [155]. Here, only results forD=T � 20 are given (see Table 4.3). There
are no differences to the number of decimals given by ANSYS for all 9 D/T ratios [155], leading to a maximum relative
difference of10�9 between the FEMP and ANSYS simulations.
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Table 4.3: Comparison of resonance frequencies calculated with ANSYS and FEMP for a PZT-5A disk of thickness 2.03 mm and
diameter 40.1 mm modeled using 4x96 4 node isoparametric elements (D=T � 20).

Mode ANSYS [Hz] FEMP [Hz] Mode ANSYS [Hz] FEMP [Hz]
1 49558.7501 49558.75012 24 912431.963 912431.96331
2 128100.176 128100.17567 25 928816.677 928816.67706
3 201784.148 201784.14822 26 945726.412 945726.41185
4 272543.027 272543.02741 27 965390.811 965390.81091
5 339683.875 339683.87532 28 979812.901 979812.90061
6 402300.040 402300.03973 29 989206.469 989206.46925
7 459650.076 459650.07618 30 999430.232 999430.23161
8 511467.945 511467.94453 31 1012890.48 1012890.48456
9 558108.472 558108.47167 32 1033716.29 1033716.29429
10 600227.404 600227.40450 33 1043225.58 1043225.58123
11 637224.746 637224.74646 34 1057267.64 1057267.63829
12 664619.490 664619.48991 35 1078003.05 1078003.05377
13 692189.336 692189.33611 36 1095027.68 1095027.67762
14 728006.239 728006.23864 37 1108850.28 1108850.27696
15 766723.177 766723.17708 38 1125311.35 1125311.35373
16 806804.489 806804.48904 39 1146878.77 1146878.77290
17 847755.938 847755.93836 40 1168030.80 1168030.80213
18 872540.642 872540.64155 41 1175575.31 1175575.30525
19 875700.048 875700.04796 42 1199474.74 1199474.74152
20 879306.570 879306.56965 43 1227880.43 1227880.43358
21 886195.491 886195.49062 44 1232105.39 1232105.38923
22 890223.114 890223.11397 45 1253737.31 1253737.31444
23 891775.630 891775.63029

Table 4.4: Resonance frequencies of barium titanate disks with D/T ratio between 2.0 and 6.0 are calculated using 8-node isoparametric
elements, and compared to corresponding results from the CAPA verification manual [170]. The thickness of all disks is 1.0 mm. In the
thickness direction 10 elements are used for the half-thickness, and in the radial direction the number of elements is adjusted to get the
elements with aspect ratio 1. All frequencies are given in MHz.

D/T=2.0 D/T=3.0 D/T=4.0 D/T=5.0 D/T=6.0
FEMP CAPA FEMP CAPA FEMP CAPA FEMP CAPA FEMP CAPA

Mode 1 1.39525 1.39525 0.97266 0.97266 0.73863 0.73863 0.59402 0.59402 0.49636 0.49636
Mode 2 2.02744 2.02744 1.98595 1.98595 1.75134 1.75134 1.48083 1.48083 1.26395 1.26395
Mode 3 2.51864 2.51864 2.08695 2.08695 2.00231 2.00231 1.98588 1.98588 1.82288 1.82288
Mode 4 2.85341 2.85341 2.52543 2.52543 2.28031 2.28031 2.04007 2.04007 2.00118 2.00118
Mode 5 3.63886 3.63886 2.81976 2.81976 2.50619 2.50619 2.39308 2.39308 2.17003 2.17003

CAPA

CAPA is a finite element/boundary element program for piezoelectric, piezomagnetic and acoustic problems developed at
the University of Linz, Austria [170]. CAPA was chosen for comparison because it has been available through the Institute
of Measurement Technology at the University of Linz. One test example from the CAPA verification manual is included
here. The table is reproduced from Ref. [155].

Resonance frequencies of barium titanate disks2 with D/T ratio between 2.0 and 6.0 have been calculated using both 4
node and 8 node isoparametric elements. Only results for the 8 node element are shown here (see Table 4.4). The thickness

2Note that the material parameters for barium titanate applied in Ref. [170] differ slightly from the ones given in Table 2.1. All material constants are
equal, except the value ofe31 is -4.4 C/m2, the value of�S11 is 9:87� 10�9 F/m, the value of�S33 is 11:2� 10�9 F/m, and the density is 5698.27 kg/m3.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of measured electrical input impedance of a Pz-27 disk in air withD=T � 5 with corresponding simulations for
an unloaded PZT-5A disk. Measurements by T.M. Skar (CMR/UoB) [239].

of all disks is 1.0 mm. In the thickness direction 10 elements are used for the half-thickness, and in the radial direction the
number of elements is adjusted so that all elements have aspect ratio 1, i.e. 20 elements per millimeter are used in both
thickness and radial direction.

Full agreement to the decimals given is found for all D/T-ratios and resonance frequencies, i.e. the relative difference
between FEMP and CAPA results is less than 2 ppm.3

4.2.2.2 Comparison with measurements

Some measurements of electrical response functions of piezoelectric disks vibrating in air have been available for
comparison. These measurements are compared to corresponding FEMP simulations, where the air loading has been
neglected (i.e. in the simulations it is assumed that the disk is vibrating in vacuum).

Electrical input impedance of Pz-27 disk in air/vacuum

Tore Magne Skar [239] (UoB/CMR) has made measurements of electrical input impedance of a Pz-27 disk [72] in air. The
full set of material constants for Pz-27 (as given for PZT-5A in Table 2.1) has not been available, and the material constants
for PZT-5A have therefore been used in the simulations. PZT-5A and Pz-27 are similar materials. In the measurements, the
piezoelectric disk is resting on three sharp-ended copper wires. This mounting of the piezoelectric disk does not influence
notably on the value of the resonance frequencies, but may lead to some minor changes in the magnitude of the electrical
response functions around each resonance.

In Fig. 4.1 the electrical input impedance of a Pz-27 disk with diameter 49.96 mm and thickness 10.02 mm is compared
to the corresponding simulations for a PZT-5A disk. Five elements are used per shear wavelength in both coordinate
directions for the highest frequency (300 kHz) in the simulation, and the simulations are made for the disk without fluid

3There were three misprints in the CAPA verification manual for this test case. These misprints have been corrected after communication with the
University of Linz, and have also been corrected in the tables given in this report.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of measured electrical input conductance for two different PZT-5A disks in air, both with D/T ratio approximately
equal to 12. Measurements made by CMR [183].

loading (in vacuum). Good qualitative agreement is found between the measurement and simulation, especially when
considering that there are some uncertainties in both material constants and measurements. There is especially good
agreement between the resonance frequencies (less than 2% relative deviation [149]).

Electrical input conductance of PZT-5A disks in air/vacuum

Measurements of electrical input admittance of PZT-5A disks with D/T ratio approximately equal to 12 and 2.5 in both
air and paraffin have been available through CMR [183]. Measurements have been made for three disks with D/T ratio
approximately equal to 12 (two disks with dimensions 0.97x11.99 mm and one disk with dimensions 0.97x11.98 mm), and
two disks with D/T ratio approximately equal to 2.5 (dimensions 3.96x10.01 mm and 3.99x10.03 mm). In this section,
comparisons with the in-air measurements are presented. The measurement method used is similar to what is described for
the Pz-27 disk in Sec. 4.2.2.2, but an improved measurement setup is used [183]. In the FE simulation, 5 elements are used
per wavelength in both thickness and radial direction for the maximum frequencies for which results are presented.

For the two PZT-5A disks with dimension 0.97x11.99 mm, there are significant differences in the measured electrical
response functions, as shown in Fig. 4.2 for the electrical input conductance of the disks, measured in air. This is one
example of the fact that the material properties of different disks of the same material may vary severely, making it difficult
to use comparisons with measurements for quantitative comparisons.

In Fig. 4.3 (a) the electrical input conductance of one of the disks with D/T ratio approximately equal to 12 (0.97x11.99
mm, disk no. 1 in Fig. 4.2) is compared to a corresponding FE simulation. There is good qualitative agreement for all of the
frequency range, especially for the position of the the peaks in the electrical input conductance. The height of some of the
peaks is however quite different in the measurements and in the simulations, probably due to the simplified loss model used
in the simulations (cf. Sec. 3.7.1). This is further investigated below. All resonances which are seen in the measurements
may however also be identified in the simulated response function. The differences are largest around the fundamental
thickness extensional mode.

In Fig. 4.3 (b) the electrical input conductance of one of the disks with D/T ratio approximately equal to 2.5 (3.96x10.01
mm) is compared to a corresponding FE simulation. Again, good qualitative agreement is found for all of the frequency
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of measured and simulated electrical input conductance for PZT-5A disks with D/T ratio of 12 and 2.5 in air.
Measurements made by CMR [183]. (a)D=T � 12. (b)D=T � 2:5.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of measured and simulated electrical input conductance for PZT-5A disks with D/T ratio of 12 and 2.5 in air,
where the losses for PZT-5A are calculated using a set of Q-factors for PZT-5A given in Ref. [192] (a)D=T � 12. (b)D=T � 2:5.
Measurements made by CMR [183].

range, and all resonances which are seen in the measurements may also be identified in the simulated response function.
In the simulation results presented in Fig. 4.3, the losses are modeled using only one mechanical and one dielectrical

Q-factor. Using a full set of mechanical, dielectrical and piezoelectrical Q-factors, a much better quantitative agreement
would be expected regarding the height of the peaks in the electrical input conductance. No full set of Q-factors have been
available in the present work. However, some of the Q-factors for PZT-5A have been approximated using measurements
on radial and thickness extensional modes in Ref. [192]. Using these Q-factors, a better agreement is seen regarding the
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height of the peaks in the electrical input conductance (cf. Fig. 4.4).

4.2.3 Piezoelectric disk with a front layer in vacuum

Much attention is given to piezoelectric disks with a front layer of varying thickness in the present work. Therefore,
attention is given to this case in the verification of the FE results as well. Again, quantitative comparisons are made with a
commercial FE program (ABAQUS) for the resonance frequencies of the transducer structure consisting of a piezoelectric
disk with a front layer in vacuum (Sec. 4.2.3.1). Qualitative comparisons are made with measurements on a Pz-27 disk with
a front layer of varying thickness, for two different front layer materials (Sec. 4.2.3.2).

4.2.3.1 Comparison with FE results for resonance frequencies

Tables comparing resonance frequencies simulated with FEMP and with the commercial FE program ABAQUS for a PZT-
5A-disk with a front layer are given in Appendix A. Simulations are made with three different front layer materials and for
several different front layer thicknesses. For all materials and front layer thicknesses, excellent agreement is found between
FEMP and ABAQUS results (no differences to the number of decimals delivered by ABAQUS). Material parameters,
dimensions and element divisions are also given in Appendix A.

4.2.3.2 Comparison with measurements of input conductance

Erlend Bjørndal [44] (UoB/CMR) has made measurements on a Pz-27 disk with a front layer of varying thickness for three
different front layer materials, titanium, plexiglas and divinycell, for the frequency regions around the R1 mode and the
TE1 mode. The measurement procedure is described in Ref. [44], and is similar to what is described in Sec. 4.2.2.2.

Here only results for plexiglas (cl = 2736 m/s,�=1180 kg/m3, Poisson’s ratio� = 0:35) and divinycell (cl = 1665
m/s,�=371 kg/m3, Poisson’s ratio� = 0:35) front layers are shown, for the frequency region around the R1 mode. The
density and compressional velocity have been measured in Ref. [44], the Poisson’s ratio for plexiglas is a book value,
and the Poisson’s ratio for divinycell has been guessed [44]. For both front layer materials, the losses are calculated using
Q = 25 as a temptative example value. There is however room for improvement in these comparisons by tuning this value.

In Fig. 4.5 measured electrical input conductance of a Pz-27 disk with a plexiglas front layer of varying thickness is
plotted. The electrical input conductance is plotted for 8 different front layer thicknesses, and compared to corresponding
simulations. PZT-5A material parameters are used for the piezoelectric disk in the simulations (cf. Table 2.1). A
corresponding figure for divinycell is shown in Fig. 4.6. The diameter of the piezoelectric disk is 12.87 mm and the
thickness is 1.005 mm for all cases, and the front layer thicknesses are given in the figure. In the FE simulations 5 elements
are used per wavelength for the maximum frequency of 250 kHz.

For both front layer materials, there is good qualitative agreement between the measurements and the FE simulations,
especially with regard to the number and position of peaks in the input conductance. There are some differences regarding
the height of the individual peaks, which are probably due to the modeling of the losses. No simulations with other Q-values
for the front layer have however been made.

Extended comparisons with the work in Ref. [44] have been presented in Ref. [157].
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of measured and simulated electrical input conductance of a Pz-27 disk with a plexiglas front layer of varying
thickness. Material parameters for PZT-5A are used in the simulations. Measurements by Erlend Bjørndal (CMR/UoB) [44].
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of measured and simulated electrical input conductance of a Pz-27 disk with a divinycell front layer of varying
thickness. Material parameters for PZT-5A are used in the simulations. Measurements by Erlend Bjørndal (CMR/UoB) [44].
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Table 4.5: Comparison of resonance frequencies calculated with FEMP and CAPA with analytical solution for fluid filled cylindrical
cavity with radius 4.0 m and height 6.0 m. Two different element divisions are used for both FEMP and CAPA simulations. All
frequencies are given in Hz.

Mode no. Theory FEMP 8x12 CAPA 8x12 FEMP 32x48 CAPA 32x48
1 125.000 125.000 125.000 125.000 125.000
2 228.688 228.692 228.692 228.688 228.688
3 250.000 250.013 250.013 250.000 250.000
4 260.621 260.624 260.624 260.621 260.621
5 338.819 338.831 338.831 338.819 338.819
6 375.000 375.096 375.096 375.000 375.000
7 418.712 418.824 418.824 418.712 418.712
8 436.972 437.079 437.079 436.973 436.973
9 439.230 439.315 439.315 439.231 439.231

4.2.4 Fluid filled cylindrical cavity

The implementation of the fluid finite elements has been tested through a comparison with the exact solution for the
resonance frequencies of a fluid filled cylindrical cavity. In Table 4.5 the resonance frequencies calculated with FEMP are
compared to the corresponding analytical solution for a fluid filled cylindrical cavity with radius 4.0 m and height 6.0 m.
The fluid is water with sound speed 1500 m/s and density 1000 kg/m3, and rigid boundary conditions are assumed. A
comparison with the corresponding resonance frequencies calculated using the FE code CAPA (from Ref. [170]) is also
given. Two different element divisions are used for both FEMP and CAPA simulations, and there is perfect agreement to the
decimals given between FEMP and CAPA results. Furthermore there is perfect agreement to the decimals given between
the FE results and the analytical solution for the 7 lowest modes given, and a relative difference of below 2 ppm for mode
no. 8 and 9.

4.2.5 Piezoelectric disk with fluid loading

Only comparisons with measurements are available for piezoelectric disks with fluid loading. The first example is a
comparison with the voltage source sensitivity response of a PZT-5A disk vibrating in air, where the fluid medium is
modeled using finite and infinite elements (Sec. 4.2.5.1). The second example is a comparison for the electrical input
conductance of two different PZT-5A disks in paraffin (Sec. 4.2.5.2).

4.2.5.1 Source sensitivity response of a PZT-5A disk in air

A comparison with measurements of the voltage source sensitivity response (Sv) for a PZT-5A disk in air is shown in
Fig. 4.7. Measurements have been available through Tore Magne Skar (UoB/CMR) [239]. The source sensitivity response
has been measured in a measuring tent where the piezoelectric disk is mounted in a holder, and the pressure in the farfield
region is measured using a hydrophone, similar to the measurement procedure described in Ref. [44]. There is some noise
in the measurements for the lowest frequencies due to the measurement procedure. In addition, some interference effects
due to reflections from the measurement tent are also seen in the measurements.

The PZT-5A disk has diameter 50.06 mm and thickness 9.98 mm. Comparisons between measurements and simulations
are made for two sets of simulations:

� In the first case, the air medium is modeled using finite and infinite elements, using a meshing procedure similar to the
one shown in Fig. 4.16. In the meshing of the part of the fluid medium which is modeled using finite elements (
f1),
a minimum of 3 element per wavelength have been used for the maximum frequency of 100 kHz. The minimum
number of elements per wavelength in the piezoelectric disk is higher than this, because the wavelength in the fluid
medium is larger than the shear wavelength of PZT-5A. The infinite elements have been applied at a radius of 60.0
mm. For this case, the comparison is restricted to the frequency range below 100 kHz due to long computation times.

� In the second case, the source sensitivity response is calculated using the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method,
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of measured voltage source sensitivity response of a PZT-5A disk in air withD=T � 5 with corresponding
simulations. Two sets of simulations are shown; simulations for which the air medium is modeled using finite element/infinite elements
(only for frequencies up to 110 kHz), and simulations for which the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method is used to calculate the source
sensitivity response. Measurements have been made by Tore Magne Skar [239].

described in Sec. 3.7.4, in which the source sensitivity response in air is calculated based on the vibration of the
disk in vacuum.

Material parameters for PZT-5A are given in Table 2.1, and the density and sound velocity for air was taken to be 1.21
kg/m3 and 343 m/s.

Good qualitative agreement is found between measurements and simulations regarding both the frequency and the
height of the peaks for the simulations in which the fluid medium is modeled using finite and infinite elements (up to
100 kHz). There are some differences for low frequencies and low sensitivity values due to noise in the measurements.
For higher frequencies, where only the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method has been used for the simulations, there is
also qualitative agreement between measurements and simulations, and it is especially notable that all peaks seen in the
measurements are also seen in the simulations. There are, however, some differences in the peak values, especially for the
highest frequencies. One reason for these differences may be the uncertainties in the PZT-5A materials parameters [252].
Another reason may be the simplifications introduced in the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method.

4.2.5.2 Electrical input conductance of PZT-5A disks in paraffin

The measurements of the electrical input conductance of PZT-5A disks with D/T ratio of 12 and 2.5 in air, discussed in
Sec. 4.2.2.2, have also been made in paraffin [183]. In this section, comparisons between the measurements in paraffin and
corresponding FE simulations are presented. Material parameters used for paraffin in the simulation are taken from Ref.
[231] (� = 835 kg/m3, cf = 1420 m/s).

In Fig. 4.8 (a) the measured electrical input conductance of a PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio approximately equal to 12
[0.97x11.99 mm, corresponding to Fig. 4.3 (a)] in paraffin is compared to a corresponding FE simulation. There is good
qualitative agreement for all of the frequency range, and all resonances which are seen in the measurements may also be
identified in the simulated response function. Note that in the meshing of the part of the fluid medium which is modeled
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of measured and simulated electrical input conductance for PZT-5A disks with D/T ratio of 12 and 2.5 in paraffin.
(a)D=T � 12. (b)D=T � 2:5. Measurements made by CMR [183].

using finite elements (
f1), a minimum of only 2 element per wavelength have been used for the maximum frequency of
2.5 MHz in the simulations, due to long computation times. The infinite elements were applied at a radius of 17.0 mm.

In Fig. 4.8 (b) the measured electrical input conductance of one of the disks with D/T ratio approximately equal to 2.5
[3.96x10.01 mm, corresponding to Fig. 4.3 (b)] in paraffin is compared to a corresponding FE simulation. Again, good
qualitative agreement is found for all of the frequency range, and all resonances which are seen in the measurements may
also be identified in the simulated response function. In the meshing of the part of the fluid medium which is modeled using
finite elements,
f1, a minimum of 4 element per wavelength were used for the maximum frequency of 1.0 MHz, and the
infinite elements were applied at a radius of 7.0 mm.

Note that for both disks, there is better agreement for the fluid loaded disks than for the disks in air considered in
Sec. 4.2.2.2, with respect to the height of the peaks in the electrical input conductance. This indicates that the fluid loading
effect is correctly modeled, whereas the loss model in the piezoelectric material is not sufficiently accurate, as discussed
previously.

The mounting of the disk has less impact on the electrical input conductance of the disk in paraffin than for the disk in
air [183], but the finite size of the measurement tank has some impact on the measured electrical input conductance. The
impact of the measurement tank on the measurements is however too small to be seen on the scale used in Fig. 4.8 [183].

4.2.6 Radiated sound pressure field from plane piston radiator

To verify that the radiated sound field is calculated correctly in both the nearfield and in the farfield using the infinite element
approach, a comparison with the radiated sound pressure field from a plane piston radiator (cf. Sec. 2.6.1) is included here,
for which analytical and semi-analytical solutions exist [146]. In the FE simulations, the plane piston radiator is modeled
using finite and infinite elements, and twelve elements are used per wavelength in the finite fluid region
f1. Details on the
meshing of the fluid region for this type of problems is given in Sec. 4.3.4.

In Fig. 4.9 the radiated sound field from a plane piston radiator withka = 10 andka = 30 calculated using the FE
method is compared to the analytical solution for the on-axis pressure and the directivity pattern [146] and to the King’s
integral solution for the off-axis solution in the nearfield of the radiator [144]. There is excellent agreement for both on-
axis pressure and directivity pattern for both ka-values. The maximum error in the calculated nearfield pressure amplitude
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Figure 4.9: Radiated sound field from a plane piston radiator. Comparison between FE simulation and analytical solution/King’s integral
solution for two ka-values. Upper row,ka = 10. Lower row,ka = 30. Left column: On axis-pressure (analytical solution [146]).
Middle column: Directivity function (analytical solution in the farfield [146]). Right column: Error in FE simulation compared to King’s
integral solution [144], relative to maximum on-axis pressure value.

compared to the King’s integral solution is 0.1% forka = 10 (at the edge of the plane piston radiator) and 0.3% for ka=30
(on-axis in the nearfield). Thus, there is good quantitative agreement between the FE simulation and the King’s integral
solution. There is also good agreement for the phase of the pressure (not shown here), with an on-axis difference of less
than 0.1 degrees forka = 10 and less than 4 degrees forka = 30 (less than 0.5 degrees for most of the nearfield, and less
than 0.07 degrees in the farfield).

4.3 Convergence tests

A simple method which is often used to check the accuracy in a FE solution is to make two or more simulations for the
same problem with different element divisions, and use the difference between these solutions to estimate the accuracy in
the solution. Other possible methods for finding the accuracy in a FE solution, are variousa posteriorierror estimators
based on an energy analysis (see e.g. Refs. [119, 245, 260]). Using this kind ofa posteriorierror estimators, the accuracy
in the calculation can be checked when the calculation is completed. If the accuracy is not high enough, a new simulation
with improved element division can be made.

The approach chosen in the present work is a systematic extension of the simple method where two or more simulations
with different element divisions are compared. Comprehensive convergence tests have been made to check which element
division is necessary to get a certain accuracy in the FE results. The convergence of the solution when the element division
is improved has been investigated for different geometries and materials. The accuracy is given as a function of the number
of elements per wavelength used in the FE model. The error estimator which results from the convergence tests is however
only valid for the element types considered in the convergence tests. For other element types, it is to be expected that a
different number of elements per wavelength than what is shown here is required to get a certain accuracy. However, a
similar analysis can be made for other element types. Furthermore, this error estimator is applicable to all results presented
in this work.

The focus in the convergence tests is set on the comparison with the fully converged FE solution4, and not on comparison

4The fully converged FE solution is not available, and therefore a FE solution with a high number of elements per wavelength is used as the reference
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with real world results. This is due to the large uncertainties in the material properties provided by the manufacturers of
piezoelectric materials, as described above. A high accuracy in the calculated resonance frequencies and response functions
is nevertheless needed e.g. for accurate determination of the material constants of piezoelectric materials, for transducer
modeling, and in order to present resonance frequency spectra without introducing non-physical effects due to numerical
errors.

The analysis of resonance frequencies and response functions of piezoelectric disks and piezoelectric disks with a front
layer is central in the results presented in Chapter 5 and 6, and therefore the convergence tests presented are also focused
on these topics. In Sec. 4.3.2 convergence tests for the resonance frequencies and electrical response functions of unloaded
piezoelectric disks are given. Following in Sec. 4.3.3 are convergence tests for the resonance frequencies and electrical
response functions of unloaded piezoelectric disks with a front layer, and in Sec. 4.3.5 convergence tests for the response
functions of water loaded piezoelectric disks are given. Additionally, convergence tests for the radiated sound field from
a plane piston radiator, for which an exact analytical solution exists, are given in Sec. 4.3.4. Equations for calculating the
number of elements per wavelength in a piezoelectric material, an isotropic material and a fluid medium, as needed in the
convergence tests, is given in Sec. 4.3.1.

The central parts of the work on convergence tests for piezoelectric disks without fluid loading, presented in Sec. 4.3.2,
have been submitted to an international journal [152].

4.3.1 Calculation of the number of elements per wavelength

In the convergence tests and error estimators presented in the current work, the number of elements per wavelength in the
FE model is an important parameter. When the number of elements per wavelength is calculated, it is important to use
the appropriate wavelength. The phase velocity of longitudinal and shear waves propagating in piezoelectric disks, and
therefore also their wavelengths, differ significantly. The shear wave velocitycs in a piezoelectric medium is defined by
[26]

cs =

s
cE44
�p
; (4.4)

where�p is the density of the piezoelectric,�s = cs=f is the wavelength of shear waves, andf is the frequency. The
longitudinal wave velocity in the z-direction is defined by [26]

cl =

s
cD33
�p
; (4.5)

wherecDpq are elastic stiffness constants at constant electric displacement [118], and�l = cl=f is the wavelength of
longitudinal waves in the z-direction.

Our investigations have shown that the shortest wavelength, which is the wavelength of shear waves, should be used
when the number of elements per wavelength is calculated. This guideline is based on a comparison of the number of
elements per wavelength needed to get a specified accuracy in radial and thickness direction separately for several different
materials. When the shear wavelength is used, the number of elements per wavelength needed to get a certain accuracy is
nearly equal for both radial and thickness direction, and for all materials studied. This is not the case when the wavelength
of longitudinal waves is applied.

The number of elementsM which must be used to cover a lengthL with P elements per shear wavelength is given by

M =
PL

�s
=
PLf

cs
; (4.6)

and therefore

P =
Mcs
Lf

: (4.7)

When a circular piezoelectric disk is modeled using rectangular elements in the rz-plane, a grid ofMz �Mr elements is
used, whereMz is the number of elements used in the thickness direction andMr is the number of elements used in the
radial direction.

solution, as discussed below.
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In an isotropic, elastic disk, the corresponding wavelength which should be used in the calculation of the number of
elements per wavelength is also the wavelength of shear waves,�s = cs=f , wherecs is the shear velocity in the isotropic,
elastic medium.

In a fluid medium, there are only compressional waves, and the number of elements per wavelength is therefore
calculated using the wavelength of compressional waves,� = cf=f , wherecf is the speed of sound in the fluid.

4.3.2 Piezoelectric disks in vacuum

4.3.2.1 Convergence tests for resonance frequencies

In the convergence tests for resonance frequencies of piezoelectric disks in vacuum, simulations are made for piezoelectric
disks of five different piezoelectric materials, PZT-5A, PZT-5H,Pb(ZrTi)O3, BaTiO3 andPbTiO3. For each material,
six simulation series with varying element division are made, in which the number of elements per shear wavelength for
the highest frequencies considered is varied from 1.5 to 9 in both radial and thickness direction (1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5 and
9). For each of these cases, all resonance frequencies up to the maximum frequency have been calculated for disks with
25 different D/T ratios between 0.2 and 20 (the thickness of all disks is 1.0 mm). Thus a total of about 14000 resonance
frequencies have calculated, withP varying from 1.5 to about 100.

The relative error in each of these resonance frequencies is calculated relative to reference values. There is no exact
analytical solution available for these cases, and therefore these reference values are chosen as FE simulations which are
as close to the corresponding fully converged values as has been possible in the present work. This is done by making
simulations with 13 elements per shear wavelength, i.e.P = 13, for the maximum frequencyfmax in both radial and
thickness direction. Thus, the relative error is computed relative to these reference simulations. The convergence rate
found in the convergence tests below, and the convergence rate found in the comparisons with an exact analytical resonance
frequency of an elastic, isotropic disk, shown in Sec. 4.2.1, do however indicate that the chosen reference solution will give
reliable results.

The maximum frequency in the analysis varies for the different materials considered, but is well above the frequency
of the fundamental thickness extensional mode (TE1) for all materials. E.g., for PZT-5A disks with thickness 1.0 mm the
resonance frequency of the TE mode isfr;TE = 1935 kHz. For this case,P = 13 is used for the maximum frequency
fmax = 2200 kHz. This implies that e.g. about 140 elements are used per shear wavelength forf = 200 kHz according to
Eq. (4.7).

The relative error as a function of the number of elements per shear wavelength for each resonance frequency is plotted
as a point in Fig. 4.10(a) for all five materials and for all 6 simulation series (thus there are about 14000 points in the figure).
Note that only results for frequencies which are calculated withP � 3 are shown. From Fig. 4.10(a) it may thus be seen
that a resonance frequency of a piezoelectric disk which is calculated withP � 5 in both radial and thickness direction, is
calculated with a relative error between 50 ppm and 0.2%.

In Fig. 4.10(b) the maximum relative error as a function of the number of elements per wavelength is plotted for each
of the five materials separately. It is seen that the error functions are similar for all five materials. Using this figure, it is
straightforward to find which element division should be used to get a certain accuracy. E.g., if a maximum relative error
of about 150 ppm is desired,P = 10 should be used in both radial and thickness direction.

From Fig. 4.10(a) it may be seen that when e.g. 5 elements are used per shear wavelength in a simulation, the maximum
relative error in the calculated resonance frequencies is about 0.2%, whereas the relative error might be as low as 40 ppm
in some cases. It is therefore of interest to investigate for which frequencies and D/T ratios a higher accuracy may be
achieved, and if it is possible to use this information when choosing the element division for a given problem. For these
investigations, the relative error in calculations for PZT-5A disks with 100 different D/T ratios calculated using 6 elements
per shear wavelength is compared to the corresponding reference simulation. Note that 6 elements per shear wavelength
is used for the maximum frequency of 2200 kHz mm, and therefore a higher number of elements are used for the lower
frequencies. In Fig. 4.10(d) the relative error is plotted as a function of the D/T ratio, and it is evident that the maximum
relative error is nearly independent of the D/T ratio. The relative error for the individual resonance frequencies do however
vary strongly with D/T, because for the lower frequencies the number of elements per wavelength is much higher, and
therefore the relative error is lower. For example, the lowest points in Fig. 4.10(d) correspond to the first radial mode.

In Fig. 4.10(c) the relative error is plotted as a function offT in a log-log plot for PZT-5A disks with varying D/T ratio.
If the relative error would only depend on the number of elements per shear wavelength in the simulations, the points in
Fig. 4.10(c) would all be on a line, but not necessarily a straight line. Most points are however along a straight line, except
for some frequency regions. For example, the relative error is larger for all frequencies around the E mode, and smaller for
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Figure 4.10: (a) The relative error in each calculated resonance frequency plotted as a function of the number of elements per
shear wavelength (P) in radial and thickness direction. Resonance frequencies of disks of PZT-5A, PZT-5H,BaTiO3, PbTiO3 and
Pb(ZrTi)O3 with D/T ratio between 0.2 and 20 are included, for frequencies up to well above the fundamental thickness extensional
mode of the disks. (b) The maximum relative error for each of the five materials is plotted as a function of the number of elements per
shear wavelength (P). (c) The relative error in calculations for PZT-5A disks with 100 different D/T ratios calculated using 6 elements
per shear wavelength is compared to the corresponding reference simulation. The relative error is plotted as function offT . (d) As (c),
but the relative error is plotted as function of D/T ratio.

some frequencies in the frequency region around and above the TE1 mode, compared to other frequencies. However, due to
the fact that all modes in a given frequency region are usually of interest in a FE simulation, due to mode coupling, it is not
possible to use this information in the choice of element division. It is, however, interesting to note that through an analysis
of which modes are comparably easier to model, it has been found that few elements per shear wavelength are required
in the radial direction for A modes and L modes, and especially for the thickness shear and thickness extensional modes.
Furthermore, many elements per shear wavelength are required for the thickness shear modes and for the edge mode in the
thickness direction (not shown here).

Prior to the convergence tests presented in Fig 4.10, it was investigated if it is appropriate to use the same number of
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(a) Convergence test for input admittance
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(b) Convergence test for source sensitivity
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Figure 4.11: (a) The error in calculated electrical input admittance relative to the maximum value of the electrical input admittance,
plotted for 1000 frequencies between 200 kHz and 2200 kHz, as a function of the number of elements per shear wavelength for PZT-5A
disks with D/T ratio between 0.2 and 5. (b) corresponding results for the source sensitivity. (c) The electrical input admittance of a
PZT-5A disk with D/T=5. Solid line is for simulations usingP = 4:5 for f = 2200 kHz. Corresponding simulation results with
P = 13 for f = 2200 kHz are shown using dots. (d) As (c), but for source sensitivity response.

elements per shear wavelength in the radial and in the thickness direction. This was done by calculating the error introduced
into the resonance frequencies whenP is reduced from 13 to a lower value forfmax in each of the coordinate directions
separately, whileP is held constant at 13 forfmax in the other coordinate direction. For each of these two cases, simulations
for the same five materials and 25 disks were made. These investigations showed that, for most frequencies, approximately
the same number of elements per shear wavelength are needed in radial and thickness direction to get a certain accuracy.

4.3.2.2 Convergence tests for electrical and acoustical response functions

The convergence tests for electrical and acoustical response functions of piezoelectric disks in vacuum are more limited than
the convergence tests for the resonance frequencies in the previous section, in that only one material and a limited number
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of D/T ratios has been considered. This is because more computer memory and computation time is needed to calculate
response functions than to calculate resonance frequencies, due to the complex valued eigenvalue problem which has to be
solved. Only PZT-5A disks with D/T ratio of 5.0 and lower (10 different D/T ratios between 0.2 and 5.0, thickness of the
disks is 1.0 mm in all cases) are therefore consideed. However, in the convergence tests for the resonance frequencies, it
was found that the results were nearly independent of the D/T ratio [cf. Fig. 4.10(d)], and that similar results were found for
all five materials [cf. Fig. 4.10(b)]. This indicates that the error estimator developed for electrical and mechanical response
functions below may also be applicable to disks with D/T ratio larger than 5.0, and for other piezoelectric materials.

As for the resonance frequencies, six simulation series are made, whereP for the maximum frequencyfmax is set to 1.5,
3, 4.5, 6, 7.5 and 9 in both radial and thickness direction, respectively. Simulations withP = 13 for the maximum frequency
fmax in both radial and thickness direction are again used as reference simulations. The electrical input admittance (Y )
and the voltage source sensitivity (Sv) are calculated for frequencies between 200 kHz and 2200 kHz with a frequency step
of 2 kHz, for each of the simulation series, including the reference simulations. For each single frequency,P is calculated.
Also, the difference between the response functions calculated at this frequency and the reference simulation is calculated,
and divided through by themaximumvalue of the response function in the frequency band considered (between 200 kHz
and 2200 kHz). This error function is used instead of the relative error at the frequency in question, because the response
functions are close to zero for some frequencies, and in these cases the relative error therefore becomes very large.

In Fig. 4.11(a) this error function is plotted as a function of the number of elements per shear wavelength for the input
admittance. Corresponding results for the source sensitivity are presented in Fig. 4.11(b). For example, from Fig. 4.11(a) it
is seen that the maximum error is around5% of the maximum value for the electrical input admittance whenP = 5. The
corresponding maximum error for the source sensitivity is6%.

In Fig. 4.11(c) and (d), electrical and acoustical response functions of a PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio of 5.0 calculated
using P = 4:5 for fmax in both coordinate directions are compared with the corresponding reference simulations.
Results for the electrical input admittance and for the source sensitivity response are shown in Figs. 4.11(c) and 4.11(d),
respectively. Only minor differences are seen between the case where 4.5 elements are used per shear wavelength in both
coordinate directions, and the reference simulations, for both cases. For the enlarged areas, where the error is largest,
careful inspection reveals that the differences are mostly due to a slight displacement of the peaks in the electrical input
admittance and the source sensitivity response towards lower frequencies. This shift of the peaks of the response functions
to lower frequencies is the main reason for the error in the response functions being considerably larger than the error in
the resonance frequencies.

The above results show that the use of 5 elements per shear wavelength seems to give an accuracy for acoustical
and electrical response functions which is sufficient for qualitative analysis and in many cases also for comparison with
measured values. A corresponding comparison for simulations with 2 elements per shear wavelength has also been made
(not shown here), and it was found that simulations with 2 elements per shear wavelength may in many cases also be used
for qualitative analysis, although more visible differences are seen in this case, as in Fig. 4.17(c) and (d) for the in-water
case.

4.3.3 Piezoelectric disks with a front layer in vacuum

For a piezoelectric disk with a front layer, corresponding convergence tests as for piezoelectric disks only have been made,
to investigate if the same number of elements per wavelength are required in the front layer as in the piezoelectric disk to
get a specified accuracy. Convergence tests have been made for both the resonance frequencies and for the electrical and
acoustical response functions. Only one piezoelectric disk, a PZT-5A disk with D/T=5, and only one front layer material,
epoxy (withcl = 2340 m/s,� = 1130 g/m3, � = 0:25, Q = 25) is considered in the convergence tests. As the number
of elements along the radius has to be the same in the piezoelectric disk and in the front layer with the meshing scheme
applied in the present work, the number of elements per wavelength in the piezoelectric disk in the radial direction is higher
than the number of elements per wavelength in the front layer in the radial direction, because the wavelength of shear waves
is shorter in the front layer than in the piezoelectric disk.

The error in each calculated resonance frequency is again calculated by comparing each calculated resonance frequency
with a reference value. These reference values are simulations with 13 elements per shear wavelength for the maximum
frequency, which is equal to 2500 kHz. The thickness of the piezoelectric disk is equal to 1.0 mm and the front layer
thickness is varied between 0.2T�=4;TE1 and 1.6T�=4;TE1, whereT�=4;TE1 is the quarterwave thickness of the front layer
for the TE1 mode of the PZT-5A disk.

The convergence tests are made using eight simulation series, whereP for the maximum frequency is set to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8 and 9. For each of these cases, all resonance frequencies up to the frequencyfmax = 2500kHz are calculated for disks
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(d) Source sensitivity response
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Figure 4.12: (a) The relative error in calculated resonance frequencies of a PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 with an epoxy front layer with
varying thickness, plotted as a function of the number of elements shear per wavelength. (b) The error in calculated electrical input
admittance relative to the maximum value of the electrical input admittance, plotted as a function of the number of elements per shear
wavelength for a PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio of 5 with an epoxy front layer of quarterwave thickness. (c) The electrical input admittance
of a PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 with a quarterwave epoxy front layer. Solid line is for simulations usingP = 5 for f = 2200 kHz.
Corresponding simulation results withP = 13 for f = 2200 kHz are shown using dots. (d) As (c), but for source sensitivity response.

with 8 different front layer thicknesses. The relative error as a function of the number of elements per shear wavelength for
each resonance frequency is plotted as a point in Fig. 4.12(a). Note that only results for frequencies which are calculated
with P � 3 are shown. From Fig. 4.12(a) it may for example be seen that a resonance frequency of a piezoelectric disk with
a front layer which is calculated withP � 5 in both the piezoelectric disk and in the front layer, is calculated with a relative
error below 0.25%. This is approximately the same result which was found for a piezoelectric disk only in Sec. 4.3.2. For
calculation withP = 10, the relative error is up to0:1% for a few of the frequencies which are calculated with 10 elements
per shear wavelength, whereas it is below 200 ppm for most frequencies. For the case of a piezoelectric disk only, all
calculated results were found to be below 150 ppm for calculations withP = 10. The reason for this difference has not
been found, but it has been established that this increased relative error is found for frequencies below 1000 kHz.
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A corresponding convergence test for electrical and acoustical response functions of a piezoelectric disk with a front
layer has also been made, but only for one front layer thickness, the quarterwave matching layer thickness, due to higher
demands on computation time and computer memory. The same PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 and the same front layer material
is considered. The acoustical and electrical response functions are calculated using the mode superposition method.

As for the resonance frequencies, eight simulation series are made, whereP for the maximum frequency is set to 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, and simulations withP = 13 are used as reference simulations. The electrical input admittance (Y ) and
the voltage source sensitivity (Sv) are calculated for frequencies between 200 kHz and 2500 kHz with a frequency step of
5 kHz, for each of the simulation series, including the reference simulations. The same error function as for piezoelectric
disks only, described in Sec. 4.3.2.2, is used.

In Fig. 4.12(b), this error function is plotted as a function of the number of elements per shear wavelength for the input
admittance. Corresponding results for the source sensitivity are similar, and are not shown here. From Fig. 4.12(c) it is
seen that the maximum error is around1% of the maximum value for the electrical input admittance whenP = 5, whereas
a maximum error of around5% was found for the corresponding case for the piezoelectric disk only. The corresponding
maximum error for the source sensitivity was found to be about3% (not shown here). The reason for better results in the
case for a disk with a front layer compared to the case for a disk only may be due to the fact that the number of elements
per wavelength in the piezoelectric disk is higher than in the front layer for the simulations for a piezoelectric disk with a
front layer due to the meshing used.

In Fig. 4.12(c) and (d), electrical and acoustical response functions of a PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio of 5.0 with a
quarterwave thick epoxy front layer, calculated usingP = 5 for fmax in both coordinate directions, are compared to
corresponding reference simulations. Results for the electrical input admittance and for the source sensitivity response are
shown in Figs. 4.12(c) and 4.12(d), respectively. Only minor differences are seen between the case where 5 elements
are used per shear wavelength and the reference simulations, for both cases, as for the corresponding comparison for
the response functions of a piezoelectric disk only (cf. Sec. 4.3.2.2). Again, the differences are mostly due to a slight
displacement of the peaks of the electrical input admittance and the source sensitivity response towards lower frequencies.

4.3.4 Radiated sound field from a plane piston radiator

A good test problem for the finite and infinite elements is the radiated sound field from a plane piston radiator mounted in
an infinite rigid baffle, for which there exists an exact analytical solution [146]. In Sec. 4.2.6 it is shown that FEMP gives
accurate results for the radiated sound field from a plane piston radiator when 12 elements are used per wavelength in the
fluid region.

An example of a meshing used for the plane piston radiator is shown in Fig. 4.13. The part of the fluid region close
to the plane piston radiator is modeled using finite elements, whereas the outer part of the fluid medium is modeled using
infinite elements (only the inner part of the infinite elements are shown in the figure). The radius at which the infinite
elements are applied (Rinf ) and the meshing of the inner part of the fluid medium influences the accuracy of the solution.
Also, the order of the infinite elements influences the solution. In this section it is investigated how the accuracy in the
calculated sound pressure field varies when the following three simulation parameters are varied,

� The radiusRinf at which the infinite elements are applied (considered in Sec. 4.3.4.1).

� The order of the infinite elements (considered in Sec. 4.3.4.1).

� The number of elements per wavelength in the part of the fluid region meshed with infinite elements (considered in
Sec. 4.3.4.2).

Additional research on varying the order of this type of infinite elements for a radiation problem is given e.g. in Refs. [60,
59, 23, 210], but those results are not directly applicable to the current work.

Two types of analysis are made below. First it is investigated how the distanceRinf influences the accuracy of the
solution for infinite elements of order 8, 10 and 12, where 5 elements are used per wavelength in the inner fluid region.
Following this is an investigation of the accuracy in the solution as a function of the number of elements per wavelength in
the inner fluid region.

4.3.4.1 Influence of distanceRinf on accuracy of solution

The last maximum in the on-axis pressure field of a plane piston radiator is at an axial distance of approximatelya2=� (cf.
Sec. 2.6), and the distance at which the infinite elements are applied are therefore given normalized to the distancea2=�
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Figure 4.13: The mesh of finite and infinite elements used in the modeling of the radiated sound field from a plane piston radiator.

using the variableS, defined byS = z=(a2=�) [108].
Only a plane piston radiator withka = 30 is considered, and the number of elements per wavelength in the fluid region


f1 close to the plane piston radiator is held constant at 5 elements per wavelength. The error is calculated separately
for the nearfield and farfield. and shown as a function of the normalized distanceRinf at which the infinite elements are
applied for three different orders of the infinite elements. Results for the near- and farfield are shown in Figs Figs. 4.14(a)
and (b), respectively, The error function used to calculated the error in the nearfield, shown in Fig. 4.14(a), is the error (in
maximum norm [119, 200]) in the calculated on-axis pressure amplitude relative to the exact analytical solution, normalized
to the exact solution. Very similar results are found using the Euclidean (L2) norm, and are therefore not shown here. The
error function used to calculate the error in the farfield, shown in Fig. 4.14(b), is the relative error in the calculated on-axis
pressure at 1.0 m (which is in the farfield region for the problem at hand).

Generally, it is seen that when the distanceRinf at which the infinite elements are applied increases, the error in the
calculated pressure decreases, until a certain critical distance (or radius). Applying the infinite elements further away does
not lead to more accurate results, whereas the computation time increases because the fluid region
f1 (which in this case
is meshed with 5 elements per wavelength) becomes larger.

When considering the calculated nearfield on-axis pressure [cf. Fig. 4.14(a)], the critical distance for the 8th order, 10th
order and 12th order infinite elements are approximately0:4S, 0:32S and0:25S. When the infinite elements are applied at
a larger distance than the critical distance, the error is nearly unchanged. It may, however, be noted that the curves for the
10th and 12th order infinite elements in Fig. 4.14(a) slope slightly upwards when the distance at which the infinite elements
are applied becomes larger than the critical distance, but this is marginally compared to the behavior for distances smaller
than the critical distance. The results for the farfield on-axis pressure at 1 m are similar [cf. Fig. 4.14(b)], except that the
critical distance for the 8th order infinite element is smaller. Investigations indicate that the critical distance (or radius) does
not depend on the number of elements per wavelength used in the inner fluid region
f1.

From Fig. 4.14 it is evident that the infinite elements may be applied closer to the radiating body for higher order
elements, and thus the region which must be meshed with fluid finite elements becomes smaller as the order of the infinite
elements increases. Thus it would seem that it is favorable to use very high order infinite elements. However, the solution
time does increase strongly when the order of the infinite elements is increased while the mesh is held unchanged, and it is
therefore advisable to use infinite elements of an intermediate order. It has been chosen to use the 10th order infinite wave
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Figure 4.14: Convergence test for plane piston radiator withka = 30. The error relative to the exact analytical solution is plotted as a
function of the normalized distanceRinf at which the infinite elements are applied for the 8th order, 10th order and 12th order infinite
element. 5 elements are used per wavelength in the fluid region. (a) Error in the on-axis pressure (magnitude) relative to the exact
analytical solution calculated using the maximum norm. (b) Relative error in the on-axis pressure (magnitude) at 1 m.
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Figure 4.15: Convergence test for plane piston radiator withka = 10, 20 and 30. The error relative to the exact analytical solution is
plotted as a function of the number of elements per wavelength in the fluid region. The 10th order infinite element is used, and the infinite
elements are applied at a distance of approximatelyS = 0:40 or larger. (a) Error in the on-axis pressure (magnitude) relative to the exact
analytical solution calculated using the maximum norm. (b) Relative error in the on-axis pressure (magnitude) at 1 m.

envelope element in the remainder of the present work, based on some simulations where the CPU time has been compared
with achievable accuracy for the different orders of the infinite element, where the optimal value ofS is chosen for each
order of the infinite elements (not shown here). This is also applied in the following subsection, where the influence of the
number of elements per wavelength on the accuracy of the solution is considered.

4.3.4.2 Influence of number of element per wavelength on accuracy of solution

In Fig. 4.15 it is investigated how the error in the calculated pressure varies with the number of elements per wavelength
used in the fluid region
f1, when infinite elements of order 10 are applied at a distance which is larger than the critical
distance/radius ofS = 0:32 found above. The number of elements per wavelength is varied from 2 to 12, and for each case
error functions for the magnitude of the sound pressure in the nearfield and farfield are calculated, as above. Three different
ka-values (ka=10, 20 and 30) are considered. For the nearfield error, shown in Fig. 4.15(a), it is seen that the error decreases
when the number of elements per wavelength is increased for all three ka-values, as expected. It is also evident that the
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nearfield error generally increases when the ka-value increases. This is in agreement with Ref. [32], where it is found
that the error in the calculated pressure increases when the frequency is increased, even when the number of elements per
wavelength is held constant. This is also called the pollution error [82] in finite element solutions of Helmholtz’ equation.
Therefore, it is not appropriate to use the number of elements per wavelength directly as an indicator of the error, as the
error increases with the frequency when the number of elements per wavelength is held constant. Most problems considered
in the present work have ka-values of 30 or below, and the error as a function of the number of elements per wavelength for
ka = 30 may therefore be used as an upper bound for all ka-values considered here.

For the farfield error, shown in Fig. 4.15(b), the error does not increase with ka-value as for the nearfield case. For
ka = 10 and ka=20, the error decreases when the number of elements per wavelength is increased, as expected. However,
for ka = 30, the error is smallest when 5 elements are used per wavelength, and the error becomes larger when the number
of elements per wavelength is increased. This behavior is not expected, and it is thought that this low error is a consequence
of the value ofRinf used in this example, for which incidentally a low error is found for the case when 5 elements are used
per wavelength. For another value ofRinf , a similar situation to the case forka = 10 andka = 20 is expected.

From Fig. 4.15(a) it may be seen that the maximum nearfield error calculated using the maximum norm is about 2%
when 5 elements are used per wavelength, and the corresponding maximum relative error for the pressure at 1 m is about
0.25%. Note that these are both lower than the corresponding error found for the electrical and acoustical response functions
of a piezoelectric disk and a piezoelectric disk with a front layer with 5 elements per wavelength above.

4.3.5 Piezoelectric disk in water

It would have been of interest to make as extensive convergence tests for fluid loaded piezoelectric disks as for unloaded
piezoelectric disks, but due to the fact that the number of elements needed to model the piezoelectric disk and the
fluid medium using 13 elements per wavelength is very high for the frequency region around the fundamental thickness
extensional mode, this has unfortunately not been possible. Therefore, only a disk with D/T=3 has been considered, as it
has been possible to make simulations with 13 elements per wavelength for frequencies up to 2400 kHz mm for this disk

Fluid infinite
elements

Fluid finite
elements

Piezoelectric
finite elements

R inf

Axis of symmetry

Figure 4.16: An example mesh of piezoelectric finite elements and fluid finite and infinite elements used in the modeling of the radiated
sound field from a piezoelectric disk. Note that the number of elements used in the actual simulations is much larger than what is shown
in this figure.
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Figure 4.17: (a) The error in calculated electrical input admittance relative to the maximum value of the electrical input admittance,
plotted as a function of the number of elements per shear wavelength for PZT-5A disks with D/T ratio of 5 with fluid loading. (b) As (a),
but for source sensitivity. (c) The electrical input admittance of a PZT-5A disk with D/T=5. Solid line is for simulations usingP = 2
for f = 1200 kHz. Corresponding simulation results withP = 13 for f = 1200 kHz are shown using dots. (d) As (c), but for source
sensitivity response.

with water loading, with the infinite elements applied at a large enough distance. This lead to a problem size of about 11000
elements and 50000 degrees of freedom.

The disk considered is a PZT-5A disk with diameter 6.0 mm and thickness 2.0 mm. The meshing typically used for a
piezoelectric disk with fluid loading is shown in Fig. 4.16. The infinite elements of 10th order are used, and the distance at
which the infinite elements are applied (5.0 mm from the center of the front face of the disk) corresponds toS = 0:6 at the
maximum frequency of 1200 kHz. Thus, the distance at which the infinite elements are applied is significantly larger than
the critical distance ofS = 0:32 found for the plane piston radiator in the previous section.

The above convergence tests for a piezoelectric disk only (cf. Sec. 4.3.2) and for the radiated sound field from a plane
piston radiator (cf. Sec. 4.3.4) have shown that the maximum error in the response functions for the piezoelectric disk for a
fixed number of elements per wavelength in the piezoelectric disk is of the same order as the maximum error in the pressure
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field from a plane piston radiator where the same number of elements per wavelength are used in the fluid medium. Thus,
the same number of elements should be applied in both the piezoelectric disk and in the inner part of the fluid medium
in the convergence tests. However, when considering the meshing used, as shown in Fig. 4.16, it may be seen that the
length of the element edges of the piezoelectric finite elements is much smaller than the corresponding element edges of
the fluid finite elements, and thus when e.g. 5 elements are used per wavelength in the inner fluid region, a larger number
of elements per wavelength is used for the piezoelectric disk (and for most of the fluid region). The number of elements
per wavelength used in the convergence tests for the water loaded piezoelectric disk below is thus the minimum number of
elements per wavelength used in the region of analysis.

Eight simulation series are made, where the minimum number of elements per wavelength,P , for the maximum
frequency (1200 kHz) is set to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. Simulations withP = 13 are used as reference simulations.
The electrical input admittance (Y ) and the voltage source sensitivity (Sv) are calculated for frequencies between 10 kHz
and 1200 kHz with a frequency step of 5 kHz, for each of the simulation series, including the reference simulations.
The same error function as for the acoustical and electrical response functions of piezoelectric disks only, as described in
Sec. 4.3.2.2, is used.

In Fig. 4.17(a) this error function applied to the electrical input conductance is plotted as a function of the minimum
number of elements per wavelength in the region of analysis. Corresponding results for the source sensitivity are shown
in Fig. 4.17(b). The maximum error is around2% of the maximum value for the electrical input admittance whenP = 5,
and3% of the maximum value for the source sensitivity whenP = 5. For the corresponding case for a piezoelectric disk
without fluid loading (cf. Sec. 4.3.2.2), the corresponding maximum errors where found to be5% and6% for the electrical
input admittance and the source sensitivity, respectively. One reason for this might be that the piezoelectric disk is modeled
with a lot more than 5 elements per wavelength when the fluid medium is modeled with 5 elements per wavelength as
described above, and thus higher accuracy is to be expected for this part of the system.

As the convergence tests are made for one D/T ratio only, this represents no upper bound for the error, but an indication
of what accuracy is to be expected in the calculations. Furtheron, for higher D/T ratios, the ka-value becomes higher for
frequencies around the thickness extensional mode, and thus the error increases due to the pollution error (cf. Sec. 4.3.4),
even if the number of elements per wavelength is held constant. Only ka-values up to 15 have been considered here.

In some of the analysis in Chapter 6, where a piezoelectric disk with a front layer and fluid loading is considered, it has
only been possible to make simulations with 2 or 3 elements per wavelength for the maximum frequency. This is also the
case in the comparison with measurements for a PZT-5A disk with D/T=12 in Sec. 4.2.5. However, even if only 2 elements
are used per wavelength, the results are applicable for qualitative analysis. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.17(c) and (d), where
electrical and acoustical response functions of the disk modeled using 2 elements per wavelength are compared to the
corresponding reference simulations. Results for the electrical input admittance and for the source sensitivity response
are shown in Figs. 4.17(c) and 4.17(d), respectively. Some differences are seen between the case where 2 elements are
used per wavelength and the reference simulations, but for qualitative analysis this accuracy should be sufficient. Also, for
qualitative comparison with measurements, this accuracy is sufficient in most cases.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, the validity of simulations results found using the FE program FEMP has been investigated by comparing
FEMP simulations with other FE results, analytical solutions and measurements. In addition, the accuracy in the FE results
has been investigated as a function of the number of elements per wavelength used in the simulations, through convergence
tests. In both cases, the investigations have been focused on the types of transducers studied in the remainder of this work,
piezoelectric disks and piezoelectric disks with a front layer, and on the types of results given in the analsis in the Chapter
5 and 6, resonance frequencies and response functions.

In Sec. 4.2, it has been found that the maximum relative error in calculated resonance frequencies of piezoelectric disks
and piezoelectric disks with a front layer, compared to other FE codes, is below 5 ppm. Furthermore, when comparing
FEMP simulations with analytically calculated resonance frequencies of an elastic isotropic disk, deviations between
simulations and the analytical solution have been found to be as low as2:5 � 1010. Also, good qualitative agreement
has been found between FEMP simulations and measured electrical input conductance of several piezoelectric disks, for
both the in-air and in-water case. A corresponding agreement has been found for the electrical input conductance of
piezoelectric disks with a front layer of varying thickness in air. In addition, qualitative agreement has been found between
FEMP simulations and measurements for the source sensitivity response of a piezoelectric disk in air. These comparisons
show that the FE results delivered by the FE code FEMP are reliable. This is an important basis for the analysis presented
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in Chapter 5 and 6.
In Sec. 4.3 it has been investigated which accuracy is to be expected in the FE results for a given element division.

These results are used when choosing the element divison in the analysis presented in Chapter 5 and 6:

� For the resonance frequencies of piezoelectric disks, an upper error bound for the calculated resonance frequencies
has been found. For example, if 5 elements are used per shear wavelength, the maximum error in the calculated
resonance frequencies is 0.2 %, and when 10 elements are used per shear wavelength, the corresponding maximum
error is 150 ppm. This is used in Chapter 5 to present resonance frequency spectra with high and quantified accuracy,
using 10 elements per shear wavelength for the highest frequencies in the frequency spectra.

� For piezoelectric disks with a front layer, less extensive investigations have been made, but these investigations
indicate that the maximum error in the calculated resonance frequencies of piezoelectric disks with a front layer are
around 0.25% when at least 5 elements are used per shear wavelength in both the piezoelectric disk and the front
layer, and below 0.1 % when 10 elements are used per shear wavelength.

� Calculations of the electrical input conductance and source sensitivity response for piezoelectric disks for both thein
vacuo/in-air and in-water cases, and for piezoelectric disks with a front layer for thein vacuo/in-air case, indicate that
when using 5 elements per shortest wavelength in the solution domain, the errors in the response functions are not
more than a few percent of the maximum values of the respective response functions. When 2 elements are used per
shortest wavelength, there are visible errors, but it is nevertheless possible to use the results for qualitative analysis
in many cases.

Based on these results, 5 elements are used per wavelength in most of the analysis results presented in Chapter 5 and
6. In a few cases, a lower number of elements per wavelength is used due to long computation times.

Note that these error estimates are only valid for the element types considered in the convergence tests. For other
element types, it is to be expected that a different number of elements per wavelength than what is shown here is required
to get a certain accuracy. These error estimates are however applicable to all results presented in Chapter 5 and 6.
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Chapter 5

FE modeling of piezoelectric disks

5.1 Introduction

The piezoelectric disk is the active element in piezoelectric transducers of the types studied in the present work (cf.
Sec. 2.3), and the vibration and radiated sound field of the piezoelectric transducer therefore depends strongly on the
vibrational characteristics of the piezoelectric disk. This chapter is concerned with the analysis of the vibration of
piezoelectric disks (see Fig. 5.1) with varying diameter over thickness ratio (D/T ratio), and the radiated sound field from
such disks.

This chapter is divided into three main parts. In the first part, Sec. 5.2, it is shown that the resonance frequencies and
response functions of piezoelectric disks are only dependent on the D/T ratio and on the frequency thickness product. Thus,
the results presented in the remainder of the chapter may be generalized to arbitrary disk thicknesses, making the results
applicable to a wider range of different problems.

The second part of the chapter, Sec. 5.3, is focused on the analysis of piezoelectric disks with varying D/T ratio
vibrating in vacuum or air. In Sec. 5.3.1, a refined mode classification scheme for piezoelectric disks is suggested, and
using this mode classification scheme the vibrational modes of PZT-5A disks and PbTiO3 disks are classified. In Sec. 5.3.2
resonance frequency spectra, which are important for the mode classification of piezoelectric disks, are presented for
circular piezoelectric disks of five different materials. In Sec. 5.3.3 the peaks in the electrical and acoustical response
functions of a PZT-5A disk are associated with the different vibrational modes identified in the mode classification scheme,
using the resonance frequency spectrum of PZT-5A disks. In addition, the electrical and acoustical response functions are
compared for this PZT-5A disk, and the relation between the eigenmodes of the piezoelectric disk and the vibration of the
piezoelectric disk at different frequencies is discussed.

The third part of the chapter, Sec. 5.4, is focused on piezoelectric disks vibrating in water, including the radiation into
the water medium. The effect of fluid loading on the response functions (electrical input conductance and source sensitivity
response) of piezoelectric disks is investigated in Sec. 5.4.1, and in particular, the attenuation and frequency shift of the

φ = 0

Ι
r
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Piezoceramic disk
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Vacuum

D Electrode

Electrode

T

Figure 5.1: Problem geometry. A piezoelectric disk with thicknessT and diameterD. The thickness of the electrode is assumed to be
negligible, and the piezoelectric disk is polarized in the thickness direction.
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peaks in the response functions is discussed in relation with which vibrational modes the individual peaks may be associated
with. In Sec. 5.4.2 it is investigated how the fluid loading affects the vibration of the disk at different frequencies, and in
Sec. 5.4.3 it is investigated how the radiated sound field from piezoelectric disks varies for different vibrational modes,
and how the radiated sound field varies in limited frequency bands around the frequencies of the TE1 and R1 modes. The
relation between the radiated field and the vibration of the disk, as well as the relation between the radiated field from the
disk and the radiated field from a plane piston radiator, is also discussed.

Simulation parameters

The applicability of the FE code FEMP to the modeling of piezoelectric disks has been verified in Sec. 4.2.2 and Sec. 4.2.5.
The expected accuracy in the FE results as a function of the number of elements per wavelength used in the modeling of the
piezoelectric disk has been found in Sec. 4.3. Based on a compromise between accuracy and computing time it has been
chosen to use between 2 and 10 elements per wavelength in the simulations, the highest number of elements being used for
the resonance frequency spectra and the lowest number of elements being used for the analysis of water loaded disks with
relatively large D/T ratio. The number of elements used per wavelength is stated for each case.

5.2 D/T dependence of resonance frequencies and response functions of piezo-
electric disks

In this section, it is considered how the resonance frequencies and response functions of piezoelectric disks depend on the
diameter and thickness of the disks, to investigate the relation between the resonance frequencies and response functions of
disks with equal D/T ratio but different thicknesses and diameters. Simulations in which the resonance frequencies and the
response functions are calculated for two different PZT-5A disks with D/T=10 are made. One of the disks is of thickness
1.0 mm, and the other is of thickness 0.1 mm. Both the in-air and in-water cases are considered, and 5 elements are used
per shortest wavelength for the maximum frequency for which results are presented in the FE models.

Results are presented for resonance frequencies in Sec. 5.2.1 and for response functions in Sec. 5.2.2.
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(a) Electrical input conductance
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of (a) electrical input conductance in vacuum and (b) source sensitivity response in air for two PZT-5A disks
with D/T ratio equal to 10.0, with thickness of 1.0 mm and 0.1 mm, respectively. The source sensitivity response in air is calculated
using the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method.
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(b) Source sensitivity response (water loaded disk)
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of (a) electrical input conductance and (b) source sensitivity response of two water loaded PZT-5A disks with
D/T ratio equal to 10.0, with thickness of 1.0 mm and 0.1 mm, respectively.

5.2.1 Resonance frequencies

A common way of presenting the resonance frequencies of piezoelectric disks with varying D/T ratio, is to plot the
resonance frequency-thickness product as a function of the D/T ratio (see e.g. Refs. [232, 164, 95]). Thus it is well-known
that the resonance frequency-thickness product is constant for a given D/T ratio, when the thickness of the disk varies.
This is also indicated in Fig. 5.2, where it is seen that the peaks of the response functions (corresponding to resonance
frequencies) are not shifted in frequency-thickness when the thickness of the piezoelectric disk is changed.

5.2.2 Electrical and acoustical response functions

In-air case

The electrical input conductance is compared for the two disks in vacuum in Fig. 5.2(a), and correspondingly for the source
sensitivity response in Fig. 5.2(b). The loss model used in the simulations is the one described in Sec. 3.7.1, where complex
material constants are used for mechanical and electrical losses, through the mechanical and electrical Q-factors. The
source sensitivity response of the disks is calculated using the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method described in Sec. 3.7.4,
in which first the vibration of the disk is calculated without fluid loading, and then the radiated sound field is calculated
using the surface vibration from the unloaded case, under the assumption that the disk is mounted in an infinite, rigid baffle.

From Fig. 5.2 it is evident that the response functions as a function of the frequency-thickness product are only
dependent on the D/T ratio, and not on the thickness of the disks. Thus, the results presented in the remainder of this
chapter are applicable to disks with arbitrary thicknesses, even though all simulations are made for disks with thickness 1.0
mm or 2.0 mm.

These results are in accordance with results presented for the electrical input conductance in Ref. [193], where it is
shown analytically that the peak value of the electrical input conductance of the radial modes are equal to a constant times
(D=T ), whereas the peak value of the electrical input conductance of the thickness extensional mode is equal to a constant
times(D=T )2.

Note that the results presented above are only valid for this loss model. For a loss model with another frequency
dependency, some changes would occur in the response functions as a function of the frequency-thickness product when
the thickness of the disk changes and the D/T ratio is constant.
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In-water case

The electrical and acoustical response functions of the same two disks for the in-water case are compared in Fig. 5.3. In
this case the response functions are calculated using a full FE model, where the fluid medium is modeled using finite and
infinite elements. Again it is evident that the response functions as a function of the frequency-thickness product are only
dependent on the D/T ratio, and not on the thickness of the disks, even when the effect of the surrounding medium is
included in the analysis. The water loading has the same effect on both disks due to the fact that the ka-value is the same
for any frequency for the two disks. Thus, the results presented for water loaded disks in the remainder of this chapter are
also applicable to disks with arbitrary thicknesses.

5.3 Piezoelectric disks vibrating in vacuum and air

In this section, piezoelectric disks vibrating in air and vacuum are considered. Note that all results presented are for thein
vacuocase, except for the source sensitivity response, which is calculated from the vibration of the disk in vacuum using
the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method discussed in Sec. 3.7.4.

The analysis of piezoelectric disks in vacuum and air is divided into three parts. A refined mode classification scheme
for circular piezoelectric disks is presented in Sec. 5.3.1, and vibrational modes of PZT-5A and PbTiO3 disks are classified
according to this mode classification scheme. Resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks are presented with
high and quantified accuracy in Sec. 5.3.2, and the electrical and acoustical response functions of piezoelectric disks in
vacuum/air are considered in Sec. 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Vibrational mode shapes of piezoelectric disks

In this section, it is attempted to classify the vibrational modes in circular piezoelectric disks according to the mode
classification schemes for piezoelectric disks given in the literature (as described in Sec. 2.5.3). In this classification
process, mode shapes including interior deformation are shown for all mode types for a material for which the constantm
is larger than one (PZT-5A), and for a material for which the constantm is less than one (PbTiO3). The mode classification
schemes found in the literature are refined in the present work, in the sense that a novel numbering scheme is suggested
for A modes based on a study of the surface deformation and interior deformation of A modes for disks of varying D/T
ratio, and in the sense that TS and TE modes are identified as special types of A and L modes. Furthermore, there are three
different (and contradictory) classification schemes for A modes in the literature, as pointed out in Sec. 2.5.3, and in the
present work it is suggested that one of these schemes should be applied based on an analysis of the surface and interior
deformation of A modes, and based on an analogy with Lamb waves in isotropic plates. Also, special attention is given to
the differences between the vibrational modes for a material withm larger than one compared to a material withm less
than one, as no corresponding studies have been found in the literature.

It is chosen to show eigenmodes, including surface and interior deformation, for disks with D/T=10, as an example,
and to show front surface deformation for disks with 11 different D/T ratios ranging from 0.2 to 20, superimposed on a
resonance frequency spectrum, to indicate how the vibrational modes of the disks vary with the D/T ratio (see Ref. [148]
for more details). All modes for the disks with D/T=10 are classified explicitly, and the mode classification for disks with
other D/T ratios is also discussed. Some vibrational modes are strongly coupled to other modes. In these cases it may
be difficult to classify the vibrational modes, and a ’+’ is added behind the eigenmode name to indicate that the mode is
strongly coupled to other modes. The use of the ’+’ sign to indicate mode coupling is based on a subjective assessment of
the deformation of the vibrational modes. The eigenmodes may only be determined to an arbitrary multiplicative factor.
Here it is chosen to display all eigenmodes with a positive displacement in the thickness direction for the center point of
the front of the disk.

Note that interactive figures similar to Fig. 5.5 and 5.14 below, but for a higher number of D/T ratios and including the
interior deformation of the disks as shown in e.g. Fig. 5.4, are available in Ref. [148]. The interactive figures in Ref. [148]
may be very useful for the reader in some of the discussions below.

Simulation parameters

For all simulations in this section, 5 elements are used per shear wavelength in both radial and thickness direction for
the maximum frequency, which is 2300 kHz for the PZT-5A disks, and 3000 kHz for the PbTiO3 disks, leading to a
maximum error in the calculated resonance frequencies of about0:2% for the highest frequencies, and less error for the
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lower frequencies (cf Sec. 4.3.2). The error in the displacement over the front surface of the disks when using this element
division is found to be so small that it is not visible in the modal plots (no convergence tests shown in the present work).

5.3.1.1 PZT-5A disks

In Fig. 5.4 the 21 lowest symmetric modes of a PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio equal to 10 are shown. Mode names are given
for all 21 modes according to the discussion below, and a plus sign is used to indicate strong coupling to other vibrational
modes, as described above. In Fig. 5.5 the front surface deformation is shown for PZT-5A disks with 11 different D/T
ratios, superimposed on a resonance frequency spectrum. A resonance frequency spectrum is a plot of the variation of the
resonance frequencies of the piezoelectric disks as a function of the D/T ratio (cf. Sec. 2.5.2). In Fig. 5.5 the area around
the thickness shear mode (TS1) is enlarged to make all modes visible. Note that PZT-5A is a material withm larger than
one, and thus the resonance frequency of the TE1 mode is above the resonance frequency of the TS1 mode according to
one-dimensional models (cf. Sec. 2.5.1).

In the following, the mode classification schemes found in the literature are discussed and refined based on Figs. 5.4
and 5.5, and the vibrational modes shown in these two figures are classified.

Mode 1: 198 kHz (R1)

Mode 2: 504 kHz (R2)

Mode 3: 769 kHz (R3)

Mode 4: 987 kHz (R4)

Mode 5: 1156 kHz (R5)

Mode 6: 1261 kHz (E+)

Mode 7: 1324 kHz (R6+)

Mode 8: 1457 kHz (R7)

Mode 9: 1600 kHz (R8)

Mode 10: 1623 kHz (TS1+/A1+)

Mode 11: 1637 kHz (A2)

Mode 12: 1707 kHz (A3+)

Mode 13: 1750 kHz (R9)

Mode 14: 1843 kHz (A4+)

Mode 15: 1908 kHz (R10+)

Mode 16: 1963 kHz (TE1+/L1+)

Mode 17: 2007 kHz (R11+)

Mode 18: 2093 kHz (L2+)

Mode 19: 2103 kHz (R12+)

Mode 20: 2181 kHz (A5+)

Mode 21: 2269 kHz (L3+)

Figure 5.4: Vibrational mode shapes for the 21 lowest symmetric modes of a circular PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio of 10. A plus sign
indicates strong coupling to other modes. In some cases (e.g. for the A4 mode) this mode coupling is so strong that it may be difficult to
identify the individual modes.
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Figure 5.5: Vibrational mode shapes for 11 different D/T ratios for circular PZT-5A disks.
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R modes

The lowest symmetric vibrational mode of the PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio equal to 10, with frequency 198 kHz (cf.
Fig. 5.4), is the fundamental radial mode (R1). In agreement with previous mode classification schemes discussed in
Sec. 2.5.3.1, the disk expands in the thickness direction when it contracts in the radial direction due to the Poisson’s ratio
effect. For other D/T ratios (except for D/T less than 2), the displacement over the front face of the disk for the first mode
is very similar to the case for D/T=10, as shown in Fig. 5.5, and thus the first mode is the R1 mode for D/T ratios of 2 and
larger. For low D/T values, the disk becomes a cylinder or rod, and for the case where the D/T ratio is equal to 0.2, the
first mode is not a radial mode, but a length expander mode (LE mode), where all of the front face of the disk (or rod) is
vibrating in phase. Between D/T=0.2 and D/T=2 there is a continuous transition between the LE mode and the R1 mode,
in agreement with previous work (see. e.g. Refs. [94, 95, 164]).

The second mode for the disk with D/T=10 is the second radial mode (R2), and so on up to the fifth mode, which is the
fifth radial mode (R5). There are nodal circles over the thickness of the disk at certain radiuses at which the displacement in
the radial direction is zero, and the number of nodal circles increases as the order of the modes increases. E.g., for the fifth
radial mode, there are five nodal circles (including one at the center). This conforms with previous work (cf. Sec. 2.5.3.1).
A similar pattern is seen for other D/T ratios in Fig. 5.5 for frequencies up tofT values of 1200 kHz mm. For higher
fT values, coupling between radial modes and other modes is evident. The discussion of the classification of some of the
higher order radial modes, which are strongly coupled to other vibrational modes, is therefore deferred to the classification
of the E, A, L, TE and TS modes below.

However, the 8th, 9th and 13th modes for the disk with D/T=10 may be identified as radial modes which are not strongly
coupled to other vibrational modes. These modes are the R7, R8 and R9 modes, respectively. Furtheron, mode no. 7 may
be classified as the R6 mode strongly coupled to the edge mode, mode no. 15 may be classified as the R10 mode, coupled
to the TE1 mode, mode no 17 may be classified as the R11 mode, strongly coupled to the TE1 mode, and mode no. 19 may
be classified as the R12 mode, strongly coupled to the L2 mode. A similar classification may be made for other D/T ratios
based on Fig. 5.5.

The E mode

ForfT values between 1200 kHz mm and 1400 kHz mm, there is a significant difference in the vibration of the disk for all
D/T ratios (see Fig. 5.5). In this frequency range, there is much vibration at the edges of the disk compared to what is seen
for lower frequencies. This is characteristic for the edge mode (E mode) [232], as discussed in Sec. 2.5.3.2, and thisfT
region is defined as the edge mode terrace. It may be seen that the mode shape below the edge mode terrace is very similar
to the corresponding mode shape above the edge mode terrace, as also observed e.g. in Ref. [164].

For the disk with D/T=10, the edge vibrations are large for both the 6th and 7th modes. However, both modes are also
similar to the radial modes, and therefore both mode no. 6 and mode no. 7 are coupled radial and edge modes. The edge

(a) Mode superposition, 1345 kHz

(b) Mode 5, 1265 kHz

(c) Mode 6, 1350 kHz

Figure 5.6: In (a) the vibration of a PZT-5A disk with D/T=8 at the frequency 1345 kHz calculated using mode superposition is shown.
In (b) and (c) the 5th and 6th eigenmodes of the PZT-5A disk with D/T=8 are shown, respectively.
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vibrations are largest for mode no. 6, and this mode is therefore classified as an edge mode strongly coupled to radial
modes, whereas mode no. 7 is classified as a radial mode (R6) strongly coupled to the edge mode. For both these modes, a
plus sign is written behind the eigenmode name in Fig. 5.4 due to the strong mode coupling.

For some materials, like e.g. for PbTiO3 discussed in Sec. 5.3.1.2, there is less coupling between the E mode and the
R modes. In that case, nearly all of the vibration is conformed to the circular edges of the disk for the E mode. When
the response of the disk [calculated using the mode superposition method according to Eq. (3.206)] is examined in the
frequency band around mode no. 6 and mode no. 7 for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10, it is found that there is actually a
frequency for which nearly all of the vibration in the disk is conformed to the edges of the disk, due to canceling effects
between the different eigenmodes of the disk. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.6 for a disk with D/T=8.

TS modes and A modes

For the modes classified as thickness shear modes in the literature, there are large shear deformations in the interior of the
disk, as discussed in Sec. 2.5.3.4. Thus, mode no. 10 for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 at 1623 kHz (cf. Fig. 5.4) may be
classified as a thickness shear mode according to these mode classification schemes [94, 95, 164], although some coupling
to radial modes is evident through ripples along the surface of the disk. The shear vibrations for this vibrational mode are
due to the center of the disk and the front face/back end of the disk moving in opposite directions radially. For mode no. 11
for the disk with D/T=10 at 1637 kHz, there are also large shear vibrations in the interior of the disk, and this mode may
therefore also be classified as a thickness shear mode according to the previous mode classification schemes.

When considering the resonance frequency spectrum of PZT-5A disks shown in Fig. 5.5, it may be seen that there
is a terrace structure between aproximately 1615 kHz and 1645 kHz. For D/T=10, there are two terraces, and mode no.
10 and 11 are on these terraces. The number of terraces in the terrace structure increases when D/T increases. E.g., for
D/T=20, there are five such terraces. The modes on these terraces may be classified as thickness shear modes, following
Refs. [95, 94]. Note however that there is strong coupling to radial modes for some D/T ratios (cf. Fig. 5.5). No special
numbering convention has been found for these thickness shear modes, but in the classification of thickness shear modes
in Refs. [95, 94] it is stated that there are nodal circles over the thickness of the disk at certain radiuses at which the
displacement in the radial direction is zero, as for the radial modes, and that the number of nodal circles increases as the
order of the modes increases. Thus, according to this approach mode no. 10 in the disk with D/T=10 is the first order
thickness shear mode and mode no. 11 in the disk with D/T=10 is the second order thickness shear mode.

Both mode no. 10 and mode no. 11 in the disk with D/T=10 are close in frequency to the first through thickness shear
mode (TS1) mode predicted by one dimensional models at 1645 kHz [37] [given in Eq. (2.9)], and not close in frequency
to the second through thickness shear mode. Therefore, both mode no. 10 and mode no. 11 should be denoted TS1 modes,
and a possible naming convention is to classify mode no. 10 as the first order TS1 mode and mode no. 11 as the second
order TS1 mode. Of the thickness shear modes, it is the first order TS1 mode (mode no. 10 in the disk with D/T=10)
which most closely resembles the first through thickness shear mode predicted by one-dimensional models, and also (as
is shown below) the frequency of this mode goes asymptotically towards the frequency of the TS1 mode predicted by one
dimensional models when the D/T ratio is increased. Therefore, the first order TS1 mode (mode no. 10 in the disk with
D/T=10) is denoted the TS1 mode in the following.

An alternative naming convention for the thickness shear modes is introduced below, where the thickness shear modes
are recognized as a special type of A modes. As discussed in Sec. 2.5.3, A modes are associated with the second order
symmetric Lamb mode in an infinite isotropic plate,�2, according to most of the literature on the subject [164, 250, 124,
122], and are seen in a resonance frequency spectrum as a new spectrum of resonances, not harmonically related to those
below the terrace structure. In Ref. [250] both modes on the terrace structure and above the terrace structure are classified
as A modes, and thus the thickness shear modes are a special type of A modes, whereas in some other works on this subject
[124, 164] only modes above the terrace structure are classified as A modes. The reason for chosing the approach from
Ref. [250] in the current mode classification scheme is threefold,

� Mode shapes for modes on the terrace structure (for PZT-5A these modes are the thickness shear modes) and A
modes above the terrace structure show significant similarities when compared (this is done below).

� This leads to increased consistency with Lamb mode interpretation (cf. Sec. 2.5.2 for theory on Lamb modes), as
discussed in Sec. 2.5.3, because all modes which may be associated with the�2 plate mode in an isotropic plate are
then classified as A modes. Note however that the A modes change character from a thickness type mode to a radial
type mode when following a line corresponding to an A mode in the frequency spectrum. This is especially evident
for PbTiO3 disks, considered in the next section.
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Figure 5.7: Mode shape for the mode on the lowest terrace on the terrace structure between 1600 kHz mm and 1645 kHz mm for PZT-5A
disks with four different D/T ratios. Nodal circles for which the displacement in the radial direction is zero through the thickness of the
disk are marked with a vertical dashed line.

� This makes it possible to develop a mode classification and numbering scheme which is consistent for both materials
for which the constantm is larger than and less than one.

The numbering of A modes in the literature [250] is similar to the numbering of R modes; when the order of the A
modes increases, the number of maxima and minima in the axial displacement over the front face/back end of the disk
increases [250]. Alternatively, the deformation of the interior of the disk may be used for the numbering of the A modes,
which is necessary in many cases due to strong coupling between A modes and R modes; the number of nodal circles for
which the radial displacement is zero through the thickness of the disk increases when the order of the A modes increases.
Thus, the first order TS1 mode (mode no. 10 in the disk with D/T=10) is recognized as the A1 mode and the second order
TS1 mode (mode no. 11 in the disk with D/T=10) is recognized as the A2 mode. In Fig. 5.4, a plus sign is added behind
the A1 mode to indicate that there is strong coupling between the A1 mode and radial modes for the disk with D/T=10.

The numbering of higher order A modes, and the A1 and A2 modes for other D/T ratios, is not straightforward, due
to strong coupling between A modes and R modes. From the enlarged part of the resonance frequency spectrum for PZT-
5A disks shown in Fig. 5.5, it is seen that the lowest terrace, on which mode no. 10 for the disk with D/T=10 lies on,
is nearly flat from the right edge of the spectrum corresponding to D/T=20 and down to a D/T value of approximately
7. For lower D/T values, a line sloping upwards from this terrace may be drawn, slightly perturbed by a few crossing
lines corresponding to radial modes. Thus, based on the resonance frequency spectrum only, it would seem appropriate to
assume that the lowest terrace in the terrace structure, and the line sloping upwards from this terrace, corresponds to the
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Figure 5.8: Mode shape of the mode classified as the A1 for PZT-5A disks with five different D/T ratios. Nodal circles for which the
displacement in the radial direction is zero through the thickness of the disk are marked with a vertical dashed line.

A1 mode. However, an investigation of the mode shapes corresponding to this lowest terrace for four different D/T ratios,
shown in Fig. 5.7, indicates that this is not the case:

� For the disks with D/T ratio of 5 and 7, there is one nodal circle at which the displacement in the radial direction in the
disk is zero through the thickness, in addition to the corresponding nodal circle in the middle in the disk. The nodal
circles for which the displacement in the radial direction is zero through the thickness of the disk are automatically
detected by a computer program, and marked with vertical dashed lines - i.e. this is not a subjective assessment.

� For the disk with D/T ratio of 12, there is one additional corresponding nodal circle.

� For the disk with D/T ratio of 19 there are two additional nodal circles.
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Figure 5.9: Mode shape of the mode classified as the A2 mode for PZT-5A disks with five different D/T ratios. Nodal circles for which
the displacement in the radial direction is zero through the thickness of the disk are marked with a vertical dashed line.

Consequently, the number of nodal circles increases when the D/T ratio increases when following the lower terrace in the
terrace structure, and thus the modes at point A and B in Fig. 5.7 should be classified as the A1 mode, the mode at point C as
the A2 mode, and the mode at point D as the A3 mode, according to the mode numbering scheme for A modes introduced
above.

A study of the vibrational modes on the different terraces in the terrace structure reveals that the line which corresponds
to the A1 mode in the resonance frequency spectrum is a line which goes through point A and B in Fig. 5.7, follows the
lowest terrace to a frequency minimum at about 1623 kHz and then slopes upwards again, going asymptotically towards
the upper part of the terrace structure (up to approximately 1640 kHz for D/T=20). This is illustrated using a dashed line in
the upper part of Fig. 5.8. Note that for the mode at point E, there is an additional nodal circle at which the displacement in
the radial direction is zero through the thickness of the disk, probably due to coupling to the A4 mode. Note also that the
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Figure 5.10: Mode shape of the mode classified as the A3 mode for PZT-5A disks with five different D/T ratios. Nodal circles for which
the displacement in the radial direction is zero through the thickness of the disk are marked with a vertical dashed line.

A1 mode may be assigned to the uppermost terrace in the terrace structure for most D/T ratios. There is strong coupling
between the different A modes, and it is therefore not always possible to assign one part of a terrace to a specific mode.
Additionally, coupling to radial modes is seen through ripples along the surface of the disk for all D/T ratios in Fig. 5.8.

The assignment of the A1 mode (and also the other A modes) to a line which falls down to a frequency minimum, and
then slopes upwards again, going asymptotically towards the upper part of the terrace structure, is in agreement with the
theoretical investigations for isotropic, elastic disks in Ref. [250], based on the work of Aggarwal [3, 4]. In these works, the
resonance frequencies of finite isotropic disks have been found analytically, using the approximation that only three of the
four necessary boundary conditions are satisfied exactly. The four boundary conditions are that the normal and tangential
stresses should be equal to zero at the flat surfaces atz = �T=2 and at the curved surface atr = D=2. In Ref. [250] it
is found that the A mode series may be associated with the�2 propagating plate mode (cf. Sec. 2.5.2 for theory on Lamb
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waves in an infinite isotropic plate) with the tangential stresses equal to zero at the curved surface atr = D=2. The mode
shape given for the A1 mode based on this assumption [250, 3, 4] is very similar to the mode shape of the A1 mode shown
in Fig. 5.8.

The line in the resonance frequency spectrum of PZT-5A disks corresponding to the A2 mode is shown using a dashed
line in the upper part of Fig. 5.9, along with mode shapes for five different D/T ratios along this line. For the A2 mode
there are three nodal circles along the radius of the disk at which the radial displacement through the thickness of the disk
is zero, including the one at the center of the disk. The mode shape for the A2 mode is very similar to the theoretically
predicted mode shape for the A2 mode in an isotropic, elastic material, calculated using a simplified model, as shown in
Ref. [250]. A corresponding figure for the A3 mode is shown in Fig. 5.10. For the A3 mode there are four nodal circles
along the radius of the disk at which the radial displacement through the thickness of the disk is zero, including the one at
the center of the disk, and the mode shape for the A3 mode also closely resembles the theoretically predicted mode shape
for the A3 mode shown in Ref. [250]. Note that for at point A for D/T=10 (mode no. 12 at 1707 kHz in Fig. 5.4), the A3
mode is strongly coupled to radial modes, and it is therefore not possible to identify the mode as the A3 mode from the
displacement at the surface of the disk. However, when looking at the interior deformation of the disk, it is seen that this
mode may be classified as the A3 mode.

A similar line may be drawn for the A4 mode, for which there are five nodal circles along the radius of the disk at which
the radial displacement through the thickness of the disk is zero, including the one at the center of the disk (not shown here).
Considering the disk with D/T=10 shown in Fig. 5.4, mode no. 14 and 15 seem to be a coupling between the R10 mode
and A4 mode. This may be seen by careful inspection of Fig. 5.5 (see also Ref. [148]) by following the line corresponding
to the R10 mode from the start just below the edge mode terrace at D/T=20, and the line corresponding to the A4 mode
sloping upwards from the terrace structure at about D/T=16 (not shown explicitly in the figure). These two lines are nearly
parallel around mode no. 14 and 15 in the disk with D/T=10, and therefore the modes are strongly coupled. Although the
mode shapes of both modes look mostly like a radial mode, mode no. 14 is the one which is mostly similar to the other A
modes, and therefore mode no. 14 in the disk with D/T=10 is classified as the A4 mode, strongly coupled to the R10 mode,
and mode no. 15 in the disk with D/T=10 is classified as the R10 mode, coupled to the A4 mode.

The assignment of the dashed lines drawn in Figs. 5.8- 5.10 to describe the A modes is not readily done from a study
of the resonance frequency spectrum without considering the mode shape of the disks. Due to the strong coupling to radial
modes, it is in many cases also necessary to consider the interior deformation of the disk to correctly classify the A modes
in PZT-5A disks. Therefore, it is difficult to classify the A modes based on measurements only. However, by combining
FE analysis with measurements, it should be possible to classify A modes from measured data, as e.g. done in the analysis
of the response functions of a PZT-5A disk with D/T=12 in Fig. 5.28 in Sec. 5.4 below.

The TE1 mode and L modes

Characteristic for the vibrational mode classified as the fundamental thickness extensional mode in the literature, is a mode
shape with a large axial displacement at the center of the disk, falling (nearly linearly) to a value close to zero at the disk
edges1 (cf. Sec. 2.5.3.3). According to how strong the mode is coupled to radial modes, a radial mode is superimposed on
this vibration pattern. Mode no. 16 in the disk with D/T=10, at 1963 kHz (cf. Fig. 5.4), has a mode shape very similar to
the thickness extensional modes identified in earlier works [95, 164], and the frequency of the mode is also very close to
the fundamental thickness extensional mode (TE1 mode) predicted by one dimensional models at 1935 kHz. Mode no. 16
in the disk with D/T=10 is therefore classified as the fundamental thickness extensional mode (TE1 mode).

There is a weak terrace around the thickness extensional mode in the resonance frequency spectrum of PZT-5A disks
shown in Fig. 5.5. This terrace may be clearly identified due to the fact that the normal displacement over the front of the
disk is very similar for a wide D/T range. Such a normal displacement over the front face of the disk may be observed down
to D/T=2. Several weak terraces may be observed above this terrace, although the terraces are not very evident due to high
degree of coupling to radial modes. A naming convention for the modes on these terraces has been suggested in Ref. [250],
where the modes on the lowest terrace (coinciding with the TE1 mode) are classified as L1 modes, the modes on the second
lowest terrace are classified as L2 modes, and so on. This mode classification approach is based on an analysis of Lamb
modes in an infinite, isotropic plate (cf. Sec. 2.5.2 for theory on Lamb modes); the L modes may be associated with the�3
propagating plate mode, and are therefore only seen above the cut-off frequency of the�3 propagating plate mode in the

1Note that the mode shape of the fundamental thickness extensional mode according to one-dimensional models has uniform displacement in the
thickness direction, and the disk thus vibrates like a plane piston vibrator in this case, which is significantly different from the finite element results and
measurements of the vibration of the fundamental thickness extensional mode considered here.
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Figure 5.11: Mode shape for the modes classified as the TE1 mode (or L1 mode) for PZT-5A disks with four different D/T ratios.

corresponding spectrum for disks of an elastic, isotropic material. L modes were only observed in bevelled piezoelectric
disks in Ref. [250].

The mode shape of the L modes for an isotropic, elastic material calculated using a simplified analytical model where
only three of the four necessary boundary conditions are fulfilled, were given in Refs. [3, 4]2. The mode shape of the
mode classified as the TE1 mode for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 is similar to the L1 mode shown in Refs. [3, 4], when
excluding the ripples seen due to coupling to radial modes for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10. The surface displacement
of the mode classified as the TE1 mode for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 also agrees well with the surface displacement
found for the L1 mode for bevelled disks in Ref. [250]. Therefore, the approach used for bevelled disks in Ref. [250] is
followed in this work, and the mode classified as the TE1 mode is also classified as the L1 mode.

In Fig. 5.11 mode shapes for the TE1/L1 mode are shown for four different D/T ratios. It is, however, difficult to
draw a line in the resonance frequency spectrum for PZT-5A disks corresponding to the TE1/L1 mode due to the strong
coupling to radial modes. At point A, the TE1/L1 mode for the disk with D/T=10 is shown (mode no. 16 in the disk with
D/T=10). At points B, C and D, examples of the TE1/L1 mode for D/T ratios where the coupling to the radial modes is
especially weak are shown. Note however, that for most D/T ratios, there is strong coupling to the radial modes for the
TE1 mode, in agreement with previous work [164, 95, 94]. This is seen for the surface displacement in Fig. 5.5. The fact
that the TE1 mode seems to be less coupled to radial modes for some D/T ratios, could indicate that these D/T ratios, for
which little coupling to radial modes is seen, would be favorable in transducer construction. However, the value of the
electromechanical coupling factor and the average displacement over the front of the disk is not especially large for these

2The L modes are described in Ref. [250], but for mode shapes for the L modes it is referred to Ref. [4]
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Figure 5.12: Mode shape for the modes classified as the L2 mode for PZT-5A disks with four different D/T ratios.

D/T ratios (not shown here).
Above the weak terrace assigned to the L1 mode, another even weaker terrace may be seen. Following Ref. [250],

the modes on this terrace may be classified as L2 modes. Mode shapes for the L2 mode are shown for four different D/T
ratios in Fig. 5.12. The mode shape of the L2 mode seen for the PZT-5A disks in Fig. 5.12 is similar to the mode shape
of the L2 mode for an elastic, isotropic material calculated using a simplified analytical model in Ref. [4], except for the
influence from radial modes for the PZT-5A disk seen through ripples along the surface of the disk in Fig. 5.12. The surface
displacement over the front face of the disk for the L2 mode exhibits a maximum at the center of the disk and a single
minimum at approximately 2/3 of the radius of the disk, and thus the surface displacement of the L2 mode is similar to the
surface displacement of the A2 mode. The surface displacement of the mode classified as the L2 mode in the present work
also agrees well with the surface displacement found for the L2 mode for bevelled disks in Ref. [250].

From Fig. 5.12 it is seen that mode no. 18 in the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 may be classified as the L2 mode.
Furthermore, mode no. 21 in the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 may be classified as the L3 mode. Mode no. 17 is probably a
radial mode (R11) strongly coupled to the L1 mode, mode no. 19 is probably a radial mode (R12) coupled to the L2 mode,
and mode no. 20 is probably an A mode (A5) strongly coupled to the L2 and L3 modes. However, it is difficult to classify
mode no. 17, 19 and 20 due to the strong mode coupling in this frequency region.

5.3.1.2 PbTiO3 disks

In Fig. 5.13 the 21 lowest symmetric modes of a PbTiO3 disk with D/T ratio equal to 10 are shown, and in Fig. 5.14 the
front surface deformation is shown for PbTiO3 disks with 11 different D/T ratios, superimposed on a resonance frequency
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Mode 19: 2831 kHz (R11)

Mode 20: 2895 kHz (A7)

Mode 21: 2921 kHz (L2+)

Figure 5.13: Vibrational mode shapes for the 21 lowest symmetric modes of a circular PbTiO3 disk with D/T ratio of 10. A plus sign
indicates strong coupling to other modes.

spectrum. PbTiO3 is a material withm less than one, and thus the resonance frequency of the TE1 mode is below the
resonance frequency of the TS1 mode according to one-dimensional models (cf. Sec. 2.5.1). Thus, the resonance frequency
spectrum of PbTiO3 disks is significantly different from the resonance frequency spectrum of PZT-5A disks considered in
the previous section, and it is to be expected that the vibration of the disks is also significantly different.

In the following, the mode classification scheme discussed in the previous section is applied to PbTiO3 disks, and the
vibrational modes shown in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 are classified. Differences compared to PZT-5A disks are highlighted
in the discussion.

R modes

The four modes with lowest frequency in the PbTiO3 disk with D/T=10 in Fig. 5.13 are the four lowest radial modes, as for
the PZT-5A disk studied in Fig. 5.4. For the lowest radial modes of the PbTiO3 disk, there is less expansion in the thickness
direction when the disk contracts in the radial direction than what was seen for the PZT-5A disk. Thus, the vibration is
more purely radial for the radial modes of the PbTiO3 disk than for the PZT-5A disk. This is consistent with the lower
value of Poisson’s ratio for PbTiO3 compared to PZT-5A.

Higher order R modes in the PbTiO3 disk with D/T=10 are mode no. 6, 8, 12, 14, 15, 17 and 19, which are the R5, R6,
R7, R8, R9, R10 and R11 modes, respectively.

The vibrational characteristics for radial modes of PbTiO3 disks with varying D/T ratio shown in Fig. 5.14 are very
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Figure 5.14: Vibrational mode shapes for 11 different D/T ratios for circular PbTiO3 disks.
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similar to the corresponding case for PZT-5A disks, shown in Fig. 5.5. Note however that the coupling between radial
modes and other modes (especially the E mode and A modes) is much weaker for PbTiO3 disks than for PZT-5A disks.

The E mode

For PbTiO3 disks, the edge mode is nearly uncoupled to radial modes, and thus nearly all of the vibration in the disk is
conformed to the circular edges of the disk. The 5th mode for the disk with D/T=10 (cf. Fig. 5.13) is classified as the
E mode. The E mode terrace is seen at approximately 1800 kHz mm in Fig. 5.14, and is nearly unperturbed by radial
modes. Even for D/T=6, close to a crossing between the horizontal line corresponding to the edge mode and the slanting
line corresponding to the R3 mode (cf. Fig. 5.14), little coupling is seen between the edge mode and the radial mode.

The TE1 mode and A modes

The mode which must be classified as the TE1 mode for the PbTiO3 disk with D/T=10 according to mode shape and
frequency is mode no. 11, as the vibration for this mode is similar to a plane piston vibrator onto which a radial mode is
superimposed, and as the frequency of mode no. 11 for the PbTiO3 disk with D/T=10 is 2084 kHz whereas the resonance
frequency of the fundamental thickness extensional mode according to one-dimensional models is at 2085 kHz [37] [given
in Eq. (2.8)]. However, when comparing with the resonance frequency spectrum of PbTiO3 disks in Fig. 5.14, it is seen
that mode no. 11 for the PbTiO3 disk with D/T=10 is at the upper end of a distinct terrace structure, similar to the terrace
structure consisting of A modes for the PZT-5A disks. Thus, the placement of the TE1 mode in the resonance frequency
spectrum is significantly different from the case for the PZT-5A disk. This is in agreement with the observations made by
Ikegamiet al. [124, 122, 121], and is due to the fact that PbTiO3 is a material withm less than one [cf. Eq. (2.13)], whereas
PZT-5A is a material withm larger than one. Thus, for PbTiO3 the resonance frequency of the TE1 mode is below the
resonance frequency of the TS1 mode according to one-dimensional models, and a distinct terrace structure is seen around
the frequency of the TE1 mode for PbTiO3 disks (between 2000 kHz and 2085 kHz) instead of around the frequency of the
TS1 mode as for PZT-5A disks. The upper end of this terrace structure is close to the fundamental thickness extensional
mode predicted by one-dimensional models. Note that the vibration of the TE1 mode for the PbTiO3 disks (see e.g. mode
no. 11 in Fig. 5.13) is significantly different from the vibration of the TE1 mode for the PZT-5A disks (see e.g. mode no.
16 in Fig. 5.4). This is probably due to the lower value of Poisson’s ratio for PbTiO3 compared to PZT-5A.

Following the mode classification scheme suggested for PZT-5A disks in Sec. 5.3.1.1, the modes on the terrace structure
between 2000 kHz and 2085 kHz should be classified as A modes, as these modes may be associated with the second order
symmetric Lamb mode in an infinite isotropic plate,�2, and the TE1 mode should therefore be classified as a special type
of A mode. As discussed in Sec. 5.3.1.1, in some of the literature only modes above the terrace structure are classified as
A modes [124] (in this case the modes on the terrace structure are classified as T modes and the TE1 mode), whereas in
other works the modes at the terrace structure are also classified as A modes [250]. The latter approach has been chosen for
the present work in Sec. 5.3.1.1 for PZT-5A disks, and is therefore also applied for PbTiO3 disks here in order to develop
a mode classification scheme which is consistent for both materials withm larger than and less than one. This naming
convention is also in agreement with the theoretical analysis made in Ref. [250], although only a material withm larger
than one was considered in this reference.

The mode shapes for the modes on the terrace structure between 2000 kHz and 2085 kHz in the resonance frequency
spectrum of PbTiO3 disks shown in Fig. 5.14 are significantly different from the mode shapes of the modes classified as A
modes for the PZT-5A disks, especially when considering the interior deformation (see mode no. 7, 9 and 10 for the PbTiO3

disk with D/T=10 in Fig. 5.13). This is not surprising, as the A modes are associated with the�2 plate mode in an infinite,
isotropic plate, and as the�2 plate mode corresponds to thickness extensional vibration at zero horizontal wavenumber for
isotropic materials with Poisson’s ratio less than 1/3 (and likewise for PbTiO3) whereas the�2 plate mode corresponds to
thickness shear vibration at zero horizontal wavenumber for isotropic materials with Poisson’s ratio larger than 1/3 (and
likewise for PZT-5A). Thus, the modes on the terrace structure are dominated by thickness extensional vibration for PbTiO3

disks, and by thickness shear vibration for PZT-5A disks (see also discussion in Sec. 2.5.3.6).
As for the PZT-5A disks, the A modes may be assigned to lines which fall steeply down to a frequency minimum and

then slope upwards again, going asymptotically towards the upper part of the terrace structure. Following the numbering
convention introduced for the A modes for PZT-5A disks (and also following the numbering convention used in Ref. [250]),
the leftmost line in the resonance frequency spectrum corresponds to the A1 mode, the second line from the left corresponds
to the A2 mode, and so on. It is attempted to draw a line corresponding to the modes which may be classified as the A1
mode using a dashed line in Fig. 5.15, and mode shapes are shown for 5 different D/T ratios. Note that this line does
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Figure 5.15: Mode shape of the mode classified as the TE1/A1 mode for PbTiO3 disks with five different D/T ratios.

not have a distinct minimum, as was the case for the line for the A1 mode for the PZT-5A disks shown in Fig. 5.8. Note
also that the A1 mode coincides with the TE1 mode in this approach, and therefore mode no. 11 for the PbTiO3 disk
with D/T=10 may also be classified as the A1 mode. Considering the mode shape of mode classified as the A1 mode for
the PbTiO3 disks with varying D/T ratio in Fig. 5.15, is is seen that there is a nearly uniform axial displacement over all
of the front face of the disk, with some ripples along the radius. The number of ripples increases when the D/T ratio is
increased. As for the TE1 mode for PZT-5A disks, the ripples seem to be due to coupling to radial modes, as the number
of nodal circles for which the displacement in the thickness direction is zero is the same as for the radial modes which are
close in frequency for each disk (cf. Fig. 5.14). The A1 mode may therefore be classified as a mode for which there is a
nearly uniform axial displacement over all of the front face of the disk, with all of the front face of the disk vibrating in
phase. This deviates significantly from the mode shape of the A1 mode for PZT-5A disks, considered in Fig. 5.7, both with
regard to interior deformation and surface deformation. However, when considering the surface deformation for symmetric
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Figure 5.16: Mode shape of the modes classified as the A2 mode for PbTiO3 disks with five different D/T ratios. The maxima and
minima in the surface deformation along the radius of the disk are shown using vertical dashed lines.

thickness extensional and symmetric thickness shear modes calculated using a simplified analytical model for isotropic,
elastic disks in Ref. [4], it is found that the present results are in agreement with Ref. [4]; the surface displacement (no
interior deformation is shown in Ref. [4]) for the first mode corresponding to thickness extensional vibrations for an elastic,
isotropic material shown in Ref. [4] is very similar to the surface deformation for the A1 mode for PbTiO3 disks shown in
Fig. 5.7. When comparing the surface deformation for the A2, A3 and A4 modes shown below with the results from Ref.
[4], a corresponding good agreement is found.

The line in the resonance frequency spectrum corresponding to the A2 mode for the PbTiO3 disks is shown in Fig. 5.16,
along with mode shapes for 5 different D/T ratios. It is difficult to use the interior deformation for the classification of
A modes for the PbTiO3 disks due to the fact that there are no shear vibrations for the A modes for this case. Therefore,
only the surface deformation is used in the mode classification, in contrast to what was done for the PZT-5A disks, where
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Figure 5.17: Mode shape of mode classified as the A3 mode for PbTiO3 disks with five different D/T ratios. The maxima and minima in
the surface deformation along the radius of the disk are shown using vertical dashed lines.

it was necessary to use the interior deformation for the mode classification due to the strong coupling to radial modes.
The maxima and minima in the surface deformation along the radius of the disk are shown using vertical dashed lines in
Fig. 5.16. The front surface deformation for the A2 mode for the PbTiO3 disks (when neglecting the influence from radial
modes) is characterized by a maximum at the center of the disk and a minimum close to the edge of the disk. This is in
agreement with the corresponding mode shapes for an elastic, isotropic disk calculated in Ref. [4] based on a simplified
analytical model. Mode no. 10 in the PbTiO3 disk with D/T=10 is therefore classified as the A2 mode.

The line in the resonance frequency spectrum corresponding to the modes classified as A3 modes for the PbTiO3

disks, is shown in Fig. 5.17, along with mode shapes for 5 different D/T ratios. The maxima and minima for the surface
deformation along the radius of the disk are again shown using vertical dashed lines. Characteristic for the front surface
deformation for the A3 mode is two maxima, one at the center of the disk and one close to the edge of the disk, and a
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minimum between these two maxima. Thus, mode no. 7 for the PbTiO3 disk with D/T=10 (cf. Fig. 5.13) is classified as
the A3 mode.

When following the line corresponding to the modes classified as the A3 mode in Fig. 5.17 from point C and towards
point A, it is seen that as the line slopes steeply upwards, the mode shape changes character. The number of nodal circles
at which the radial displacement is zero is unchanged, whereas the radial vibrations become much larger, especially at the
circular edge of the disk. Note also that the disk expands in both radial and thickness direction simultaneously. This is in
contrast to the R modes, for which the disk expands in the thickness direction when it contracts in the radial direction, and
conversely. When following the line corresponding to the A3 mode beyond point A, there is even more radial vibration and
less thickness vibration. This is e.g. seen for mode no. 20 in the disk with D/T=10 in Fig. 5.13, which is classified as the
A7 mode.

Mode no. 9 in the disk with D/T=10 is classified as the A4 mode, with some coupling to the A2 mode, and mode no.
13 and 16 are classified as the A5 and A6 modes, respectively.

TS modes and L modes

The vibration for mode no. 18 in the PbTiO3 disk with D/T=10 at 2750 kHz (cf. Fig. 5.13) is dominated by shear vibrations,
although coupling to radial modes is evident, and the frequency of this mode is in addition close to the frequency of the
TS1 mode predicted by one-dimensional models at 2664 kHz [37] [given in Eq. (2.9)]. This mode should therefore be
classified as the TS1 mode. To the authors knowledge, mode shapes of thickness shear modes for a material withm less
than one have not been shown previously.

When neglecting the ripples due to the coupling to radial modes, the surface deformation for the TS1 mode for the
PbTiO3 disk is very similar to the corresponding surface deformation for the TE1 mode for the PZT-5A disk, whereas the
interior deformation is significantly different. As the electromechanical coupling to the thickness shear mode is very weak
[164], this mode is not useful for the radiation of sound into a fluid medium.

In accordance with the definition of the L mode series for PZT-5A disks, the TS1 mode is also classified as the L1
mode, due to the fact that it may be associated with the�3 propagating plate mode. Mode no. 21 for the PbTiO3 disk with
D/T=10 may be classified as the the L2 mode. If coupling to the radial modes is neglected, the envelope of the L2 mode
for the PbTiO3 disk with D/T=10 is similar to the envelope of the L2 mode for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10.

5.3.1.3 Mode classification - summary

The symmetric vibrational modes of circular piezoelectric disks for PZT-5A and PbTiO3 have been classified. Several
different works on mode classification of circular piezoelectric disks are to be found in the literature, as described in
Sec. 2.5.3, but for some vibrational modes (especially A modes) there are significant differences in some of these mode
classification schemes. The differences and shortcomings in previous mode classification schemes for the symmetric
vibrational modes of piezoelectric disks have been pointed out, and one of the approaches from the literature has been
chosen as a basis for the mode classification scheme used in the present work. The approach chosen here is an extension
of the works of Uehaet al. [250] and Aggarwal [3, 4], which is based on Lamb mode interpretation in infinite, isotropic,
elastic plates. This mode classification scheme has been further refined in the sense that a special numbering scheme has
been suggested for the A modes, and that the TE1 and TS1 modes are recognized as special types of A and L modes, It has
been described how this mode classification scheme is applicable to both materials withm larger than andm less than one.

The mode classification scheme may be summarized as follows:

� The lowest symmetric vibrational modes in piezoelectric disks (except for low D/T ratios) are the R modes (radial
modes). The disk expands in the thickness direction when it contracts in the radial direction due to the Poisson’s ratio
effect. Furtheron, there are nodal circles over the thickness of the disk at certain radiuses at which the displacement
in the radial direction is zero. The number of nodal circles increases as the order of the modes increases. This is in
full agreement with all the previous works considered. The R modes may be associated with the first order symmetric
Lamb mode in an infinite, isotropic plate,�1.

� The E mode is a mode for which most of the vibration is conformed to the edges of the disk. The E mode is found as
a flat terrace (in some cases strongly perturbed by radial modes) in the resonance frequency spectrum. The E mode
is associated with the complex parts of the�2 and�3 plate modes along with the real part of the�1 plate mode in an
infinite isotropic plate [78]. The classification of the E mode is consistent with all previous works considered.
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� The modes classified as A modes are associated with the second order symmetric Lamb mode in an infinite isotropic
plate,�2. Thus, for small horizontal wave numbers, the A mode has character of a thickness shear mode for materials
with m larger than one, and character of a thickness extensional mode for materials withm less than one. The
thickness shear modes are a special type of A modes for materials withm larger than one (the TS1 modes coincides
with the A1 mode), and the thickness extensional mode is a special type of A mode for materials withm less than
one (the TE1 mode coincides with the A1 mode). Note that the modes classified as T modes in Ref. [124] are also a
special type of A modes.

A special numbering scheme has been suggested for A modes, based on the deformation of the A modes (both
surface deformation and interior deformation). This numbering scheme is in agreement with the surface deformation
calculated for A modes in Refs. [250, 3, 4], using the approximation that only three of the four necessary boundary
conditions are satisfied exactly. Following this numbering scheme, the line describing each A mode in the resonance
frequency spectrum is a line which falls down to a frequency minimum and then slopes upwards again, going
asymptotically towards the cut-off frequency of the�2 plate mode. The surface deformation of the A modes is
similar to the surface deformation for the R modes in that the number of maxima and minima along the radius
increases when the order of the A mode increases.

The classification of A modes is in some cases difficult due to strong coupling to radial modes. In the present work
this was especially the case for PZT-5A disks, for which it was necessary to use the interior deformation of the
disk for the mode classification. It would therefore be very difficult to make a corresponding mode classification
based on measurements without the aid of FE simulations (and possibly accurate material parameters) in the mode
classification process.

The classification of A modes is not consistent in the literature, as discussed in Sec. 2.5.3. The approach chosen here
follows the work in Ref. [250]. Using an alternative classification of A modes [124, 164], only modes above the
terrace structure would be classified as A modes, and modes on the terrace structure would be classified as either
T modes, TE modes or TS modes, depending on the value of the constantm for the material in question. In a
second alternative classification scheme in the literature [95, 94], all the modes classified as A modes in the present
classification scheme are classified as TS modes (only materials withm larger than one were considered in Refs.
[95, 94]), whereas some of the modes classified as L modes in the present mode classifications scheme are classified
as A modes.

� The modes classified as L modes are associated with the third order symmetric Lamb mode in an infinite isotropic
plate,�3. Thus, for small horizontal wave numbers, the L mode has character of a thickness shear mode for materials
with m less than one, and character of a thickness extensional mode for materials withm larger than one. The
thickness shear modes are a special type of L modes for materials withm less than one (the TS1 modes coincides
with the L1 mode), and the thickness extensional mode is a special type of L mode for materials withm larger
than one (the TE1 mode coincides with the L1 mode). The surface deformation of the L modes is similar to the
surface deformation for the R and A modes in that the number of maxima and minima along the radius in the surface
deformation increases when the order of the L mode increases.

To the authors knowledge, L modes have only been identified in Ref. [250] for bevelled disks of a piezoelectric
material withm larger than one. The classification of L modes in the present work are consistent with the
classification in Ref. [250].

In addition to these modes, the LE mode has been observed for a thick piezoelectric rod. Only axisymmetric vibrational
modes in circular piezoelectric disks have been considered, and the mode classification has been limited to frequencies up
to the L2/L3 mode.

In this section, all types of vibrational modes, including interior deformation, have been shown for a material withm
larger than one and for a material withm less than one. To the authors knowledge, the following results have not been
shown previously,

� The identification of the TS1 mode for a piezoelectric disk of a material withm less than one.

� The identification of the L2 and L3 modes for a piezoelectric disk of a material withm larger than one.

� The identification of a TE1 mode which is nearly uncoupled to radial modes for a material withm larger than one
(only shown for eigenmodes corresponding to the antiresonance frequencies of the disks, where the coupling between
the TE1 mode and the radial modes is weaker [164]).
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� The interior deformation of A modes, L modes, TS modes and TE modes for a piezoelectric disk of a material with
m less than one.

The classification of the vibrational modes in the piezoelectric disks are important in the remainder of this work, as it is
investigated which vibrational modes the peaks in the response functions of piezoelectric disks may be associated with, and
as it is investigated how the different vibrational modes influence the response functions of a simple transducer structure
consisting of a piezoelectric disk with a front layer.

5.3.2 Resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks

Resonance frequency spectra for the symmetric modes of circular piezoelectric disks, in which the variation of the resonance
frequencies of piezoelectric disks are plotted as a function of the D/T ratio, have been important in the classification of
the vibrational modes in piezoelectric disks, and for the study of phenomena like mode coupling (cf. Sec. 2.5.2). Such
spectra have been presented for several different piezoelectric materials in the literature, but resonance frequency spectra
of piezoelectric disks calculated with high (and quantified) accuracy have not been found in the literature (cf. Sec. 2.5.2).

Resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks are useful in many applications (e.g. in transducer design), and
therefore resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks with improved accuracy and resolution compared to previous
work are presented here. It has been important that the accuracy is so high that no visible differences would be introduced in
the resonance frequency spectra if the element division would have been further improved. Too ascertain this, 10 elements
have been used per shear wavelength in both thickness and radial direction for the maximum frequency in the spectrum,
leading to a maximum relative error in the calculated resonance frequencies of 150 ppm (cf. convergence tests in Sec. 4.3.2).
Note that most frequencies are calculated with far more than 10 elements per wavelength, and are therefore calculated with
far better accuracy than 150 ppm relative error. The resolution along the D/T axis is also increased significantly compared
to previous work; resonance frequencies are calculated for 100 different D/T ratios. For completeness, spectra are presented
for several of the materials for which resonance frequency spectra have been presented in earlier works (some measured
and some based on simulations); PZT-5A, PZT-5H, Pb(ZrTi)O3, BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 (cf. Sec. 2.5.2).

Marked on the frequency spectra are the fundamental resonance frequencyfr;LE of a long end-electroded length
expander bar with parallel electric field (with LE), the fundamental resonance frequencyfr;TE of a thickness extensional
vibrating thin piezoelectric disk (with TE), and the fundamental resonance frequencyfr;TS of a thickness shear vibrating
thin piezoelectric disk (with TS), defined in Sec. 2.5.1. Furthermore, the first three radial modes are marked with R1, R2
and R3, and the edge mode terrace is marked with an E.

As discussed in Sec. 2.5.2, the resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks are significantly different if the
constantm, defined according to Eq. (2.13), is less than or larger than one, and these two cases are therefore discussed
separately in Secs. 5.3.2.1 and 5.3.2.2, respectively. In Sec. 5.3.2.3 and Sec. 5.3.2.4 resonance frequency spectra with
additional information about the vibrational characteristics of the piezoelectric disks superimposed are considered.

Note that the work presented in this section on resonance frequency spectra of piezoelectric disks has been submitted
to an international journal [152], where additional discussions and comparisons are included.

5.3.2.1 Materials with m> 1

Consider the resonance frequency spectrum of circular PZT-5A disks given in Fig. 5.18(a). A corresponding resonance
frequency spectrum for PZT-5A disks has been presented in Refs. [96, 94], but with poorer accuracy in the calculated
resonance frequencies, and with poorer resolution along the D/T axis in the spectrum. Additionally, as discussed in Refs.
[149, 155], there have been some problems reproducing the results in Refs. [96, 94] exactly, even when using identical
simulation parameters. However, there is overall qualitative agreement between the resonance frequency spectrum of PZT-
5A disks presented here and the corresponding spectrum presented in Refs. [96, 94]. Due to the higher resolution along the
D/T axis in the spectrum presented here, it is possible to identify the L1, L2, L3 and A modes more clearly in the present
spectrum. In addition, the terrace structure in the vicinity of the TS1 mode is predicted at a significantly higher frequency
in Refs. [96, 94] due to the poor element division in the thickness direction [149].

The resonance frequency spectra of circular PZT-5H andPb(ZrTi)O3 disks, which are both materials withm larger
than 1, are shown in Figs. 5.18(b) and 5.19, respectively. The overall characteristics of these resonance frequency spectra
are very similar to the resonance frequency spectrum of circular PZT-5A disks shown in Fig. 5.18(a), which has been
discussed in detail in Sec. 5.3.1.1. The most distinct differences are the frequencies at which the various terraces are
observed. For both PZT-5H disks andPb(ZrTi)O3 disks, there is good qualitative agreement between the spectra presented
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(a) PZT-5A
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(b) PZT-5H
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(c) BaTiO3
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(d) PbTiO3

Figure 5.18: Resonance frequency spectra for the symmetric modes of circular piezoelectric disks for various materials.
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Figure 5.19: Resonance frequency spectrum for the symmetric modes of circular Pb(ZrTi)O3 disks.

here, and corresponding spectra found in the literature [164, 122, 250]. However, the TE mode terrace is seen more clearly
in the spectrum of PZT-5H disks in Fig. 5.18(b), than in the corresponding spectrum in Ref. [164], due to the higher
resolution along the D/T axis and the higher accuracy in calculated resonance frequencies. In addition, the spectra presented
in previous works have been calculated for a more limited D/T range.

5.3.2.2 Materials with m< 1

Resonance frequency spectra of circular disks for two materials withm less than one,BaTiO3 andPbTiO3, are shown
in Figs. 5.18(c) and 5.18(d), respectively. The spectrum of BaTiO3 disks is very similar to the spectrum ofPbTiO3 disks
discussed in detail in Sec. 5.3.1.2, and the mode classification for BaTiO3 disks therefore follows the same lines as the
mode classification forPbTiO3 disks.

For bothBaTiO3 disks andPbTiO3 disks, there is good qualitative agreement between the spectra presented here, and
corresponding spectra found in the literature [232, 109, 124, 174, 127]. However, the frequency spectrum ofBaTiO3 disks
has only been presented for D/T values between 1 and 7 [232, 109, 174, 127], making the identification of the terraces more
difficult.

5.3.2.3 Electromechanical coupling coefficient

Additional information about the vibrational characteristics of the piezoelectric disks may be provided by superimposing
information about the relative importance of the different resonance frequencies in the response of the disk onto the
resonance frequency spectrum, like e.g. the electromechanical coupling coefficient [164, 232], the modal constantrA
[94, 95], the dynamic range of the resonances [124], or the vibrational amplitude over the front face of the disks (as done
in Sec. 5.3.1). This may make the resonance frequency spectrum more valueable for e.g. the transducer designer, as
further information about the vibrational characteristics of the different vibrational modes may be extracted directly from
the resonance frequency spectrum. Also, it may be easier to identify different mode types in such a frequency spectrum.
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(b) Average normal displacement per volt over the front of the disk

Figure 5.20: Resonance frequency spectra for the symmetric modes of circular PZT-5A disks. Circles proportional to (a) the
electromechanical coupling coefficient and (b) the average normal displacement per volt over the front of the disk are overlayed on
the frequency spectra for each resonance frequency. Note that many circles are too small to be seen.

Such an extended resonance frequency spectrum of PZT-5A disks is shown in Fig. 5.20(a), in which the frequency
spectrum of circular PZT-5A disks is shown, with circles with radius proportional to the electromechanical coupling
coefficientkeff calculated according to Eq. (3.210) plotted at each resonance frequency. Note that some circles are too
small to be seen. In these simulations, five elements are used per shear wavelength in both radial and thickness direction
for fmax = 2300 kHz mm, and the thickness of all disks is 1.0 mm.

The TE mode is easily identified by the large value for the electromechanical coupling coefficient forfT values around
1935 kHz mm. For D/T ratios of about 7 and smaller, the frequency band with large values for the electromechanical
coupling coefficient broadens, and there are typically more than one mode with a large value ofkeff for each disk, as also
shown in previous work (see e.g. Ref. [164]). The fundamental radial mode has a high value of the electromechanical
coupling coefficient, which is nearly independent of the D/T ratio. The E mode terrace is observed to have a higher value
of keff than the R modes in the vicinity of the E mode terrace. The A modes on the terrace structure between 1600 and
1645 kHz mm are observed to have a very low value of the electromechanical coupling coefficient. The A modes above the
terrace structure are identified with a lower value ofkeff and a weaker D/T dependence than the R modes. The L modes
are identified above the TE terrace with a higher value ofkeff and a weaker D/T dependence than the R modes. Thus, it is
seen that the electromechanical coupling coefficient may be used in a mode classification scheme, because the value of the
electromechanical coupling coefficient is different for different types of vibrational modes.

5.3.2.4 Average normal displacement

In Fig. 5.20(b) the frequency spectrum of circular PZT-5A disks is shown, with circles with radius proportional to the
average normal displacement per volt over the front of the disks,Uav;z=V , plotted at each resonance frequency. The
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average normal displacement over the front face of the disks is calculated using Eq. (3.209), where only the contribution
from one single eigenmode is calculated. Note that most circles are too small to be seen on the figure.

This plot is included as another example of a resonance frequency spectrum which may be useful for a transducer
designer (especially if zoomed in on a frequency region of interest like e.g. the frequency region around the TE1 mode),
because direct information about the average displacement over the front face of the disk for different modes and D/T ratios
is given. For example, the terrace around the TE mode is observed to have a large value forUav;z=V . The same is seen for
the E mode terrace for low D/T ratios. The fundamental radial mode has the largest value forUav;z=V for all D/T ratios.

5.3.3 Electrical and acoustical response functions

The vibrational response of the piezoelectric disk at a frequencyf is a sum of the contribution of all eigenmodes of the disk
at this frequency. Thus, even if the frequencyf equals one of the resonance frequencies of the piezoelectric disk, the disk
will not necessarily vibrate like the eigenmode corresponding to the resonance frequency, due to the contribution from the
other eigenmodes. This is illustrated in Sec. 5.3.3.1 below.

The response functions of the piezoelectric disk at a frequencyf may also be viewed as a sum of the contributions
to the response functions from all eigenmodes of the disk at this frequency, when considering the equations for the
response functions of piezoelectric disks calculated using the mode superposition method given in Sec. 3.7.3.1. The
largest contribution to the response functions from each eigenmode is close to the resonance frequency corresponding
to the eigenmode (depending on which response function is considered and the loss model applied), resulting in a peak
in the response functions at or close to the resonance frequencies of the disk. For some eigenmodes, the contribution to
the response functions is so small that no peak corresponding to this vibrational mode is seen in the response functions.
Also, some eigenmodes dominate the response functions in a large frequency band, as e.g. the TE1 mode. In Sec. 5.3.3.2
below the peaks in the electrical and acoustical response functions of a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 are associated with the
vibrational modes found in the mode classification scheme in Sec. 5.3.1. In addition, response functions for disks with
varying D/T ratio are given in Sec. 5.3.3.3.

Simulation parameters

In the results presented in this section, the mode superposition method is used for the calculation of the response functions,
and losses are included using complex material constants, which are included in the eigenvalue analysis (cf. Sec. 3.7.1).
For all simulations, at least 5 elements are used per wavelength for the maximum frequency for which results are shown.
The electrical input admittance of the unloaded disk is calculated according to Eq. (3.207), the vibrational response of the
unloaded disk at an arbitrary frequency is calculated according to Eq. (3.206), the average normal displacement over the
front face of the disk for the unloaded case is calculated according to Eq. (3.209), and the source sensitivity response of the
disk in air is calculated using the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method described in Sec. 3.7.4.

5.3.3.1 Mode superposition versus eigenmodes

Using the mode superposition method, the deformation of the disk or transducer may be calculated at arbitrary frequencies,
including at the resonance frequencies. Thus, the deformation of the disk at one of the resonance frequencies, which is the
quantity which may be measured e.g by using laser interferometry techniques, is the sum of the contribution from all of
the eigenmodes at this frequency. This deformation may in some cases be quite different from the actual eigenmode, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.21 for the example of a PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio of 10 (T=1.0 mm).

In Fig. 5.21(a) the average displacement over the front face of the disk, calculated using the mode superposition method
[Eq. (3.209)], is plotted for the frequency region around the TS1 mode. A corresponding figure for the electrical input
conductance, calculated using Eq. (3.207), is given in Fig. 5.21(b). The resonance frequencies of the R8, A1, A2 and A3
modes, as given in Fig. 5.4, are marked using circles. The A1 and A3 modes are strongly coupled to radial modes, and are
therefore marked with A1+ and A3+. The eigenmode shapes (left half of disk only) corresponding to these four eigenmodes
are shown in Fig. 5.21(c), (e), (g) and (i), respectively. The deformation of the disk at these frequencies, calculated using
mode superposition [Eq. (3.206)], is shown in Fig. 5.21(d), (f), (h) and (j), respectively.

The eigenmode corresponding to the R8 mode and the deformation at the resonance frequency of the R8 mode
calculated using mode superposition look close to identical. Correspondingly, the deformation at the resonance frequency
of the A3 mode looks nearly identical to the eigenmode corresponding to the A3 mode. The deformation at the resonance
frequencies of the A1 and A2 modes is however quite different from the eigenmodes corresponding to the A1 and A2 modes.
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(c) Eigenmode no. 9: R8, 1600 kHz (d) Mode Superposition at 1600 kHz

(e) Eigenmode no. 10: TS1+/A1+, 1623 kHz (f) Mode Superposition at 1623 kHz

(g) Eigenmode no. 11: A2, 1637 kHz (h) Mode Superposition at 1637 kHz

(i) Eigenmode no. 12: A3+, 1707 kHz (j) Mode Superposition at 1707 kHz
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Figure 5.21: (a) Average displacement over the front face of a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10, for the frequency region around the A1-
A3 modes. (b) Electrical input conductance for the same PZT-5A disk. (c), (e), (g), (i) Mode shapes for 4 selected eigenmodes in
this frequency range (also shown in Fig. 5.4). (d), (f), (h), (j) Vibration of disk at corresponding frequencies calculated using mode
superposition.
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Instead, the deformation is very similar to the R8 mode. This is probably due to the low electromechanical coupling for the
thickness shear modes (cf. Fig. 5.20), and this is probably also one of the reason for these modes not having been observed
experimentally (cf. Sec. 2.5.3). Furthermore, due to this low electromechanical coupling, no visible peaks are seen in the
electrical and mechanical response functions in Fig. 5.21(a)-(b).

From Fig. 5.21(a) and (b) it may also be noted that whereas the resonance frequencies of the R8 and A3 mode correspond
to peaks in the electrical input conductance, the peaks in the average displacement over the front of the disk are shifted
somewhat compared to the resonance frequencies, and thus the maximum average displacement over the front face of the
disk does not occur for the same frequency as the maximum electrical input conductance.

5.3.3.2 Relation between response functions and the resonance frequency spectrum

It is possible to associate the peaks in the electrical and acoustical response functions of piezoelectric disks with the
vibrational modes in a piezoelectric disk as classified in Sec. 5.3.1. To directly relate the response functions to the results
from the modal analysis, the resonance frequency spectrum of PZT-5A disks with D/T ratio up to 10 is plotted beside the
electrical input conductance of a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 in Fig. 5.22. Eigenmode names for each resonance frequency
for the disk with D/T=10 (corresponding to the eigenmode names from Fig. 5.4) are given. Thus, each vibrational mode
found in the resonance frequency spectrum is related to the electrical input conductance, and from Fig. 5.22 it may
therefore be seen how each peak in the electrical input conductance may be associated with one eigenmode. For some
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Figure 5.23: The voltage source sensitivity responsejSvj for a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 in air is compared to the electrical input
conductance of the same disk (unloaded). Both response functions are normalized to their respective maximum values. Mode names
from Fig. 5.4 are superimposed on the figure.

vibrational modes there are no visible peaks in the electrical input conductance, as for the R12, A1 and A5 modes. The
mode shapes for the different eigenmodes are given in Fig. 5.4. Note that for the modes which are strongly coupled to other
modes, a plus sign is added behind the eigenmode name. For these vibrational modes mode classification is difficult. Note
also that the vibration of the disk at the different peaks may in some cases deviate from the eigenmode, as discussed in
Sec. 5.3.3.1 above.

The maximum value of the electrical input conductance is at the resonance frequency of the TE1 mode. Above the TE1
mode, there are peaks around the frequencies of the L2 and L3 modes. This is consistent with the observations made in the
resonance frequency spectrum with circles for the electromechanical coupling coefficient overlayed presented in Fig. 5.20,
where it was seen that the electromechanical coupling coefficient is larger for the L2 and L3 mode compared to the radial
modes in this frequency band.

Considering the electrical input conductance of the radial modes, it is seen that the peak value is largest for the R1 mode,
becoming smaller for the R2, R3, R4 and R5 mode, and becoming larger again for the E mode (which is coupled to the R6
mode). This is in agreement with the work of Kunkelet al. [164] and the observations made regarding Fig. 5.20, where it
is noted that the electromechanical coupling coefficient is larger for the E mode than for the R modes in the vicinity of the
E mode. As noted previously, there are no visible peaks around the A1 and A2 modes in the electrical input conductance.
There are, however, large peaks for the A3 and A4 modes.

In Fig. 5.23 the voltage source sensitivity response of the same disk (in air) is compared to the electrical input
conductance of the unloaded disk. Both response functions are normalized to their respective maximum values. The
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voltage source sensitivity response is calculated from the normal displacement over the front of the unloaded disk using
the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method (cf. Sec. 3.7.4), under the assumption that the disk is mounted in an infinite, rigid
baffle.

It is evident that the peaks for the voltage source sensitivity response are at approximately the same frequencies as for
the electric input conductance. However, for some peaks, there are some minor frequency shifts. For the R and A mode,
the peaks are shifted to lower frequencies in the source sensitivity response compared with the electrical input conductance,
whereas the peaks corresponding to the L2 and L3 modes are shifted to higher frequencies. The largest frequency shifts
are for the peaks corresponding to the R7, R8 and A3 modes, with frequency shifts of around 0.5%. The frequency shifts
for the L2 and L3 modes correspond to about 0.3%. When comparing the peaks for the voltage source sensitivity response
with the corresponding peaks for the electrical input admittance (not shown here), it may be observed that there are only
very small frequency shifts, except for the L3 mode. Also, there are only very small frequency shifts between the peak
values for the source sensitivity response and the peak values for the average displacement over the front face of the disk
(also not shown).

Note that the peaks in response functions of PZT-5A disks with D/T=5 (electrical input conductance and source
sensitivity response in vacuum/air and water) and D/T=12 (electrical input conductance in air and water) are associated
with vibrational modes in Sec. 5.4.1.

5.3.3.3 Response functions for varying D/T ratio

In Sec. 5.3.1 it was been shown how the vibrational characteristics and resonance frequencies of piezoelectric disks change
as the D/T ratio changes. The acoustical, mechanical and electrical response functions of the disk change accordingly when
the D/T ratio changes [208]. For large D/T ratios, the piezoelectric disk is very thin, and according to one-dimensional
models, a single peak is expected in the response functions around the fundamental thickness extensional mode [203]. For
smaller D/T ratios, the disk becomes thicker, and a larger degree of mode coupling is expected. For even lower D/T ratios,
the disk becomes a long rod, and according to one-dimensional models a single peak is expected in the response functions
around the fundamental length expander mode (LE mode) of a long rod. It is here shown how the response functions of
PZT-5A disks vary when the D/T ratio changes. The plots of the response functions as a function of D/T ratio may also
be useful in a transducer design or transducer characterization process, especially when PZT-5A disks are used as a basic
component in the transducer.

Seven different D/T ratios are chosen for the analysis, D/T=0.2, 2, 4, 6, 10, 15 and 20. More low D/T ratios are
chosen because the response functions change less for D/T ratios larger than 10 than for lower D/T ratios. The electrical
input conductance (Fig. 5.24, left column), the electrical input susceptance (Fig. 5.24, right column), the voltage source
sensitivity response (Fig. 5.25, left column), and the average displacement over the front face of the disk (Fig. 5.25, right
column) are considered. The disk thickness is set to 1.0 mm for all D/T ratios, but the results are shown as a function of
the frequency thickness product and are therefore applicable to all disk thicknesses according to the results in Sec. 5.2.
Response functions are shown up tofT = 2500 kHz mm.

For D/T=0.2, there is one peak around 1400 kHz mm for all response functions, corresponding to the LE mode. Going
up to D/T=2, four peaks are seen. When comparing with the vibrational amplitude over the front face of the disk shown
in the resonance frequency spectrum in Fig. 5.5, it is seen that the three first peaks correspond to the three lowest radial
modes, whereas the fourth peak around 2080 kHz mm corresponds to a mode which has some of the characteristics of
the TE1/L1 mode, and thus may be characterized as the TE1 mode. However, for this D/T ratio the mode which may be
classified as the TE1 mode has a low peak value for the electrical input conductance compared to the radial modes. For the
source sensitivity response, the maximum for the TE1 mode is larger than for the R2 and R3 modes, but less than for the
R1 mode. For the average displacement over the front of the disk, the maximum is for the first mode (which is the R1 mode
or the LE mode depending on the D/T ratio), as is the case for all D/T ratios considered.

Going up to D/T=4, the TE1 mode may be clearly identified as the mode corresponding to the largest peak in the source
sensitivity response, around 2010 kHz mm. There are however several spurious modes in the vicinity of the TE1 mode.
When comparing with Fig. 5.5, it may be seen that the peak around 1720 kHz mm, with a peak value which is approximately
half of the peak value of the TE1 mode, is due to the A1 mode, whereas the peak around 2170 kHz mm, with a peak value
which is approximately one third of the peak value of the TE1 mode, is due to the L2 mode. When the average displacement
over the front of the disk or the electrical input conductance is considered, there is even less difference between the peak
values for the TE1 mode and the A1 mode.

When going up to higher D/T ratios, the TE1 mode becomes more and more distinct for all response functions
considered here, and for D/T=20, only a single peak is seen around the TE1 mode, as predicted by one-dimensional models.
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Figure 5.24: Electrical input conductance (left column) and electrical input susceptance (right column) for PZT-5A disks with varying
D/T ratios.
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Figure 5.25: Source sensitivity response (Sv, left column) and average normal displacement over the front of the disk (Uav;z) for PZT-5A
disks with varying D/T ratios.
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This is especially evident for the source sensitivity response. For intermediate D/T values, spurious modes are seen around
the TE1 mode E.g. for the source sensitivity for the disk with D/T=6, a peak value equal to approximately one third of
the peak value for the TE1 mode is seen for the peak which may be associated with the A2 mode, at a frequency about
10% below the frequency of the TE1 mode. For the source sensitivity response of the disk with D/T=15, a corresponding
spurious mode may be seen about 3% below the frequency of the TE1 mode, again with a peak value equal to approximately
one third of the peak value for the TE1 mode. Modal analysis of the mode corresponding to this peak (not shown here),
indicates that this is a radial mode.

When considering the average displacement over the front of the disk, it is seen that the first mode dominates the
response for all D/T ratios. In the frequency band around the TE1 mode, the variation with the D/T ratio is very similar to
what is seen for the source sensitivity response, as expected.

According to the IEEE standard on piezoelectricity [118], the D/T ratio should be at least 10 when using measurements
of thickness mode resonances for the prediction of material constants based on a one-dimensional model, and even if this
is the case coupling to other modes is frequently a serious problem. This agrees well with the simulated electrical and
acoustical response functions for PZT-5A disks in which some coupling to other modes is seen for the disk with D/T=10,
whereas only very weak coupling to other modes is seen for the disk with D/T=20. For lower D/T ratios (e.g. D/T=4 or
D/T=6), strong coupling to other modes is evident.

5.4 Piezoelectric disks vibrating in water

In this section, the sound field radiated from piezoelectric disks, and the response functions of fluid loaded piezoelectric
disks, are calculated using the approach described in Sec. 3.7.3.2. Investigations are made on the effect of fluid loading on
the vibrational characteristics of the disks and on the response functions of the disks. In addition, the radiated sound field
from piezoelectric disks is studied, and compared with the vibration of the disks.

Three different PZT-5A disks are considered,

� One disk with D/T ratio of 5 (thickness 2.0 mm and diameter 10.0 mm). The main part of this section is directed
toward the analysis of the disk with D/T=5, because the accuracy in the calculated results is higher for this disk, as
at least 5 elements are used per shortest wavelength in both the fluid medium and in the piezoelectric disk for the
maximum frequency in the analysis, which is equal to 1100 kHz.

� One disk with D/T ratio of 10 (thickness 1.0 mm and diameter 10.0 mm, the same disk which was considered in
Sec. 5.3.1 and Sec. 5.3.3). Only 2 elements are used per shortest wavelength for the highest frequencies considered
(due to long computation times), and the results are therefore not as accurate as for the disk with D/T=5. Results are
nevertheless included in the present work as a supplement to the results for the disk with D/T=5, as the convergence
tests in Sec. 4.3.5 indicate the the results are accurate enough for qualitative analysis with this element division.

� One disk with D/T ratio of 12 (thickness 0.97 mm and diameter 11.99 mm, the same disk which was considered in
Sec. 4.2.2.2 and Sec. 4.2.5.2). The same restrictions regarding element division apply for the simulations for this
disk as for the simulations for the disk with D/T=10. This particular geometry is chosen because measurements are
available for comparison for this disk.

Note that the results for these three disks are also applicable to disks with the same D/T ratio but other thicknesses by
considering the response functions as a function of the frequency thickness product instead as of as a function of frequency,
as discussed in Sec. 5.2. A complete analysis for a wider range of D/T ratios has not been made here.

The analysis of piezoelectric disks in water is divided into three parts. The effect of fluid loading of the response
functions of the disks is considered in Sec. 5.4.1. In Sec. 5.4.2 the effect of fluid loading on the vibration of the disks is
investigated, and in Sec. 5.4.3 the radiated sound field from the disks is considered.

Simulations parameters

In the calculations for piezoelectric disks in a fluid medium, the piezoelectric disk is modeled using piezoelectric finite
elements, whereas the fluid medium is modeled using fluid finite and infinite elements, as described in Sec. 4.3.5 (see
Fig. 4.16 for an example of the meshing of the piezoelectric disk and the fluid medium). The infinite elements of 10th order
are used, and the distance at which the infinite elements are applied corresponds to at leastS = 0:32 for the maximum
frequency in the analysis (cf. Sec. 4.3.4 and Sec. 4.3.5). The FE equations are set up as described in Sec. 3.4, and the
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radiated sound field (including directivity function and source sensitivity response), the electrical response functions and
the vibration of the disk is calculated according to the equations given in Sec. 3.7.3.2. The expected accuracy in the results
is discussed in Sec. 4.3.5. The results shown for piezoelectric disks in air/vacuum are calculated following the procedure
described in Sec. 5.3.3.

5.4.1 Effect of fluid loading on response functions

PZT-5A disk with D/T=5

In Fig. 5.26(a) the electrical input conductances for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 in vacuum (dashed line) and the disk
in water (solid line) are compared. The peaks in the electrical input conductance are associated with vibrational modes
according to the mode classification scheme described in Sec. 5.3.1. Note that the R3 mode and the E mode are strongly
coupled, and it has therefore not been possible to classify one of these modes as the R3 mode and the other as the E mode.
Therefore, both modes are given the name R3/E mode in the figure.

For both thein vacuoand in-water cases, the electrical input conductance is normalized to the respective maximum
values, occurring at the R1 mode. The main effect of the water loading on the electrical input conductance is an attenuation
and widening of all of the peaks, in agreement with the observations made in Refs. [169, 139] (cf. Sec. 2.5.5). The radial
modes are more heavily attenuated than the A modes and the TE1 mode, and it may be noted that the rightmost of the peaks
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Figure 5.26: (a) Electrical input conductance and (b) voltage source sensitivity response for the two cases where a PZT-5A disk with
D/T=5 is vibrating in vacuum/air and in water. For both cases, the response functions are normalized to their respective maximum values,
for comparison. The maximum value for each response function is given in the legends.
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Figure 5.27: (a) Electrical input conductance and (b) voltage source sensitivity response for the two cases where a PZT-5A disk with
D/T=10 is vibrating in vacuum/air and in water. For both cases, the response functions are normalized to their respective maximum
values, for comparison. The maximum value for each response function is given in the legends.

assigned to the R3/E mode and the peaks which are assigned to the R4 and the R5 mode in the electrical input conductance
for the disk without fluid loading are only seen very weakly in the electrical input conductance for the in-water case. There
are some frequency shifts for the peaks of the electrical input conductance due to the water loading, which are largest for
the peaks corresponding to the lowest R modes and A modes. Note that the peak corresponding to the A2 mode is shifted
to a higher frequency, probably due to the influence from the TE1 mode, whereas the peaks corresponding to the R1, R2
and A1 modes are shifted to a lower frequency due to the mass loading from the water medium.

The widening of the peaks is due to the better matching between the characteristic impedance of the piezoelectric
material and the fluid, leading to a lower Q [233] (see also Sec. 2.5.5). In the frequency band around the TE1 mode, there
are three peaks in the electrical input conductance with approximately the same peak values for the unloaded case, which
may be assigned to the A2, R5 and TE1 mode (cf. Sec. 5.3.1). When water loading is added, the peaks corresponding
to the A2 and R5 modes are damped more heavily than the peak corresponding to the TE1 mode, and hence the peak
corresponding to the TE1 mode is significantly higher than the two other peaks for the in-water case. Furthermore, instead
of three distinct peaks as for the unloaded case, there is a broad peak with a dip in the middle for the water loaded case.
According to the results presented in Ref. [233], the right part of this broad peak should be mainly due to the TE1 mode,
whereas the left part of the peak should be due to a combination of the A2, R5 and TE1 modes. This is further investigated
in Sec. 5.4.2 below, where the deformation of the water loaded disk is compared to the eigenmodes of the unloaded disk.

In Fig. 5.26(b) the voltage source sensitivity response for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 radiating into water is compared
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Figure 5.28: (a) Measured electrical input conductance of the two cases where a PZT-5A disk with D/T=12 is vibrating in air and in
paraffin. For both cases, the response functions are normalized to their respective maximum values, for comparison. The maximum
value for each response function is given in the legends. Measurements by CMR [183]. Each peak in the electrical input conductance is
associated with a vibrational mode based on the FE simulations in (b). (b) As (a), but based on FE simulations. Eigenmode names for
each calculated resonance frequency for the unloaded disk are superimposed on the figure. Eigenmode names are found based on the
mode classification scheme suggested in Sec. 5.3.1.

to the voltage source sensitivity response of the disk in air3. The widening effect is even more evident for the source
sensitivity response than for the electrical input conductance. The value of the source sensitivity response is however
increased when water loading is added, due to the better matching between the piezoelectric medium and the fluid medium.
The relative attenuation is different for the different vibrational modes, and as for the electrical input conductance, the
smallest relative attenuation is seen for the peaks which may be associated with the TE1 mode and the A modes, whereas
the attenuation caused by the water loading is especially large for the radial modes. The frequency shifts for the peaks
in the source sensitivity response are similar to the corresponding frequency shifts for the peaks in the electrical input
conductance.

3Note that the source sensitivity response for the in-air case is calculated using the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method (cf. Sec. 3.7.4), where it is
assumed that the piezoelectric disk is mounted in an infinite, rigid baffle.
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PZT-5A disk with D/T=10

In Fig. 5.27, a corresponding figure as Fig. 5.26 is shown for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10. The response functions are
again normalized to their respective maximum values, occurring at the TE1 mode. The effect of water loading on the
response functions of the disk with D/T=10 is similar to the case for the disk with D/T=5. The same widening effect is
seen for almost all peaks in the response functions, and similar frequency shifts are seen for the lowest R modes and the A3
and A4 mode. In addition, there is a large frequency shift for the E mode. The cause for this large frequency shift has not
been found. Also, in the frequency region below the TE1 mode, the peaks corresponding to A modes are less attenuated
than peaks corresponding to R modes, as seen for the disk with D/T=5. The widening of the peak corresponding to the
TE1 mode is even more evident for the disk with D/T=10 than for the disk with D/T=5. Thus, the TE1 mode dominates the
response functions in a large frequency band (between 1500 and 2500 kHz for the electrical input conductance, and in an
even larger frequency band for the source sensitivity response).

PZT-5A disk with D/T=12

The analysis of the fluid loading effect for the PZT-5A disks with D/T=5 and D/T=10 above are based on simulations only.
In Fig. 5.28(a) it is shown that the same effects are seen in measurements. The measured electrical input conductance of a
PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio of 12 in air is compared to corresponding measurements in paraffin [183] (see Sec. 4.2.2.2 and
Sec. 4.2.5.2 for further details on the measurements). A corresponding figure calculated using the FE method is shown in
Fig. 5.28(b). The eigenmode names given in Fig. 5.28(b) are found based on the mode classification scheme described in
Sec. 5.3.1. For each calculated resonance frequency, the corresponding eigenmode name is given. Based on the eigenmode
names given in Fig. 5.28(b), the peaks in the measured electrical input conductance in Fig. 5.28(a) are associated with
appropriate eigenmodes.

The same features (attenuation and frequency shifts) as observed for the disk with D/T=5 in Fig. 5.26(a), and for the
disk with D/T=10 in Fig. 5.27(a), are observed for the disk with D/T=12 in both measurements and FE simulations. For
example, peaks corresponding to A modes and the TE1 mode are less attenuated than peaks corresponding to R modes, and
some minor frequency shifts are seen for the peaks in the electrical input conductance. These frequency shifts are largest
for the lowest R and A modes.

In addition, there is a relatively large frequency shift for the E mode in the measured electrical input conductance. This
frequency shift is similar to the frequency shift seen in the simulations for the disk with D/T=10, but no such frequency
shift is seen in the simulations for the disk with D/T=12. A possible cause for this difference is that the coupling between
the E mode and R modes is very sensitive to variations in material parameters and geometry.

Note that for the in-air measured electrical input conductance, there is strong coupling between the TE1 mode and the
R13 mode, leading to two peaks instead of one. For the water loaded case, these two peaks are reduced to one peak due
to the attenuation. This coupling between the TE1 and R13 mode is weaker in the simulations, and therefore only one (but
flattened) peak is seen in the simulated electrical input conductance for the unloaded disk.

5.4.2 Effect of fluid loading on disk deformation

In this section, the effect of fluid loading on the vibration of the disk is investigated. This is done by considering how the
vibration over the front surface of the disk varies with frequency for the unloaded and water loaded cases (Fig. 5.29). In
addition, the interior deformation of the disk is also considered for some selected frequencies (Fig. 5.30). Investigations
are only made for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5.

To analyze how the deformation of the disk varies with frequency, displacement spectra for the unloaded and water
loaded disk are shown in Fig. 5.29(b) and (c), respectively. The source sensitivity response is plotted in Fig. 5.29(a),
including eigenmode names. The displacement spectra are plots of the absolute value of the normal displacement over
the front face of the disk, shown continuously as a function of frequency, where the nodal circles at which the normal
displacement is zero are shown using solid lines.

Using these displacement spectra, it may be observed in which frequency bands the different vibrational modes
influence the vibration of the disk. By comparing Fig. 5.29(b) and Fig. 5.29(c), it is evident that the different vibrational
modes influence the vibrational amplitude over the front face of the disk in a larger frequency band in the water loaded
case than in thein vacuocase. As evident from the figures, this also leads to a larger amount of mode coupling, because
each mode affects the response of the disk in a larger frequency band, as also observed e.g. by Shaw [233] (cf. Sec. 2.5.5),
where a similar study was made experimentally for a glycerin loaded BaTiO3 disk. In Shaw’s study, it was shown that the
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Figure 5.29: (a)Voltage source sensitivity response of the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 in air and in water [same as Fig. 5.26(b)]. (b)
Displacement spectrum for the disk vibrating in vacuum, i.e. the absolute value of the normal displacement at the front of the disk (in
thickness direction) is shown as a function of frequency using a dB scale. The zero-values of the displacement are shown using solid
lines. (c) Corresponding displacement spectrum for the in-water case.

vibrational amplitude of the loaded disk changes continuously as one sweeps through the frequency range around the TE1
mode, and that the vibrational amplitude at each frequency may be found as a combination of the vibrational amplitudes of
the eigenmodes in suitable portions. This is in agreement with the results seen in Fig. 5.29.

As seen in Fig. 5.29(c), the vibration pattern is heavily influenced by the TE1 mode for a large frequency region between
1000 and 1100 kHz for the water loaded case, and thus there is a large frequency region for which all of the front face of
the disk vibrates in phase (and thus resembles the plane piston vibrator). Note however that this frequency region is only
above 1000 kHz. Below this frequency, the R5 mode is seen to influence significantly on the vibration of the front face of
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Figure 5.30: Voltage source sensitivity response of the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 in air and in water is shown in (a) [same as Fig. 5.26(b)].
Below, eigenmodes (left column) and disk deformation at selected frequencies in vacuum (middle column) and in water (right column)
are compared.

the disk, even if no peak is seen in the source sensitivity response in Fig. 5.29(a) for the R5 mode for the water loaded case.
A similar observation may also be made for the R4 mode.

There is also a larger frequency region around the frequency of the R1 mode for which there is a large normal
displacement for the water loaded case than for the unloaded case. This effect is analogous to the widening of the peaks
for the source sensitivity response. Between the frequencies of the R1 and R2 mode, a continuous transition from the mode
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shape of the R1 mode to the mode shape of the R2 mode is seen, for both the water loaded and unloaded case.
In Fig. 5.30 the deformation for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5, including interior deformation, is shown for both the

unloaded and water loaded disk for frequencies corresponding to the peaks in the source sensitivity response. For the cases
where no peak is found in the source sensitivity response for the water loaded case, the deformation at the frequency of
the corresponding peak of the source sensitivity response for the in-air case is shown. Also shown are the eigenmodes
corresponding to the peaks in the source sensitivity response.

For the peaks in the source sensitivity response corresponding to the R1, R2, R4 and A1 modes, and for the lowest
frequency marked with R3/E, the deformation of the disk is very similar to the respective eigenmodes for both thein vacuo
and in-water cases. For the highest frequency marked with R3/E, the deformation for the water loaded disk is markedly
different from the deformation for the unloaded disk. However, when going up to about 670 kHz, there is a similar
deformation of the disk for the unloaded case [see Fig 5.29(b)]. Thus, the difference in deformation pattern for the second
peak marked with R3/E is probably due to larger influence from the first mode marked with R3/E at this frequency for the
water loaded case.

For the peaks in the source sensitivity response corresponding to the R5, TE1 and R6 modes, the deformation of the
disk is very similar to the respective eigenmodes for thein vacuocase. However, for the water loaded case the vibration
of the disk is strongly influenced by the TE1 mode in a large frequency band around the frequency of the TE1 mode, as
observed in Fig. 5.29(c), and as a consequence of the the vibration of the disk at the frequencies of the R5 and R6 modes
is similar to the mode shape of the TE1 mode. For the A2 mode, some limited influence from the TE1 mode may also be
seen. This is in agreement with the observations made in Ref. [233].

For a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10, the effect of fluid loading on the vibration of the disk is even larger than for the disk
with D/T=5, as can be seen by comparing the eigenmodes in Fig. 5.4 and the vibration at the frequencies corresponding to
some of the eigenmodes in the water loaded case in Fig. 5.32.

5.4.3 Analysis of the radiated sound field from piezoelectric disks

In this section, the radiated sound field from PZT-5A disks with D/T ratio of 5 and 10 is considered. It is investigated how
the radiated sound field varies for different vibrational modes, and how the radiated sound field varies in limited frequency
bands around the TE1 and R1 modes. The relation between the radiated field and the vibration of the disk is discussed for
all cases. The radiated sound field from a plane piston radiator with the same radius as the piezoelectric disk, and mounted
in an infinite baffle, is used as a reference in the discussion below, due to the fact that the radiated sound field from a plane
piston radiator is well-known. However, as described in Sec. 2.6, the radiated sound field from a plane piston radiator
mounted in an infinite rigid baffle is quite complicated, especially in the nearfield region, even if the radiator vibrates with
a uniform vibration amplitude. There is a number of maxima and minima in the on-axis pressure amplitude, which may be
explained by interference effects between a contribution from a plane wave and a contribution with opposite phase from the
edge of the the plane piston radiator, denoted an edge wave. The radiated sound field from a piezoelectric disk is therefore
even more complex, with more interference effects, because the vibration of the disk is much more complicated than for
the plane piston vibrator (cf. Sec. 2.6). No systematic investigations on the radiated sound field from piezoelectric disks,
where the radiated sound field has been calculated based on the actual velocity distribution over the front face of the disk,
have been found in the literature.

A number of figures are used in the discussion of the radiated sound field from piezoelectric disks below:

� The radiated nearfield pressure field, the on-axis pressure amplitude, the directivity pattern and the disk deformation
for frequencies corresponding to five selected peaks in the source sensitivity response for the PZT-5A disk with
D/T=5 is shown in Fig. 5.31. Also shown in the figure is the on-axis pressure amplitude of a plane piston radiator
with the same radius as the piezoelectric disk. The displacement amplitude of the plane piston radiator is set to be
the average normal displacement over the front face of the piezoelectric disk, calculated according to Eq. (3.209).

Using this figure, the radiated sound field from the piezoelectric disk at different frequencies is analyzed, and
compared to the vibration of the disk and to the corresponding radiated sound field from a plane piston radiator.

� A corresponding figure for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 is shown in Fig. 5.32. Note that only 2 elements are used
per wavelength in the fluid medium for the highest frequencies for the disk with D/T=10, and therefore the results
for the disk with D/T=10 are not as accurate as for the disk with D/T=5, for which at least 5 elements are used per
wavelength in the fluid medium for the highest frequencies. Due to this lower accuracy for the disk with D/T=10,
most of the discussion in this section is focused on the disk with D/T=5.
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� Corresponding figures for five selected frequencies in the frequency band around the TE1 mode (Fig. 5.36), and in
the frequency band around the R1 mode (Fig. 5.35), for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5. These figures are included to
be able to investigate how the radiated sound field changes in a limited frequency band around the driving frequency
of disk transducers based on the TE1 or R1 mode. As shown in Sec. 5.4.2 the vibration of the piezoelectric disk
changes significantly with frequency in a small frequency band around the TE1 mode, and it is therefore to be
expected that the radiated sound field does also change significantly with frequency, as observed experimentally e.g.
in Refs. [117, 116] (cf Sec. 2.6).

� The directivity pattern for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 for the same five selected frequencies as considered in
Fig. 5.31 is compared to the directivity pattern for the plane piston radiator (mounted in an infinite, rigid baffle) with
the same ka-value in Fig. 5.33. Also included in this figure is the directivity pattern for the same disk mounted in
an infinite rigid baffle, to include the baffle effect and exclude the effect of the sound field radiated from the circular
edge of the disk in the comparison with the directivity pattern of the plane piston radiator mounted in an infinite,
rigid baffle. Note however that the deformation of the disk becomes somewhat unsymmetric due to the one-sided
water loading in the case of the piezoelectric disk mounted in an infinite rigid baffle (not shown here).

� A figure corresponding to Fig. 5.33, but for the in-air case, and only for the frequency corresponding to the R1 mode,
is shown in Fig. 5.34.

In addition to the results presented in these figures, the reader is referred to animations of the vibration of the disk
and the corresponding radiated sound field for selected frequencies for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 in Ref. [148]. These
animations have been used extensively in the analysis of the radiated sound field, presented below.

5.4.3.1 The R1 mode and the frequency region around the R1 mode

Directivity pattern and nearfield pressure

For the first radial mode for both the disk with D/T=5 and the disk with D/T=10, there are large vibrations in both radial and
axial direction, because the disk expands in the thickness direction when it contracts in the radial direction, and conversely
(see deformation for the frequency of the R1 mode in Fig. 5.31 and Fig. 5.32). Thus, sound waves are radiated in both
the axial direction and in the radial direction, 180 degrees out of phase, as may be seen from the nearfield pressure for the
frequency of the R1 mode in Fig. 5.31 and Fig. 5.32. The interference of these field components leads to high sidelobes,
with approximately the same height as the main lobe. For the disk with D/T=5, the sidelobes are at approximately 53
degrees, with sidelobe level a few dB lower than the main lobe [see right part of Fig. 5.33(a)]. For the disk with D/T=10,
the interference between the two field components is so strong that the sidelobe level is a few dB higher than the level of
the main lobe (see directivity pattern for the frequency of the R1 mode in Fig. 5.32).

As expected, the sidelobes with high sidelobe level are not seen in the directivity pattern for a plane piston radiator
(mounted in an infinite, rigid baffle) with the same ka-value as the R1 mode for the disk with D/T=5 (ka = 4) [see right
part of Fig. 5.33(b)], because the field radiated from the circular edge of the piezoelectric disk contributes significantly to
the directivity pattern. For the plane piston radiator, there are instead sidelobes with sidelobe level about 30 dB down at 90
degrees. The contribution to the radiated sound field from the sound waves radiated from the circular edge of the PZT-5A
disk may be excluded by considering the piezoelectric disk mounted in an infinite, rigid baffle, such that only the front face
of the disk is wetted, and the circular edge and the back of the disk are free (vacuum). In this case, only the radiated sound
field from the front face of the piezoelectric disk contributes to the directivity pattern, and therefore the sidelobes with
high sidelobe level which were assigned to the inferference between the radiated sound field from the front and the circular
edge of the disk are not present, as shown in the left part of Fig. 5.33(a) for the frequency of the R1 mode for the PZT-5A
disk with D/T=5. The difference between the directivity pattern for the plane piston radiator and for the piezoelectric disk
mounted in an infinite rigid baffle is only due to the different displacement distributions over the face of the two radiators.
For the piezoelectric disk, the displacement is larger at the middle of the disk than close to the circular edge, leading to a
smaller effective ka-value and a defocusing effect, and thus a wider main lobe and no sidelobes are seen, in agreement with
Ref. [92, 117, 116].

On-axis pressure amplitude

The radiated on-axis pressure field at the frequency of the R1 mode is similar to the corresponding on-axis pressure field
from a plane piston radiator. When the displacement amplitude for the plane piston radiator is set equal to the average
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Figure 5.31: In the upper part of the figure, the voltage source sensitivity response of a PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio equal to 5, radiating
into water, is shown. For selected frequencies, the vibrational of the disk (left column), the on-axis pressure field (middle column) and
the radiated sound field (right column) is shown. The eigenmode names with which the peaks in the voltage source sensitivity may be
associated according to the modal analysis for the disk in vacuum, are given for each mode. Superimposed on the radiated sound field is
the directivity pattern. For the directivity pattern, the dynamic range is 50 dB, and the dashed lines correspond to 0 dB down and 20 dB
down from the maximum value for each frequency.
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Figure 5.32: In the upper part of the figure, the voltage source sensitivity response of a PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio equal to 10 is shown.
The fluid medium is water. For selected frequencies, the vibrational of the disk (left column), the on-axis pressure field (middle column)
and the radiated sound field (right column) is shown. The eigenmode names with which the peaks in the voltage source sensitivity may
be associated according to the modal analysis for the disk in vacuum, are given for each mode. Superimposed on the radiated sound field
is the directivity pattern. For the directivity pattern, the dynamic range is 50 dB, and the dashed lines correspond to 0 dB down and 20
dB down from the maximum value for each frequency.
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Figure 5.33: In the left column [(a), (c), (e), (g) and (i)] the directivity pattern for selected peaks in the source sensitivity response of a
PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio equal to 5 mounted in a infinite, rigid baffle (left part) is compared to the corresponding directivity pattern
of the disk vibrating in an infinite water medium (right part). In the right column [(b), (d), (f), (h), and (j)] the directivity pattern for
the same peaks in the source sensitivity response for the disk mounted in a rigid baffle is compared to the corresponding directivity of
a plane piston with the same radius mounted in a rigid baffle. The fluid medium is water for all cases. Note that the frequencies of the
peaks in the source sensitivity response vary somewhat for the baffled and unbaffled case.

displacement over the front face of the piezoelectric disk, the farfield on-axis pressure amplitude for the plane piston
radiator is nearly equal to the farfield on-axis pressure for the piezoelectric disk, whereas the on-axis pressure amplitude
in the nearfield is nearly twice as high for the piezoelectric disk (see the on-axis pressure amplitude at the frequency of
the R1 mode in Fig. 5.31 for the disk with D/T=5 and the on-axis pressure amplitude at the frequency of the R1 mode in
Fig. 5.32 for the disk with D/T=10). This difference is due to the fact that the effective radius of the radiator is smaller
for the piezoelectric disk than for the plane piston radiator because the displacement distribution over the front face of the
piezoelectric disk is larger at the middle of the disk than close to the circular edge, leading to a smaller effective ka-value.
This agrees with previous investigations of the radiated sound field from radiators with an amplitude tapering function over
the front face of the disk [92, 117, 116].
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(b) PZT−5A disk compared to plane piston (R1, air)
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(a) PZT−5A disk with and without baffle (R1, air)
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Figure 5.34: In (a) the directivity pattern at the frequency of the R1 mode for a PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio equal to 5 mounted in a
rigid baffle (left part) is compared to the corresponding directivity pattern for the disk without baffle. In (b) the directivity pattern at the
frequency of the R1 mode for the disk mounted in a rigid baffle is compared to the corresponding directivity pattern for a plane piston
with the same radius mounted in a rigid baffle. The fluid medium is air for both cases.

Influence of the properties of the fluid medium

The radiated sound field does not only depend on the vibrational amplitude over the surface of the disk. Another important
factor is the fluid medium. Due to the low sound velocity in air, the ka-value of the plane piston radiator radiating at the
frequency of the R1 mode in air is 18, compared to ka=4 in water. Thus, the directivity pattern of the plane piston radiator
at the frequency of the R1 mode in air is equal to the directivity pattern of a plane piston radiator at about 900 kHz in
water, corresponding to the frequency of the A2 mode. Thus, it is to be expected that the radiated sound field from the
piezoelectric disk at the frequency of the R1 mode is significantly different in air compared to the in-water case, considered
above. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.34(a) (right part), where the directivity pattern for the frequency of the R1 mode for
the same PZT-5A disk with D/T=5, but vibrating in air, is shown. The main lobe is much narrower, with approximately
the same width as the main lobe for a plane piston with the same radius mounted in an infinite rigid baffle where the fluid
medium is air [shown in the right part of Fig. 5.34(b)]. Due to the higher ka-value, the sound pressure field radiated from
both the front face and the circular edge of the piezoelectric disk is more directive when the fluid medium is air, and there
is therefore less interference between these two components of the sound field. This results in a lower sound pressure level
at 90 degrees for the disk vibrating in air compared to the in-water case (approximately 10 dB down). Also, the sidelobe at
approximately 50 degrees with high sidelobe level is not present.

Comparing the directivity pattern for the frequency of the R1 mode of the PZT-5A disk mounted in an infinite rigid
baffle to the corresponding directivity pattern for the plane piston mounted in an infinite rigid baffle [cf. Fig. 5.34(b)], it
is seen that these are very similar, the most significant difference being a higher sidelobe level for the plane piston radiator.
This may again be assigned to the fact that the normal velocity distribution over the front face of the piezoelectric disk is
larger at the middle of the disk than close to the circular edge, leading to lower sidelobes [117, 116].

The frequency region around the R1 mode

In Fig. 5.35 radiated sound field and deformation is shown for five frequencies in the frequency band around the R1 mode
for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5, to investigate how the radiated sound field varies in the frequency band around the R1
mode. This is of interest for e.g. the development of radial mode transducers.

When the frequency is decreased from the center frequency at 190 kHz, the vibration over the front face of the disk
and the circular edge of the disk becomes more uniform (i.e. more similar to a plane piston vibrator). Considering the
directivity pattern, the sidelobe level becomes higher, and for 140 kHz the level of the sidelobe is higher than for the main
lobe. Also, the position of the sidelobe moves from about 50 degrees to 90 degrees.

When the frequency is increased from the center frequency at 190 kHz, the vibration of the disk is influenced by the
R2 mode, and thus for 240 kHz, the middle part and the outer part of the front face of the disk vibrate out of phase, leading
to a more complicated interference pattern. The main lobe becomes narrower, and the sound pressure level at 90 degrees is
more than 10 dB down compared to the main lobe.

Thus, although the variations in the deformation of the disk are not very large in the frequency range around the peak
in the source sensitivity response corresponding to the R1 mode, the radiated sound pressure field changes significantly.
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Figure 5.35: In the upper part of the figure, the voltage source sensitivity response of a PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio equal to 5 is shown
for the frequency region around the R1 mode. The fluid medium is water. For selected frequencies, the vibrational of the disk (left
column), the on-axis pressure field (middle column) and the radiated sound field (right column) is shown. Superimposed on the radiated
sound field is the directivity function. For the directivity function, the dynamic range is 20 dB, and the dashed lines correspond to 0 dB
down and 10 dB down from the maximum value for each frequency.
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5.4.3.2 Higher order R modes and the E mode

The R2 mode

At the frequency corresponding to the R2 mode for the disk with D/T=5, the middle part of the front surface of the disk is
vibrating in phase with the circular edge of the disk, and out of phase with the outer part of the front surface of the disk
(see the deformation for the frequency of the R2 mode in Fig. 5.31). The radiated sound field close to the piezoelectric disk
has three distinct maxima, closely related to the vibration of the disk; one at the middle of the front surface of the disk, one
at the sides of the front surface of the disk, and one at the circular edge of the disk (see nearfield pressure for frequency of
the R2 mode in right column of Fig. 5.31). There are strong interference effects between these field components, resulting
in a directivity pattern which is very different from the plane piston radiator, as shown in Fig. 5.33(c) and (d). The main
lobe is narrower than the corresponding main lobe for the plane piston radiator, and the first sidelobe is at about 26 degrees
with sidelobe level only 5 dB down, as compared to 17.5 dB down for the plane piston radiator. For the piezoelectric disk
mounted in an infinite baffle, the sidelobe level is even higher (approximately the same level as the main lobe), and the first
sidelobe is at approximately 30 degrees. Consequently, the high sidelobe level for the piezoelectric disk compared to the
plane piston, may be assigned to interference effects between the field components radiated from the middle and sides of
the front face of the disk.

A different approach to explain the position of the sidelobes and the high sidelobe level in the radiated sound field, is the
approach used in Refs. [17, 16] to analyze the directivity pattern from piezoelectric lithium niobate bars with varying W/T
ratio (cf. Sec. 2.6), where the high sidelobe levels and the position of the sidelobes are accurately predicted by considering
harmonic vibrations at the surface of the bar. From the vibration of the disk at the frequency of the R2 mode, shown in
Fig. 5.31, it is seen that there are 3/2 wavelengths along the diameter of the disk, and thus the wavelength of the vibration
is equal to 2D/3, whereD is the diameter of the disk. In Refs. [17, 16] the angle of the directivity pattern from a harmonic
wave along the surface of the radiator is calculated from wave-number reconstruction (cf. Sec. 2.6). Applying the same
argument here leads to a sidelobe at 29.6 degrees, which is close to the observed value.

The on-axis pressure field for the frequency of the R2 mode exhibits a large maximum close to the piezoelectric disk,
due to constructive interference between the different field components. This interference effect is investigated in Ref.
[116], where the sound pressure field from a piston with a vibrational amplitude that exhibits several maxima and minima
(four cycles of a cosine function) across its radius is calculated. For this vibrational amplitude, a prominent pressure peak
is seen close to the radiator, and high sidelobe levels are observed (cf. Sec. 2.6), as for the frequency of the R2 mode for
the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5.

Similar results are found for the R2 mode for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 (not shown here).

The R3/E mode

For the peak in the source sensitivity response of the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 at around 610 kHz, corresponding to the R3/E
mode (see the frequency of the R3/E mode in Fig. 5.31), similar observations may be made as for the peak corresponding
to the R2 mode. The central and outer part of the front surface of the disk vibrate out of phase with the rest of the front
surface of the disk, and therefore there are maxima in the pressure amplitude of the radiated sound field corresponding to
these three areas close to the piezoelectric disk, in addition to a maximum corresponding to the vibration of the circular
edge of the disk. The directivity pattern is similar to the directivity pattern for the frequency of the R2 mode, except for
a sidelobe at approximately 15 degrees, which is therefore assigned to the edge vibration for the edge mode. This is in
agreement with the radiated sound field from a edge-vibration only disk transducer shown in Ref. [116], for which a high
sidelobe level is found. The on-axis pressure field for the frequency of the R3/E mode is similar to the case for the R2
mode, but the prominent nearfield pressure peak is even larger.

Higher order R modes

The radiated sound field for frequencies corresponding to the higher order radial modes is similar to what is found for the
R2 and R3/E mode, and is not shown here. The prominent nearfield pressure peak becomes even larger, and the number of
sidelobes increases.
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5.4.3.3 A modes

The A2 mode for the disk with D/T=5

According to the discussion in Sec. 5.4.2, the deformation of the disk at the frequency of the peak in the source sensitivity
response marked with A2+ in Fig. 5.31 is a combination of the deformation of the A2 mode, the R5 mode and the TE1
mode, leading to a deformation for which most of the front surface of the disk vibrates in phase, but with ripples at the front
surface which are similar to the ones found for the R5 mode, and with interior deformation with large shear vibrations, as
expected for the A2 mode. Thus, the vibration at this frequency shows more similarity to the plane piston than the R modes
considered above. This leads to a directivity pattern with more similarities with the directivity pattern for the plane piston
radiator. The width of the main lobe is approximately the same as for the plane piston radiator, and the level of the first
sidelobe is down 16 dB, whereas it is down 17.5 dB for the plane piston. There is however another sidelobe at 50 degrees
which is only 14 dB down compared to the main lobe. This sidelobe is assigned to the influence from the R5 mode on the
vibration for this frequency, following Ref. [116].

For the frequency of the peak assigned to the A2 mode, there is little radial vibration, and therefore the directivity
pattern for the disk mounted in a rigid baffle is very similar to the directivity pattern for the disk vibrating in an infinite
water medium [compare the left and right parts of Fig. 5.33(g)]. There are however differences, some of which may be
assigned to the difference in the deformation of the disk due to the different loading conditions (one sided water loading
for the disk mounted in an infinite, rigid baffle). For the on-axis pressure field for this mode, there is a high peak close to
the piezoelectric disk, which is assigned to the influence from the R5 mode on the vibration of the disk at this frequency.

The A3 and A4 modes for the disk with D/T=10

The analysis of the response functions of the disk with D/T=10 in Sec. 5.4.2 indicated that the TE1 mode dominates the
response of the disks in a much larger frequency region for the disk with D/T=10 than for the disk with D/T=5, and thus
it is to be expected that the vibration of the A3 and A4 modes for the disk with D/T=10 is significantly influenced by the
TE1 mode. This is seen clearly when comparing the deformation for the frequencies marked with A3 and A4 in Fig. 5.32
with the corresponding eigenmodes in Fig. 5.4. The most significant difference, when comparing to the eigenmodes, is
that there is a more uniform displacement in the thickness direction at these frequencies for the water loaded case than for
the corresponding eigenmodes, due to the influence from the TE1 mode. There is, however, nevertheless a complicated
vibration pattern over the front face of the disk for both frequencies. This vibration pattern changes with frequency,
and takes on some of the characteristics of the eigenmode corresponding to each of the frequenciesm and some of the
characteristics of the TE1 mode.

The directivity pattern for the frequencies corresponding to the A3 and A4 modes are more similar to the plane piston
radiator than what was seen at the frequencies of the R modes and the A2 mode for the disk with D/T=5, probably due to
this influence from the TE1 mode on the vibration; the sidelobe level is down between 17 and 20 dB, and a relatively narrow
main lobe is found. For both the frequencies of the A3 and A4 modes for the disk with D/T=10, a significant sidelobe is
seen at approximately 45 degrees. This sidelobe is again assigned to the influence of radial modes on the vibration of the
A modes.

5.4.3.4 The TE1 mode and the frequency region around the TE1 mode

The TE1 mode

The TE1 mode is the mode which is most often used in transducer applications, and this is also the mode for which the
deformation of the disk most closely resembles the vibration of a plane piston radiator (cf. Sec. 5.4.2 and Fig. 5.31). The
directivity pattern for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 at the frequency of the TE1 mode has some characteristics which are
similar to the directivity for the plane piston [cf. Fig. 5.33(i) and (j)], with a main lobe of approximately the same width
as for the plane piston radiator (though somewhat broader), and with the first sidelobe at 20 degrees and 25 dB down
(compared to 20 degrees and 17.5 dB down for the plane piston radiator). However, there are fewer sidelobes, and the
level of the sidelobes between 50 and 70 degrees is significantly higher for the piezoelectric disk than for the plane piston
radiator, probably due to the influence from radial modes.

The sound pressure field close to the piezoelectric disk (see frequency of the TE1 mode in Fig. 5.31) exhibits
complicated interference effects, as for a plane piston radiator with this ka-value (ka=21.6) [146]. However, whereas
the interference effects for the plane piston radiator are due to the interference between a plane wave component and a
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Figure 5.36: In the upper part of the figure, the voltage source sensitivity response of a PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio equal to 5 is shown
for the frequency region around the TE1 mode. The fluid medium is water. For selected frequencies, the vibrational of the disk (left
column), the on-axis pressure field (middle column) and the radiated sound field (right column) is shown. Superimposed on the radiated
sound field is the directivity function. For the directivity function, the dynamic range is 50 dB, and the dashed lines correspond to 0 dB
down and 20 dB down from the maximum value for each frequency.
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component from the edge of the radiator, the interference effects for the PZT-5A disk is due to the interference between
the field components from the different parts of the front surface of the disk which vibrate with different displacement
amplitude in addition to corresponding interference effects as for the plane piston radiator. Thus, the interference effects
are more complicated for the PZT-5A disk, which also results in a large maximum in the on-axis pressure amplitude close
to the piezoelectric disk. This maximum is assigned to the influence from radial modes on the vibration on the disk at the
frequency of the TE1 mode, and is in agreement with earlier observations (cf. Sec. 2.6).

The radiated sound field for the frequency of the TE1 mode for the disk with D/T=10 is very similar to the case for the
disk with D/T=5. There is however a narrower main lobe and lower sidelobes for the disk with D/T=10, and in addition the
nearfield maximum is even larger for this case. This may be assigned to the fact that the vibration of the disk with D/T=10
at the TE1 mode seems to be more influenced by radial modes than what is the case for D/T=5 (compare Fig. 5.32 and
Fig. 5.31).

The frequency region around the TE1 mode

For thickness mode transducers, the driving frequency is often chosen to be the frequency corresponding to the peak
value of the source sensitivity response corresponding to the fundamental thickness extensional mode. The change in the
radiated sound field in a limited frequency band around the frequency of the TE1 mode is of great interest in transducer
applications. An example of this is transient applications, in which the puls shape depends on the vibration of the disk in a
limited frequency band around the center frequency.

In Fig. 5.36 the deformation of the disk is compared to the radiated sound field and the corresponding directivity pattern
for five frequencies in the frequency band around the TE1 mode for the disk with D/T=5. When the frequency is increased
from the center frequency at 1030 kHz, the vibration over the front face of the disk becomes more uniform (less ripples),
and there is less radial vibration at the circular edge of the disk. The main lobe of the directivity pattern therefore becomes
narrower, and the level of the first sidelobe becomes lower. For frequencies below the center frequency, there are more
significant changes in the radiated sound field, and these particular changes in the radiated sound field may be unwanted in
many applications. For 995 kHz, strong coupling to the R5 mode is seen in the disk deformation, and the radiated sound
field becomes more similar to the one seen for the A2 mode, with higher sidelobe level. This is even more evident for 960
kHz, for which the deformation of the disk seems to be dominated by the R5 mode, leading to a broader main lobe and
even higher sidelobe level.

For the disk with D/T=10, the situation is similar as for the disk with D/T=5, as seen from Fig. 5.32. However,
the TE1 mode dominates the vibration of the disk in a much larger frequency region, and therefore there is a more
uniform displacement (most of the front face of the disk is vibrating in phase) over the front face of the disk for a larger
frequency band for the disk with D/T=10 (between the frequencies of the A3 and L2 modes in Fig. 5.32, and also for higher
frequencies, which is however not shown here). There is a narrower main lobe and lower sidelobes than for the disk with
D/T=5, and for all of the frequencies studied in the frequency band around the TE1 mode (between 1700 and 2100 kHz),
the sidelobe level is at least down 17 dB. However, for frequencies below the frequency of the TE1 mode, the radiated
sound field has a character which is unwanted in many transducer applications.

5.5 Summary

When considering the response functions of a piezoelectric disk, a number of peaks and dips are seen. Each of these peaks
may be associated with a vibrational mode in the piezoelectric disk, as has been shown in this chapter. It has also been
shown how both the vibration of the disk, and the position, height and width of these peaks, change significantly when the
D/T ratio of the piezoelectric disk is varied, and when fluid loading is added.

Attention has been given to the identification of which vibrational modes in the piezoelectric disk the different peaks
in the response functions may be associated with, and how the position, height and bandwidth of the peaks varies when the
geometry of the disk and the amount of fluid loading is changed. Based on these investigations it was found that for the
frequency region around the important TE1 mode, the peaks which may be assigned to A and L modes are more significant
in the response functions of PZT-5A disks than peaks corresponding to R modes. This is even more evident in the water
loaded case for the D/T ratios considered, as the attenuation of the peaks corresponding to R modes caused by the water
loading effect was found to be higher than for the TE1 mode, A modes and L modes. However, even if no peak was seen
in the source sensitivity response for one of the radial modes (R5) close in frequency to the TE1 mode for a PZT-5A disk
with D/T=5 due to the water loading effect, this radial mode was nevertheless found to dominate the vibration and radiated
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sound field of the disk in a frequency band around the resonance frequency of this mode. Observations of this type may
be important in a transducer design process, as the characteristics of the radial modes are often unwanted in the response
functions of a transducer.

An important topic in the analysis of piezoelectric disks is the analysis of the radiated sound field from such disks,
as the ultrasonic field radiated from a piezoelectric transducer is a feature which is often vital for the performance of the
transducer. Investigations regarding the nature of the radiated sound field for frequencies corresponding to the different
vibrational modes in the disk have been made for varying D/T ratio, and the radiated sound field has been compared to the
vibration of the disk. The different parts of the surface of the piezoelectric disk vibrate with different amplitudes and in
different phases, resulting in different field components radiated from the individual parts of the surface of the disk, with
strong interference effects between the different field components.

For the radial modes, the disk expands in the thickness direction when it contracts in the radial direction, and thus sound
waves are radiated in both the axial direction and in the radial direction. This is especially the case for the R1 mode, for
which a high sidelobe level is found due to the interference between components of the sound field radiated 180 degrees
out of phase in the axial and radial directions. When the vibration of the disk is changed slightly, as for a slightly higher
or lower frequency, the relative size of the field components change, and as a consequence of this, the position and level of
the sidelobe also changes. For the higher order R modes, there are more field components, because there are more maxima
and minima in the vibrational amplitude along the surface of the disk, and consequently the interference effects are more
complicated, leading to a major peak in the on-axis pressure close to the piezoelectric disk and to high sidelobe level.
This large on-axis pressure peak is also seen for frequencies in the frequency band around the TE1 mode, especially for
frequencies lower than the frequency of the TE1 mode, due to the coupling between the TE1 mode and radial modes, as also
pointed out in previous work. Regarding the similarities with the radiated field of a plane piston radiator for frequencies in
the frequency band around the TE1 mode, it has been found that there are some similarities, especially for frequencies in
the upper part of the frequency band around the TE1 mode.

The discussion of the response functions and radiated sound field from piezoelectric disks in this chapter has been
closely related to the different vibrational modes in a piezoelectric disk. Therefore, it has been important to classify the
vibrational modes in a piezoelectric disk in a consistent way. Due to some inconsistencies and shortcomings in mode
classification schemes given in the literature, a refined mode classification scheme has been suggested in the present work,
in which the vibrational modes in piezoelectric disks are classified into four main groups; R modes, A modes, L modes and
E modes. This mode classification scheme is refined compared to previous schemes in the sense that a special numbering
scheme has been suggested for A modes, that the TE1 and TS1 modes are recognized as special types of A and L modes,
and that the refined mode classification scheme is directly applicable to disks of both materials for which the constantm is
less than and larger than one. This mode classification scheme has been applied to PZT-5A and PbTiO3 disks, and for all
types of modes, the deformation of the disk, including interior deformation, has been shown.

The significant differences between the vibrational modes of the PZT-5A disks (a material withm larger than one) and
the PbTiO3 disks (a material withm less than one) pointed out in the current work have not been noted previously, to
the authors knowledge. For the classification of some of the modes (especially for A modes for the PZT-5A disks) it has
been necessary to use the interior deformation of the disk in order to classify the vibrational modes correctly, due to strong
coupling to other modes, and it may therefore be difficult to classify all modes in piezoelectric disks based on measurements
only. However, as indicated for a PZT-5A disk with D/T=12 in Sec. 5.4.1, such a mode classification is possible with the
aid of FE simulations. As part of the analysis of vibrational modes in piezoelectric disks, resonance frequency spectra with
improved accuracy compared to previous work (maximum error in calculated resonance frequencies of 150 ppm) have been
presented for piezoelectric disks of several different materials.

It has also been shown how the different vibrational modes in the piezoelectric disk contribute to the vibration of
the disk at different frequencies using displacement spectra, both for the unloaded and water loaded case. Comparing
these displacement spectra with the individual vibrational modes, it was found that for frequencies corresponding to some
vibrational modes, the vibration of the disk is so strongly influenced by other vibrational modes that the eigenmode may
not be seen in the vibration of the disk. This effect is strongest for the water loaded case, and is especially the case for
modes which may be associated with very small peaks in the response functions, as expected.
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Chapter 6

FE modeling of piezoelectric disks with a
front layer

6.1 Introduction

Due to the high characteristic acoustic impedance of most piezoceramic materials compared to the acoustic impedance of
water and air, one or several front layers is often used for acoustic matching to the fluid medium in piezoelectric transducers
(cf. Sec. 2.7). If an appropriate front layer material is applied, this leads to better transmission of sound waves to the fluid
medium, resulting in higher bandwidth in the response functions of the transducer. In this chapter, the effect of a single front
layer on the response functions and resonance frequencies of piezoelectric disks is studied. Thus, a very simple transducer
structure, consisting of a piezoelectric disk with diameterD and thicknessT with a front layer of thicknessTfront with the
same diameter as the piezoelectric disk, is studied (see Fig. 6.1). The influence of other parts of a transducer (e.g. backing
layer) is only considered briefly.

Both the in-air and in-water cases are considered, and two different frequency regions are given special attention in the
analysis; the frequency region around the TE1 mode, and the frequency region around the R1 mode. This is motivated by
the fact that piezoelectric disk transducers are often operated in one of these two frequency regions. The variation of the
front layer thickness and the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is considered separately, to investigate how
these constructional variables influence the response of the simple transducer structure. In addition, it is investigated which
front layer thicknesses and characteristic acoustic impedances are optimal with respect to high bandwidth, as this is often
an important question in a transducer design process.

This chapter is divided into three parts. In the first part, Sec. 6.2, it is shown that the resonance frequencies and response
functions of piezoelectric disks with a front layer are only dependent on the D/T ratio, on the relative thickness of the front
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Frontlayer

r
Piezoceramic disk

Figure 6.1: Problem geometry. A piezoelectric disk with thicknessT and diameterD with a front layer with thicknessTfront and the
same diameter as the piezoelectric disk.
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layerTfront=T , and on thefT product (analogous to Sec. 5.2 for a piezoelectric disk only). Thus, the results presented
in the remainder of the chapter may be generalized to arbitrary disk thicknesses, making the results applicable to a wider
range of different problems.

The second part of the chapter, Sec. 6.3, deals with the frequency region around the TE1 mode for the in-air case
(Sec. 6.3.1) and the in-water case (Sec. 6.3.2), and the third part of the chapter, Sec. 6.4, is on the frequency region around
the R1 mode for the in-air case (Sec. 6.4.1) and the in-water case (Sec. 6.4.2). For both frequency regions, the variation of
the front layer thickness and the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is considered. In all cases, comparisons
are made with results from one-dimensional models, as much of the previous work regarding the use of matching layers is
based on one-dimensional models (cf. Sec. 2.7). Complete radiated sound field, corresponding to e.g. Fig. 5.31 for a disk
without a front layer, has been simulated for all the considered front layer materials and thicknesses in the in-water analysis
in Sec. 6.3.2 and Sec. 6.4.2. These results are a byproduct of the present analysis and show very interesting behavior, and
could be useful for various design and analysis considerations. However, taking into account the already large extent of this
dissertation I have decided not to include these results in the presentation.

Some parts of the work on a piezoelectric disk with a front layer described in this chapter have been presented at the
IEEE International Ultrasonics Symposium [154]. In Ref. [154] a few additional discussions and figures are included,
which are referred to at appropriate places in the text below.

Simulation parameters

The applicability of the FE code FEMP to the modeling of piezoelectric disks with a front layer has been verified in
Sec. 4.2.3. The expected accuracy in the FE results as a function of the number of elements per wavelength used in the
modeling of the simple piezoelectric transducer has been found in Sec. 4.3. Based on a compromise between accuracy
and computing time it has been chosen to use a minimum of 3 elements per wavelength for the highest frequencies for
simulations for the frequency region around the TE1 mode, resulting in approximately 4.3 elements per wavelength for the
frequency of the TE1 mode, and 5 elements per wavelength for the highest frequencies for the simulations in the frequency
region around the R1 mode. Thus, according to the convergence tests in Sec. 4.3 the results should be sufficiently accurate
for the qualitative analysis made.

In the calculations for the in-air case, the piezoelectric disk is modeled using piezoelectric finite element and the front
layer is modeled using mechanical finite elements. The effect of fluid loading is neglected in these calculations because of
the significantly increased calculation times involved when fully including the air medium in the analysis. For transducers
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(a) Virtual materials for the in−air analysis

Figure 6.2: All materials of solid state given in the updated version of the tables of material parameters from Ref. [231], available as
an excel spreadsheet on http://www.ultrasonic.com/, are shown using plus signs. The virtual materials used in the present analysis are
shown using circles. Note that Poisson’s ratio is set to 0.32 for all materials, as this is the average value of Poisson’s ratio in the materials
in the table. (a) Virtual materials used for the in-air analysis. (b) Virtual materials used for the in-water analysis.
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Table 6.1: Material parameters for the front layer materials used in the present analysis. The materials are sorted by characteristic
acoustic impedance. Because there are several different epoxy materials with different material parameters, each material is given a label
which is used to refer to it in the analysis. For all materials, the values of compressional sound velocitycl and density� have been found
in Ref. [231]. The value of Poisson’s ratio has been found in Ref. [231] for all materials except for cork, RTV and epoxy7.06, for which
no values are given in Ref. [231], and therefore values are assumed. The value 25 is used for the elastic Q-factors for all materials. The
value ofcs may be calculated fromcl and� using Eq. (2.14) in each case.

Material Label Zfront [Mrayl] cl [m/s] � [kg/m3] �
Cork (wood) cork 0.15 1150 130 0.25�

RTV-511 (rubber) RTV 1.31 1110 1180 0.25�

Epoxy (DER332) epoxy2.64 2.64 2340 1130 0.40
Epoxy (virtual material) epoxy2.64v 2.64 2340 1130 0.25
Epoxy (DER332) epoxy4.17 4.17 2800 1490 0.32
Epoxy (DER332) epoxy5.60 5.60 3180 1760 0.32
Epoxy (Hysol) epoxy7.06 7.06 2160 3270 0.32�

vibrating and radiating into air (or gas), this is often a good approximation due to the low acoustic impedance of air (about
400 Rayl for air, compared to 33.7 Mrayl for PZT-5A). The validity of this approximation for a PZT-5A disk with a front
layer of low characteristic acoustic impedance has been checked using the one-dimensional Mason model1. The source
sensitivity response for the in-air case is calculated from thein vacuonormal displacement over the front of the front layer
using the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method (cf. Sec. 3.7.4), under the assumption that the transducer is mounted in an
infinite, rigid baffle. The electrical input conductance is calculated in vacuum.

In the calculations for the in-water case, the piezoelectric disk is modeled using piezoelectric finite elements, the front
layer is modeled using mechanical finite elements, whereas the fluid medium is modeled using fluid finite and infinite
elements, analogous to the case for a piezoelectric disk in water as described in Sec. 4.3.5 (see Fig. 4.16 for an example of
the meshing of the piezoelectric disk and the fluid medium). The infinite elements of 10th order are used, and the distance
at which the infinite elements are applied corresponds to at leastS = 0:32 for the maximum frequency in the analysis (cf.
Sec. 4.3.4 and Sec. 4.3.5). The FE equations are set up as described in Sec. 3.4, and the radiated sound field (including
directivity function and source sensitivity response), the electrical response functions and the vibration of the transducer is
calculated according to the equations given in Sec. 3.7.3.2.

Several different front layer materials are used in the analysis. Virtual materials are used in part of this analysis, to
be able to investigate the effect of changing the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer in small steps. These
virtual materials are chosen based on tables of material parameters from Ref. [231] (see Fig. 6.2). Material parameters for
other materials used in the analysis are given in Table 6.1.

6.2 Variation of electrical, mechanical and acoustical response functions when
D/T and Tfront/T is constant

In this section it is investigated how the resonance frequencies and response functions of piezoelectric disks with a front
layer change when the D/T ratio and theTfront=T ratio is constant, and the diameter and thickness of the disk and the
front layer is varied. Simulations are made in which the resonance frequencies and response functions are calculated for
two different PZT-5A disks with a quarterwave thick front layer (Tfront = T�=4;TE1), both with D/T ratio equal to 10.0
andTfront=T = 0:3, and with thickness of 1.0 mm and 0.1 mm, respectively. HereT�=4;TE1 is defined by

T�=4;TE1 =
cl

4fTE1
; (6.1)

1Simulations for a PZT-5A disk with a low characteristic acoustic impedance front layer (Zfront = 0:15 Mrayl) and with higher characteristic
acoustic impedance front layers (Zfront = 1:31 Mrayl andZfront = 2:64 Mrayl) of varying thickness have been made for both the unloaded case and
the air loaded case, and only minor differences are seen in the electrical input conductance when the air loading is neglected (not shown here). Thus, even
if fluid loading is neglected, it is possible to get results as to how a front layer of varying thickness influences the response functions of a piezoelectric
disk. The Mason model has been implemented according to Ref. [91].
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of (a) electrical input conductance in vacuum and (b) source sensitivity response in air for two different simple
transducers. The first transducer is a PZT-5A disk with thickness 1.0 mm and diameter 10.0 mm with an epoxy2.64 front layer (cf. Table
6.1 for material parameters) of 0.3 mm. The second is a PZT-5A disk with thickness 0.1 mm and diameter 1.0 mm with an epoxy2.64
front of 0.03 mm. That is, both disks have D/T ratio equal to 10, and a front layer with thicknessT�=4;TE1. The source sensitivity
response in air is calculated using the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method.

wherecl is the compressional sound velocity of the front layer andfTE1 is the resonance frequency of the TE1 mode for
the disk without a front layer. For all simulations, 5 elements per smallest wavelength are used for the maximum frequency
for which results are presented.

The electrical input conductance of thein vacuocase and the source sensitivity response for the in-air case for these two
disks are compared in Fig. 6.3. The loss model used in the simulations is the one described in Sec. 3.7.1, in which complex
material constants are used for mechanical and electrical losses, through the mechanical and electrical Q-factors. The
source sensitivity response of the disks is calculated using the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method described in Sec. 3.7.4.

From Fig. 6.3 it is evident that the response functions as a function of the frequency-thickness product are only
dependent on the D/T ratio and theTfront=T ratio, and not on the thickness of the disk. Thus, the results presented in
the remainder of this chapter are applicable to disks with arbitrary thicknesses. Note however that these considerations only
apply to simulations in which this particular loss model is used, as done in the remainder of this chapter.

The in-water case is not considered here, but similar results are to be expected, based on the corresponding results for
piezoelectric disks presented in Sec. 5.2.

6.3 Frequency region around the TE1 mode

The analysis in this section is focused on the frequency region around the TE1 mode. Much of the previous work regarding
the use of matching layers has been done using one-dimensional models for the TE1 mode of a piezoelectric plate or disk
(cf. Sec. 2.7), thus neglecting the influence from lateral modes in both the piezoelectric plate or disk and in the front layer.
The neglection of lateral modes is a good approximation for disks with high D/T ratio, but for thicker disks, the influence
of the R, A and L modes in the piezoelectric disk, and the coupling between modes in the disk and in the front layer should
not be neglected. The influence of other modes than the TE1 mode on the electrical, mechanical and acoustical response
functions of PZT-5A disks with varying D/T ratio has been considered in Fig. 5.24-5.25, and from these figures some
coupling to other modes is seen for a disk with D/T=10, whereas only very weak coupling to other modes is seen for a disk
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with D/T=20. For lower D/T ratios (e.g. D/T=4 or D/T=6), strong coupling to other modes is evident. According to the
IEEE standard on piezoelectricity [118], the D/T ratio should be at least 10 when using measurements of thickness mode
resonances for the prediction of material constants based on a one-dimensional model, and even if this is the case coupling
to other modes is frequently a serious problem. Thus, for piezoelectric disks with D/T ratio of less than 10, the influence
from other vibrational modes than the TE1 mode is in many cases significant, and thus it is not to be expected that results
from one-dimensional models for such piezoelectric disks with a front layer are reliable. In many applications it is however
necessary to use thick piezoelectric disks due to e.g. the operating environment of the piezoelectric transducer.

In this section, a three-dimensional model (the FE program FEMP) is used to investigate the effect of the front
layer thickness and characteristic acoustic impedance on the response of a simple piezoelectric transducer consisting of
a piezoelectric disk with a front layer, thus including the effect of other modes than the TE1 mode in the analysis. This
three-dimensional analysis is applicable to both thin and thick piezoelectric disks, and in the current analysis it is chosen to
include the following two disks

� One PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio of 10 (thickness 1.0 mm and diameter 10.0 mm), for which the results are expected
not to deviate significantly from the results from one dimensional models.

� One disk with D/T ratio of 5 (thickness 1.0 mm and diameter 5.0 mm), for which the one-dimensional models are
not directly applicable.

As discussed in Sec. 2.7, no systematic investigation on the application of front layers to thick piezoelectric disks, where
the influence of other modes than the TE1 mode is included, have been found in the literature. Thus the formulas for
front layer thicknesses and characteristic acoustic impedances for optimal bandwidth given in the literature (cf. Sec. 2.7)
are calculated based on one-dimensional models, and the choice of these constructional variables for transducers based on
thick piezoelectric disks is consequently often based on the results from one-dimensional models, along with measurements.

The analysis is divided into two parts, the analysis for the in-air case (Sec. 6.3.1) and for the in-water case (Sec. 6.3.2).
In both cases, the two disks with D/T=10 and D/T=5 are considered. The front layer materials applied are however
different in the two cases, due to the different acoustic impedances of the fluid medium. The influence of changing the
front layer thickness and the front layer characteristic acoustic impedance on the radiated sound field (source sensitivity
response) is investigated by varying the front layer thickness and the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer
systematically in small steps, for both the disk with D/T=10 and the disk with D/T=5. As most literature results are
based on one-dimensional models, it is also investigated how the FE results compare with the corresponding results of
the one-dimensional models for the two disks with D/T=10 and D/T=5 for both the in-air and the in-water case. The
one-dimensional model applied for this analysis is the Mason model [203], implemented according to Ref. [91].

6.3.1 In-air case

For optimal matching between PZT-5A and air, the acoustical impedance of the front layer should be between 0.018 Mrayl
and 0.11 Mrayl (cf. Table 2.2) according to literature results based on one dimensional models. However, as the effect of
air loading is neglected in the simulations presented in this section, it is not actually possible to obtain ”optimal matching”
in the present case, but as described in Sec. 6.1 simulations using the Mason model indicate that the fluid loading effect is
so small that the effect of neglecting the air loading is not significant for the results presented here.

There are few materials readily available with characteristic acoustic impedance which is as low as 0.11 Mrayl, and
the materials which are available are often not applicable, e.g. due to hostile operating environment for the transducer.
Therefore, often materials with higher acoustical impedances must be used, although this leads to poorer matching between
the piezoelectric material and the fluid medium. Two examples of materials with characteristic acoustic impedance of
the order which may be applied for air or gas transducers are considered for the in-air analysis here, one material with
low acoustical impedance (cork,Zfront = 0:15 Mrayl, cf. Table 6.1) and one material with higher acoustical impedance
(epoxy2.64,Zfront =2.64 Mrayl, cf. Table 6.1). In addition, to investigate the effect of changing the shear velocity of the
front layer a virtual material with the same compressional velocity and density as the epoxy front layer, but with another
value of Poisson’s ratio, is included in the analysis (epoxy2.64v,� = 0:25 compared to� = 0:40 for epoxy2.64, cf.
Table 6.1). In addition to these materials, a range of virtual materials with varying characteristic acoustic impedances are
considered in Sec. 6.3.1.3.

In Sec. 6.3.1.1 comparisons with the one-dimensional Mason model are made for the electrical input conductance of the
simple transducer, and in Sec. 6.3.1.2 it is investigated how the variation of the front layer thickness influences the source
sensitivity response of the simple transducer. The variation of the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is
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considered in in Sec. 6.3.1.3, and in Sec. 6.3.1.4 it is considered how the front layer affects the vibration of a piezoelectric
disk. A brief example of the effect of a backing layer on the electrical input conductance and source sensitivity response of
a piezoelectric disk with a front layer is given in Sec. 6.3.1.5.

6.3.1.1 Comparison with one-dimensional model

According to one-dimensional models, the thickness of the front layer should be of quarterwave thickness for optimum
transmission of sound waves into the fluid medium, and for optimum bandwidth, as discussed in Sec. 2.7. If the ratio
between the characteristic acoustic impedances of the front layer and the fluid medium is relatively small, one wide peak
is seen in the response functions of the simple transducer, whereas if the ratio is large, two distinct peaks are seen, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.5 in the background chapter. Below the variation in the position of these two peaks in the electrical
input conductance is considered for PZT-5A disks with a front layer. Two different disks, with D/T ratio of 10 and 5, are
considered.

PZT-5A disk with D/T=10

The variation of the position of the two peaks in the electrical input conductance with frequency is shown in Fig. 6.4 for the
PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 with (a) a cork front layer and (d) an epoxy (epoxy2.64) front layer. Mason model simulation
results are shown using solid lines and FE simulation results are shown using plus signs (note that in the FE simulations
there are several minor peaks in additional to the major peaks, and the plus signs denote the positions of the major peaks).
The variation of the position of the peaks in frequency is shown as a function of the normalized quarterwave frequency
of the front layer,f�=4=fTE1 (following Ref. [218]), wheref�=4 = cl=4Tfront andfTE1 is the frequency of the TE1
mode. For the Mason model simulations,fTE1 is calculated according to Eq. (2.8) (1935 kHz), whereas the normalization
frequencyfTE1 used for the FE simulation results is the frequency of the TE1 mode calculated by the FE simulations (1963
kHz).

There is very good agreement between the position of the peaks predicted by the Mason model and the corresponding
FE simulations for both front layer materials, and for most front layer thicknesses, as seen in Fig. 6.4 (a) and (d). However,
there are several minor peaks in the electrical input conductance calculated by FE simulations in addition to the two major
peaks considered in Fig. 6.4 (a) and (d), as seen in Fig. 6.4(b) and (e) for the front layer thicknessTfront = T�=4;TE1
[whereT�=4;TE1 is defined in Eq. (6.1)]. Thus the general agreement between the FE simulations and the Mason model
simulations for the electrical input conductance of the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 with a front layer is not as good as it
would seem from Fig. 6.4 (a) and (d). These other peaks in the electrical input conductance in Fig. 6.4(b) and (e) are a
consequence of the minor peaks in the electrical input conductance of the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 without a front layer,
shown in Fig. 5.23.

For the epoxy front layer, the agreement between the FE simulations and the Mason model simulation is relatively good,
the difference being only small ripples due to the coupling between different vibrational modes in the piezoelectric disk
and vibrational modes in the front layer. For the cork front layer, the agreement is poorer, there being several significant
peaks in the electrical input conductance in addition to the two major peaks. The origin of these other peaks is discussed in
Sec. 6.3.1.2 below, by considering how the response of the disk changes when a thin front layer is attached to the disk.

PZT-5A disk with D/T=5

Corresponding figures for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 with a front layer of thicknessT�=4;TE1, are shown in Fig. 5.26(c)
and (f). The frequency of the TE1 mode found in the FE simulations is 2050 kHz for the disk with D/T=5, and this
frequency is therefore used for the frequency normalization in this case, whereas 1935 kHz is used for the Mason model
simulations. As expected, the agreement between the Mason model simulations and the FE simulations is much poorer for
the disk with D/T=5. However, there are significant similarities between FE simulations and Mason model simulations for
the epoxy front layer case, with two major peaks at nearly the same frequencies as the two peaks predicted by the Mason
model in the FE simulations, in addition to four minor peaks which are not seen in the Mason model simulations. For the
cork front layer case, there is poorer agreement, with three peaks with nearly equal height in the FE simulations instead of
two as predicted by the one-dimensional model. The latter is however not surprising, as there are three peaks with nearly
equal height in the electrical input conductance of the disk without a front layer [cf. Fig. 5.26(a)], which may be associated
with the TE1 mode, the R5 mode and the A2 mode, respectively, and thus the agreement between the FE simulation and
the Mason model simulation is surprisingly good for the epoxy front layer case. As there are several peaks in the electrical
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Figure 6.4: (a),(d) Variation of the position of the two peaks in the input conductance as a function of normalized frequencyf=fTE1 and
normalized front layer quarterwave frequencyf�=4=fTE1 for a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 with a front layer of varying thickness. In (a)
a cork front layer and in (d) an epoxy (epoxy2.64) front layer is considered. Solid line is from Mason model simulation and plus signs
are from FE simulations. (b),(c),(e),(f) Electrical input conductance plotted as a function of normalized frequencyf=fTE1 for a PZT-5A
disk with a front layer of thicknessT�=4;TE1. Solid line is from FE simulation and dashed line is from Mason model simulation. Results
for the disks with D/T=10 (middle column) and D/T=5 (right column) are shown, and only thein vacuocase is considered.

input conductance with approximately equal height for the disk without a front layer, it has not been possible to investigate
the variation in the position of the peaks in the electrical input conductance using a figure similar to Figs. 6.4(a) and (d) for
the disk with D/T=5.

From the above investigations, it is evident that there is overall good agreement between the results of the one-
dimensional Mason model and the FE simulations for the disk with D/T=10, and that the agreement is poorer for the
disk with D/T=5, as expected.

6.3.1.2 Variation of the front layer thickness

There are, as shown e.g. in Fig. 6.4, several other peaks in the response functions of a piezoelectric disk with a front
layer in addition to the two peaks predicted by the one-dimensional Mason model. In this section the origin of these peaks
is investigated by first considering a piezoelectric disk only, then a piezoelectric disk with a very thin front layer, and
subsequently increasing the front layer thickness nearly continuously in small steps up to well above the quarterwave front
layer thickness. This procedure is repeated for a few different front layer materials.

Only the source sensitivity response is considered in this section. Three different front layer materials are chosen for the
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Figure 6.5: Voltage source sensitivity for PZT-5A disks with D/T=10 and D/T=5 with a front layer in air, for three different front layer
materials. In (a)-(c) and (g)-(i) the source sensitivity is shown as a function of normalized front layer thicknessTfront=T�=4;TE1. The
resonance frequencies of the transducer structure are plotted using thin gray lines, and dashed lines show the front layer thicknesses
�l(f)=4 (rightmost dashed line) and�s(f)=4 (leftmost dashed line). Mode names for selected modes for the PZT-5A disks without
a front layer are superimposed on the figure. In (d)-(f) and (j)-(l) the source sensitivity response is shown for front layer thicknesses
T�=4;TE1, 0.9T�=4;TE1 and 1.1T�=4;TE1. The source sensitivity response 6 dB down from the maximum value for the front layer with
thicknessT�=4;TE1 is shown using a horizontal blue line.

analysis; cork, epoxy2.64 and epoxy2.64v (see Table 6.1 for material parameters). Again, results are presented for the two
disks with D/T=10 and D/T=5. The variation of the source sensitivity with front layer thickness is shown for both disks and
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for all three front layer materials in Fig. 6.5. In the first and third row, the source sensitivity response is plotted as a function
of front layer thickness, normalized to the quarterwave thickness of the front layer for the TE1 mode,T�=4;TE1. The
resonance frequencies of the disk with a front layer are plotted using thin gray lines, including the resonance frequencies
of antisymmetric (flexural) modes, which become important when the front layer thickness is increased. In the second and
fourth row, traditional source sensitivity response plots are given for the front layer thicknessesT�=4;TE1, 0.9T�=4;TE1,
and 1.1T�=4;TE1.

Below, Fig. 6.5 is discussed for each of these three front layer materials separately. Note that a corresponding analysis
has been made during this dr. scient. work [154], in which the electrical input conductance and the average displacement
over the front face of the disk was considered instead of the source sensitivity response, and in which results for RTV (see
Table 6.1 for material parameters) were given in addition to the three materials considered here.

Cork front layer

Consider first the source sensitivity for the disk with D/T=10 with a cork front layer of varying thickness, shown in
Fig. 6.5(a). Along the left edge of the figure, the source sensitivity response of the disk without a front layer is shown
(Tfront = 0), corresponding to Fig. 5.23. Eigenmode names for some selected eigenmodes (the A4, TE1 and L2
modes) are superimposed on the figure. The major peak in the source sensitivity response for the disk without a front
layer, corresponding to the TE1 mode, is seen through a red area around the frequencyfTE1, whereas two minor peaks
corresponding to the A4 and L2 modes are seen as yellow areas around0:94fTE1 and1:07fTE1, respectively.

When a thin front layer is added [moving slightly to the right in Fig. 6.5(a)], no significant changes are seen in either
the source sensitivity response or the resonance frequencies. Increasing the front layer thickness further [moving more
to the right in Fig. 6.5(a)], no significant changes are seen until arriving at the curved dashed line, denoting the front
layer thickness�s(f)=4, where�s = cs=f is the wavelength of shear waves in the front layer. Around this front layer
thickness, which varies with frequency, significant changes are seen in the resonance frequencies for all frequencies. Each
line corresponding to a resonance frequency in the transducer structure is nearly horizontal up to the thickness�s(f)=4.
Around this front layer thickness, there is a sudden drop in the resonance frequencies, which may be assigned to the front
layer. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.6(a), where the resonance frequencies of a cork disk of thicknessTcork, with the bottom
of the disk clamped, is compared to the resonance frequencies of the simple transducer consisting of the PZT-5A disk with
D/T=10 with a cork front layer with thicknessTfront = Tcork, and the same diameter as the cork disk. From Fig. 6.6(a)
it may be recognized that there is a direct relation between the resonance frequencies of the clamped cork disk and the
resonance frequencies of the PZT-5A disk with a cork front layer. The sudden drop in the resonance frequencies around
the front layer thickness�s(f)=4 is therefore caused by coupling between the vibrational modes in the PZT-5A disk and
in the cork front layer, and the nearly horizontal lines in Fig. 6.5(a) may therefore be associated with vibrational modes
in the piezoelectric disks, whereas the slanting lines which seem to nearly cross (and slightly perturb) the horizontal lines
may be associated with vibrational modes in the front layer. The fact that the nearly horizontal lines are only perturbed in a
small region by the slanting lines indicates that the coupling between the modes in the disk and the modes in the front layer
is weak. The very dense band of modes around the front layer thickness�l(f)=4 [�l is the wavelength of compressional
waves in the front layer, and�l(f)=4 therefore varies with frequency; see rightmost dashed line in Fig. 6.5(a)], may thus
also be associated with vibration in the front layer.

The source sensitivity level is not much influenced by the drop in resonance frequencies around the front layer thickness
�s(f)=4, but the source sensitivity level is however increased around the front layer thickness�l(f)=4, in all of the
frequency region considered, and especially around the frequencyfTE1 of the TE1 mode. As for the electrical input
conductance shown in Fig. 6.4, the single peak in the source sensitivity response corresponding to the TE1 mode is split
into two major peaks with varying position. It is evident from Fig. 6.5(a) that these peaks are closest together for the front
layer thicknessT�=4;TE1, for which a wide peak with a small dip in the middle is seen for the source sensitivity response
[thick line in Fig. 6.5(d)]. For front layer thicknesses of 0.9T�=4;TE1 and 1.1T�=4;TE1, the peaks are further apart.

Considering the peaks corresponding to the A4 and L2 modes in the disk without a front layer, a similar splitting into
two peaks is seen, and a similar increase of the source sensitivity level around the front layer thickness�l(f)=4 for the
frequencies of these modes. Thus, the peak at approximately 0.95fTE1 for all three front layer thicknesses in Fig. 6.5(d)
is due to the A4 mode in the PZT-5A disk, and the peak at approximately 1.08fTE1 is due to the L2 mode in the PZT-5A
disk. Thus, if these peaks are a problem in a specific transducer application, a slight modification of the D/T ratio of the
disk will shift these peaks in frequency.

The PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 with a cork front layer is considered in Fig. 6.5(g) and (j). At the left edge of Fig. 6.5(g),
the source sensitivity response of the disk without a front layer is shown (Tfront = 0), corresponding to Fig. 5.26(b).
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Figure 6.6: (a) Variation of the resonance frequencies of a PZT-5A disk with a cork front layer as a function of the front layer thickness
(solid lines) in vacuum. Also shown is the variation of the resonance frequencies of cork disks, with the bottom of the disk clamped, as
a function of the thickness of the cork disks (dashed lines). (b) Corresponding figure for an epoxy material (epoxy2.64v,� = 0:25).

Eigenmode names for some selected eigenmodes (the A2, R5 and TE1 modes) are superimposed on the figure. The peaks
corresponding to the the R5 mode (at approximately 0.96fTE1) and the A2 mode (at approximately 0.88fTE1) are only
slightly lower than the peak corresponding to the TE1 mode (at 1.0fTE1) for the disk without a front layer. The effect
of adding a thin cork front layer to the disk with D/T=5 is very similar to the case for the disk with D/T=10 considered
above. However, because there are three major peaks in the source sensitivity response of the disk without a front layer, all
these three peaks are split into two and the source sensitivity level is increased significantly around the front layer thickness
�l(f)=4 for all three frequencies.

For the front layer thicknessT�=4;TE1, there is one peak at approximately 0.88fTE1 corresponding to the A2 mode
with peak value 8 dB down from the maximum value, one peak at approximately 0.96fTE1 corresponding to the R5 mode,
with peak value 2 dB down from the maximum value, and one wider peak at approximately 1.03fTE1 corresponding to
the TE1 mode. There is also a large dip in the source sensitivity response at 0.91fTE1, 17 dB down from the maximum
value, and a smaller dip at 0.98fTE1, 7 dB down from the maximum value. The front layer thickness 1.1T�=4;TE1 is
the quarterwave matching thickness for the A2 mode, and therefore the peak corresponding to the A2 mode becomes wide
and with increased source sensitivity level for this front layer thickness. The largest dip in the frequency region between
0.84fTE1 and 1.06fTE1 is only 10 dB down for the front layer thickness 1.1T�=4;TE1 whereas it was observed to be
17 dB down for the front layer thicknessT�=4;TE1, and thus the front layer thickness 1.1T�=4;TE1 could be better from a
transducer designers viewpoint, depending on the backing layer applied (an example of the application of a backing layer
is given in Sec. 6.3.1.5).

Wojcik et al. [256] have used figures similar to the figures shown in the first and third rows of Fig. 6.5 to analyze the
effect of a front layer on a piezoelectric bar and the effect of a front layer on a composite transducer. There are similarities
in the observed features in the figures in Ref. [256] and in Fig. 6.5, especially regarding the coupling between the vibration
in the piezoelectric and the vibration in the front layer.

Epoxy front layer (� = 0:25)

For the case in which an epoxy front layer (epoxy2.64) is applied to the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10, the two major peaks
in the source sensitivity are further apart than for the cork front layer, as seen in Fig. 6.5(b). This is in agreement with the
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observations made for the electrical input conductance in Fig. 6.4, and also in agreement with previous work (cf. Sec. 2.7).
Furthermore, it may be observed that the coupling between the vibration in the piezoelectric disk and the vibration in the
front layer is stronger than for the case with a cork front layer, leading to larger perturbations of the resonance frequencies
of the PZT-5A disk when a front layer is applied. Due to this stronger coupling, the drop in the resonance frequencies
around the front layer thickness�s(f)=4 is not as abrupt as for the cork front layer case. Instead, the resonance frequencies
are perturbed in a much larger range of front layer thicknesses. This is further illustrated Fig. 6.6(b), where the resonance
frequencies of the disk with an epoxy front layer of varying thickness are compared to the resonance frequencies of epoxy
disks with the bottom of the disk clamped. The lines corresponding to the resonance frequencies in the disk with a front
layer do not follow the dashed lines, corresponding to resonance frequencies in the front layer, as is the case for the cork
front layer case shown in Fig. 6.6(a). Note also that some resonance frequencies are more strongly influenced by the epoxy
front layer than others, e.g. the resonance frequencies aroundf=fTE = 0:83 in the disk without a front layer, which
correspond to the A1 and A2 modes (see Fig. 5.23).

Following the peaks corresponding to the A4 and L2 modes in the disk without a front layer in Fig. 6.6(b) from the left
edge of the figure corresponding toTfront = 0 and to the right, it may be seen that the frequency of these peaks decreases
somewhat, and that contributions from the A4 and L2 modes are found as small peaks in the source sensitivity response at
frequencies of approximately 0.84-0.86fTE1 (A4 mode) and 0.93fTE1 (L2 mode) for the front layer thicknesses between
0.9T�=4;TE1 and 1.1T�=4;TE1, shown in Fig. 6.5(e).

The effect on the source sensitivity response of adding the epoxy front layer to the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 is
considered in Fig. 6.5(h) and (k). As discussed above, there are three significant peaks in the source sensitivity response
of the disk without a front layer, corresponding to the A2, R5 and TE1 modes, which are marked in Fig. 6.5(h). As for the
cork front layer, all three peaks in the source sensitivity response are affected by the front layer in a similar way, leading
to many peaks in the source sensitivity response for front layer thicknesses between 0.9T�=4;TE1 and 1.1T�=4;TE1 [see
Fig. 6.5(k)]. Note for example that for the front layer thicknessT�=4;TE1 there are three significant peaks in the source
sensitivity response, two of which may be assigned to the TE1 mode (the two highest in frequency) and one of which may
be assigned to the A2 mode. A similar situation is seen for the front layer thicknesses 0.9T�=4;TE1. Thus, even if the peaks
corresponding to the R5 and A2 mode have nearly equal height in the source sensitivity response of the disk without a front
layer, the A2 mode seems to be most important for a disk with a front layer of approximately quarterwave thickness.

For transducer applications, the source sensitivity response found in Fig. 6.5(e) and Fig. 6.5(k) would often not be
satisfactory, because of the large spacing between the two major peaks. However, by using a backing layer it is possible to
damp down the major peaks, and achieve higher bandwidth, as shown in an example in Sec. 6.3.1.5.

Epoxy front layer (� = 0:4)

To investigate how the shear velocity of the front layer material influences the response functions of the simple transducer
consisting of a piezoelectric disk with a front layer, simulations have been made for the virtual material epoxy2.64v, which
is identical to the material epoxy2.64 considered above, except Poisson’s ratio is set equal to 0.40 instead of 0.25 (decreasing
the shear velocity from 1351 m/s to 955 m/s).

The case for the disk with D/T=10 is considered in Fig. 6.5(c) and (f). When comparing to Fig. 6.5(b) and (e), no
significant differences are seen in the source sensitivity response. This agrees well with what would be expected from the
one-dimensional Mason model, as there would be no differences between these two cases in the Mason model simulations
as shear waves are not considered in the Mason model. There are, however, large differences in the resonance frequencies
of the transducer structure. Note for example that the front layer thickness�s(f)=4, at which there is a drop in most of the
resonance frequencies, is smaller, because the value of the shear velocity is larger. Also, the perturbation of the resonance
frequencies in the piezoelectric disk is weaker when the shear velocity is lowered (for� = 0:4), and thus indicating that
there is less coupling between the vibration in the disk and the vibration in the front layer when the shear velocity is lower.
This may be explained by the fact that the shear velocity of the PZT-5A disk is closer to the shear velocity in the epoxy
with � = 0:25, and thus stronger coupling is to be expected because the two systems, the piezoelectric disk and the front
layer, are more similar (the shear velocity of the PZT-5A disk is equal to 1650 m/s, the shear velocity of the epoxy with
� = 0:25 is 1351 m/s and the shear velocity of the epoxy with� = 0:4 is 955 m/s).

For the disk with D/T=5, there are significant differences in the source sensitivity response when the shear velocity of
the front layer is changed [cf. Fig. 6.5(h), (i), (k) and (l)]. The coupling between modes in the piezoelectric disk and modes
in the front layer is different, resulting in a significantly different source sensitivity response for the front layer thicknesses
between 0.9T�=4;TE1 and 1.1T�=4;TE1 shown in Fig. 6.5(l), and the A2 mode seems to have less impact on the response
functions for these front layer thicknesses. For example, for the front layer thicknessT�=4;TE1 there are only two major
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peaks in the source sensitivity response, similar to the case for the disk with D/T=10. Thus, the shear velocity of the front
layer seems to have significant influence on the source sensitivity response of thick disks, whereas the influence for thinner
disks is more limited.

6.3.1.3 Variation of the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer

In the previous section, it has been investigated how the variation of the front layer thickness influences the source sensitivity
response of piezoelectric disks with a front layer for a few different front layer materials. It is, however, also of interest
to investigate how changing the front layer material influences the source sensitivity response and on the electrical input
conductance of the simple transducer. The characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is varied in small steps,
using virtual materials, to find how the source sensitivity response and electrical input conductance changes when the
characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer material is changed. The change of the shear velocity of the front layer
is not considered here (Poisson’s ratio is set to 0.32 for all virtual materials). For all virtual front layer materials, the front
layer is set to be of quarterwave thickness (Tfront = T�=4;TE1). Results are shown in Fig. 6.7(a) and (b) for the electrical
input conductance and the source sensitivity response of the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10, respectively. Corresponding figures
for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 are shown in Fig. 6.7(c) and (d). The virtual materials are chosen based on material
parameters given for different solid materials in Ref. [231].

For the electrical input conductance of the disk with D/T=10 [cf. Fig. 6.7(a)], there are two major peaks in the electrical
input conductance which are symmetrical around the frequencyfTE1. When the characteristic acoustic impedance of
the front layer material is increased, the spacing between the two peaks increases, and the dip between the two peaks
becomes deeper. When the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is decreased, the spacing becomes smaller,
and for very low front layer characteristic acoustic impedances, the separation between the two peaks becomes so small
compared to the bandwidth of the individual peaks that only one peak remains. This is in very good agreement with the
corresponding results from the Mason model, shown in Fig. 2.5(c), indicating that the Mason model performs well for the
disk with D/T=10. However, for low characteristic acoustic impedances [left edge of Fig. 6.7(a)], one of these major peaks
is split in two due to the influence from the A4 mode [cf. Fig. 6.5(d)]. There is also a minor peak around 0.88fTE1, which
makes one of the two major peaks broader when the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is larger than 2
Mrayl. This peak is assigned to the influence of the A3 and/or R9 mode, based on Fig. 5.23.

A corresponding figure for the source sensitivity response of the disk with D/T=10 is shown in Fig. 6.7(b). The variation
in the source sensitivity response with acoustical impedance of the front layer material is very similar to the corresponding
variation of the electrical input conductance. Note however that the dip between the two peaks is much smaller for the
source sensitivity response, and that a quite large -3 dB bandwidth may be obtained by using a front layer with characteristic
acoustic impedance of 0.3 Mrayl, and that a large -6 dB bandwidth may be obtained by using a front layer with characteristic
acoustic impedance of 0.7 Mrayl.

For the electrical input conductance of the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 with a quarterwave thick front layer, considered
in Fig. 6.7(c) the agreement with the Mason model [Fig. 2.5(c)] is poorer, due to the influence from the R5 and A2
modes [cf. Fig. 5.26(b)], which leads to four large peaks in the electrical input conductance for nearly all of the range of
acoustical impedances considered here. For the source sensitivity response [Fig. 6.7(d)], the difference between the case
for the disk with D/T=10 and the case for the disk with D/T=5 is less significant. It may however be noted that the -3 dB
bandwidth is small for all characteristic acoustic impedances considered, but that the -6 dB bandwidth is large for front
layer materials with characteristic acoustic impedance up to above 1.0 Mrayl, and that the dip between the two peaks in the
source sensitivity response is less for larger characteristic acoustic impedance values compared to the case for the disk with
D/T=10 considered above.

Note that in a complete air transducer where a backing layer is applied at the back of the piezoelectric disk, the source
sensitivity response is changed significantly, and significantly higher bandwidth may be achieved (smaller dips between the
peaks), as shown in an example in Sec. 6.3.1.5.

6.3.1.4 Mode shapes and deformation for a piezoelectric disk with a front layer

When a front layer is applied to the piezoelectric disk, the vibration of the disk changes significantly, due to the coupling
between the vibration of the piezoelectric disk and the vibration of the front layer. According to Ref. [242] the coupled
eigenmode in a coupled system will be a mixture of the two uncoupled eigenmodes. An example of some of the eigenmodes
of the piezoelectric disk with a front layer and the deformation at the resonance frequencies corresponding to these
eigenmodes is shown here. However, no complete analysis is provided. A RTV-front layer, with acoustic impedance of
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Figure 6.7: (a) Electrical input conductance shown as a function of frequency and characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer for
a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 with a front layer of thicknessT�=4;TE1 in vacuum. (b) Corresponding figure for voltage source sensitivity
in air. (c)-(d) Corresponding figures for a PZT-5A disk with D/T=5. Dashed and solid lines show the -3 dB and -6 dB values, respectively.
The virtual front layer materials are chosen according to Fig. 6.2(a).

1.31 Mrayl (see Table 6.1) is chosen for the example shown here, because this is a material with intermediate characteristic
acoustic impedance compared to the cork front layer and the epoxy front layer considered in the previous sections.
Corresponding figures have been made for cork and epoxy front layers as well (not shown here), and the results are similar.

The source sensitivity response of the simple transducer consisting of a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 with a RTV front
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Figure 6.8: (a) Source sensitivity response of PZT-5A disk with RTV front layer with quarterwave thickness in air. All resonance
frequencies (corresponding to eigenmodes) of the transducer structure are marked with a plus-sign. (b) Displacement spectrum for
the displacement over the front face of the front layer. Dark color corresponds to large displacement, light color corresponds to
small displacement, and the solid lines correspond to zero displacement. (c)-(n) Eigenmode and deformation (calculated using mode
superposition) at some selected resonance frequencies. The selected frequencies are marked with a circle in (a).

layer of thicknessT�=4;TE1 in air is shown in Fig. 6.8(a), and all resonance frequencies of the simple transducer in the
considered frequency region are marked with a plus sign. It may be noted that there is a large number of resonance
frequencies in the considered frequency region, compared to the corresponding case for a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 only.
This is in agreement with e.g. Fig. 6.6 for the cases of cork and epoxy front layers.

Some resonance frequencies are selected [marked with circles in Fig. 6.8(a)] for which eigenmodes and vibrational
response of the simple transducer (unloaded) is shown. In addition, a displacement spectrum for the displacement over the
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front face of the simple transducer (unloaded) is shown in Fig. 6.8(b). Note that the eigenmodes of the simple transducer
shown in Fig. 6.8 are very different from the corresponding eigenmodes for the PZT-5A disk without a front layer, shown
in Fig. 5.4.

For the eigenmodes at points B, C, D and E in Fig. 6.8, almost all of the vibration of the transducer structure is in the
front layer, whereas there is almost no vibration in the piezoelectric disk. For these eigenmodes, it may be shown that the
displacement of the front layer is very similar to the eigenmode of an RTV disk with the bottom of the disk clamped and
with the same thickness as the front layer. An example of this was shown in Ref. [154] for the frequency region around
the R1 mode for a PZT-5A disk with a cork front layer, where it was shown that the eigenmode for which there was little
vibration in the piezoelectric disk were close to the crossing between a nearly horizontal lines (corresponding to vibration
in the piezoelectric disk) and a slanting dashed line (corresponding to an eigenmode in the clamped front layer) in a figure
of the type shown in Fig. 6.6.

For the two eigenmodes at points A and F in Fig. 6.8, there is more vibration in the piezoelectric disk, and the vibration
at the front surface of the simple transducer is more similar to the eigenmode of the PZT-5A disk corresponding to the TE1
mode (see Fig. 5.4).

When considering the vibrational response of the simple transducer at the frequencies corresponding to the individual
eigenmodes (right part of Fig. 6.8), it may be noted that the eigenmodes at points A and F seem to dominate the response
of the transducer structure in most of the frequency range considered, as the vibration of the disk calculated using the
mode superposition method show similarities to the eigenmodes corresponding to point A and F for point A, B, C, E and
F. This may also be seen from the displacement spectrum in Fig. 6.8(b); the displacement over the front face of the simple
transducer is similar to the displacement for the mode at point A in the frequency region between 0.9fTE1 and 0.97fTE1,
and similar to the displacement for the mode at point F for the frequency region between 1.06fTE1 and 1.11fTE1.

6.3.1.5 The application of a backing layer - example

When the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is relatively high compared to the optimal values given in
Table 2.2, there are two (or more) peaks in the electrical input conductance and in the source sensitivity response, as e.g.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of response functions of a PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 with an epoxy (epoxy2.64v,� = 0:25) front layer with
thicknessT�=4;TE1 with and without backing. The backing is 10 mm thick and has the same diameter as the PZT-5A disk. The virtual
material used for the backing material hascl = 2000 m/s,cs = 1000 m/s,� = 7500 kg/m3 and Q=20. (a) Electrical input conductance.
(b) Source sensitivity response.
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shown for a PZT-5A disk with an epoxy front layer in Fig. 6.5(b) and for PZT-5A disks with a front layer of varying
characteristic acoustic impedance in Fig. 6.7. These peaks may be attenuated by using a backing layer (cf. Sec. 2.1), which
may result in higher bandwidth (see e.g. Ref. [158]). A lot of work has been done in this area, but here only an example
of the application of a backing layer at the back of the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 with an epoxy (epoxy2.64v) front layer is
shown (cf. Fig. 6.9), to indicate how a backing layer may influence the response of the simple piezoelectric transducer. For
the electrical input conductance, the smallest of the three peaks seen for the transducer without a backing layer is attenuated,
but there are still two peaks, with a dip (8 dB down) between. For the source sensitivity response, all three peaks seen for
the transducer without a backing layer are attenuated, and there is instead only one wide peak with a few small ripples.
Thus much broader bandwidth has been achieved. The contribution from the A2 and R5 modes in the response functions
is not seen clearly in the case in which a backing layer is included.

A possible extension of the present work would be to make a similar analysis for piezoelectric disks with a backing
layer as done for piezoelectric disks with a front layer here, i.e. changing the thickness of the backing layer in small steps
to investigate the influence of the backing layer on the response of the transducer.

6.3.2 In-water case

For optimal matching between PZT-5A and water, the acoustical impedance of the front layer should be between 4.2
Mrayl and 7.1 Mrayl (cf. Table 2.2) according to literature results based on one dimensional models. Three epoxy
materials with characteristic acoustic impedance in this range are chosen for the analysis of the in-water case in the present
work, epoxy4.17 with characteristic acoustic impedanceZfront = 4:17 Mrayl, epoxy5.60 with characteristic acoustic
impedanceZfront = 5:60Mrayl and epoxy7.06 with characteristic acoustic impedanceZfront = 7:06Mrayl (see Table 6.1
for material parameters). In addition to these materials, a range of virtual materials with varying characteristic acoustic
impedances are considered in Sec. 6.3.2.3.

For the in-water case, only the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 (as also used for the in-air analysis) has been considered
(except in the comparison with the one-dimensional Mason model in Sec. 6.3.2.1), due to long computation times for the
PZT-5A disk with D/T=10. The reason for this long computation time is that for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 with a front
layer it is necessary to use approximately 12000 elements in the analysis when 3 elements are used per wavelength for the
highest frequencies, compared to 2000 elements for the disk with D/T=5. As the electrical input conductance and source
sensitivity response is calculated for 16 different front layer thicknesses for each front layer material considered, and for
each front layer thickness the response functions are calculated for 350 different frequencies, it has not been possible to
make a corresponding analysis for the disk with D/T=10 as for the disk with D/T=5.

In Sec. 6.3.2.1 comparisons with the one-dimensional Mason model are made for the electrical input conductance of
both the PZT-5A disks with D/T=10 with a front layer (with poor element division) and for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5
with a front layer. In Sec. 6.3.2.2 the variation of the front layer thickness is considered, and in Sec. 6.3.2.3 the variation of
the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is considered.

6.3.2.1 Comparison with one-dimensional model

In Sec. 6.3.1 it was shown that there is good agreement between the Mason model simulations and FE simulations for a
PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 with a front layer for the unloaded case, and that there is poorer agreement for the disk with
D/T=5. A corresponding study is made for the water loaded case in this section. Note however that due to long computation
times, only 1.5 elements are used per wavelength for the maximum frequency in the simulations for the disk with D/T=10,
and thus only 2.1 elements are used per wavelength for the TE1 mode. Thus, the results are less accurate for this D/T ratio
than for the disk with D/T=5.

In Fig. 6.10(a), FE simulations and Mason model simulations for the electrical input conductance of the PZT-5A disk
with D/T=10 with an epoxy (epoxy4.17) front layer in water are compared. A corresponding comparison for epoxy7.06
is given in Fig. 6.10(b). Comparing with the corresponding figures for the unloaded case in Fig. 6.4(b) and (e), it may be
noted that there is much better agreement for the in-water case, the most significant difference for the in-water case being
that the Mason model simulations are systematically approximately 1 dB above the FE simulations. There are overall less
minor peaks for the in-water case due to the attenuation effect of the water medium. This is especially evident for the
epoxy7.06 front layer case.

Considering the corresponding figures for the disk with D/T=5 in Fig. 6.10(c) and (d), it is seen that there is more
influence from other modes than the TE1 mode than for the D/T=10 case. However, the agreement with Mason model
simulations is significantly better than for the in-air case [compare with Fig. 6.4(c) and (f)]. The dip at 0.85fTE1 (about
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Figure 6.10: (a) Electrical input conductance of a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 with a quarterwave thick front layer of epoxy (epoxy4.17,
Zfront = 4:17 Mrayl) in water, compared to corresponding Mason model results. (b) As (a), but for an epoxy7.06 front layer with
Zfront = 7:06 Mrayl. (c) As (a), but for PZT-5A disk with D/T=5. (d) As (b), but for PZT-5A disk with D/T=5.

3 dB down) for the epoxy4.17 front layer in Fig. 6.10(c) and the corresponding (but smaller) dip at around 0.86fTE1 for
the epoxy7.06 front layer in Fig. 6.10(d), may be assigned to the influence from the A2 mode, as discussed in detail in
Sec. 6.3.2.2 below. However, due to the effect of water loading, the influence of other modes than the TE1 mode is much
less for the in-water case than for the in-air case. This is also to be expected from the electrical input conductance of the
PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 in water, as shown in Fig. 5.26(a), as the peaks corresponding to R modes and A modes in the
frequency band around the TE1 mode are attenuated more than the peak corresponding to the TE1 mode.

It may also be noted that for the epoxy4.17 front layer in Fig. 6.10(c), the response calculated using the FE method seems
to be shifted down in frequency compared to the Mason model simulation. This is due to the fact that the frequencyfTE1
used for normalization in the Mason model simulations is 1935 kHz, whereas the frequencyfTE1 used for normalization
for the FE simulations is 2050 kHz, as these two models predict the frequency of the TE1 mode at different frequencies for
the two cases.
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6.3.2.2 Variation of the front layer thickness

As for the in-air case considered in Sec. 6.3.1.2, the influence from other modes than the TE1 mode on the source sensitivity
response on the simple transducer considered is investigated by first considering a very thin front layer, and subsequently
increasing the front layer thickness nearly continuously in small steps up to well above the quarterwave front layer thickness.
In addition, it is investigated which front layer thicknesses and characteristic acoustic impedances are optimal with respect
to high bandwidth.

The variation of the source sensitivity with front layer thickness for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 with a front layer in
water is shown in Fig. 6.11 for three different front layer materials, epoxy4.17, epoxy5.60 and epoxy7.06 (see Table 6.1 for
material parameters). This figure corresponds to Fig. 6.5 for the in-air case. Note however that the resonance frequencies
are not superimposed on the figure for the in-water case, as no resonance frequencies are calculated in this case.

Consider first the PZT-5A disk with an epoxy4.17 front layer, shown in Fig. 6.11(a). Along the left edge of the figure,
the source sensitivity response of the disk without a front layer is shown (Tfront = 0), corresponding to Fig. 5.26(b).
Eigenmode names for some selected eigenmodes (the A2, R5 and TE1 modes) are superimposed on the figure. Note that
compared to the in-air case, shown in Fig. 6.5(g)-(i), the peak corresponding to the A2 mode is relatively smaller, and no
peak is seen around the resonance frequency of the R5 mode. When a thin front layer is added, the -3 dB and the -6 dB
bandwidth of the source sensitivity response is increased (shown by dashed and solid black lines) due to better matching to
the fluid medium. Further increasing the front layer thickness results in even more increased -3 dB and -6 dB bandwidths,
and for front layer thicknesses between 0.9T�=4;TE1 and 1.1T�=4;TE1 [cf. Fig. 6.11(d)] there is one wide peak in the
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Figure 6.11: Voltage source sensitivity for a PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 with a front layer in water, for three different front layer materials.
In (a)-(c) the source sensitivity is shown as a function of normalized front layer thicknessTfront=T�=4;TE1. Dashed lines show the
front layer thicknesses�l(f)=4 (rightmost dashed blue curved line) and�s(f)=4 (leftmost dashed curved blue line). Mode names for
selected modes for the PZT-5A disks without a front layer are superimposed on the figure. Dashed and solid black lines show the -3 dB
and -6 dB values at each front layer thickness, respectively. In (d)-(f) the source sensitivity response is shown for front layer thicknesses
T�=4;TE1, 0.9 T�=4;TE1 and 1.1T�=4;TE1. The source sensitivity response 6 dB down from the top value for the front layer with
thicknessT�=4;TE1 is shown using a horizontal blue line.
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Figure 6.12: (a) Voltage source sensitivity response of PZT-5A disks with an epoxy5.60 front layer of thicknessT�=4;TE1 in water for
five different D/T ratios of the PZT-5A disk, D/T=4, D/T=4.5, D/T=5, D/T=5.5 and D/T=6. (b) As (a), but for front layer of thickness
0.9T�=4;TE1.

source sensitivity response of the simple transducer, though somewhat disturbed by coupling to other modes than the TE1
mode. The largest -3 dB and -6 dB bandwidths are found for the front layer thickness 0.9T�=4;TE1. The reason for there
being one wide peak in the source sensitivity response, instead two as for the in-air case, is due to the better matching
between the PZT-5A disk and the fluid medium, as expected from the one-dimensional models (cf. Sec. 2.7). The narrow
dip at around 0.85fTE1, which may be a disturbance in transducer applications, is assigned to the A2 mode in the PZT-5A
disk, as may be seen by following the peak corresponding to the A2 mode from the left edge of Fig. 6.11(a) towards the
right edge of the figure [see also Fig. 5.26(b)].

Considering the case in which the front layer is of epoxy5.60, shown in Fig. 6.11(b) and (e), similar results are found.
However, for front layer thicknesses between 0.9T�=4;TE1 and 1.1T�=4;TE1 the response is flatter for this front layer
material. The dip in the source sensitivity response around 0.85fTE1, assigned to the A2 mode in the PZT-5A disk, is seen
for this front layer material as well, and the largest -3 dB and -6 dB bandwidths are also for this front layer material found
for the front layer thickness 0.9T�=4;TE1. Note however that by small variations in the D/T ratio of the piezoelectric disk,
the response may be changed significantly, because the dip is due to the A2 mode in the piezoelectric disk, which is shifted
in frequency when the D/T ratio is changed, as shown in Sec. 5.3.3. An example of this is given in Fig. 6.12(a), where the
source sensitivity response of PZT-5A disks with an epoxy5.60 front layer of thicknessT�=4;TE1 is shown for five different
D/T ratios of the PZT-5A disk, D/T=4, D/T=4.5, D/T=5, D/T=5.5 and D/T=6. When the D/T ratio is lowered from D/T=5
to D/T=4.5, the dip at around 0.85fTE1 becomes less evident, whereas when the D/T ratio is lowered further to D/T=4, the
dip becomes much larger. Increasing the D/T ratio to 5.5 leads to a less flat response, whereas when further increasing the
D/T ratio to 6 the dip at around 0.85fTE1 is not seen clearly anymore. Note that for a front layer thickness of 0.9T�=4;TE1
[cf. Fig. 6.12(b)], the response is even more flat. Note also that generally the bandwidth is increased when the D/T ratio is
increased, and the level of the source sensitivity is increased because the area of the front surface of the disk is increased
while the frequency is unchanged.

For the front layer with characteristic acoustic impedanceZfront = 7:06 Mrayl [cf. Fig. 6.11(c) and (f)], a similar
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situation to the in-air case is seen, in that there are two peaks in the source sensitivity response instead of one broad peak.
This is in agreement with what is expected for a thin PZT-5A disk according to the one-dimensional models [cf. Fig. 2.5(d)].
However, due to the influence of the A2 mode, the leftmost of these two peaks is split into two for front layer thicknesses
between 0.9T�=4;TE1 and 1.1T�=4;TE1, resulting in an asymmetric response for these front layer thicknesses.

The broadest -3 dB bandwidth for the three front layers considered here is found for the front layer with characteristic
acoustic impedanceZfront = 7:06 Mrayl for the front layer thickness 0.9T�=4;TE1, for which a -3 dB bandwidth of 56%
is found. For the front layer with characteristic acoustic impedanceZfront = 5:60 Mrayl, the broadest -3 dB bandwidth is
found for the front layer thickness 0.8T�=4;TE1, for which a -3 dB bandwidth of 55% is found.

Thus the optimal front layer thickness and front layer characteristic acoustic impedance may deviate from what is
found using the one-dimensional models, partly due to the influence from other modes than the fundamental thickness
extensional mode, like e.g. the A2 mode for the disk with D/T=5. Note that when a backing layer is added to the simple
transducer considered here, there would probably be changes in these optimal front layer thicknesses and characteristic
acoustic impedances due to the influence of the backing layer on the source sensitivity response of the transducer.

6.3.2.3 Variation of the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer

In this section, it is investigated how changing the front layer material influences the response of piezoelectric disks with a
front layer in water, analogous to the analysis in Sec. 6.3.1.3 for the in-air case. The characteristic acoustic impedance of the
front layer is varied in small steps, using virtual materials [shown in Fig. 6.2(b)], to find how the source sensitivity response
and electrical input conductance changes when the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer material is changed.
The change of the shear velocity of the front layer is not considered here (Poisson’s ratio is set to 0.32 for all virtual
materials). For all virtual front layer materials, the front layer is set to be of quarterwave thickness (Tfront = T�=4;TE1).
Results are shown for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 with a front layer in water in Fig. 6.7(a) and (b) for the electrical input
conductance and the source sensitivity response, respectively.

For the electrical input conductance, shown in Fig. 6.7(a), it is seen that there are two peaks which are nearly
symmetrical aroundfTE1 for characteristic acoustic impedances of 7 and larger, with an additional minor peak at around
0.7fTE1 which may be assigned to the A2 mode in the PZT-5A disk [cf. Fig. 5.26(b)]. For lower characteristic acoustic
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Figure 6.13: (a) Electrical input conductance shown as a function of frequency and characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer
for a PZT-5A disk with D/T=5 with a front layer of thicknessT�=4;TE1 in water. (b) Corresponding figure for voltage source sensitivity.
Dashed and solid lines show the -3 dB and -6 dB values, respectively. The virtual front layer materials are chosen according to Fig. 6.2(b).
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impedances, there is one wide peak with some ripples, with a dip around 0.88fTE1. This dip is also assigned to the A2 mode
in the PZT-5A disk. The largest -6 dB bandwidth for the electrical input conductance is for a front layer with characteristic
acoustic impedance of 6.5 Mrayl, whereas the largest -3 dB bandwidth for the electrical input conductance is found for
a front layer with characteristic acoustic impedance of approximately 4 Mrayl. Comparing Fig. 6.7(a) to corresponding
Mason model simulations for a water loaded PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 with a front layer of thicknessT�=4;TE1, shown in
Fig. 2.5(d), large similarities are seen, except for the small peaks and dips seen in the FE simulations due to the influence
from other vibrational modes than the TE1 mode. However, in the Mason model simulations the largest -3 dB bandwidth is
found for a front layer with characteristic acoustic impedance of approximately 5.3 Mrayl, and the largest -6 dB bandwidth
is found for a front layer with characteristic acoustic impedance of approximately 6.8 Mrayl.

For the source sensitivity response, shown in Fig. 6.13(b), there are large similarities to the case for the electrical
input conductance. However, the peaks are asymmetrical around the frequencyfTE1, with one peak around 0.82fTE1
for characteristic acoustic impedances larger than 6 Mrayl, and on peak around 1.25fTE1. Furthermore, the peak around
1.25fTE1 is significantly larger than the peak around 0.82fTE1. This may partly be explained by the influence of the A2
mode in the PZT-5A disk, as discussed in the previous section, and partly by the fact that the peaks are more symmetrically
placed aroundfTE1 for a somewhat thinner front layer, as may also be seen from the results in the previous section.

In agreement with the results in Fig. 6.11, the largest -3 dB bandwidth is found for an acoustical impedance of about
6.5 Mrayl, and this bandwidth is about 48%. The -3 dB bandwidth is nearly constant at this value for characteristic acoustic
front layer impedances between 5.4 Mrayl and 6.5 Mrayl. Note, however, that it was found in Sec. 6.3.2.2 that an even
larger bandwidth may be found by using a 10 % thinner front layer, and an acoustical impedance of approximately 7.1
Mrayl (56 %). By plotting Fig. 6.13(b) for the front layer thickness 0.9T�=4;TE1 (not shown here), it has been found that
a bandwidth of approximately 56 % may be found for front layer characteristic acoustic impedances between 6.5 Mrayl
and 8 Mrayl when the front layer thickness is 0.9T�=4;TE1. The narrow dip of approximately 1.5dB around the frequency
0.85fTE1, which was assigned to the A2 mode in Sec. 6.3.2.2, is however seen for all front layer materials, and for both
the front layer thicknessT�=4;TE1 and 0.9T�=4;TE1. Note however that by varying the D/T ratio of the disk slightly, the
resonance frequency of the A2 mode changes, and the response therefore changes, as discussed in the previous section and
also shown in Fig. 6.12.

6.4 Frequency region around the R1 mode

Most literature results for the analysis of piezoelectric disks or plates with a front layer, are made using one-dimensional
models for the TE1 mode (cf. Sec. 2.7). Some investigations for other modes than the thickness extensional mode in the
literature have shown that other results are to be expected for other modes than the TE1 mode (cf. Sec. 2.7). However,
no systematic studies have been found for piezoelectric transducers based on piezoelectric disks operated around the R1
mode. In this section, the application of a front layer to a PZT-5A disk operated in the frequency region around the R1
mode is investigated, and it is studied how this situations differs from the frequency region around the TE1 mode which
was considered in Sec. 6.3 above.

Two disks are chosen for the analysis for the frequency region around the TE1 mode,

� One PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio of 10 (thickness 1.0 mm and diameter 10.0 mm). This is the same disk which was
considered in Sec. 6.3 for the frequency region around the TE1 mode.

� One PZT-5A disk with D/T ratio of 3 (thickness 1.0 mm and diameter 3.0 mm). The disk with D/T ratio of 3 is
chosen instead of the disk with D/T=5 for this study because our preliminary results for a wider range of D/T ratios
showed significantly different results for the disk with D/T ratio of 3 compared to disks with higher D/T ratio, as is
discussed further below.

As for the frequency region around the TE1 mode, the analysis is divided into two parts, the analysis for the in-air case
(Sec. 6.4.1) and for the in-water case (Sec. 6.4.1). Both the disk with D/T=10 and the disk with D/T=3 is considered for
both cases, and the front layer materials applied are the same as for the frequency region around the TE1 mode in Sec. 6.3.
The influence of changing the front layer thickness and the front layer characteristic acoustic impedance on the radiated
sound field (source sensitivity response) is again investigated by varying the front layer thickness and the characteristic
acoustic impedance of the front layer systematically in small steps for both the in-air and in-water case.

Note that comparisons between the measured and simulated electrical input conductance of a piezoelectric disk with a
front layer in air with varying front layer thickness for the frequency region around the R1 mode is given in Sec. 4.2.3.2,
for two different front layer materials, and that qualitative agreement was found between measurements and simulations.
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6.4.1 In-air case

The same three materials as considered in most of Sec. 6.3.1; cork, epoxy2.64 and epoxy2.64v (see Table 6.1 for material
parameters); are considered in the analysis for the in-air case for the frequency region around the R1 mode. In addition,
some virtual materials described in Fig. 6.2(a) are considered. Again, the effect of air loading is neglected in the simulations,
and the source sensitivity response is calculated using the hybrid FE/Rayleigh integral method (cf. Sec. 3.7.4).

In Sec. 6.4.1.1 the variation of the front layer thickness in small steps is considered for the three front layer materials
cork, epoxy2.64 and epoxy2.64v (analogous to Sec. 6.3.1.2 for the frequency region around the TE1 mode), and in
Sec. 6.4.1.2 the variation of the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is considered (analogous to Sec. 6.3.1.3
for the frequency region around the TE1 mode). It is not investigated how the front layer affects the vibration of the
piezoelectric disks. This has however been investigated in Ref. [154], and important results from Ref. [154] are given in
Sec. 6.4.1.1 below.

6.4.1.1 Variation of the front layer thickness

The variation of the source sensitivity with front layer thickness is shown for the in-air case for both the disk with D/T=10
and the disk with D/T=3, and for three different front layer materials (cork, epoxy2.64 and epoxy2.64v), in Fig. 6.14. This
figure corresponds to Fig. 6.5 for the frequency region around the TE1 mode. In the first and third row, the source sensitivity
response is plotted as a function of front layer thickness, normalized to the quarterwave thickness of the front layer for the
R1 mode,T�=4;R1. The resonance frequencies of the simple transducer are plotted using thin gray lines, including the
resonance frequencies of antisymmetric (flexural) modes. The resonance frequency of the R1 mode and of a flexural mode
(marked with F) for the disks without a front layer are marked in the figure. In the second and fourth row, traditional source
sensitivity response plots are given for the front layer thicknessesT�=4;R1, 0.9T�=4;R1, and 1.1T�=4;R1. HereT�=4;R1 is
defined by

T�=4;R1 =
cl

4fR1
; (6.2)

wherecl is the compressional sound velocity of the front layer, andfR1 is the resonance frequency of the R1 mode as
calculated by the FE method for the disk without a front layer.

By comparing Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.5 it may be seen that there are significant differences between the effect of a front
layer on the source sensitivity response for the frequency region around the R1 mode compared to the frequency region
around the TE1 mode. Below Fig. 6.14 is discussed for each of the three materials separately.

Cork front layer

Consider first the disk with D/T=10 with a cork front layer of varying thickness, shown in Fig. 6.14(a). For the disk without
a front layer (Tfront = 0), shown at the left edge of the figure, there is only one peak in the source sensitivity response,
corresponding to the R1 mode at the frequencyfR1. Just above the frequency of the R1 mode, at a frequency of 1.03fR1
there is a flexural mode [marked with F in Fig. 6.14(a)], which may not be excited for the disk without a front layer [94].
As for the frequency region around the TE1 mode, no significant changes are seen in neither the source sensitivity response
nor the resonance frequencies when a thin front layer is added [moving slightly to the right in Fig. 6.14(a)]. Increasing the
front layer thickness [moving more to the right in Fig. 6.14(a)], a small peak, which becomes larger when the front layer
thickness is increased, is seen in the source sensitivity response for the resonance frequency corresponding to the flexural
mode in the piezoelectric disk without a front layer.

Further increasing the front layer thickness to a thickness of�s(f)=4, a similar drop in the resonance frequencies as
seen for the frequency region around the TE1 mode may be observed. This drop in the resonance frequencies may be
assigned to vibrational modes in the front layer, as for the frequency region around the TE1 mode. The same direct relation
between the resonance frequencies of the clamped cork disk, and the resonance frequencies of the PZT-5A disk with a cork
front layer, as found for the frequency region around the TE1 mode in Fig. 6.6(a), may also be shown for the frequency
region around the R1 mode. This has been done in Ref. [154] (see also Ref. [148]), where in addition the mode shapes
of both the clamped cork disks and the PZT-5A disk with a cork front layer were considered, and it was shown that these
mode shapes are very similar for frequencies and front layer thicknesses not corresponding to the nearly horizontal lines in
Fig. 6.6(a).

The source sensitivity level is increased around the front layer thickness�l(f)=4, in all of the frequency region
considered, as for the frequency region around the TE1 mode. A similar but smaller maximum in the source sensitivity
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Figure 6.14: Voltage source sensitivity for PZT-5A disks with D/T=10 and D/T=3 with a front layer in air, for three different front layer
materials. In (a)-(c) and (g)-(i) the source sensitivity is shown as a function of front layer thicknessTfront=T�=4;R1. The resonance
frequencies of the transducer structure are plotted using thin gray lines, and dashed lines show the front layer thicknesses�l(f)=4
(rightmost dashed line) and�s(f)=4 (leftmost dashed line). Mode names for the R1 mode and a flexural mode (F mode) for the PZT-5A
disks without a front layer are superimposed on the figure. In (d)-(f) and (j)-(l) the source sensitivity response is shown for front layer
thicknessesT�=4;R1, 0.9T�=4;R1 and 1.1T�=4;R1. The source sensitivity response 6 dB down from the maximum value for the front
layer with thicknessT�=4;R1 is shown using a horizontal blue line.

level, which was not observed for the frequency region around the TE1 mode, is seen around the front layer thickness
�s(fR1)=4 = cs=(4fR1) (approximately 0.58T�=4;R1).
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The source sensitivity response for front layer thicknesses between 0.9T�=4;R1 and 1.1T�=4;R1 is very similar to the
corresponding case for the frequency region around the TE1 mode for the disk with D/T=10 [compare Fig. 6.14(d) with
Fig. 6.5(d)]. The influence from the flexural mode may only be seen clearly through a small dip in the source sensitivity
response around the frequency 1.01fR1 for the front layer thickness 0.9T�=4;R1 in Fig. 6.14(d).

Considering the disk with D/T=3, for which corresponding results as for the disk with D/T=10 are shown in Fig. 6.14(g)
and (j), no significant differences are seen in the source sensitivity compared to the case for D/T=10, except for the fact that
the influence from the flexural mode is not seen for the source sensitivity response for the front layer thickness 0.9T�=4;R1
in Fig. 6.14(j). This is because that for the disk with D/T=3, no flexural mode is seen for 1.03fR1, but instead a flexural
mode is seen at 0.75fR1.

Overall, there are large similarities between the results for the PZT-5A disks with a cork front layer in the frequency
region around the R1 mode and corresponding results for the frequency region around the TE1 mode.

Epoxy front layer (� = 0:25)

For the case in which an epoxy front layer (epoxy2.64 with� = 0:25) is applied to the disk with D/T=10, shown in
Fig. 6.14(b) and (e), the coupling between the vibration in the piezoelectric disk and the vibration in the front layer is
much stronger than for the cork front layer, and the flexural mode just above the R1 mode becomes strongly coupled to
a vibrational mode in the epoxy front layer. Due to this strong coupling, the resonance frequency corresponding to the
flexural mode is increased when the front layer thickness is increased [moving from the left edge of Fig. 6.14(b) and
towards the right]. The reason for this stronger coupling between the vibrational modes in the piezoelectric disk and the
vibrational modes in the front layer for the epoxy2.64 front layer compared to the cork front layer is probably due to the
fact that the epoxy2.64 material is more similar to PZT-5A than cork, and therefore stronger coupling may occur. This
strong coupling has also a large effect on the source sensitivity of the transducer, resulting in a source sensitivity response
for front layer thicknesses between 0.9T�=4;R1 and 1.1T�=4;R1 which is significantly different from the predictions of
the one-dimensional Mason model for the frequency region around the TE1 mode, there being three peaks in the source
sensitivity response instead of two.

For the disk with D/T=3, shown in Fig. 6.14(h) and (k), the flexural mode is further away from the R1 mode (at 0.75
fR1), and this mode therefore does not seem to influence significantly on the response of the transducer in the frequency
region around the frequencyfR1 (there is however a peak at 0.7fR1 which may be assigned to the flexural mode). As a
consequence of this, there are large similarities with predictions of the one-dimensional models for the frequency region
around the TE1 mode, with a splitting of the peak in the source sensitivity response for the disk without a front layer into
two peaks. The positions of these two peaks vary in frequency with the thickness of the front layer in a way similar to what
is seen in the corresponding figure for the frequency region around the TE1 mode in Fig. 6.5(b).

When a front layer is added to a piezoelectric bar, as considered in Ref. [256], the results are similar to what is observed
for the disk with D/T=10 in the frequency region around the R1 mode in Fig. 6.14, in that there is very strong coupling
between the vibration in the piezoelectric bar and in the front layer, leading to a response for both the piezoelectric bar
with a front layer and for the piezoelectric disk with a front layer which is quite different from what is found for a thin
piezoelectric disk or plate operated at the TE1 mode.

Epoxy front layer (� = 0:4)

The case in which an epoxy front layer with lower shear velocity (epoxy2.64v) is applied to the disks with D/T=10 and
D/T=3 is considered in Fig. 6.14(c), (f), (i) and (l). When the shear velocity of the front layer is lowered, as is the case
for epoxy2.64v compared to epoxy2.64, there are more vibrational modes in the front layer for the front layer thicknesses
considered, seen through a larger number of lines entering Fig. 6.14(c) from the top of the figure. Therefore there is also
more perturbation of the resonance frequencies corresponding to eigenmodes in the piezoelectric disk only (although the
coupling is weaker), resulting in more peaks being introduced in the source sensitivity response. Considering the source
sensitivity response for front layer thicknesses between 0.9T�=4;R1 and 1.1T�=4;R1 for the disk with D/T=10 shown in
Fig. 6.14(f), five different peaks are seen between 0.6fR1 and 1.3fR1, of which all are significant. Considering the
corresponding case for the disk with D/T=3 shown in Fig. 6.14(l), also five different peaks are seen in the source sensitivity
response for these front layer thicknesses, of which only one (at 0.6fR1) may be assigned to coupling between the flexural
mode in the piezoelectric disk and vibrational modes in the front layer, and the other four must be assigned to coupling
between the R1 mode in the piezoelectric disk and the vibrational modes in the front layer.
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Consequently, the front layer shear velocity seems to have significant influence on the source sensitivity response of a
piezoelectric disk with a front layer for the frequency region around the R1 mode, as also found for a disk with low D/T
ratio for the frequency region around the TE1 mode.

6.4.1.2 Variation of the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer

The investigations in the previous section indicate that for low characteristic acoustic front layer impedances, the effect of
adding a front layer to a piezoelectric disk is similar for the frequency region around the R1 mode as for the frequency
region around the TE1 mode, whereas there are significant differences for higher characteristic acoustic impedances of the
front layer. This is investigated systematically in this section, by varying the front layer characteristic acoustic impedance
in small steps, and calculating the electrical input conductance and the source sensitivity response for each value of the
characteristic acoustic impedance. In Fig. 6.15 the electrical input conductance and the source sensitivity response of PZT-
5A disks with D/T=10 and D/T=3 with a quarterwave thick front layer (Tfront = T�=4;R1) is shown as a function of the
characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer for the frequency region around the R1 mode, analogous to Fig. 6.7 for
the frequency region around the TE1 mode. In Fig. 6.15(a) and (c) the electrical input conductance is considered, and in
Fig. 6.15(b) and (d) the source sensitivity is considered. Note that Poisson’s ratio is 0.32 for all the front layer materials
considered here [cf. Fig. 6.2(a)].

For the disk with D/T=10, there are similarities between the case for the frequency region around the R1 mode and
the case for the frequency region around the TE1 mode for low characteristic acoustic impedances (up to approximately
1.5 Mrayl) for the electrical input conductance, in that there are two major peaks which are nearly symmetrical around the
center frequency [compare Fig. 6.15(a) to Fig. 6.7(a) and Fig. 2.5(c)]. There is however also a smaller peak between these
two major peaks, which becomes larger when the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is increased, and for
higher characteristic acoustic impedances of the front layer (about 2 Mrayl) there are three major peaks in the electrical
input conductance.

For the disk with D/T=3, the variation of the electrical input conductance as a function of characteristic acoustic
impedance of the front layer is similar to the case for the disk with D/T=10; the same smaller peak between the two
major peaks, which becomes larger when the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is increased, is seen for
this case also. Thus, this minor peak is not due to the influence from the flexural mode in the PZT-5A disks without a front
layer, as this flexural mode is at different frequencies for the two PZT-5A disks. Therefore, all three peaks must be assigned
to the coupling between the R1 mode and vibrational modes in the front layer. This has been checked by considering virtual
materials with another value for Poisson’s ratio (setting Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.25 instead of 0.32), for which the smaller
peak between the two major peaks is not that evident (not shown here).

Considering the source sensitivity response of the disk with D/T=10 with a front layer, shown in Fig. 6.15(b), the
similarities with the case for the frequency region around the TE1 mode are less evident. Only one major peak is seen in the
source sensitivity response, and this peak is seen for frequencies larger thanfR1. Considering the disk with D/T=3, shown
in Fig. 6.15(d), the situation is more similar to the case for the frequency region around the TE1 mode, with two peaks in the
source sensitivity response which are symmetrical around the center frequency [compare Fig. 6.15(d) to Fig. 6.7(b)]. The
spacing between the peaks increases when the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer material is increased,
and for low characteristic acoustic impedances of the front layer the peaks are so close together that only one peak is seen.
Note however that the peak at higher frequencies is larger than the peak at lower frequencies. When considering virtual
materials with a lower value of Poisson’s ratio (setting Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.25 instead of 0.32), there are even more
similarities with the case for the frequency region around the TE1 mode, as also expected from Fig. 6.14(h) and (k) in the
previous section.
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Figure 6.15: (a) Electrical input conductance shown as a function of frequency and characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer for
PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 with a front layer of thicknessT�=4;R1 in vacuum. The frequency region around the R1 mode is considered.
(b) Corresponding figure for voltage source sensitivity in air. (c)-(d) Corresponding figures for a PZT-5A disk with D/T=3. Dashed and
solid lines show the -3 dB and -6 dB values, respectively. The virtual front layer materials are chosen according to Fig. 6.2(a).

6.4.2 In-water case

The same three materials as considered in most of Sec. 6.3.2; epoxy4.17, epoxy5.60 and epoxy7.06 (see Table 6.1 for
material parameters); are considered in the analysis for the in-water case for the frequency region around the R1 mode. In
addition, some virtual materials described in Fig. 6.2(b) are applied.
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Figure 6.16: Voltage source sensitivity for PZT-5A disks with D/T=10 and D/T=3 with a front layer in water, for three different front
layer materials. In (a)-(c), (g)-(i) the source sensitivity is shown as a function of front layer thicknessTfront=T�=4;R1. Dashed lines
show the front layer thicknesses�l(f)=4 (rightmost dashed curved blue line) and�s(f)=4 (leftmost dashed curved blue line). Dashed
and solid black lines show the -3 dB and -6 dB values at each front layer thickness, respectively. Mode names for the R1 mode and a
flexural mode (F mode) for the PZT-5A disks without a front layer are superimposed on the figure. In (d)-(f), (j)-(l) the source sensitivity
response is shown for front layer thicknessesT�=4;R1, 0.9T�=4;R1 and 1.1T�=4;R1. The source sensitivity response 6 dB down from the
top value for the front layer with thicknessT�=4;R1 is shown using a horizontal blue line.

In Sec. 6.4.2.1 the variation of the front layer thickness in small steps is considered (analogous to Sec. 6.3.2.2 for the
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frequency region around the TE1 mode), and in Sec. 6.4.2.2 the variation of the characteristic acoustic impedance of the
front layer is considered (analogous to Sec. 6.3.2.3 for the frequency region around the TE1 mode).

6.4.2.1 Variation of the front layer thickness

The variation of the source sensitivity with front layer thickness is shown for the in-water case for both the disk with
D/T=10 and the disk with D/T=3 and for three different front layer materials (epoxy4.17, epoxy5.60 and epoxy7.06) in
Fig. 6.16. This figure corresponds to Fig. 6.11 for the in-water case for the frequency region around the TE1 mode, and
Fig. 6.14 for the in-air case for the frequency region around the R1 mode. The source sensitivity is plotted as a function of
normalized front layer thickness in the first and third rows of Fig. 6.16, and traditional source sensitivity response plots are
given for the front layer thicknessesT�=4;R1, 0.9T�=4;R1, and 1.1T�=4;R1 in the second and fourth row of the figure.

Consider first the disk with D/T=10 with an epoxy4.17 front layer, shown in Fig. 6.16(a). For the disk without a
front layer (Tfront = 0), shown at the left edge of the figure, there is only one peak in the source sensitivity response,
corresponding to the R1 mode at the frequencyfR1, and marked with R1 in Fig. 6.16. As for the in-air case, considered in
Fig. 6.14, no peak is seen for the flexural mode at 1.03fR1. When a front layer is added to the piezoelectric disk [moving
slightly to the right in Fig. 6.14(a)], the single peak seen in the source sensitivity response of the disk without a front layer
is shifted to higher frequencies. When comparing with the in-air case for the disk with D/T=10 considered in the upper
row of Fig. 6.14, this frequency shift must be assigned to coupling between the flexural mode in the piezoelectric disk and
vibrational modes in the front layer (this has also been seen by investigating the vibration of the disk with a front layer for
increasing front layer thicknesses, which is however not shown here).

For the disk with D/T=3 with an epoxy4.17 front layer, shown in Fig. 6.14(g), in which case there is no influence from
the flexural mode in the frequency region around the frequencyfR1, a significantly different source sensitivity response
is seen, and the results are much more similar to the case for the frequency region around the TE1 mode. The influence
from the flexural mode (at 0.75fR1 for the disk with D/T=3) is seen as a minor peak in the source sensitivity response at
frequencies between 0.7fR1 and 0.55fR1 for front layer thicknesses between 0.1T�=4;R1 and 0.8T�=4;R1. For the two
other front layer materials considered in Fig. 6.16, the influence from the flexural mode is similar as for the epoxy4.17 front
layer material for both disks considered. For the disk with D/T=3 with an epoxy7.06 front layer, the peak which may be
assigned to the flexural mode is seen for front layer thicknesses up to 1.1T�=4;R1 [cf. left edge of Fig. 6.16(l)].

For all three front layer materials, the -3 dB and -6 dB bandwidth of the source sensitivity response is improved
considerably when the front layer thickness is increased to between 0.8T�=4;R1 and 1.2T�=4;R1, compared to the case
for the disk without a front layer. This is similar to the case for the frequency region around the TE1 mode. For both
the disk with D/T=10 and the disk with D/T=3, there are overall larger similarities with results for the frequency region
around the TE1 mode, compared to the in-air case for the frequency region around the R1 mode studied in Sec. 6.4.1: Only
two significant peaks are seen around the quarterwave matching thickness, instead of three or four as for some front layer
characteristic acoustic impedances for the in-air case, and these two peaks seen for the in-water case are nearly symmetric
about the frequency of the R1 mode.

For both disks, and for all three front layer materials (except for the disk with D/T=10 with an epoxy7.06 front layer),
the widest bandwidth is found for front layer thicknesses between 0.8T�=4;R1 and 0.9T�=4;R1. The largest -3 dB bandwidth
for the transducer structures considered here is found for the disk with D/T=3 with an epoxy5.60 front layer with thickness
0.85T�=4;R1, for which a -3 dB bandwidth of 46% is found, and for which the source sensitivity response is nearly flat over
most of this frequency band, with only a few small ripples. For the disk with D/T=10, a maximum -3 dB bandwidth of 36%
is found, for the same front layer material and thickness. The corresponding maximum bandwidth found for the disk with
D/T=5 in the frequency region around the TE1 mode was 56 % (cf. Sec. 6.3.2.2). However, the largest -6 dB bandwidth for
the frequency region around the TE1 mode was found to be 60% in the case of an epoxy7.06 front layer with thickness 0.9
T�=4;R1, whereas the same -6 dB bandwidth is found for the disk with D/T=3 with an epoxy7.06 front layer of thickness
of 0.80T�=4;R1 in Fig. 6.16. Note however that these bandwidths may be altered significantly when a transducer backing
and/or housing is added to the simple transducer considered here.

6.4.2.2 Variation of the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer

The variation of the electrical input conductance and the source sensitivity response of a simple transducer in water,
consisting of a PZT-5A disk with a quarterwave thick front layer (Tfront = T�=4;R1), is investigate as a function of
the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer in Fig. 6.17 for the frequency region around the R1 mode. The two
PZT-5A disks with D/T=10 and D/T=3 are considered, and the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer is varied
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Figure 6.17: (a) Electrical input conductance shown as a function of frequency and characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer
for a PZT-5A disk with D/T=10 with a front layer of thicknessT�=4;R1 in water. The frequency region around the R1 mode is considered.
(b) As (a), but for voltage source sensitivity. (c) As (a), but for disk with D/T=3. (d) As (b), but for disk with D/T=3. Dashed and solid
lines show the -3 dB and -6 dB values, respectively. The virtual front layer materials are chosen according to Fig. 6.2(b).

according to Fig. 6.2(b). Corresponding studies for the in-air case and for the frequency region around the TE1 mode have
been made in Sec. 6.4.1.2 and Sec. 6.3.2.3, respectively.

For the electrical input conductance of the disk with D/T=3 with a front layer, considered in Fig. 6.17(c), there are
similarities with the corresponding results for the frequency region around the TE1 mode in that there are two major peaks
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in the electrical input conductance for characteristic acoustic impedances of approximately 6.5 Mrayl and larger, and that
there is one wide peak in the electrical input conductance of lower characteristic acoustic impedances. The maximum -3
dB bandwidth is for a front layer with characteristic acoustic impedance of about 5.6 Mrayl, compared to 5.4 Mrayl for
the Mason model for the frequency region around the TE1 mode. For corresponding simulations for the disk with D/T=10,
considered in Fig. 6.17(a), there are however less similarities with the frequency region around the TE1 mode. According
to the discussion in the previous section, this difference may partly be assigned to the influence from the flexural mode at
the frequency 1.03fR1 for the PZT-5A disk with D/T=10. These results are similar to what was found for the in-air case in
Sec. 6.4.1.2.

Considering the source sensitivity response of the disk with D/T=3, shown in Fig. 6.17(d), the -3 dB bandwidth is largest
for a front layer with characteristic acoustic impedance between 6 Mrayl and 6.5 Mrayl, for which the -3 dB bandwidth
is around 40%. This is similar to the case for the frequency region around the TE1 mode, studied in Sec. 6.3.2.3, where
a maximum bandwidth of about 48% was found for characteristic acoustic front layer impedances between 5.4 Mrayl and
6.5 Mrayl. For the disk with D/T=10, the -3 dB bandwidth for the source sensitivity response is quite narrow for all values
of the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer for the front layer thicknessT�=4;R1, as shown in Fig. 6.17(b).
However, when a figure corresponding to Fig. 6.17(b) is made for a front layer thickness of 0.9T�=4;R1 (not shown here),
the -3 dB bandwidth is significantly larger (around 30%) for characteristic acoustic impedances between 4.5 Mrayl and 9
Mrayl. Again the differences between the results for the disk with D/T=10 and the disk with D/T=3 may partly be assigned
to the influence from the flexural mode in the piezoelectric disk.

6.5 Summary

Much of the previous work regarding the use of matching layers for piezoelectric disks has been done using one-dimensional
models for the TE1 mode of a piezoelectric plate or disk, and thus neglecting the influence from lateral modes in the
piezoelectric plate or disk and in the front layer. Consequently, these studies have not been able to analyze the influence
from the different vibrational modes in the piezoelectric disk and in the front layer on the response of the simple transducer
consisting of a piezoelectric disk with a front layer. Therefore, even for thick piezoelectric disk, for which there is significant
influence from other vibrational modes than the TE1 mode in the response of the transducer, the choice of front layer
material and front layer thickness in a transducer design process is often based on a combination of measurements and
results from one-dimensional models, in which the influence from lateral modes is neglected. In such a transducer design
process, in which only simulations based on one dimensional models are used, it may in many cases be difficult to find
the origin of different peaks and dips found in the measured response functions of a piezoelectric disk with a front layer,
making it hard to identify how to modify the geometry and/or front layer material of the transducer to get the desired
response functions for the transducer. In addition, it may be difficult to find the optimal front layer material and front layer
thickness to get e.g. a high bandwidth in the response functions.

A similar problem is related to the use of a front layer for piezoelectric transducers based on piezoelectric disks operated
in other frequency regions than the frequency region around the TE1 mode, as most of the work regarding the use of front
layers for piezoelectric disks found in the literature is focused on the frequency region around the TE1 mode.

In this chapter the response functions of piezoelectric disks with a front layer have been investigated for the frequency
region around the TE1 mode and for the frequency region around the R1 mode for both the in-air and in-water cases. The
influence from other modes than the TE1 mode and the R1 mode has been discussed by first considering the disk without
a front layer, then adding a thin front layer, and subsequently increasing the front layer thickness in small steps. It may be
noted that if a backing layer or transducer housing is added to the simple transducer considered here, the response functions
are significantly modified, and thus a similar analysis as has been made for a piezoelectric disk with a front layer in this
chapter should be made for the complete transducer structure to identify the influence from other vibrational modes of the
disk in the response functions of the complete transducer structure.

In the analysis for the frequency region around the TE1 mode, it has been shown that for a disk with relatively high D/T
ratio (D/T=10), there is good agreement between the FE simulations and the one-dimensional Mason model for both the
in-air and in-water cases, except for some minor peaks which may be assigned to the influence from A and R modes. The
agreement for the in-water case is however significantly better than for the in-air case, due to larger relative attenuation of
the peaks corresponding to A and R modes than of the peak corresponding to the TE1 mode for the disk without a front
layer. For a thick piezoelectric disk (D/T=5) in air, the influence from A and R modes leads to much less agreement with
results from one-dimensional models, resulting in several significant peaks in the response functions of the transducer. In
addition, the shear velocity of the front layer material, which is not considered in the one-dimensional Mason model at all,
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is very important for the response of the transducer for the thick piezoelectric disk. For the thick piezoelectric disk in water,
there is much better agreement with results from one-dimensional models than for the thick disk in air, but nevertheless
there is significant influence from other modes than the TE1 mode, which may be undesired in transducer applications. For
example, a dip in the otherwise relatively flat response, seen for most front layer materials, may be assigned to the influence
of the A2 mode for the disk with D/T=5. However, as shown in an example, this dip may be diminished by changing the
D/T ratio of the piezoelectric disk slightly.

Even if there is overall good agreement with the FE results and corresponding results based on one-dimensional models
for the thick piezoelectric disk (D/T=5) in water, it has been found that another front layer thickness and front layer
characteristic acoustic impedance should be used to achieve high bandwidth than what is stipulated by one-dimensional
models for thin piezoelectric disks. For most front layer materials considered, the broadest -3 dB bandwidth has been
found for front layer thicknesses 10-20% thinner than the quarterwave matching thicknessT�=4;TE1. Also, the optimal
characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer with respect to achieving high -3 dB bandwidth was found to be
between 6.5 Mrayl and 8 Mrayl.

For the frequency region around the R1 mode, there is no significant influence from other symmetrical modes, because
the spacing between the R1 mode and other symmetrical modes (the R2 mode) is large. However, it has been shown that
there is significant influence from flexural modes in the response functions of the piezoelectric disk with a front layer,
provided that the flexural mode is close to the R1 mode in frequency. For the thick disk considered (D/T=3), there is no
flexural mode close to the R1 mode in frequency, and in this case the effect of adding a front layer to the disk is similar to
the case for the frequency region around the TE1 mode in many cases for both the in-air and in-water case. However, the
shear velocity of the front layer is important, and for low shear velocities there seems to be less similarities with the results
for the frequency region around the TE1 mode. For the thin disk considered (D/T=10), there is a flexural mode at nearly
the same frequency as the R1 mode, which influences strongly on the response functions of the transducer consisting of a
piezoelectric disk with a front layer, due to coupling between the flexural mode and vibrational modes in the front layer.
Partly as a consequence of this, there are significantly less similarities with the results for the frequency region around the
TE1 mode for the disk with D/T=10 compared to the case for the disk with D/T=3.

It has been found that the largest -3 dB bandwidth for the frequency region around the R1 mode may also be achieved
for front layer thicknesses 10-20% thinner than the quarterwave matching thicknessT�=4;R1 in the frequency region around
the R1 mode. Generally, larger -3 dB bandwidth was found for the disk with D/T=3 than for the disk with D/T=10.

The results in this chapter indicate that the one-dimensional models may in many cases be used even for disks with
D/T ratios as low as 5 (especially for the in-water case), and in some cases the results from the one-dimensional models for
the frequency region around the TE1 mode are also applicable to analysis for the frequency region around the R1 mode.
However, the shear velocity of the front layer does have significant influence on the response functions for these two cases,
and the influence from other vibrational modes in the piezoelectric disk depends on the D/T ratio of the piezoelectric disk.
Therefore, the applicability of the one-dimensional models depends on the front layer material used and the D/T ratio of
the piezoelectric disk. As a consequence of this, it is advisable to use FE simulations for the choice of front layer thickness
and front layer materials for the analysis of thick piezoelectric disks with a front layer, and for the analysis of piezoelectric
disks with a front layer for the frequency region around the R1 mode.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

7.1 Conclusions

Acoustic transducers are usually crucial parts of ultrasonic measurement instruments of any kind, and the radiated sound
field, response functions and vibration of such transducers are therefore important parameters in the design of ultrasonic
measurements instruments. The design of such transducers is often based on a combination of numerical simulations and
measurements, where the first step in the design process is to choose a basic design of the transducer, often based on the
design parameters of other transducers with similar properties, and the experience of the transducer designer. In the second
step of the design process, the design parameters of the transducers are varied in a simulation tool in order to arrive at the
desired properties of the transducer. In the third step, a prototype is built based on the results of the simulation tool. The
two last steps in the experimental/numerical design process are then repeated until the prototype has the required properties.
If the simulation tool is accurate, it is only necessary to repeat this procedure once or maybe a few times, whereas in other
cases such development procedures are time demanding and expensive, because a large number of prototypes must be built.

In the present work, an important basis for the first step of this design process for piezoelectric transducers has been
given. This has been done through an analysis of the radiated sound field, response functions and vibration of the basic
parts of piezoelectric disk transducers (the piezoelectric disk and the front layer), and an analysis of the influence of varying
geometry and material parameters of the transducer on these quantities. The analysis presented in this work has also been
targeted at understanding the influence of the different design parameters of the simple piezoelectric transducer on the
response functions of the transducer, in order to provide guidelines on how to vary the design parameters in the second step
of the design process described above. This may help a transducer designer to arrive at the required response faster.

The analysis in this work has been focused on the most basic parts of piezoelectric disk transducers, the analysis of
piezoelectric disks only (cf. Chapter 5) and piezoelectric disks with a front layer (cf. Chapter 6). The front layer in
such a transducer is usually applied for better matching between the piezoelectric disk and the fluid medium, to improve
the transmission of sound waves from the piezoelectric disk to the fluid medium, which leads to larger bandwidth in the
response functions of the transducer. The influence of other parts of piezoelectric transducers, like e.g. a backing layer or
a transducer housing, has only been considered briefly. However, the basic parts of the transducer are very important for
the response and vibration of the complete transducer, and thus the current analysis does also have applications for more
complicated transducers.

The present investigations extend earlier analyses on the influence of varying the geometry and material parameters
of the transducer structures studied on the vibration, response functions and radiated sound field, by providing a more
detailed and systematic analysis using a three-dimensional model, including accuracy considerations. As a part of this
analysis, a more detailed modal analysis of the vibrational modes in piezoelectric disks with varying D/T ratio has been
made, including the suggestion of a refined mode classification scheme for these vibrational modes, and the presentation of
resonance frequency spectra with improved accuracy compared to previous work (maximum error in calculated resonance
frequencies of 150 ppm).

Attention has been given to the identification of which vibrational modes in the piezoelectric disk the different peaks
in the response functions may be associated with, and how the position, height and bandwidth of the peaks varies when
the geometry of the disk and the amount of fluid loading is changed. It has also been shown how the different vibrational
modes in the piezoelectric disk contribute to the vibration of the disk at different frequencies using displacement spectra.
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Furthermore, by first considering the response functions of a piezoelectric disk, then adding a thin front layer, and
subsequently increasing the front layer thickness in small steps, the influence of the different vibrational modes in the
piezoelectric disk on the response functions of the piezoelectric disk with a front layer has been studied for both the in-air
and in-water cases. These studies are improved compared to previous investigations in the sense that a three-dimensional
model is applied to thick piezoelectric disks with a front layer, and to analyses for other vibrational modes than the TE1
mode. It has been found that there is significant influence from flexural modes in the piezoelectric disk on the response
functions of the piezoelectric disk with a front layer, especially for the frequency region around the R1 mode. Also, the
influence of the shear velocity of the front layer on the response functions of the piezoelectric disk with a front layer is
found to be large for thick piezoelectric disks, and for the frequency region around the R1 mode.

The influence of the thickness and the characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer on the response functions has
also been investigated. Based on this approach, the question of front layer thickness and front layer characteristic acoustic
impedances optimal for high bandwidth has been investigated, for two cases which are not covered by the one-dimensional
models available: thick piezoelectric disks with a front layer and piezoelectric disks with a front layer operated in the
frequency region around the R1 mode. For both cases, the optimal front layer thickness is found to be 10-20% thinner than
quarterwave thickness to achieve high bandwidth, whereas the optimal characteristic acoustic impedance of the front layer
material may deviate from the corresponding values given by the one-dimensional models for the thin-disk case.

In addition to these studies, more detailed investigations than found in previous work have been made on the full
radiated sound field from piezoelectric disks, for frequencies corresponding to different vibrational modes and for different
D/T ratios, including a comparison between the vibration of the disk and the radiated sound field. The different parts of
the surface of the piezoelectric disk vibrate with different amplitudes and in different phases, resulting in different field
components radiating from the individual parts of the surface of the disk. It has been shown how the vibration of the disk
relates to the nearfield sound pressure, and how the farfield directivity pattern results from the interference between the field
components radiating from the different parts of the surface of the disk. As a part of this analysis, it has been studied how
small variations in driving frequency influence the vibration and radiated field of the piezoelectric disk for the frequency
region around the TE1 mode and the R1 mode.

The analyses in this work have been made using a simulation tool which has been developed during the present work.
This simulation tool is based on the FE method, as a three-dimensional approach is needed for proper modeling of the
transducers considered here. For the modeling of the piezoelectric transducer part of the problem, piezoelectric finite
elements are used. For the modeling of the exterior fluid domain, a wide range of different approaches have been compared
to find the method best suited for the present work. The criterion used to identify the best-suited approach was that the
method should be optimal with respect to calculation of acoustical response functions for a large number of frequencies,
and for a large number of points in the fluid domain, as this has been important in the present analysis. Based on this
criterion, it was chosen to use finite elements to model the nearfield part of the fluid medium, whereas the farfield part of
the fluid medium is modeled using a special type of infinite elements, the conjugated Astley-Leis infinite elements (also
called infinite wave envelope elements of variable order). The FE formulation, which serves as a theoretical basis for the
implemented FE code, has been described in detail (see Chapter. 3).

The applicability of this simulation tool has been established through comparisons with other FE codes and
measurements in Sec. 4.2, for which good quantitative and qualitative results have been obtained, respectively. The expected
accuracy in the FE results presented has been quantified through extensive convergence tests for the types of transducer
structures which are studied, in Sec. 4.3. Similar simulation tools as the one developed during the present work exist,
but to the authors knowledge, such tools have not been applied to the types of systematic analysis for piezoelectric disks
with a front layer presented in this work, possibly because other FE codes are not always especially tailored for systematic
analyses, as is the case for the FE program FEMP.

The results presented in this work contribute to increased understanding of the influence of the geometry and material
parameters of the basic parts of piezoelectric disk transducers, a piezoelectric disk and a piezoelectric disk with a front
layer, on the vibration, radiated sound field and response functions of such transducers. This increased understanding is
expected to be useful in both the experimental and numerical part of the transducer design process. The analysis provided
confirms that the developed simulation tool based on the FE method is a valuable tool in a transducer design process.
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7.2 Future work

The presented analyses have been made using the simulation tool FEMP, which is based on the FE method. Although most
of the analysis is made for a piezoelectric disk and for a piezoelectric disk with a front layer, the program in its present
form is capable of limited analyses of complete, axisymmetric transducers, like e.g. a piezoelectric disk with a front layer, a
backing layer and a transducer housing, including the effect of the surrounding fluid medium. Thus, a logical continuation
of the present work would be to extend the current analysis to also include the effect of a backing layer and the effect of
a transducer housing in the analysis of the vibration, response functions and radiated sound field of the transducer. The
inclusion of a backing layer in the analysis is especially important for air and gas transducers, due to the large impedance
mismatch between the piezoelectric material and the fluid medium for air and gas applications. The analysis may also be
extended to include a transient analysis in addition to the time-harmonic analysis, which is possible by changing the solver
part in FEMP according to the method given in the FE program ONACS developed by the present author in a cooperation
with the Institute of measurement technology at the University of Linz during the dr. scient. work [150, 151]. It is also
possible to perform a transient analysis by using the FE program in its present form, and making a Fourier transform to get
results in the time domain, but the latter method may in some cases be rather inefficient.

The analysis presented for the radiated sound field in the current work has been limited to the sound pressure field
radiated from a piezoelectric disk only. However, as a byproduct of the presented analysis, the radiated sound field in
both nearfield and farfield from a piezoelectric disk with a front layer has also been calculated, and these results showed
interesting features which could be of interest in a transducer design process. A similar analysis for the case where a
backing layer and a transducer housing is considered, would also be valuable for transducer designers, and these types of
analyses could therefore also be a topic for future work in these areas, based on the FE code FEMP.

The work presented here may also be viewed as the first step in the modeling of a complete measurement system,
including a transmitting and receiving transducer and the propagating through a fluid medium. The FE code FEMP in
its present form is capable of such analyses with only minor modifications. For the modeling of a flowmeter, it would in
addition be necessary to include the effect of fluid flow in the analysis.

From the comparisons between measurements and FE simulations in the present work, it is evident that it is important
to have accurate material parameters for the piezoelectric material used in the piezoelectric transducers. It is possible to use
a FE code to estimate these material parameters accurately, and such a work has already been started at the Department of
Physics at the University of Bergen using the FE code FEMP. This work may also be extended to find improved parameters
to model the losses in the piezoelectric material.

Although the FE program FEMP has proved to be sufficient for the analysis in the present work, it has limited the work
in some respects due to large memory requirements and long computation times, especially for the in-water analysis for
large D/T ratios and for high frequencies. These limitations would also make it impossible to use FEMP in its present form
for an in-water analysis of a more complete transducer, including backing layer and transducer housing, for frequencies
higher than the R1 mode. These restrictions are partly due to the fact that FEMP is implemented in MATLAB. It would,
however, have been difficult to develop FEMP in a programming language like C++ or Fortran in the limited time which has
been available for the current project. However, by translating FEMP to C++ or Fortran, which in parts is possible using
commercial tools for automatic code transformation, it would be possible to make larger analyses, and the computation
times would become shorter. Furthermore, by implementing other methods for the modeling of the exterior fluid domain,
it might be possible to shorten the computing times for some problem types, as some of the alternative methods for the
modeling of exterior domains, like e.g. the boundary element method or the unconjugated infinite elements of Burnett type,
may be faster for some cases where the solution is not required in many points in the exterior fluid domain.
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Appendix A

Detailed comparison between FEMP and
ABAQUS for piezoelectric disk with front
layer

In this appendix FEMP simulations are compared with corresponding ABAQUS simulations for a PZT-5A disk with a
front layer of varying thickness. Resonance frequencies are calculated using 8 node isoparametric elements with 3x3 point
Gaussian integration. There is excellent quantitative agreement between FEMP and ABAQUS results.

The PZT-5A disk has thickness 1.005 mm and diameter 12.87 mm, and it is modeled using 10 elements in the radial
direction and 5 elements in the thickness direction. The front layer material is either titanium (Young’s modulusE =
116:1�109Pa, density� = 4486kg=m3, Poisson’s ratio� = 0:32) plexiglas (Young’s modulusE = 3:3�109Pa, density
� = 1190kg=m3, Poisson’s ratio� = 0:35) or divinycell (Young’s modulusE = 980� 106Pa, density� = 371kg=m3,
Poisson’s ratio� = 0:35), and for each simulation the total thickness (disk+front layer) is given in the table along with the
element division used in the thickness direction for the front layer. For each simulation 10 elements are used in the radial
direction for the front layer. The material parameters are taken from Ref. [44]. Note that there are two different sets of
material parameters for these materials in Ref. [44], and that the other set of material parameters are used to calculate the
response functions in Sec. 4.2.3.2.

Note also that these element divisions are not high enough to give results which are fully converged, and it is therefore
necessary to use the same element division and type of elements to reproduce the results.
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Table A.1: Comparison of resonance frequencies calculated with ABAQUS and FEMP for PZT-5A-disk with titanium front layer. Total
thickness (titanium+PZT-5A) 1.337 mm. 3 elements are used in the thickness direction for the front layer.

FEMP ABAQUS DIFF. (PPM)
49.242 kHz 49.242 kHz -
169.501 kHz 169.501 kHz -
181.305 kHz 181.305 kHz -
325.898 kHz 325.898 kHz -
440.687 kHz 440.687 kHz -
492.249 kHz 492.249 kHz -
644.100 kHz 644.100 kHz -
657.801 kHz 657.801 kHz -
755.311 kHz 755.311 kHz -
807.963 kHz 807.963 kHz -
838.604 kHz 838.604 kHz -
911.382 kHz 911.382 kHz -
934.977 kHz 934.977 kHz -
1011.13 kHz 1011.13 kHz -
1046.34 kHz 1046.34 kHz -
1082.44 kHz 1082.44 kHz -
1101.43 kHz 1101.43 kHz -
1188.15 kHz 1188.15 kHz -
1207.44 kHz 1207.44 kHz -

Table A.2: Comparison of resonance frequencies calculated with ABAQUS and FEMP for PZT-5A-disk with titanium front layer. Total
thickness (titanium+PZT-5A) 4.392 mm. 10 elements are used in the thickness direction for the front layer.

FEMP ABAQUS DIFF. (PPM)
130.129 kHz 130.129 kHz -
229.776 kHz 229.776 kHz -
326.424 kHz 326.424 kHz -
427.406 kHz 427.406 kHz -
438.440 kHz 438.440 kHz -
475.603 kHz 475.603 kHz -
529.303 kHz 529.303 kHz -
576.271 kHz 576.271 kHz -
579.031 kHz 579.031 kHz -
655.892 kHz 655.892 kHz -
669.575 kHz 669.575 kHz -
714.330 kHz 714.330 kHz -
742.382 kHz 742.382 kHz -
752.345 kHz 752.345 kHz -
791.990 kHz 791.990 kHz -
828.481 kHz 828.481 kHz -
867.668 kHz 867.668 kHz -
911.114 kHz 911.114 kHz -
930.143 kHz 930.143 kHz -
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Table A.3: Comparison of resonance frequencies calculated with ABAQUS and FEMP for PZT-5A-disk with plexiglas front layer. Total
thickness (plexiglas+PZT-5A) 1.505 mm. 3 elements are used in the thickness direction for the front layer.

FEMP ABAQUS DIFF. (PPM)
36.445 kHz 36.445 kHz -
133.573 kHz 133.573 kHz -
150.452 kHz 150.452 kHz -
264.631 kHz 264.631 kHz -
382.360 kHz 382.360 kHz -
410.593 kHz 410.593 kHz -
502.332 kHz 502.332 kHz -
551.330 kHz 551.330 kHz -
574.801 kHz 574.801 kHz -
588.769 kHz 588.769 kHz -
647.567 kHz 647.567 kHz -
698.275 kHz 698.275 kHz -
738.150 kHz 738.150 kHz -
780.830 kHz 780.830 kHz -
793.096 kHz 793.096 kHz -
842.159 kHz 842.159 kHz -
867.161 kHz 867.161 kHz -
884.384 kHz 884.384 kHz -
894.730 kHz 894.730 kHz -

Table A.4: Comparison of resonance frequencies calculated with ABAQUS and FEMP for PZT-5A-disk with plexiglas front layer. Total
thickness (plexiglas+PZT-5A) 2.005 mm. 5 elements are used in the thickness direction for the front layer.

FEMP ABAQUS DIFF. (PPM)
38.712 kHz 38.712 kHz -
135.484 kHz 135.484 kHz -
146.966 kHz 146.966 kHz -
253.908 kHz 253.908 kHz -
290.177 kHz 290.177 kHz -
329.570 kHz 329.570 kHz -
394.670 kHz 394.670 kHz -
414.076 kHz 414.076 kHz -
426.635 kHz 426.635 kHz -
463.349 kHz 463.349 kHz -
484.002 kHz 484.002 kHz -
497.800 kHz 497.800 kHz -
518.761 kHz 518.761 kHz -
534.850 kHz 534.850 kHz -
541.433 kHz 541.433 kHz -
550.439 kHz 550.439 kHz -
588.420 kHz 588.420 kHz -
593.559 kHz 593.559 kHz -
611.966 kHz 611.966 kHz -
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Table A.5: Comparison of resonance frequencies calculated with ABAQUS and FEMP for PZT-5A-disk with divinycell front layer. Total
thickness (divinycell+PZT-5A) 1.505 mm. 3 elements are used in the thickness direction for the front layer.

FEMP ABAQUS DIFF. (PPM)
36.134 kHz 36.134 kHz -
133.485 kHz 133.485 kHz -
152.893 kHz 152.893 kHz -
266.277 kHz 266.277 kHz -
390.969 kHz 390.969 kHz -
416.282 kHz 416.282 kHz -
490.794 kHz 490.794 kHz -
540.847 kHz 540.847 kHz -
582.397 kHz 582.397 kHz -
592.270 kHz 592.270 kHz -
629.279 kHz 629.279 kHz -
694.593 kHz 694.593 kHz -
744.605 kHz 744.605 kHz -
785.066 kHz 785.066 kHz -
799.118 kHz 799.118 kHz -
852.457 kHz 852.457 kHz -
864.706 kHz 864.706 kHz -
894.764 kHz 894.764 kHz -
912.023 kHz 912.023 kHz -

Table A.6: Comparison of resonance frequencies calculated with ABAQUS and FEMP for PZT-5A-disk with divinycell front layer. Total
thickness (divinycell+PZT-5A) 2.005 mm. 5 elements are used in the thickness direction for the front layer.

FEMP ABAQUS DIFF. (PPM)
36.934 kHz 36.934 kHz -
134.194 kHz 134.194 kHz -
151.254 kHz 151.254 kHz -
250.294 kHz 250.294 kHz -
274.136 kHz 274.136 kHz -
328.674 kHz 328.674 kHz -
393.465 kHz 393.465 kHz -
413.728 kHz 413.728 kHz -
421.635 kHz 421.635 kHz -
455.799 kHz 455.799 kHz -
474.681 kHz 474.681 kHz -
493.228 kHz 493.228 kHz -
507.398 kHz 507.398 kHz -
511.687 kHz 511.687 kHz -
517.099 kHz 517.099 kHz -
538.677 kHz 538.677 kHz -
580.205 kHz 580.205 kHz -
584.141 kHz 584.141 kHz -
596.684 kHz 596.684 kHz -
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